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Introduction 

 

“Unless we change our current water management and behaviour, and 

strive for lower levels of water consumption, we will face serious threats 

both to the security of our water supplies and to the health of our water 

environments and nature conservation sites,” (Defra, 2008a:21). 

 

An awareness of the need for a more sustainable approach to water 

consumption has increasingly gained attention since the turn of the century. As 

the domestic sector accounts for over half of our abstracted water in the UK 

(Environment Agency, 2008) domestic water users have become a major target 

for reducing, or at least sustaining at present levels, water consumption in the 

home. Policies, strategies and technologies to reduce domestic and commercial 

water consumption, collectively termed „water demand management‟ (WDM), 

have gained considerable momentum over the last few years.  

 

This emerging concern over domestic water use has stimulated new research 

from the water industry, government and academics. Current work on WDM is 

dominated by quantitative studies that focus on a limited range of factors, 

namely consumption data and social and economic costs and benefits of 

domestic metering. While important and useful this reliance on quantitative 

research alone does not present a holistic picture of WDM interventions. Areas 

of research neglected include how people use water in the home and how 

people perceive of and interact with WDM measures. Studies that focus on 

these more behavioural aspects of water use are few and far between.  
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Recently, over the last five years or so, the literature relating to these more 

qualitative aspects of water use has begun to grow. Researchers such as 

Shove (2003a), Bakker (2003), Strang (2004), Sofoulis (2005), Medd and 

Chappells (2008) and others have explored how the policies, technologies and 

public perceptions of water use developed over the last century have shaped 

the water provision system we have today and, equally as important, the 

expectations we as water users have of this system. The critiques presented by 

these authors have challenged many of the practices currently being used for 

managing water demand. This study endeavours to add to this literature.  

 

The research project 

I came to be studying domestic water use in October 2005. My interests were in 

the social side of water demand, with my academic background focusing on 

participation theory and my occupation having been that of a community 

development worker. These factors undoubtedly shaped the research process 

including the focus of study, the interpretivist positioning, the methodological 

decision to use case studies, and the selection of cases that could produce 

practical applications in addition to theoretical contributions.    

 

Two communities in southeast England were chosen as case studies. Both 

studies focus on peoples' water using practices and their views of water 

demand and supply. The Heybridge study, conducted in 2006, explores water 

using practices and the installation of water efficient devices in the home. The 

Lydd study in 2007 looks at the impact of compulsory metering. Although these 

interventions are different, the areas of focus are the same, namely how people 
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actually use water in their homes, their reasons for doing so, their perceptions 

of water supply and shortages and their reactions to water efficiency measures. 

Through the analysis of these case studies it is possible to suggest 

recommendations for improving other water efficiency interventions.   

 

The case studies are analysed through the empirical application of four selected 

behavioural and socio-technical theories. As most of these theories have rarely, 

if ever, been practically applied, their ability to facilitate a greater understanding 

of water consumption and reduction has been untested. Until these theories 

have been applied in the field their potential contribution to WDM will be 

undervalued. 

 

The research within this thesis is important in several ways: it provides 

information on water using practices in the homes of some people within the 

south east of England; it explores how two water companies are trying to 

encourage a reduction in domestic water use and how people are interacting 

with those methods; and it provides insights into the applicability of theories of 

consumption, behaviour and behaviour change to real situations. The research 

process has also provided some water users with an opportunity, limited as it 

may be, to have their opinions heard.  

 

These topics can be distilled into three research aims. These are:  

 

1. to characterise contemporary water user cultures in south east 

England, exploring how and why people use water as they do.  
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2. to use qualitative methods to examine the strengths and weaknesses 

of mainstream approaches to water efficiency in the UK.  

 

3. to critique selected socio-technical and behavioural theories in light of 

their practical application.   

 

The structure of the thesis 

Chapter one provides the background to and justification for the three research 

aims cited above. The chapter begins with a presentation of current water 

demand management in England. This is followed by a critical review of the 

research on water efficiency and water metering and the development of the 

research aims.   

 

Chapter two is a review of the literature on behaviour, behavioural change and 

socio-technical systems. Four theoretical models are explored in detail: Shove‟s 

theory of consumption relating to comfort, cleanliness and convenience 

(2003a), here termed the „3Cs‟; Olander & Thøgersen‟s Motivation, Opportunity, 

Ability model (MOA) (1995); Biel & Thøgersen‟s theory of norm activation for co-

operation (2007); and Sofoulis‟ socio-technical triangle (2005, 2008a). Each 

theory is critiqued and adapted according to other literature in the field.  

 

Research methodology is the topic of Chapter three. The constructionist-leaning 

epistemological stance and its subsequent implications for research design and 

process are discussed. Details of each case study are given, followed by 

accounts of the research process.  
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Chapters four, five and six deal with the findings of the case studies. Together 

these chapters address the first research aim, describing contemporary water 

cultures and water using practices in the two case studies in southeast England. 

Chapter four focuses on the factors driving water consumption. Findings from 

both case studies are used here. Shove‟s theory of comfort, cleanliness and 

convenience (3Cs) is used in the analysis of the findings and in structuring the 

presentation of the data.  

 

Chapter five explores the impact of the intervention of water efficient devices in 

the Heybridge case study. Here the adapted MOA model is used as a tool to 

analyse the findings and structure the presentation of the data. The adapted 

socio-technical triangle provides an overview of the findings.  

 

Chapter six follows a similar analytical process and presentation as Chapter 

five. The adapted MOA and adapted socio-technical triangle are applied to the 

Lydd case study to explore the impact of compulsory water metering on the 

community. The findings are structured according to the categories presented 

by these models.  

   

Directly addressing the first research aim, a summary of water cultures in south 

east England is presented in Chapter seven. Alongside this, consideration is 

given to factors creating a culture of water saving. This leads to an analysis of 

the strengths and weaknesses of mainstream approaches to water efficiency in 

the UK, corresponding to the second research aim. Recommendations for 

future water efficiency interventions are discussed. 
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An evaluation of the research methods, with a detailed exploration of the 

practical application of the theories to the case studies is the subject of Chapter 

eight. The critique of the socio-technical theories and behavioural models 

addresses research aim three.   

 

The final chapter, Chapter nine, concludes the thesis by presenting a summary 

of the three research objectives.   
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1 Water demand management in England: policies and 

knowledge base  

 

1.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to place the research aims and the two case 

studies that form the basis of this thesis within the dynamic and rapidly evolving 

field of water demand management (WDM) research. This chapter attempts to 

trace the legislation, policy initiatives and research on domestic WDM, with a 

particular focus on water saving devices and water metering. The intention also 

is to tease out the strengths and weaknesses of current policy and research and 

to demonstrate how this research contributes to the WDM debate. In particular, 

the aims of this chapter are to:  

  present the water availability and demand situation in England 

  describe the structure of water provision in England 

  describe the current dominant water efficiency measures   

  present and critique water efficiency research through an alternative 

literature 

  present the research questions specific to this study   

 

1.2 Water resources in England  

1.2.1 Water availability in England 

 

““We have more rain here than anywhere else in the world don‟t we?”” 

(Focus group participant, Department for Environment, Food and Rural 

Affairs, (Defra), 2009:18).  
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“All [focus group] participants wondered about the necessity of saving 

water in this country where rainfall was plentiful,” (Rathouse, 2006:2) 

 

Popular perception is that the UK is a wet country with ample rainfall to serve 

the water demand needs of its population (CCW, 2006; Sefton, 2008; Defra, 

2009). There is therefore considerable confusion when „droughts‟ occur such as 

the 1995 Yorkshire drought, the 2004-2006 southern England drought, and 

threats of drought in the north west in 2010. People are sceptical when the 

water industry produce campaigns asking for domestic water users to be careful 

with water and reduce their usage (CCW, 2006; Sefton, 2008; Defra, 2009). Yet 

for a number of years the water industry and governmental bodies have been 

talking of water scarcity, over abstraction of water from fragile ecosystems and 

a need for a substantial change in the way we use water (Medd & Shove, 2006; 

House of Lords Science and Technology Committee (HoL), 2006;  Defra, 2002). 

 

The Environment Agency's report in 2008 on the current state of water 

resources in England and Wales (Environment Agency, (EA), 2008) provides 

the backdrop for the following discussion on water availability.  

 

The annual average rainfall for England varies extensively between regions and 

with seasons. In the west, the Lake District receives around 2500mm of 

effective rainfall1 a year whereas areas in the east of England can receive as 

little as 200mm (EA, 2008). Winter months are much wetter than summer 

months with the result that rivers are often at low flow levels in the summer.  

 

                                                           
1
 Effective rainfall is the level of rain that is left following evaporation. This rain water enters the 

river system or percolates into groundwater sources (EA, 2008:4).  
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Overall, about 10% of England‟s fresh water resources are abstracted for 

human use, including domestic and industrial use (EA, 2008)2. Abstracting 

higher rates of water affects the natural ecosystem. If the abstraction rate in a 

catchment exceeds 20% the area is classified as being „under stress‟ (ibid). 

Recent Catchment Area Management Strategies (CAMS) carried out by the 

Environment Agency have found that a large number of catchments are 

suffering from water stress. Many catchments have no water available for 

further abstraction when rivers are at low flow rates. Some catchments are over 

licensed or over-abstracted as shown in Figures 1 & 2 below (EA, 2008).  

 

Combining the information gathered from the CAMS with population density 

figures and information on where household demand is high, the EA advised 

Defra on regions they consider to be suffering from water stress. They 

concluded that most of south east and eastern England are seriously water 

stressed and the Midlands and south west are „moderately‟ water stressed (EA, 

2008). (See Figure 3 below). 

 

The source of abstracted water also impacts on levels of water stress. The 

southern and eastern regions of England rely heavily on groundwater for their 

source. Some areas abstract over 70% of their domestic water from aquifers 

(EA, 2007a). Groundwater takes a long time to be replenished as the rain needs 

to soak through the soil and stone into the aquifers. Thus in periods of drought 

in areas of the south and east the threat of water shortage is very real (ibid).  

                                                           
2
 Further abstraction is carried out from power production but is usually returned direct to the 

environment.   
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Figure 1: Water available for abstraction from surface and groundwater 

(EA, 2009c:12) 
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Figure 2: Water available for abstraction from only groundwater sources 

(EA, 2009c:13) 
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 Figure 3: Levels of water stress (EA, 2007b:7) 

 

 

 

 

1.2.2 Climate change pressures 

Climate change may act to exacerbate water stress although the exact impact is 

unknown. The EA is currently predicting that in the future there will be an 

increased shortage of water available for abstraction as a result of changing 

precipitation patterns.  
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“As well as reducing river flows and groundwater levels, climate change 

will have other effects on the water environment, such as increased water 

temperatures. The warmer climate will also mean higher demands for 

water by both households and by direct abstraction for crop irrigation,” 

(EA, 2008:19). 

 

Moreover, the process of water abstraction, supply and use itself produces 

carbon emissions and therefore is a contributor to the process of climate 

change. Recently calculated figures suggest that the water supply industry is 

responsible for approximately 1% of the UK‟s carbon emissions. Of more 

significance, carbon emissions from heating water for domestic water use 

(excluding water for central heating) contributes 5.5% of overall carbon 

emissions in the UK (Waterwise, 2010a). This demonstrates the high impact 

domestic water use has on the environment.  With increased concern over 

human-induced climate change and national targets to drive down carbon 

emissions, the domestic use of water is an issue that needs to be addressed.  

 

1.2.3 Domestic pressures 

Overall, 52% of water put into the supply system is to meet domestic demand 

(Defra, 2008a). As a result areas with the greatest density of population have a 

higher water demand. This is a particular problem in the south east of England 

which has some of the highest population densities and yet the lowest levels of 

rainfall. To give a comparison, some areas in the south east and east have 

lower water availability per head of population than many drier countries, such 

as Sudan or Syria (Waterwise, 2010c).  
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To exacerbate the problem further, the South East of England has some of the 

highest water consumption rates per person. Average water use per person in 

the south east is over 170 litres per day in contrast to the average in England 

and Wales of 148 litres (EA, 2008).  

 

On the whole domestic water consumption across England and Wales has 

stayed more or less consistent since 2001/02 (EA, 2008). This levelling off, 

however, follows a rapid increase in water use3 over the last 30 years.  

 

“Depending on what you read, in the 1990s per capita consumption of 

water in the UK increased between 5 and 10 percent and over the past 30 

years the figure is nearer 70 per cent,” (Turton, 2005).  

 

While there now appears to be a stabilization of water consumption per person 

the population of England and Wales is set to rise by 5 million by 2020 and 10 

million by 2031 so increasing the demand for water (EA, 2008; EA, 2009c). 

Much of this growth will occur in areas with high population densities where 

water demand is already stressed.  

 

The rise in domestic water consumption seen previously has been attributed to 

an increase in water-using appliances within a dwelling, the rise of single 

person households and changes in water-using practices (Department for 

Communities and Local Government, (CLG), 2007). In addition recent 

commentators on domestic water use have looked to the historical development 

                                                           
3
 Figures on domestic water consumption previous to privatisation in 1989 are not available 

according to correspondence with Waterwise (Walker, 2009). 
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of water consumption to explain water use today. Shove argues that 

expectations associated with domestic standards of cleanliness and comfort, 

and the desire for convenience when undertaking a task has led to the 

escalating consumption of domestic water (Shove, 2003a). Bakker (2001) and 

Jeffrey and Geary (2005) blame the abundant availability of water on tap for 

creating an expectation of inexhaustible provision, leading to a “„flush and 

forget‟ attitude” (Bakker, 2001:145) towards water use.  

 

The challenge now facing the UK Government, the water industry and the 

inhabitants of England is to adapt policies, technologies and practices to better 

suit the current situation. As referred to above, these issues are particularly 

acute in the south and east of England, and it is for this reason that both case 

studies are located in this region.    

 

1.3 Water demand management in England4 

This section provides the policy context for current WDM measures in England 

 

1.3.1 Definition of Terms 

WDM is the umbrella term given to various methods employed to reduce or 

control the amount of water used in commercial and domestic water supply 

systems (European Environment Agency, 2007). WDM covers a range of 

reduction methods, including some that are not the focus of this study, (e.g. 

                                                           
4
 The research in this thesis took place in southern England, so falling under the regulatory 

water supply system that governs England and Wales. Under the England and Wales regulatory 
system the majority of water supply and removal companies are private, as of 1989. The 
exception is Dwr Cymru, Welsh Water, covering the majority of Wales. This aspect places Dwr 
Cymru in a different position in terms of its relationship with its water users than that of the 
private companies. For this reason, when discussing the impact of WDM measures and 
recommendations for improvements in this thesis, Dwr Cymru is not considered within this same 
group of water companies. 
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commercial water efficiency and leakage reduction), as well as methods that 

are directly relevant to this thesis, (e.g. technological fixes, economic incentives 

and educational initiatives focussing on household water consumption).  

 

The term „water efficiency‟, is defined by the Sustainable Development 

Commission as “using less water to derive the same water service,” 

(Sustainable Development Commission, 2006, in Every, 2006:9). Water 

efficiency may be achieved through a variety of means, including technological 

fixes, such as fittings replacement, or a change in behaviour as a result of 

information provision or economic stimulus (Ofwat, 2007a; Waterwise, 2010b). 

Water metering is often included within water efficiency measures as its aim is 

to encourage the use of less water. In this study 'water efficiency measures' 

refers specifically to initiatives taken to achieve reductions in domestic water 

use through fittings replacement, water metering and information provision. 

(See Figure 4 to clarify the terms of WDM and water efficiency in this thesis. 

The area shaded grey is the focus of this study).  

 

Figure 4: The focus of the study 
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The term 'water efficient devices', refers to the installation of water efficient 

fittings and fixtures, such as low flow taps and dual flush toilets. 'Water 

metering' relates to the installation of water meters and subsequent payment 

system whereby a household pays according to its usage.  'Water efficiency 

awareness', refers to information/education programmes aimed at reducing 

water use. „Water user cultures‟ is a term borrowed from Sofoulis & Williams 

(2008). It encompasses “the habits, expectations, shared ways of life, rituals 

and standards of living that establish baseline levels of [water] consumption,” 

(Sofoulis & Williams, 2008:11). 

 

1.3.2 The regulatory system for water management  

England has a highly regulated, privatised water industry (Bakker, 2003). 

Privatisation occurred in 1989. It was a highly controversial political move with 

75% of the electorate against it (Bakker, 2003). Previous to this the majority of 

water companies had been municipally or publically-owned since the early 

1900s.  

 

Currently there are ten main water and sewage companies and seventeen 

water only companies in England and Wales (EA, 2009b). Under the Water 

Industry Act 1991 each water company has a duty to “develop and maintain 

efficient and economical systems of water provision,” (HoL, 2006:17). Water 

company obligations include providing access to water services, ensuring a 

constant service and quality of water, and maintenance of the infrastructure 

(ibid). Every five years each water company has to present their asset 

management plans and pricing reviews to the economic regulator for approval. 
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There are three main regulating bodies for the water industry: the Office of 

Water Services, (Ofwat), the Environment Agency and the Drinking Water 

Inspectorate (see Table 1, below). The Department for Environment, Food and 

Rural Affairs plays an overarching role as the body responsible for legislation.  

 

Table 1: Water regulation in the UK 

Regulator Role  Duties 

Department for 
Environment, 
Food and Rural 
Affairs 
(Defra) 

Overall policy 
responsibility for water  
 

Provision of legislative and 
statutory framework within 
which the other regulators 
operate.  
Setting standards, formulating 
water policy, application of 
Water Framework Directive, 
appoints regulators, special 
permits (e.g. drought orders). 

Office of Water 
Services (Ofwat) 

Economic regulator Economic regulation, setting of 
price caps, monitoring service 
quality, facilitating competition, 
protecting consumer interests. 

Environment 
Agency 
(previously the 
National Rivers 
Authority) 

Environmental regulator Water resource and abstraction 
planning and licensing, pollution 
control, fisheries, flood defence. 

Drinking Water 
Inspectorate 

Drinking water quality 
regulator 

Setting and enforcement of 
drinking water quality 
standards. 

(From Bakker, 2003:69-71; HoL, 2006:13) 

 

Additional influences come from other bodies, in particular the EU and the 

Consumer Council for Water (CCW). The EU has a regulatory influence through 

its European wide legislation (Bakker, 2003). CCW is an independent watchdog 

representing business and domestic customers of water and sewerage 

companies. It provides information and advice on consumer matters to both 

consumers and public authorities (HoL, 2006).  
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1.3.3 WDM measures  

Expanding the supply of water to the people was the central focus of the water 

industry in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Bakker, 2003). The result 

was a water supply system whereby drinking-quality water was available for 

virtually all domestic demands at the turn of a tap, flush of a handle or twist of a 

dial.  

 

“The current supply orientated paradigm, prevalent in almost all developed 

countries, is focused on meeting consumer demand in terms of water 

quantity and quality…The privileging of hydraulics within society has then 

created a scenario of excess supply and excess quality for many routine 

uses, such as toilet flushing and garden watering. We therefore have a 

delivery system with few restraints to quantity or quality,” (Jeffrey & 

Gearey, 2005:306) 

 

The assumption that there would always be an abundant supply of water began 

to erode in the 1980s - 90s, and concern for demand management began to 

emerge.  Triggers for this turnabout include concerns over climate change and 

accompanying unpredictability in UK weather patterns (Bakker, 2003). Water 

shortages in south and east England were predicted due to population growth, 

increasing demand per capita, pollution of water resources, increasingly 

stringent water quality regulations which effectively reduced the amount of 

potable water available, and an ageing infrastructure (Bakker, 2003). At a global 

level there was a shift towards concerns about sustainability, as seen in the 

uptake of sustainability agendas for many non-government and governmental 

organisations. By 2000 the UK water industry was pursuing a 'twin track' 
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approach “whereby supply and demand measures are pursued together,” 

(Every, 2006:16). The demand measures, continuing today, include planning 

and building regulations, regulation of water companies, and water efficiency 

measures including water metering, fittings and fixtures and awareness (Sharp, 

2006).  

 

This increasing sense of urgency for WDM stimulated the formation of two new 

institutions in 2005: Waterwise and the Water Saving Group (WSG).  Waterwise 

is an industry-funded, non-governmental organisation, created to make the 

economic case for large-scale action to at least stabilise demand5 (Defra, 

2008b). A fundamental remit of Waterwise was to compile research on water 

efficiency measures carried out by the water industry. The report was published 

in October 2008 and updated in December 2009. Waterwise has reported a 

significant increase in water efficiency studies since 2005 (Waterwise, 2008). 

 

The Water Saving Group6, a government body set up by Defra, was established 

in October 2005 for three years to explore how to promote water efficiency in 

households (Defra, 2008b).  A subsequent flurry of activity resulted in a series 

of reports on the water situation and critiques of the policies of the time in 2006. 

This work led to a series of policy changes and further government initiated 

research in 2008/9. Significant reports, research and policy changes are 

summarised in the table below (Table 2). The resulting impact on water 

efficiency is described in the next section.  

 

                                                           
5
 Waterwise were initially funded until 2010 and have continued following this date. 

6
 The WSG consisted of Defra, the Department for Business Enterprise and Regulatory Reform, 

the Department for Communities and Local Government, Ofwat, Environment Agency, 
Consumer Council for Water, Water UK, representatives of water companies, and Waterwise. 
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Table 2: Significant events in WDM from 2005 

Year  Month Event Focus Description 

2005 Sept Waterwise founded Research 
institution 

Independent, non-
government 
organisation promoting 
water-efficiency 

Oct Water Saving Group 
founded for three 
years 

Research and 
policy making 
advisory body 

Governmental group to 
explore the promotion of 
domestic water 
efficiency 

2006 March Folkestone & Dover 
Water Services 
granted water 
scarcity status 

Legislation  FDWS allowed to 
undertake compulsory 
metering of domestic 
customers 

May Rathouse report for 
MTP “Water meters 
and household 
consumption: focus 
groups” 
(unpublished) 

Research  Qualitative research 
with four focus groups  

June House of Lords 
Science and 
Technology 
Committee publish 
“Water Management” 

Research  Report of Sub-
committee review of 
water management 
from 2005-2006 

August Ofwat set voluntary 
targets for water 
efficiency for water 
companies 

Legislation/ 
regulation 

Voluntary standards of 
achievement for water 
efficiency in homes 

Sept ippr publish “Every 
Drop Counts: 
Achieving greater 
water efficiency” 

Research Think tank research on 
current water efficiency 
policy and proposed 
recommendations 

Oct CCW publish “Using 
Water Wisely” 

Research Deliberative research 
with focus on 
consumers attitudes 
and behaviours towards 
water and 
communication 
techniques 

Dec UKWIR publish 
“Sociology of Water 
Use” (Medd & 
Shove) 

Research  Report from Traces of 
Water seminar series, 
from 2004-2006 
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u
n

k
n
o

w
n
 UKWIR publish a 

review of research on 
water metering 
(Herrington) 

Research  “A Critical Review of 
Relevant Research 
Concerning the Effects 
of Charging and 
Collection Methods on 
Water Demand, 
Different Customer 
Groups and Debt” 

2008 January Defra publish “A 
Framework for Pro-
Environmental 
Behaviours” 

Research  Governmental 
emphasis  of 
importance of behaviour 
and pro-environmental 
behaviours 

May Defra & CLG Legislation  Mandatory standards 
for building including 
water efficiency in Code 
for Sustainable Homes 

Oct Waterwise publish 
“Evidence Base for 
large-scale water 
efficiency in homes” 

Research  Review of research by 
water companies on 
water efficiency in 
homes 

u
n

k
n
o

w
n
 Ofwat amendments 

to water scarcity 
regulations 
 
 

Regulation  New fast track system 
for declaring water 
scarcity status 

2009 May CLG changes to 
Building Regulations 

Regulation/ 
legislation  

All new buildings to aim 
for 125 litres/per 
person/per day through 
water fittings 

June Ofwat set mandatory 
targets for water 
efficiency in homes 

Regulation/ 
legislation 

Mandatory standards of 
achievement for water 
efficiency in homes  

Sept Defra publish “Public 
Understanding of 
Sustainable Water 
Use in the Home” 

Research  Building on CCW‟s 
2006 work. Covering 
attitudes, willingness to 
act and practices.  

Dec  Publication of Walker 
Report on metering  

Research  “An Independent 
Review of Charging for 
Household Water and 
Sewerage Services” 

*CCW = Consumer Council for Water; MTP= Market Transformation Programme; ippr = 

Institute for Public Policy Research; UKWIR = UK Water Industry Research; CLG = Department 
for Communities and Local Government 
 

1.3.3.1 Recent policy on water efficient measures  

From 1996 water companies became the first and only bodies legally charged 

with the duty to promote water efficiency measures, although other bodies had 
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responsibility for various water conservation measures (Every, 2006). 

Companies reported their water efficiency activities annually to Ofwat in terms 

of the amount of money invested and water saved, with companies being 

required to “exhibit a „minimum level of activity‟” (Sharp, 2006:879). Such 

activities included the provision of cistern displacement devices, self audit kits 

and water efficiency awareness.  

 

It was felt by many that there were inherent difficulties with this provision. 

Guidance for „a minimum level of activity‟ was vague, as was guidance on how 

to develop programmes and calculate cost-effectiveness (Every, 2006). Money 

for water efficiency measures was not ring-fenced and therefore the measures 

were often squeezed (Every, 2006). Many water companies had few incentives 

to encourage efficiency as this could reduce revenue received from metered 

customers (HoL, 2006). Analysis of the communication strategies of companies‟ 

water efficiency programmes found there was little to convince the water-user of 

the need to save water (Sharp, 2006). That water companies were responsible 

for promoting water efficiency measures was seen as a contradiction in terms, 

with a possible result of a lack of trust in the information provided (Sharp, 2006; 

Every, 2006). The combined result of these difficulties meant “that most 

companies (with exceptions) do a minimum level of activity, often entailing 

cheap, as opposed to cost-effective, measures, which deliver small and 

transient savings,” (Howarth, 2006, in Every, 2006:19).  

 

To improve the promotion of water efficiency the WSG suggested a variety of 

steps which were put into place by November 2008 when the group dissolved. 

Subsequently Ofwat have set new mandatory targets for water efficiency 
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promotion to be implemented by water companies. The programme of targets 

was started on a trial basis in 2009 and were to be fully implemented from 

2010-11. Ofwat states the reason behind the new targets is to “clarify to 

companies our expectations of them in meeting their statutory water efficiency 

duty,” (Ofwat, 2008a:13). There are two levels of target: the prominent one 

being the base service water efficiency (BSWE); the secondary being the 

sustainable economic level of water efficiency (SELWE) (see Table 3).  

   

Table 3: Targets for water efficiency activities for water companies set by Ofwat 
 

Target level Requirement Measured?  

Base  
Level  
Water 
Efficiency 

An annual target to save an 
estimated 1 litre of water per 
property per day through water 
efficiency activity, during 2010-11 
to 2014-15 (not including savings 
achieved through selective 
metering). 
If a water company already has 
per capita consumption (pcc) 
below 130 litres the target is 
reduced to savings of ½ litres per 
property. 

Annual assessment but with 
reduction measured over 
three years. Reductions in 
water consumption are 
measured at the supply level 
so can be achieved through 
household and non-
household use. 

Requirement to provide 
information to consumers on how 
to use water more wisely 

No measurable target. Ofwat 
are consulting on creating a 
scoring system. 

Requirement that each company 
actively helps to improve the 
evidence base for water 
efficiency (Ofwat, 2008:3). 

There is no specification for 
the minimum or maximum 
amount of research a 
company can do. 

Sustainable 
Economic 
Level of 
Water 
Efficiency 

Ofwat “require companies to 
consider additional water 
efficiency. We expect them to 
plan for such activity if it forms 
part of a sustainable, economic 
approach to balancing supply and 
demand,” (Ofwat, 2008: 3).  

No targets set for SELWE. 
Each company will be 
reviewed on a case-by-case 
basis (Ofwat, 2008:3). 

(Based on information from Ofwat, 2008a). 
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1.3.3.2 Recent policy on water efficient devices 

In addition to Ofwat‟s programme of targets the Government has set a target for 

reducing per capita consumption (pcc) to 130 litres per day by 2030; a reduction 

of about 20 litres per person from the current usage (Defra, 2008b). To help 

achieve this Defra and the CLG have announced changes to Building 

Regulations. From April 2010 existing domestic buildings undergoing 

refurbishment (involving the change of fittings and fixtures) must not exceed a 

target of 125 litres per person per day (CLG, 2008a).This target is calculated 

through the provision of fixtures and fittings to meet certain specifications, and 

is not based on actual consumption figures (CLG, 2009). The Code for 

Sustainable Homes sets out a range of targets for water efficiency in new 

homes. A mandatory target for new public housing is that of 120 litres pcc per 

day, required from 2008 (CLG, 2008b). The Code is voluntary for privately built 

homes. 

 

CLG acknowledge that the effectiveness of fittings regulations is limited as 

householders can change the fittings, especially as fittings are available on 

international markets, not just within the UK (CLG & Defra, 2007a). Moreover it 

seems Defra and CLG is reluctant to set strict regulations: 

 

“Whilst it is helpful to set maximum levels of water use for „wet‟ appliances 

and water fittings, we do not wish to include these in building standards 

where they may prove to be a barrier to innovation in construction and 

design,” (CLG & Defra, 2007b:9).  
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Independently of the WSG, the Bathroom Manufacturers Association has 

introduced a voluntary labelling scheme for water efficient bathroom products 

(Defra, 2008c). These will be subject to similar difficulties that the mandatory 

regulations on fittings face, i.e. the availability of alternative fittings.  

 

1.3.3.3 Recent policy on water meters  

Domestic water meters are not compulsory in the UK7 although metering has 

undoubtedly gained favour in recent years. Water metering is firmly on the 

agenda for water demand management (EA, 2010b; Defra, 2008a; Walker, 

2009) for the following reasons. It is often reported that savings of between 10-

15% are made when previously unmetered households become metered (Sim 

et al, 2005; Ofwat, date unknown). In addition to the financial incentive to save 

water, it is thought that providing a measure of water consumption could act to 

inform the householder of their consumption levels, further increasing their 

awareness of water use, particularly if the meters provided were SMART 

meters8 (van Vugt, 1999; EA, 2010a; Aitken et al, 1994;  2005; HoL, 2006). 

Furthermore, metering would enable companies to accurately calculate their 

leakage levels and from that measurement adjust their necessary repairs in line 

with the economic level of leakage9. Moreover, metered charging is believed to 

be a „fair‟ method of payment for the water in that the user pays for what they 

use rather than subsidising others (Ofwat, 2007b; Market Transformation 

Programme (MTP), 2005b)10.  

                                                           
7
 Britain is one of the few OECD countries where this is the case (MTP, 2005a). 

8
 SMART meters can provide a more detailed level of data associated with consumption 

9
 Ofwat allows each company a certain level of economic leakage, above which they have to 

take measures to address the problem (ENDS, 2001). Within the current system “the scope for 
adjusting the figures to suit the regulator‟s goal is considerable,” (ENDS, 2004). Severn Trent 
Water Company were found guilty of knowingly misrepresenting their figures on leakage and 
household consumption rates in 2007 (Ofwat, 2008b).  
10

 However, as Bakker (2001) points out, the meaning of „fair‟ has changed over time. During 
the 1970s fair payment systems were those which allowed people to pay what they could afford, 
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Current policy on metered charging is as follows. If households do not have a 

water meter the householders pay a fixed rate for their water. This fixed rate is 

based on the rateable value (RV) of a house which is related to the value of the 

house, not to the number of people in the household or to the amount of water 

consumed. Houses built since 1990 are not given an RV and therefore all 

domestic new build must have a water meter installed. Other than that metered 

charging is, in most cases, optional. The Water Industry Act 1999, 

(implemented from April 2000), declared that water users have the right to have 

a water meter installed in their property free of charge11. Within a 12 month 

period following installation, the user has the right to revert back to fixed 

charges if they wish to do so (HMSO, 1999). If the householder subsequently 

moves, metered charging can be enforced for the new bill payer. Water 

companies are not allowed to enforce installation of a water meter on a 

household unless there is deemed to be excessive „discretionary use‟, relating 

to swimming pools, automatic sprinkler systems and similar high water using 

equipment, (Department for Environment, Transport and Regions, (DETR), 

1999). It is also possible for companies to install water meters on change of 

occupier, whereby when a customer moves to another address the company 

installs a meter in the property from where they are moving. The new residents 

will then be charged on a metered basis12 (EA, 2007c).  

 

                                                                                                                                                                          
with subsidization from those better off. This has changed to it unanimously being seen that 
„fair‟ is when each individual pays for what they use (Bakker, 2001). 
 
11

 Exceptions to the regulation are if “it is not reasonably practicable” or if to do so would incur 
unreasonable expense (HMSO, 1999). 
12

 Only a few companies use this power. Some companies who currently do include Essex & 
Suffolk Water and Tendring Hundred. 
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Another possibility for installing meters is if the water company in a specific area 

has been granted „water scarcity status‟. „Water scarcity status‟ is when there is 

perceived to be „a significant, long-term deficiency in water supplies‟ in a water 

company area (EA, 2007d). Before 2010, to achieve water scarcity status a 

company had to show “that they had taken other steps to meet the deficiency, 

such as minimising leakage and promoting water efficiency. … [T]hrough the 

preparation of water resource plans, [the water company] need to demonstrate 

that they were planning ahead and taking measures over a period of at least ten 

years to bring supply and demand into balance by the means available to 

them,” (DETR, 1999:25).  At the time of writing (Autumn 2010) Folkestone & 

Dover Water Services (FDWS) are the only water company to receive such 

status, which was granted in March 2006. Since then the WSG amended the 

regulations to make it easier for companies in areas of water stress to 

implement compulsory metering (Defra, 2008c). From 2010 companies in water 

stressed areas are allowed to enforce metered charging on domestic customers 

if their 25 year plans shows this as the most economic way to reduce demand 

(Walker, 2009).  

 

Ofwat have approved metering proposals that would allow 50% of households 

in England to be metered by 2014/15 (Walker, 2009). However the actual rate 

of metering installation is slower than this. Currently 32% of houses in England 

and Wales have water meters (EA, 2009a). The annual rate of increase is 

around 3% a year although there are significant regional variations due to 

differences in policies for each water company (Ofwat, 2006) (see Table 4). 
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Table 4: The percentage of metered household properties for each company 
from when Ofwat first collected data in 1992-93 
 

Water and 
Sewerage 
companies 

% measured 
household 
properties 

Water Only 
companies 

% measured 
household 
properties 

 1992-
93 

2004-
05 

2008- 
09 

 1992-
93 

2004-
05 

2008- 
09 

Anglian & 
Hartlepool 

4% 54% 63% Bournemouth 
& West 
Hampshire 

3% 37% 53% 

Dwr Cymru/ 
Welsh 

3% 19% 29% Bristol 3% 23% 31% 

United 
Utilities 

2% 17% 26% Cambridge 5% 54% 61% 

Northumbrian 
(North) 

1% 11% * Dee Valley 4% 34% 46% 

Northumbrian 
(South) 

2% 35% * Folkestone & 
Dover 

3% 41% 45% 

Severn Trent 5% 24% 31% Mid Kent 3% 33% 64% 

South West 4% 46% 64% Portsmouth 0% 5% 12% 

Southern 10% 27% 38% South East 4% 29% 40% 

Thames 2% 20% 26% South 
Staffordshire 

3% 15% 22% 

Wessex 5% 33% 44% Sutton & East 
Surrey 

1% 19% 30% 

Yorkshire & 
York 

3% 27% 35% Tendring 
Hundred 

5% 61% 69% 

    Three Valleys 3% 23% 36% 

Industry Total 1992-93 2004-05 2008- 09 

 3% 26% 32% 

* combined figures of 21%  
(Ofwat, 2006; Walker report, 2009; Environment Agency, 2009c) 
 
1.3.3.4 Mainstream water efficiency interventions 

In conclusion to this subsection on water demand management policies, we can 

identify a set of widely used „mainstream‟ interventions for domestic water 

efficiency. These include water fittings and fixtures, water metering and water 

efficiency awareness raising (Ofwat, 2008a). Water fittings and fixtures 

regulations, laid out in the Building Regulations and the Code for Sustainable 

Homes, assume a certain per capita consumption (pcc) can be determined by 

the flow rating, flush capacity or bath tub capacity. Water metering is not 

universal but is particularly encouraged in areas of water stress. It is thought 
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metering provides both a financial incentive to save water and information to 

raise awareness of overall household consumption. Water efficiency awareness 

raising is a mandatory target that water companies must meet regarding their 

water efficiency duty. There is as yet no set manner by which to measure this 

target.         

 

1.4 Research on water efficient devices and water metering 

This study involving two case studies focuses directly on the impact of water 

efficient devices and water metering on domestic water consumption in 

England. It is, therefore, necessary to review and critique current research in 

this field in order to explore how this study contributes to our emerging 

knowledge of how people respond to the introduction of new technologies in 

their own homes.  

 

Previous to the establishment of Waterwise in 2005 there was relatively little 

publically available research related to water efficient devices and metering. Of 

the research that did exist, the “evidence base [for water efficiency]… [wa]s 

somewhat limited and most [wa]s scattered across water companies,” (Every, 

2006:14).  This is because it was mainly individual water companies who were 

carrying out the research without a remit to make it publically available. This 

lack of coordination and collaboration on water efficiency research has begun to 

be addressed, as discussed in section 1.3.2. Waterwise now has produced, and 

will update, their Evidence Base. Water companies are required to produce 

research on water efficiency measures. In addition research is being carried out 

by other bodies, such as the Market Transformation Programme (MTP) (see 

below), and academic institutions.  
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1.4.1 The impact of water efficient devices on consumption 

The Market Transformation Programme (MTP) conducts quantitative studies on 

water efficient devices. Its remit covers product efficiency, focusing on taps, 

showers, baths and toilets. It uses models to predict future savings in the case 

of best practice scenarios (MTP, 2008a). MTP have made some estimates on 

savings from water efficient devices, the details of which are presented in 

Appendix A. It is worth noting the cautionary comments alongside their results, 

citing their concerns about a lack of accepted standards of measurement and 

the impact of human variables on efficiency (MTP, 2008b). 

  

Sim et al conducted a review of Options for UK Domestic Water Reductions in 

2005 as part of an interdisciplinary research project advising on sustainable 

water management in new homes (Water and New Development, WaND). The 

review covered water efficient devices, substitution and reuse. They concluded 

that in new homes new design efficiencies (e.g. low flush toilets), as well as 

water metering, will lead to the greatest reductions in use. In old houses where 

retrofit is necessary modern washing machines and metering will be most 

effective (Sim et al, 2005). 

 

Waterwise's Evidence Base of 2008, contained 17 studies on the impact of 

water efficiency measures. The Evidence Base is not an extensive list of the 

water efficiency trials. Instead it covers studies selected for meeting a certain 

standard of reliability based on the existence of a project report, the scale and 

scope, certainty of data and the age of the study (Waterwise, 2008). They report 

mixed findings in terms of the ability of water efficient devices to reduce water 
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use. It was found that replacing a bath tub with a shower consistently led to a 

reduction in water use (Waterwise, 2008). Low flow shower heads were less 

successful. It was thought people may spend longer in the shower if the water 

flow is not sufficient to remove soap as quickly as a regular showerhead (ibid). 

Dual flush and low-flush toilets were reliable in reducing consumption, although 

there was a considerable range within the savings. Cistern displacement 

devices resulted in variable savings, thought to be the result of toilet size, 

number of toilets in a household and inefficiencies in the performance of a 

device (ibid). Savings achieved with low flow taps were variable, as were 

savings achieved with outdoor water use (ibid). Overall, every device was found 

to produce a range in the amount of water saved, rather than a consistent 

reduction. The recurrent reason given for inconsistency in the impact of devices 

was that of variations in how people used the devices – in other words, human 

behaviour. It was recommended that further research be carried out regarding 

the effectiveness of each device (ibid).  

 

1.4.2 The impact of water metering on consumption 

A figure often stated when endorsing the use of domestic water meters is that 

they reduce consumption between 10-15%. This figure is derived from the 

National Metering Trials (NMT) held between 1988-1992 (Baker et al, 2003). 

However, there are issues with the reliability of the data. Herrington (2006), in 

his extensive review of literature on water metering consumption for UKWIR, 

believes that the NMT results should be used with caution. He questions the 

methodology and data analysis of several studies, believing only a limited 
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number of studies stood up to critical analysis (Herrington, 2006)13. He suggests 

that due to cultural changes with time and place the transferability of results 

within and between countries and across time is debatable. Similarly, there are 

difficulties in transferring results from studies in which water users opt for a 

meter to situations whereby water users are required to be metered (Herrington, 

2006).  

 

Herrington concludes, “The best evidence from England and Wales about the 

quantitative impact of metering on average demands, from compulsory 

programmes and trails, remains a range estimate of 10-15%... But that 

evidence is nearly fifteen years out of date and thus needs updating,” (2006:22). 

For optant metering14 there was a range of 9-21% reduction in consumption 

(ibid). Baker et al (2003) suggests that optants make savings in the region of 

5%.  The greatest impact of metering was found in peak demand consumption 

levels with savings of 10-44% depending on weather conditions (Herrington, 

2006). Similarly, studies outside the UK report that peak demands are reduced 

by even greater amounts in hotter climates (Baker et al, 2003; van Vugt, 1999). 

There is no particular distinction between peak demand results for optional or 

compulsory metering (Herrington, 2006). It seems that the impact of metering 

remains sustained over a long period of time.  

 

Herrington and van Vugt both believe “No where in the world is there any 

evidence of bounce-back in the effects of metering,” (Herrington, 2006:23; van 

                                                           
13

 The 2003 UKWIR study is less critical of the same studies. However, it was on the basis of 
the 2003 report that Herrington was commissioned to do the 2006 study, suggesting that there 
may have been a concerns over the quality of studies. 
14

 „Optant metering‟ refers to the process whereby water users choose to be on a meter. 
„Selective‟ or „compulsory metering‟ refers to the process whereby water users are required by 
law to pay according to a meter reading.  
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Vugt, 1999). This suggests that changes made to water use following metering 

are permanent.  

  

Metering is thought to have an impact on micro-component use of water leading 

to overall reductions in household consumption (Baker et al, 2003). If an 

increase is shown this can be explained by substitution effects whereby 

householders reduce water use in one behaviour and increase it in another 

(Herrington, 2006). Thus people may decrease their bath use but increase their 

shower use. However, little detailed empirical evidence of such changes is 

available (Medd & Shove, 2006).  

 

The impact of metering on households is not consistent across the board. 

Herrington looked at the impact of metering across different households 

according to the rateable value of a house. It was found that water reductions 

were highest in those households within the highest and lowest income 

brackets (Herrington, 2006). Herrington suggests that the lower income houses 

have to make greater reductions due to their financial situations. He suggests 

that higher income households have a greater capacity to reduce water as they 

may have a higher discretionary use (Herrington, 2006). That there is higher 

discretional water use in houses of higher income is supported in studies by de 

Oliver in Texas, USA, (1999) and Aitken in Melbourne, Australia (1994).  

 

Herrington found no evidence regarding the impact of the positioning of meters 

(internally or externally) on consumption. He suggests that in theory there may 

be a difference (2006). If a meter is internal it can be more easily read by the 

household occupants. Rathouse, in a 2006 focus group study on metering, 
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found some participants read their meter regardless of where the device is 

located15 (2006). However, they did not read the meter to see how much water 

they consumed, but to check for leaks or the accuracy of their bills (ibid). Many 

participants did not read their meters regardless of where the meter was placed. 

Aitken, in a study in Melbourne, Australia, reports that providing feedback on 

consumption does have an impact on water usage when provided alongside a 

„cognitive dissonance trigger‟ (1994:154). In this case the trigger was a 

statement relating to conservation and responsibility which the water user had 

agreed with on a previous occasion.   

 

Herrington (2006) found no studies exploring how bill payments were made. 

Theoretically he feels there may be an impact on consumption depending on 

payment method. Rathouse briefly touched on billing but does not explore 

payment in detail. However, she does mention direct debits and suggests that 

“the time lag between water use and charges to direct debit payments made it 

difficult to see a causal link between water using activities and charges,” 

(2006:19). Rathouse found that people tended to look at their bills for cost price 

rather than units of water used. They also found it hard to understand the bills.  

The House of Lords Science and Technology sub-committee on water 

management recommended a „smart‟ billing system should be provided to 

customers based on an example from the Australian Yarra Valley water 

company (HoL, 2006). This would provide customers with information on 

quarterly consumption in comparison to the previous years, plus comparisons to 

an „average‟ household of similar size and a household of „best practice‟. It is 

                                                           
15

 Kathryn Rathouse wrote a report of the focus groups for the MTP. However it was never put 
on line, for unknown reasons. The report was received through private correspondence with the 
author 
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not stated in the report if the committee were basing this endorsement on 

evidence of success in Australia or on the assumption that such information 

would be of use.   

 

Herrington provides evidence on the quantitative effects of metering. He, also, 

notes the lack of evidence on how the impact of metering could be affected by 

payment methods, feedback mechanisms or micro-component use. 

Herrington‟s conclusions emphasize the lack of recent, UK-based data on water 

meters and consumption.  

 

1.4.3 Research on economic and social impacts of water metering 

There is a relatively extensive literature on the economic and social costs and 

benefits of domestic water metering due to concerns over economic costs for 

water companies and social concerns for water users. For these reasons the 

extent to which metering is required across the whole of England and Wales is 

debated (Walker, 2009). Metering is expensive for water companies, requires 

maintenance and reading, and needs to be replaced every ten years (National 

Consumer Council (NCC), 2002). Furthermore, as water companies make 

money from selling water, a reduction in water use could lead to a significant 

decline in revenue (Sharp, 2008; Environmental Data Services, (ENDS):1995). 

As a consequence of these financial concerns, and due to regional differences 

in water resource capacities, the areas which are under less water stress may 

not need to invest in such expensive demand management measures (Ofwat, 

2007b; Water UK, 2007; WSG, 2006). For those regions that are water 

stressed, however, universal metering, rather than piecemeal metering, would 
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allow economies of scale during and after the installation process and therefore 

could be more economical (Every, 2006; NCC, 2002).  

 

There are also concerns over the financial costs of metering for low-income and 

vulnerable groups. As metering is expensive, it may lead to an increase in the 

overall cost of water provision. It will also increase household costs for those 

with large families and vulnerable high water users, such as those with 

particular disabilities. This in turn could push people to reduce their water use 

and in so doing affect levels of personal hygiene (Baker et al, 2003). Many 

commentators believe that the current support system in place to protect 

vulnerable groups is ineffective (Holdsworth & Simpson, 2004, Baker et al, 

2003). The Walker Report (2009) argues that a new package to help vulnerable 

people must be put into place.  

 

In contrast to the concern that metering is expensive, some commentators feel 

unit costs of water are too low to act as an incentive to reduce water (ENDS, 

2004). However, raising the price of water would adversely affect the less well 

off and may still not have the desired effect. Jeffrey and Gearey (2005) highlight 

a report which suggests there is limited elasticity in being able to reduce 

domestic water consumption regardless of cost. In support of this, Herrington 

(2006) reports there appears to be no price threshold above which households 

begin to reduce their demand.  

 

Moreover some observers have raised a concern that putting a price on water, 

in other words, commodifying it, may actually increase water consumption 

(Crompton, 2008). If people are paying for water, the water company must 
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provide the amount of water requested as in any commodity exchange. If, 

therefore, there is high demand and the customer has paid, the water company 

has to do all it can to provide this water which may lead to over-abstraction, 

despite regulation. In addition, Strang (2004) has suggested that such pricing 

alienates water users from the ownership of the resource, absolving them from 

“any sense of responsibility for the resource consumed. At its logical extreme, 

this view point could lead to high water use practices,” (Sharp, 2006:878). This 

argument stands in direct contrast to the often stated assumption that paying for 

water will emphasise its importance and therefore help people value, and as 

such use less, water (EA, 2009c).  

 

1.4.4 A critical review of the dominant research on water efficient devices and 

water metering  

Of the research that has been carried out on water efficient devices and water 

metering, the majority of it is carried out by the water companies or the water 

industry. Most studies are quantitative in nature focusing predominantly on the 

areas of water consumption and economic costs. These are topics that can 

easily be researched using quantitative/statistical methods. The dominance of 

such studies is exemplified in the significant reviews of available research on 

water efficiency and metering, exemplified below.  

 

In 2009 the Market Transformation Programme (MTP) had 22 studies dedicated 

to water using products and appliances listed on their website. Of these only 
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three considered qualitative aspects of water use such as how people perceive 

of and interact with the technology16.  

 

Waterwise‟s Evidence Base (2008) contained 17 studies that were considered 

to be of a „rigorous‟ enough standard. Their system of rating quality was based 

on whether the studies had „statistical significance‟, (Waterwise, 2008:15). As a 

result, Evidence Base focused predominantly on studies to do with 

technological efficiency to the exclusion of other areas of research. Studies 

exploring attitudes, perceptions and interactions with technology tend by their 

nature to be small and do not readily lend themselves to statistical analysis. 

However, it also appears that few such studies existed.  

 

Furthermore, Waterwise discounted studies on education and awareness 

raising due to difficulties in attributing water savings to these factors 

(Waterwise, 2008). They also dismissed the inclusion of studies on the social 

and environmental costs of water efficiency as they felt there was inadequate 

reporting in these areas.  

 

“Though the intention was to look at the environmental and social costs 

and benefits associated with large scale water efficiency programmes, 

evidence of these impacts could not be derived directly from most of the 

water company project reports,” (Waterwise, 2008:16). 

 

                                                           
16

 The 22 studies, analysed on 12/01/09,  include all policy briefs and briefing notes listed under 
domestic Water Using Products and four that are categorised as being concerned with energy and water 
in the domestic Wet Appliances. At the time they were available at  
(http://www.mtprog.com/cms/product-strategies/sector/domestic)  
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The two studies commissioned by UKWIR to review water metering focused on 

the quantitative effects of metering on consumption, and economic and social 

cost and benefits of metering (Baker et al, 2003; Herrington, 2006). Herrington‟s 

report details the criteria by which evidence was accepted for inclusion. These 

criteria were output quality (relating to the rigor of the data), quantitative 

effectiveness and transferability of the data (Herrington, 2006).  

 

Sim et al‟s (2005) Options for UK Domestic Water Reduction, claimed to be a 

review of “which conservation options will have the greatest consumption 

reducing affect across the UK,” (2005:4). While the report states that practices 

and social norms have an impact on water use their analysis of interventions to 

reduce water consumption focus solely on technological fixes. Specific 

interventions related to changing behaviour, responding to social norms or 

water efficiency awareness were not mentioned. 

 

The commonality between these studies is the reliance on, and dominance of 

positivistic methodology in which statistical significance, scientific rigor17 of 

method and transferability of results is upheld to the exclusion (and sometimes 

outright dismissal) of alternative forms of research, (see Chapter 3 for a 

discussion on epistemology and method). Almost none of the reviews accepted 

or considered qualitative/interpretive18 research where statistical significance 

and transferability are not valued in the same manner.   

                                                           
17

 Yanow (2006) suggests there is no exact definition of scientific rigor but the term is usually 
associated with a fairly inflexible step-wise procedure for accessing (gathering, collecting or 
generating) and analysing data.  
18

„ Interpretive‟ research provides a more precise definition for a type of research which is of a 
qualitative nature. Interpretive research has a constructionist ontology and epistemology 
(Yanow & Schwartz-Shea, 2006). This stands in contrast to some qualitative research which 
retains more positivistic tendencies relating to statistical significance, objectivity and 
transferability of results.  
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Why is this problematic? It is problematic because this over reliance on 

research dominated by quantitative methodologies potentially inhibits a proper 

consideration of a full range of factors affecting water demand as a whole and 

of possible interventions to reduce this demand. Little research has been 

carried out on the factors driving consumption. Little credence is given to a 

greater range of variables which may have an impact on water use and 

reduction, (see 1.5 and Chapter 2). A very limited model of social change is 

presented, suggesting a predominantly linear causal relationship between a 

small number of variables, thereby ignoring the complex range of interactions 

that occur within the real world (Shove, 2010). Collectively, these research 

limitations prevent exploration of alternative interventions that may offer 

different pathways to reducing consumption.  

 

This is not to say that quantitative/positivist studies are „bad‟ or superfluous. 

Quantitative data and statistical analysis, of course, reveal many important 

aspects in regard to water use and water efficiency. The criticism is that 

positivist methodology and quantitative information on its own is not adequate 

for understanding water demand and reduction. Yet this approach is dominating 

the development of mainstream interventions to reduce water use. If our aim is 

to reduce water consumption we need to explore other factors that may not lend 

themselves to quantitative research. This includes an understanding of how 

people feel about water and water efficiency interventions, how people use 

water in the home and what factors drive this use. Such aspects have recently 

been brought to the attention of the water industry through such commentators 

as Medd and Shove (2006), van Vugt (1999, 2002), and Sofoulis (2005, 2008a).    
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1.5 Understanding water use  

Medd & Shove heavily criticise quantitative studies of water metering and water 

efficiency. The crux of their argument is that per capita consumption (pcc) 

figures and „averages‟ “reveal almost nothing about how water is actually used,” 

(Medd & Shove, 2006:2). In their UKWIR report, The Sociology of Water Use, 

they pick apart „average‟ statistics, highlighting how five houses with average 

pcc have radically different end-uses of water.  

 

“Routine reference to the average water consumer obscures potentially 

significant features of domestic consumption: in particular, which end-uses 

are changing, which are stable and how homogenous or diverse are 

households with respect to each?” (Medd & Shove, 2006:9).  

 

They conclude that “methods which focus on the average consumer fail to 

provide appropriate or meaningful insight into the range and distribution of 

domestic water consumption and hence in to the dynamics of real life demand,” 

(2006:4). Thus there needs to be a move away from analysis based on 

„averages‟ and a move towards a more disaggregated analysis (Medd & Shove, 

2006). Additionally, and importantly, an understanding of the „dynamics of real 

life demand,‟ is necessary to begin to understand how water is used, how its 

use is changing, and how an intervention may affect this use. Medd & Shove 

suggest it is not yet understood how and why patterns of demand and reduction 

vary with respect to different practices and end uses. Furthermore, little is 

known about practices in everyday life, and then how these may change 
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following metering. Thus they say we first need to understand the complexity of 

water-using practices.  

 

This implies a different area of focus for research than that of the dominant 

research to date. Rather than focusing on consumption figures, Medd & Shove 

argue for research on water-using practices and the factors that lead to the 

development of these practices.  

 

“Research to date has been dominated by efforts to evaluate the impact of 

metering, price, information, and water efficient devices… One 

consequence is that barely any attention has been given to ways in which 

water is actually used in daily life or to the very different dynamics at play 

in increasing and decreasing the quantities used in gardening, laundering, 

toilet flushing or bathing,” (Medd & Shove, 2006:61).  

 

The lack of research of water-using practices is also noted by Waterwise, as is 

the lack of knowledge on how practices change following an intervention 

(Waterwise, 2008). 

 

“There is a significant lack of understanding of how behaviour is changed 

by the installation of devices, and also of behaviours before changes are 

made,” (Waterwise, 2008:13).  

 

The knowledge of water-user interaction with water efficient technologies is 

crucial to the effective implementation of a water efficiency intervention. There 

is, therefore, a need to “investigate the relationship between practices, 
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technologies and wider social and infrastructural change,” (Medd & Shove, 

2006:33).  

 

A notable piece of research has been carried out to try to investigate the 

mechanisms behind the „water metering effect‟. The „metering effect‟ is the 

reduction in water use following metering. Sharp, van Vugt, Medd & Shove and 

Rathouse all point out that the mechanics of how or why water metering works 

is not known (Sharp, 2006; van Vugt, 1999; Medd & Shove, 2006; Rathouse, 

2006). van Vugt believes that “a simple rational-economic model is too limited to 

explain the effects of [metering],” (van Vugt, 1999:132). He looks towards 

social-psychological factors and game theory to offer possible explanations of 

the metering effect in his 1999 and 2002 studies19. van Vugt‟s studies provide 

valuable insights into factors that may affect water consumption.   

 

van Vugt found that those who were metered were more likely to reduce their 

water use in times of water stress than those who were not metered (1999). He 

suggests a variety of factors could be responsible for this, including issues of 

trust, feelings towards those providing water, responsibility, efficacy and 

awareness of a water issue.  

 

In van Vugt‟s 2002 study he explores trust in relation to forms of water 

governance. He cites central authority, individual access and community 

monitoring as the three main forms of governance (2002). Referring to game 

theory, van Vugt suggests that in societies where there are higher levels of trust 

there is more likely to be higher levels of conservation of a natural resource as 

                                                           
19

 Within these two studies van Vugt used the same data but analyses them using different theoretical 
perspectives.  
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people will not try to horde. Trust, he argues, citing studies by Ostrom, is higher 

in community controlled situations (for example, where local people are 

managing water supply) and is lower in societies where there is little community 

cohesion.  Therefore in a society within which there is little trust there is a need 

for strategies that increase trust in order to encourage conservation of water. 

Metering, he proposes, does just that as those who use more water will be 

penalised by having to pay more, so removing the threat of free-riders (van 

Vugt, 2002). 

 

There is some support for van Vugt‟s theory of trust in findings by de Oliver who 

conducted a study of voluntary and mandatory regulations in Texas, USA (de 

Oliver, 1999). Voluntary regulations, as their name implies, are carried out by 

members of the community at the request of the suppliers. No punishments 

result from the failure to conform to the regulations. Mandatory regulations 

result in a fine if not followed. De Oliver found that higher water consumers 

failed to respond to voluntary water restrictions but did react to mandatory 

restrictions that carried a fine (de Oliver, 1999). Thus, when the consumers 

knew that others would be punished for non-compliance they conformed. When 

there was no structure in place to punish non-conformers, as with voluntary 

regulations, there was less compliance.  

 

Other commentators also look at the importance of the governance of water in 

terms of water use. Strang (2004) suggests that the social and cultural identity 

of those in control of water and how they relate to the community is of crucial 

importance in how people feel and therefore act with regards to water use. She 

provides evidence that water users in the Stour valley are very wary of water 
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companies and suggests this may impact on how they use water. Bell contrasts 

media coverage of London droughts pre- and post-privatisation (Bell, 2009). 

Stories pre-privatization spoke of Londoners pulling together to survive the 

drought while stories from the 2006 drought recounted public indignation at the 

water restrictions imposed while the water company paid shareholders. Howarth 

& Butler believe “the public distrust of privatised water companies is a barrier to 

water company initiated conservation programmes,” (Howarth & Butler, 

2004:39). Sharp too suggests that customers are suspicious of water 

companies promoting water meters (2006) and this may affect the impact of 

their demand management measures.   

 

In a similar vein, there needs to be trust in the actual demand management 

measures that will be implemented. van Vugt states that before any metering 

programme, “it is essential that there is sufficient public acceptance of meters 

as this will greatly facilitate their adoption,” (1999:131). Rathouse‟s study on 

metering in 2006 reveals some insights into how water users felt about meters. 

However, she does not delve into participants' perceptions of water meters 

other than to see if they felt they would or would not save money by having one 

(Rathouse, 2006). Those who thought they would save money supported 

metering whereas those who did not think they would save money disliked 

them.  

 

In regard to feelings of responsibility, in his 1999 study van Vugt suggests that 

metering promotes a concern for resource use, perhaps by placing a value on 

water. Yet in his 2002 study he warns that placing an economic value on water 
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may erode intrinsic20 motivations to save water (van Vugt, 2002). This would be 

undesirable as research suggests that intrinsic values provide more motivation 

in times of hardship than extrinsic21 values (Crompton, 2008). As mentioned in 

1.4.3 Strang and Sharp warn that commodifying water may remove a sense of 

responsibility (Strang, 2004; Sharp, 2006).  

 

Addressing efficacy, van Vugt believes metering creates a feeling of efficacy, 

i.e. that one has the ability to reduce water use.  He suggests that the water bill 

allows one to monitor their own consumption and make decisions on use 

accordingly (van Vugt, 1999). However, Rathouse (2006) found that consumers 

felt that increases in their water bill were due to the water company raising 

prices rather than a rise in consumption.   

 

While metering may or may not increase efficacy, that efficacy is important is 

highlighted in Howarth & Butler‟s summary of communication campaigns and 

water use (2004). They suggest that UK residents are not reducing their water 

use because of a „lack of belief that individuals can make a difference,‟ 

(Howarth & Butler, 2004:38). In addition they cite an Environment Agency report 

that found that water consumers thought their personal savings were minimal in 

comparison to industrial use and wastage from pipe leaks (EA, 1998, in 

Howarth & Butler, 2004).   

 

                                                           
20

 Intrinsic values are „self-transcendent‟ or „pro-social‟. Emphasis is placed on the values that 
benefit the wider community rather than oneself and family (Crompton, 2008; Stern, 2000).  
21

 Extrinsic values are associated with self-enhancement including “personal acquisition of 
material goods, financial success, physical attractiveness, image and social recognition,” 
(Crompton, 2008:31).   
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Awareness of a water shortage and its importance to water reduction is cited by 

van Vugt (1999). He suggests that metering somehow increases the awareness 

of the scarcity of the resource although he does not expand on this. Other 

writers have commented on the importance of awareness with regards to 

encouraging water efficiency. Strang says that any effort to conserve water will 

depend upon people believing there is a genuine need to conserve water, 

(Strang, 2001, in Howarth & Butler, 2004). The Environment Agency found that 

the UK public did not believe there was a water shortage in the UK as a whole 

(EA, 1998, in Howarth & Butler, 2004). Waterwise recognise that there is 

currently little research on the public‟s perceptions of water supply and water 

use.   

 

“There is a need for a lot more work to assess consumer attitudes to water 

saving, which will help inform uptake rates, use of products, behaviour 

change and potential rate of removal of [water efficient] devices,” 

(Waterwise, 2008:18). 

 

Some of this research has started to be collated. The Consumer Council for 

Water explored “a wider and better understanding of consumers‟ knowledge of 

water resources and their views on water efficiency and consumption,” in 2006 

(CCW, 2006:3). Defra produced a paper in 2009 on Public Understanding of 

Sustainable Water Use in the Home. As these reports came out after the 

empirical components of this thesis had been completed they will not be 

discussed here but will be referred to later in discussion.  
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Calling on the work of van Vugt, Medd & Shove and Spaargaren, Sharp 

conducted a review of the English water demand management strategy (Sharp, 

2006). She found that the current strategy is schizophrenic, promoting a variety 

of methods with different demands on the consumer: some require active 

engagement, such as metering, and others require passivity, such as fit-and-

forget technology like low flow taps. Different interventions conceive of the 

water user in a variety of roles, as a customer, a citizen, an individual and a 

community member. Sharp argues there are problems with this approach as 

“people‟s understandings are developed in reaction to the cumulative impact of 

different initiatives,” (2006:886). A lack of a clear message could mean 

ineffective demand management measures.  

 

Additionally, Sharp suggests that in England there is an emphasis on the 

economic incentive of water metering. This approach positions the water user 

as a customer, a consumer and an individual. Sharp argues that this emphasis 

means alternative ways of engaging the water user – as a citizen and a 

communal water user – are neglected. Yet, as discussed above, trust, 

associated with community, and intrinsic values, may have a positive impact on 

water conservation (van Vugt, 2002). Sharp therefore suggests that a package 

of „communitarian initiatives‟ may be more effective in promoting water 

efficiency.  

 

Medd & Shove (2006) also question the constructions of the water user as 

citizen or consumer, the values of water other than economic (such as social 

and symbolic) and the collective or individual relationships to water use. They 

also raise the issue of infrastructural changes in the provision of water. They 
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suggest that rather than trying to continue with the water provision structures 

that developed over time there could be a radical rethinking of water provision.   

 

1.6 Research aims 

It can be concluded from the above that the knowledge base concerning water 

efficiency and water metering is fragmented and partial. Knowledge that is 

available tends to be dispersed and located within separate water companies or 

disciplinary communities (Jeffrey & Gearey, 2005).  

 

It is also the case that the available knowledge on water efficiency measures 

has an emphasis on engineering and technology “to the extent that the only 

incentives to understanding any human association with water is in terms of 

marketing (selling people the products of engineering) and public relations 

(convincing people of the benefits of engineering),” (Jeffrey & Gearey, 

2005:325).  

 

There is an emerging body of alternative commentary that suggests knowledge 

of people‟s associations with water and water using devices and the wider 

socio-cultural context as a whole are crucial to the development of a deeper 

understanding of water demand and, therefore, potentially water reduction. This 

alternative commentary is mainly theoretical in nature and has rarely been 

tested in the field. In particular there is a need to explore in detail water using 

practices and how they have come to be as they are, together with how these 

practices are affected by water demand management interventions.  
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In an attempt to achieve a fuller understanding of the 'dynamics of real life 

demand' in regard to people's water using practices and their views of water 

demand and supply this study sets out three principal research aims 

 

1. to characterise contemporary water users cultures in south east 

England, exploring how and why people use water as they do.  

 

2. to use qualitative methods to examine the strengths and weaknesses 

of mainstream approaches to water efficiency in the UK.  

 

3. to critique selected socio-technical and behavioural theories in light of 

their practical application.     

 

1.7 Summary 

This chapter has presented a brief picture of water resources and a review of 

current WDM policy and water efficiency research in England. A review of the 

literature critiquing current water efficiency interventions and research has also 

been presented. Particular failings of the system and gaps in research have 

been highlighted. The major aim of this study is to help fill some of the gaps in 

our understanding of how people use water and perceive issues surrounding 

the need to reduce water consumption. In so doing the research provides an 

evidence based critique of, a) water efficiency interventions in England and, b) 

socio-technical and behavioural theories relating to water consumption and 

reduction. These insights lead to recommendations for the development of 

future initiatives in water efficiency.  
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2 Theory 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Many mainstream water efficiency measures are based on the concept of 

behavioural change - that the implementation of a measure will lead to an 

individual changing their behaviour and in so doing, reduce their water use. For 

example, payment by water meter is thought to incentivise people to use less 

water as a result of having to pay for what is used. Likewise, information 

campaigns aim to provide water users with reasons behind the need to save 

water with the assumption that the water user will then try to use less water. 

Both methods expect water reductions to be achieved through the water user 

actively making decisions on how to reduce their personal or household water 

use and taking action to do so. There are a few WDM measures, however, such 

as water efficient devices, which are based on the idea of not having to change 

behaviour to reduce water use. Such measures assume people can go about 

their daily routines leaving technology to reduce the endpoint use of water. 

(However, to have such a device installed within the home may have been the 

result of a one-off action to purchase the water efficient device). 

 

In general, theories of behavioural change look in detail at the elements 

required for change and how they interact to lead to or prevent change.  There 

is a vast array of such theoretical models. They cover epistemological 

approaches from the positivistic and rationalistic through a continuum of more 

constructivist theories. Models range from the very simple to the highly 

complex. It is also the case that one particular model, or set of models, may be 
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more suited to a particular end result than another. For example, a different 

range of models may be useful for exploring behaviour in competitive market 

cultures than those used when considering pro-environmental behaviour. 

 

While there are great debates on which models are the most helpful, there is 

consensus on one point: that a single model to encourage behaviour change 

cannot be created (Jackson, 2005; Gardner & Stern, 1996; Triandis, 1977; Wilk, 

2002; Darnton, 2008).  

 

“It will never be possible to write a „cook book‟ for behaviour change that 

gives specific instructions for intervention. This is true in part because 

situations are unique – the barriers to behaviour change vary, even for a 

single behaviour, from place to place, time to time, and individual to 

individual. But there is a deeper reason…human beings are continually 

responsive to interventions in their lives,” (Gardner & Stern, 1996:158).  

 

So, if it is almost impossible to produce one, all encompassing, universally 

applicable behavioural model, how can theoretical models be helpful to the 

analysis of water efficiency interventions? Firstly, models of behavioural change 

can act to aid understanding. Models provide “frameworks for exploring and 

conceptualising consumer behaviour. In particular, they can help us understand 

the social and psychological influences on both mainstream and pro-

environmental (or pro-social) consumer behaviour,” (Jackson, 2005:vi). 

Secondly, models facilitate the development of an empirical evidence base 

regarding particular behaviours and motivations (Jackson, 2005). This allows 

the relationship between different elements in certain conditions to be explored. 
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Both these ways of using theoretical models can help to inform policy 

interventions on different environmental issues. Thirdly, many interventions are 

based on assumptions depicted in models (Collins et al, 2003). Such models, 

and the critique of such models, can be used to critique interventions.   

 

Wilk (2002) concludes, in his paper on the behaviour of consumption, that there 

are numerous theories dictating numerous pathways for change. Each theory 

has something to offer at the same time as having flaws. To disregard one 

approach could mean disregarding some factors that could have a significant 

influence on a particular behaviour. He also points out that “major 

environmental problems cannot wait for a grand unified theory of social science 

to emerge,” (Wilk, 2002:8). Therefore, Wilk suggests, it is best to accept “that 

there are multiple determinants of consumption, operating at different 

conceptual and analytical levels, from the individual, through the household, 

community, and ultimately to nations and larger groups,” (2002:5).  

 

In order to develop a deeper understanding of domestic water use and 

responses to water efficiency interventions, an eclectic epistemological 

approach, as encouraged by Wilk, has been adopted for this study. Models from 

pro-environmental behaviour change (PEBC) and theories from a socio-

technical perspective have been linked to provide a framework for exploring the 

behaviour of participants in the case studies in response to water efficiency 

interventions.  

 

As explained further in Chapter 3, the precise selection of these theories 

occurred after the empirical data had been collected. For narrative purposes 
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this chapter, Chapter 2, describes the theories and identifies selected 

adaptations made following a critical literature review. For simplicity, when 

referring to the theories and theoretical models in the plural they will be termed 

„theories‟, rather than distinguishing between a theory and a theoretical model. 

  

The main purposes of this chapter, then, are to review a selection of theoretical 

approaches relevant to water efficiency in general, to describe in detail four 

theories and to explain how they were adapted before their application to the 

case studies. In order to set the stage the discussion begins with a summary of 

the debate on factors influencing pro-environmental behaviour and behaviour 

change. 

 

2.2 Rational choice theory and its critiques 

It is important at the beginning of this discussion to present the rational choice 

theory of behaviour and behaviour change as most other such theories are 

defined in relation to this theory (Jackson, 2005). In addition, rational choice 

theory has dominated environmental policy making for years despite a vast 

literature of critiques (Gardener & Stern, 1996; Owens, 2000; Scott, 2000; 

Jackson, 2005: Castro, 2006). In order to counteract the dominance of rational 

choice theory it is important to highlight its flaws. In doing so rational choice 

theory is not being disregarded in its entirety. Rather, it is being challenged as 

the basis for PEBC. 

 

UK water efficiency measures, similar to other environmental policies, are 

guided by theories of methodological individualism whereby the individual is the 

central unit of measurement (Wilk, 2002; Collins et al, 2003). The classic 
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example of this is rational choice theory, often associated with economic-based 

theories of behaviour change. Rational choice theory is essentially a linear 

model in which it is thought that an intervention will lead to a change in the 

target behaviour. The individual is expected to act in a rational manner, making 

a behavioural choice based on a process of cost/benefit analysis associated 

with gains or losses. The gains or losses are often associated with money, but 

there can be other rewards such as social standing (Scott, 2000). Water 

metering is frequently presented in such a manner, whereby it is suggested that 

an economic incentive will lead to a reduction in water use.  

 

Rational choice theory, however, is not always associated with individual gain.  

Information campaigns to use less water, for instance, aim to appeal to altruistic 

motives in a similarly linear, choice-based manner. People are provided with 

information that water scarcity exists due to a, b, and c, and the consequences 

of „excessive‟ water use will be x, y and z. There is an expectation that people 

will want to reduce their water use, based on their new knowledge, and 

therefore will act to do so.    

 

Such rational choice models have proved to be successful for predicting 

behaviour in the highly competitive market place22 but have been unsuccessful 

at predicting or explaining behaviour in social dilemmas23 (Ostrom, 1998; 

Owens, 2000). Reasons suggested for this are that there are many competing 

                                                           
22

 There are examples of the successful application of monetary incentives leading to behaviour 

change. (The plastax in Ireland requiring shoppers to pay 15p for each plastic bag led to a 90% 
reduction in use (Collins et al, 2005)). 
23

 A social dilemma, “occurs whenever individuals in interdependent situations face choices in 
which the maximization of short-term self-interest yields outcomes leaving all participants worse 
off than feasible alternatives,” (Ostrom, 1998). Many environmental problems can thus be 
classified as social dilemmas as they frequently involve a common pool resource, (e.g. water, 
air, forest), the destruction of which affects a population of varying size. 
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factors influencing behaviour other than that of monetary concerns or other 

personal gain. While these factors may well play a part, they are not in all 

circumstances the overriding concerns (Gardner & Stern, 1996). Furthermore, it 

is suggested that the context in which the individual is operating within acts to 

greatly limit choice both in physical and psychological ways (Homans, 1961 in 

Scott, 2000). Added to this are questions of knowledge availability in terms of 

what knowledge is accessible and the uncertainty of costs to the individual now 

or in the future (Jackson, 2005).    

 

The following section details the much debated variables thought to influence 

PEBC to different extents. In so doing some of the critiques of rational choice 

theory are covered. 

 

2.3 Variable factors influencing behaviour and behaviour change 

Jackson, in his authoritative review of behavioural models, loosely delineates 

the debate on variables that influence pro-environmental behaviour as one 

between internalist and externalist approaches (Jackson, 2005). The internalist 

approach focuses on attitudes, values, habits and personal norms.  The 

individual is the unit of analysis and there is an assumption of a certain level of 

autonomy in decision making. Externalist approaches look towards processes 

beyond the individual, focusing on “fiscal and regulatory incentives, institutional 

constraints and social practices,” (Jackson, 2005:89). Here the individual is 

presented as being heavily influenced or controlled by forces beyond their 

control. The issue of debate is to what extent internalist or externalist factors 

control behaviour.  
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Spaargaren argues that the theoretical debate on dualism between „individuals 

and socio-technical networks, between actors and structures‟, (Spaargaren, 

2000: 328) is not helpful in developing a practical understanding of behaviour 

change interventions. An individual practice carried out by a person can be 

analysed both in terms of personal agency and the greater rules and resources 

of the systems of provision. Thus both internal and external perspectives can be 

considered “without creating a division between… „actor‟ and „structure‟,” 

(Spaargaren, 2000:329). What is important, here, is that there are a range of 

factors, both internal and external, that can have an impact on behaviour.  

 

Stern (2000) highlights a comprehensive set of causal variables and groups 

them under four headings, as seen in Table 5. Other authors will dispute the 

manner in which the variables are grouped, the importance of each variable and 

the extent of individual choice (Southerton et al, 2004; Shove, 2003a) but it is 

generally agreed that these are the significant variables affecting pro-

environmental behaviour and behaviour change (Jackson, 2005; Darnton, 

2008). 

 

Table 5: Significant causal variables in pro-environmental behaviour (based on 
Stern, 2000) 
 

Categories of causal 
variables 

Causal variables within each category  

Attitudinal factors Beliefs, values, perceived costs and benefits of action, 
general environmental predisposition 

Contextual factors Social, economic and political contexts. Including social 
norms and expectations, government regulations and 
legislation, monetary  incentives and costs, 
technological and infrastructural influences 

Personal capabilities Behaviour-specific knowledge, skills, personal ability. 
Resources such as literacy, money, social status, time 

Habit/routine Engrained habits 
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A more detailed description of these variables is helpful to understand the 

factors at play.  

 

2.3.1 Attitudinal factors 

Attitudes are “…the product of our beliefs about a behaviour (or object), 

combined with the value we attach to those beliefs,” (Darnton, 2008:12). Values 

are generally seen as the „ideas or principles which are of central importance to 

the individual, and which are used to form an evaluative stance against which 

actions or ideas are judged,‟ (Hayes, 2005:304; Crompton, 2008:27). Beliefs are 

seen as being derived from Values and relate to more general issues (Darnton, 

2008).  

 

Values can vary with time and context. For example, the salience of a particular 

value may be different in the workplace than in the home (Biel, 2004, in 

Jackson, 2005). In any one situation there may be competing values, one of 

which will ultimately override the others (Stern et al, 1993, in Jackson, 2005). 

Some authors contend that intrinsic values have a greater strength in 

determining pro-environmental behaviour than extrinsic values (Crompton, 

2008; Stern, 2000).  

 

The relationship between values and behaviour change is not empirically 

established.  Several authors argue that evidence shows a lack of 

correspondence between pro-environmental values and action taken – the so-

called value-action gap (Bamberg, 2003). Stern however suggests that a 

correlation can be seen whereby “the more difficult, time-consuming, or 

expensive the behaviour, the weaker its dependence on attitudinal factors,” 
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(Stern, 2000:416). Ungar (1994) points out that defining pro-environmental 

behaviour is itself problematic as there is such a range of environmental 

problems and concerns.  

 

Despite much evidence supporting the value-action gap, (i.e. the lack of 

connection between values and behaviour), many PEBC campaigns focus on 

this area. Information is provided with the assumption that if individuals are 

aware of the environmental problem they will change their behaviour (Owens, 

2000). However, the „information-gap‟ approach has had little success (Owens, 

2000; Gardner & Stern, 1996; Collins et al, 2005). Vigar attributes this to the 

fact that people have different values and therefore once people have gained 

the required knowledge there is nothing to guarantee they will want to embark 

on making the endorsed actions (Vigar, 2000, in Hobson, 2001a). Stern 

believes that information provision combined with other measures shows a 

greater level of success as other barriers are removed, making it easier for 

people to match their values and actions (Stern, 1999, in Thøgersen, 2005).  

 

Related to Beliefs is the concept of efficacy which is thought by many to have a 

large influence on behaviour (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975, in Jackson, 2005; 

Bandura, 1982; Thøgersen, 2005). Efficacy is the perception that the individual 

has the ability to take action and the action will have an impact.  

 

“Perceived self-efficacy can determine whether an individual attempts a 

given task, the degree of persistence when the individual encounters 

difficulties, and ultimate success,” (Jackson, 2005:49). 
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Several studies show that while people are concerned about the environment 

they often feel they are not able to do anything about it.  The lack of efficacy 

results in a lack of action (Macnaughten, 2003; Hobson, 2001b; Collins et al, 

2003; Burningham & Thrush, 2001; Kerr & Kaufmann-Gilliland, 1997). 

 

2.3.2 Contextual factors 

Under „contextual factors‟ Stern has included social, economic and political 

contexts. The social context relates to norms. Social norms are “rules and 

standards that are understood by members of a group, and that guide and/or 

constrain social behaviour without the force of laws,” (Cialdini & Trost, 

1998:152). Social norms can be what is normally done - a descriptive norm - or 

what ought to be done - an injunctive norm (Cialdini & Trost, 1998). Personal 

norms are based on personal morality associated with what is thought to be 

correct behaviour (Schwartz,1977). Norms are learnt in a social context and 

therefore vary between cultures, subcultures, contexts and with time (Ostrom, 

1998). While people will not always follow social norms there is considerable 

evidence that they tend to do so (Jackson 2005). This is not necessarily a 

conscious choice but cues within an environment will trigger memory to think of 

similar situations and follow expected behaviour (Biel & Thøgersen, 2007). 

 

Identity theories are closely related to norms.  Identity theories look at the 

process of „social learning‟ whereby “we subconsciously learn to behave from 

watching others,” (New Economics Foundation (NEF), 2005:3). Social identity 

theory – one of several identity theories - looks at the ways in which part of our 

identity comes from the groups we associate with (NEF, 2005). Self-identity 

theory explores perceptions we have of ourselves and perceptions we think 
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others have about us. Self-identity changes with time depending on our social 

context (Crompton, 2008). 

 

The economic and political contexts need little explanation. They relate to 

government regulation and legislation which can affect the provision of 

infrastructure (e.g. plumbing systems), the development and use of technology 

(e.g. water efficient devices), as well as financial costs and incentives for the 

individual, company or local government.   

 

2.3.3 Personal capabilities 

Personal capabilities relates to behaviour specific knowledge, skills and 

physical ability. If a person does not know what they can do to change a specific 

behaviour they obviously are not going to be able to do so. This is combined 

with having the skills and physical ability to make changes. The ability to make 

changes also depends on personal resources such as time and money 

(Southerton et al, 2004).  

 

Stern also places the issue of social status under the umbrella of Personal 

Capabilities. There is much debate regarding socio-demographic factors and 

their influence on pro-environmental behaviour change. Darnton (2004) and the 

British Trust for Conservation Volunteers (BTCV) (2005) have found that 

members of environmental organisations are more likely to have a high level of 

education and a middle income. Barr (2003) claims that there is a weak trend 

for those engaged in environmental behaviour to be younger, female and in 

nuclear families. Olli et al argue that men show a greater tendency to be „more 

environmentally active‟ and that older people, acting more frugally, exhibit pro-
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environmental behaviour (2001:200). De Oliver (1999) suggests that the better 

off have a greater capacity to reduce consumption due to their higher 

consumption rates and greater resources to purchase devices to help them to 

achieve the goal. It seems they respond more to calls to reduce consumption. 

Overall, however, it has been found that there are few correlations between 

socio-demographic factors and pro-environmental behaviour and those that 

exist are very weak (Castro, 2006). 

 

2.3.4 Habit 

Habits are „the unconscious, patterned set of rules and feelings that guide 

behaviour‟ (Wilk, 2002:10). They are responses developed to perform daily 

tasks, often learnt through watching others, but are unique to the individual 

(Jackson 2005).  Many everyday actions are performed by habit so deliberative 

choices are not made (Hobson, 2001a). Actions performed without thinking are 

done through „practical consciousness‟ - “the everyday knowledge that people 

have about how to do things,” (Jackson, 2005:90). These are actions which are 

performed automatically in the same fashion. „Discursive consciousness‟, on the 

other hand, is when an individual has the conceptual ability and language to 

speak about the action. Here, actions are performed with a greater awareness 

(ibid). Actions performed through practical consciousness are harder to change 

than those performed through discursive consciousness (Wilk, 2002). A major 

problem with encouraging water conservation is that so many everyday tasks 

requiring water generally fall within the practical consciousness category.  
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“The problem with researching everyday water use is precisely its 

everydayness; so normal it retreats into the background of awareness as 

part of inconspicuous consumption,” (Sofoulis, 2005:448). 

 

Habits are also more difficult to change the more often the behaviour is 

repeated (NEF, 2005). To change habits everyday actions need to be raised to 

a level of discursive consciousness whereby people recognise what they are 

doing: a process referred to as „unfreezing‟ habits (Spaargaren & van Vliet, 

2000; Hobson, 2001b). New, pro-environmental habits, then, need to be 

„cultivated‟ and „naturalized‟ (Wilk, 2002:11).  

 

Habit formation is encouraged by receiving positive or negative feedback 

related to an action. People are more likely to do something if they receive 

positive feedback for it relatively soon after the action has taken place (NEF, 

2005). This is problematic with environmental issues as it is often impossible to 

see the result of an environmental action and results may take years to occur 

(Uzzel, 2000).  

 

“Ongoing conservation needs will always lack salience or immediacy for 

consumers and consequently, voluntary conservation is impossible to 

motivate,” (Syme et al, 2000:540).  

 

Additionally, a negative impact may not be perceived by the person who 

instituted the action in the first place. For example, a person living in a city and 

using a power shower three times a day may not be able to visualise high levels 

of water abstraction in the river basin 20 miles away. Even if he visits the area 
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the impact may not be visible or if it is, he may not think it is a problem or link it 

to his own behaviour.    

 

Stern‟s list of causal variables is not comprehensive. However, it provides an 

overview of some of the main factors thought to influence pro environmental 

behaviour and behaviour change. Behaviour change models take causal 

variables and arrange them in different amalgamations according to the 

theoretical persuasions of the theorist in order to create a comprehensive flow 

of the connected elements. Some models attempt to include all areas of 

influence. Others detail one small element of the wider picture.  

 

2.4 Four theories concerning the domestic use of water 

As discussed above attempts have been made to create models and theories 

which incorporate all the variables that fall within attitudes, context, personal 

capabilities and habits. However, all these attempts have met with criticism at 

some level, with no one theory providing sufficient detail or accuracy to explain 

a situation. It was felt, therefore, that in this study a carefully selected set of 

theories, (some of which are depicted in model form but for simplicity are 

referred to here as theories), would be better at offering a more complete 

picture of the behaviour of participants. In combination they would offer insights 

from different perspectives.  

 

In choosing these theories it was important to make sure that in combination the 

set of theories incorporated the variables discussed above to ensure that all the 

factors that might influence the consumption and reduction of water would be 

considered. Thus, one theory focuses on social norms associated with water 
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consumption. This is Shove‟s theory of consumption, incorporating the concepts 

of comfort, cleanliness and convenience (Shove, 2003a). It is termed here as 

the „3Cs‟. Its focus on individual practices at the micro-level expands out to 

relate to factors driving consumption at a macro-level.   

 

The second theory, Olander and Thøgersen‟s Motivation, Opportunity, Ability 

(MOA) model (1995), focuses at a micro-level on attitudinal factors, with 

consideration of the wider fields of context and personal capabilities. As such it 

attempts to combine internalist and externalist models (Jackson, 2005) in 

keeping with Spargaaren and Wilks‟ approach that a range of factors have an 

influence on behaviour  (Spaargaren, 2000; Wilk, 2002). The MOA model 

provides a behavioural change perspective, looking at the elements and 

mechanisms required for change.  

 

The third theory, Biel and Thøgersen‟s model of norm activation in social 

dilemmas, (2007), provides a more detailed analysis of attitudes and beliefs.  

  

The final theory is the socio-technical triangle as used by Sofoulis (2005). The 

triangle provides a socio-technical analysis of WDM at a macro-level.  

 

Described below are the four theories referred to in the analysis of the case 

studies. Following an extensive literature review on consumption and behaviour 

change theory it was felt most of the four theories were imperfect in some 

manner. Shove‟s theory of consumption, the 3Cs, received little critique and 

was left unaltered. Two models – the MOA and the socio-technical triangle - 

were each adapted in light of theoretical criticism. Pertinent elements from Biel 
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& Thøgersen‟s theory of norm activation were extracted for use within the MOA. 

The result is that the adapted MOA is a combination of the original MOA model 

and Biel & Thøgersen‟s theory of norm activation. Thus those two theories, in 

effect, become one theory. This results in there being three theories which are 

applied to the case studies. The theoretical adaptations of the theories are 

discussed below with each theory respectively.  

 

To clarify when theories and adapted theories are presented, used and 

analysed a table is presented below (see Table 6).  In this chapter the models 

and their theoretical adaptations are presented. In applying the theories to the 

case studies (Chapters 4, 5 & 6) the adapted models are used. In Chapter 8 the 

empirical application of the theories to the two case studies is discussed and 

further adaptations to the theories are suggested.  

 

Table 6: Thesis structure and the application of the theories 

Chapter 2 Presentation of original theories 
Presentation of adapted theories following critical literature 
review 

Chapter 4 Application of the 3Cs to the two case studies 

Chapter 5 Application of the adapted MOA and adapted socio-technical 
triangle to the first case study (Heybridge) 

Chapter 6  Application of the adapted MOA and adapted socio-technical 
triangle to the second case study (Lydd) 

Chapter 8 Critical review of the 3Cs, the adapted MOA and the adapted 
socio-technical triangle 
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2.4.1 Shove and the 3Cs 

In her book Comfort, Cleanliness and Convenience Shove (2003a) explores 

these three „domains‟ in respect to environmental aspects of resource 

consumption in the domestic sphere. Hers is a macro scale analysis of 

consumption from a socio-technical systems perspective. She focuses on 

individual products and technologies. She argues that the desire to achieve 

socially acceptable levels of comfort and cleanliness, in the forms in which they 

are currently practiced, has led to an increase in the consumption of energy and 

water. Convenience is, she argues, harder to quantify in terms of increasing the 

use of resources, but as a concept it acts to sculpt routines and habits relating 

to comfort and cleanliness. 

 

2.4.1.1 Comfort 

Shove traces the development of the concept of comfort over time. In the 

eighteenth century comfort became defined as a physical condition, “in the 

middle ground between necessity and luxury” (Shove, 2003a:25). However, the 

fine line between need and a more luxurious want blurred with time. In her study 

Shove focuses on comfort in reference to air temperature in homes. However, 

the concept of comfort is also mentioned, although briefly, in respect to other 

aspects of domestic living such as furniture, clothing, and bathing.  

 

In terms of water use, water symbolises luxury. There is a connection between 

supplies of water and wealth (Strang, 2004; Shove, 2003a).This is exemplified 

in such manifestations as personal swimming pools, jacuzzis and hot tubs. 

Even a deep hot bath with sweet smelling toiletries is a treat for many.   
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“Unlimited use of water is equated with affluence, while restrictions denote 

the undesirable opposite, poverty and powerlessness,” (Strang, 

2004:125).  

 

“I‟ll treat myself to a nice bath […] once every, I don‟t know, week, every 

couple of weeks I‟ll have a big bath [...] with my oils, with a glass of wine,” 

(interviewee, in Sefton, 2008:70). 

 

Strang links the development of this concept of comfort back to earlier times 

when access to water was linked to social status, wealth, land rights (and 

therefore water rights) and early piped water supplies.  

 

“This direct association between water, earth and social agency is clearly 

an important factor in understanding the resistance that people have to 

limiting their water usage,” (Strang, 2004:126). 

 

To reduce ones water use is therefore to deprive oneself of one of life‟s 

reachable luxuries. (Appendix B presents a representation of concepts 

associated with water from 1957 and 2008). 

 

2.4.1.2  Cleanliness 

Shove describes cleanliness as a concept “soaked with moral, social and 

symbolic meaning,” (2003a:79). As with comfort, the concept of cleanliness has 

changed through the ages. The roots of the current concept of cleanliness can 

be clearly seen in the Victorian era, linked to conceptions of hygiene and the 

removal of disease as well as social positioning and acceptance within society 
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(Shove, 2003a).  It is difficult to argue if conceptions of cleanliness are the result 

of scientific information or social constructs as the concepts are intertwined with 

one another. What is clear is that with time the practices associated with 

cleanliness, such as bathing and washing clothes, have increased dramatically.  

 

“In the space of two generations the population as a whole has become 

radically cleaner, striving to achieve increasingly sanitised bodies, 

domestic environments and clothing, soaping away all traces of body 

odour, washing clothes after a single use, and scrubbing household 

surfaces with toxic cleansing substances. This vastly increases levels of 

water (and energy) usage…” (Strang, 2004:22). 

 

We have moved from rarely having a bath to having a daily shower or wash, 

(Shove, 2003a, Defra, 2009), from occasionally brushing down clothes to 

washing clothes after one wear, from boiling washing to washing at 30 degrees, 

from a once a week wash day to an everyday washday (Shove, 2003a), from 

sooty houses and manure-filled streets to polished surfaces (Vinikas, 1992).   

 

“The themes are extremely consistent: in a perfect world homes are dust-, 

dirt-, and odour-free, gleaming with polished surfaces and plentiful light; 

clothes and teeth are whiter than white, and hair and skin „shine‟ or „glow‟ 

with health and vitality. These images tightly conflate ideas about health, 

morality, cleanliness and vitality, and the only antidote to the converse … 

is water,” (Strang, 2004:202).  
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Cleanliness was not only associated with hygiene. It was (and is) linked with 

morality and civilization (Shove, 2003a; Strang, 2004). (See Appendix B for 

representations of current conceptions of cleanliness.) 

 

“‟Cleanliness had social power because it was a moral idea and thus a 

standard of judgment...‟(Bushman & Bushman 1988). Distinctions between 

the rural and the urban, the civilized and the barbaric, the familiar and the 

foreign consequently condensed into a newly discriminating language of 

cleanliness... regular bathing was reconceptualised as an entry ticket to 

society itself,” (Shove, 2003a:100).   

 

Shove suggests that cleanliness has now moved away from a hygienic 

necessity to focus more on the „preparation for social acceptance‟ (2003a:103). 

The proliferation of washing products such as gels, salts and shampoos to 

deodorise and re-odorise exemplifies this. 

 

The development of systems and objects to enable increased bathing 

contributed to the development of the cleanliness norm. Internal plumbing and 

the electrification of homes enabled easier bathing with a regular supply of hot 

water. The shower then provided a quicker method to get wet (Southerton et al, 

2004). It is impossible to separate the influences that led to the current practice 

of washing oneself. 

 

“Markets, technologies and ideologies intersect to such an extent that it 

would be tricky to argue that bathing and showering have been propelled 
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more by scientific understanding of germs than by morality or more by 

technological development than social comparison,” (Shove, 2003a:106). 

 

2.4.1.3  Convenience 

The need for achieving standards of cleanliness, for example, the need to wear 

a freshly laundered item of clothing, “generates powerful compulsions with 

unavoidable consequences for the structuring of the day,” (Shove, 2003a:178) 

as, at some point before the need for the clothing, laundry will have to be done. 

This structuring of the day is greatly helped by technological appliances which 

are considered to be „convenient‟.  

 

The meaning of convenience has changed over time.  

 

“Initially referring to ease of use, then to saving time, convenience is now 

associated with the capacity to shift, juggle, and reorder episodes and 

events,” (Shove, 2003a:170). 

 

When referring to the initial definition of convenience, piped water into the home 

undoubtedly provided ease of use, and with it an expectation of supply 

(Sofoulis, 2005; Strang, 2004; Shove, 2003a; Sefton, 2008).  

 

“People take water for granted. You turn on the tap and out it comes,” 

(interviewee in Strang, 2004:43). 

 

It is suggested this expectation is partly because of a lack of understanding of 

the water system due to its hidden, „underground‟ nature (Bakker, 2001:145). 
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Recent research in to public perceptions of water supply reported a great lack of 

knowledge of the water supply system and water scarcity (CCW, 2006; Defra, 

2009a).The „infinite supply‟ myth is also thought to be perpetuated through lack 

of user involvement in its management (Strang, 2004:21), and/or lack of 

personal ownership (Taylor et al, 2008).  

 

Additionally for years, until recently, the water industry itself sent out messages 

of continual supply as its approach was that of matching supply to demand 

(Bakker, 2003). Thus rather than supply being created to fit demand, there is 

likely to be a process of demand fitting supply (Hackett & Lutzenhiser, 1991; 

Jeffrey & Gearey, 2005).  

 

“The historical record shows that more access to water has led, at every 

step, to higher levels of usage,” (Strang, 2004:45). 

 

Thus the very convenience, or ease, of water use through its piped provision, 

has led to a conception that water is literally „on tap‟ at our demand. 

 

Referring to the more recent use of the term „convenience‟ – regarding the 

ability to reorder and schedule routines – new technology has enabled greater 

control of personal timetables. Certain activities, such as work or school, are 

usually at set times and are regarded as „non-negotiable activities‟ (Shove, 

2003a). Other negotiable activities are structured around the non-negotiable 

activities. Thus routines such as laundering or bathing, which are negotiable, 

can be organised to fit around the less negotiable activities. As the perception 
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that the pace of life has increased a facility that allows a routine to be squeezed 

into a certain time slot is adopted.  

 

“Miss C. “[shower] it‟s just quick and easy, and two minutes in and out not 

like a bath, I hate baths, take forever to fill it up and then forever to empty,” 

(interviewee in Sefton, 2008:68). 

 

Thus showering, perceived to enable a quick wash, has become an activity 

practiced by many once a day or more (Southerton et al, 2004). Equally, a 

washing machine with a timer programme allows a person to fit a wash in when 

not actually in the home. In this manner, with a desire to achieve ease of use 

and a certain level of speed and flexibility, water using routines are developed 

and become „normal‟. Within each house the way each practice is carried out 

has the potential to be different as the built-in convenience allows individuals 

their own autonomy in creating their routines (Shove, 2003a).       

 

It is, Shove argues, more difficult to directly relate the increase in convenience 

appliances to an increase in the consumption of resources compared to comfort 

and cleanliness. In some cases the convenience of an appliance may lead to 

increased use. The location of a washing machine in 92% of houses in the UK, 

has in all likelihood led to an increase in washing as the appliance is right there, 

available for use (CLG, 2006). In other cases the use of an appliance may have 

led to a decrease in water or energy consumption24.  

 

                                                           
24

 It is generally assumed that with the development of so many domestic appliances to help 
with household chores there should have been a reduction in time spent on housework. 
However, some authors argue that household appliances haven‟t reduced the number of hours 
spent on housework but instead have shifted the way time is allocated to each chore (Shove, 
2003a, Cohen, 1983). 
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In Shove‟s account of domestic energy and water consumption, the escalation 

of water use associated with comfort is explained through the co-evolution of 

socio-technical systems. Escalation related to cleanliness is described through 

changing discourses and rationales, which in turn leads to the commodification 

of convenience (Shove, 2003b). In terms of explaining why people use water 

(and energy) in the way they do, the argument Shove presents stands in 

contrast to theoretical models of individual choice or technical fix solutions.   

 

“... the eco-efficiency of one technology or another matters less than the 

concept of service that each sustains,” (Shove, 2003b:416).  

 

Instead Shove points to meso and macro level structures in order to analyse 

resource use and find possible pathways to reduce escalating resource 

consumption.  

 

“What is required is an understanding of how such elements [appliances] 

are integrated into systems of provision within and beyond the home, how 

they are fitted into constantly shifting frameworks of “normality,” and how 

concepts of services are thereby reconstructed,” (Shove, 2003b:416). 

 

2.4.1.4  The theoretical context of the 3Cs  

What we see in Shove's 3Cs theory is a practice oriented approach to 

examining behaviour. Practice theory is relatively new and there is as yet no 

agreement of exactly what the theory or its components are (Warde, 2005; 

Reckwitz, 2002). Reckwitz defines a practice as: 
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“a routinised type of behaviour which consists of several elements, 

interconnected to one another: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental 

activities, „things‟ and their use, a background knowledge in the form of 

understanding, know-how, states of emotion and motivational 

knowledge…A practice… forms a „block‟ whose existence necessarily 

depends on the existence and specific interconnectedness of these 

elements, and which cannot be reduced to any one of these single 

elements,” (Reckwitz,  2002:249). 

 

Taking the laundry as a practice, there are many small actions: collecting the 

dirty clothes, putting them in the machine, adding washing powder or detergent, 

deciding which setting to use, turning on the machine, emptying the machine, 

drying the clothes and putting them into whatever storage place they usually sit. 

The practice is understandable to the individual who carries it out and to 

potential observers, (at least within the same user culture). Yet, it can be carried 

out at different localities, at different times and by different people (Reckwitz, 

2002:250). The individual carrying out the practice is “neither autonomous nor 

the judgmental dope who conforms to norms: She is someone who understands 

the world and herself, who uses know-how and motivational knowledge, 

according to the particular practice,” (ibid, 256). In a less independent 

description Warde refers to the agent as joining in „disciplined participation,‟ and 

the „instituted conventions of collective culture,‟ (Warde, 2005:146). 

 

A practice is governed by „systems of provision‟ which relate to the technology, 

objects, infrastructure and business systems which enable a practice to exist 

(Spaargaren & van Vliet, 2000; Shove, 2003a). In the case of laundering this 
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would include the plumbing system, water company, washing machine, washing 

powder, clothes manufacturers and so on. Practices are continuously changing 

as new technology and products come on the market or emerge as social 

conventions, such as conceptions of cleanliness, change (Shove, 2003a). Thus 

practices are specific to time, place and social context (Warde, 2005).   

 

Partaking in a practice will automatically lead to consumption as to do 

something requires the use of something. Laundering involves the use of water, 

a machine, energy, washing soap of some form, and materials. Practices 

therefore have a major impact on water consumption.  

 

“It is not in acts of consumption that environmental problems are located, 

but in the engagement in social practices that are interconnected in terms 

of the types of consumption involved, and the cultural meanings and 

significance of the practice,” (Southerton et al, 2004:40).  

 

Thus people do not perceive of themselves as using water per se,  but rather 

taking a shower to get clean, freshen up or relax, or washing dishes to clean 

them and provide a level of hygiene to protect themselves and others from 

germs (Medd & Shove, 2006).   

 

The practices approach rejects methodological individualism. The individual is 

not seen to be free to make deliberative choices as reflected within Shove‟s 

account. Rather she is often a creature of habit, severely constrained and 

influenced by the surrounding norms, resources and infrastructure (Warde, 

2005).  
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There are few if any critiques of Shove‟s account of the 3Cs. To find possible 

flaws in the 3Cs it is useful to look to critics of the practices approach. 

Spaargaren, (writing before the publishing of the 3Cs and not necessarily a 

critic), believes that people are „co-actors‟ rather than individual units but that 

they do have a level of agency.  

 

“…however, pervasive and immobile some social structures or institutions 

seem to be, they are always produced and reproduced by knowledgeable 

and capable human agents who are able to provide comments, reasons 

and even some explanations for what they are doing and how they are 

doing it,” (Spaargaren, 2000:328).  

 

Shove‟s account provides little room for individual agency. She argues that 

many domestic water using practices are done at a level of practical 

consciousness in which the individual is unaware of the consumption of water 

(Shove, 2003a). The laundering of clothes is done to get clean clothes.  There 

is little consideration, if any, for how much water is being used or how much 

energy is being consumed. 

 

“People do not consume energy or water. In reality such resources are 

used in the process of accomplishing normal social practices and 

achieving taken-for-granted standards,” (Chappells et al, 2005:4).  

 

In reference to Stern‟s causal variables, Shove gives little weight to attitudes. 

The influential factors on water consumption are thought to be  found in 
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„Habits/Routines‟, created by influences within „Contextual Factors‟ along with 

some of the resources found under „Personal Capabilities‟, such as time and 

money. 

 

A strength of the practices approach, applicable to Shove's 3Cs, is its ability to 

look at the interconnectedness of social, technical and infrastructural elements 

rather than trying to isolate one specific behaviour. In this manner it relates well 

to the real world where individual behaviours are not performed in isolation but 

are interconnected to many other elements. It also attempts to discover how 

change takes place, thus it has “a capacity to account for both reproduction and 

innovation,” (Warde, 2005;140).  

 

A difficulty with the application of the 3Cs is its lack of alternative suggestions to 

achieve reductions in resource consumption. This is due to an almost unlimited 

array of factors affecting water consumption being highlighted. As so many 

things can have an influence on a practice there are many different aspects that 

must be researched and then combined to create a pathway forward, which 

would require resources as well as considerable time. A high degree of co-

ordination is needed to deliver a practices-style solution, with some form of 

overarching leadership and regulation to enable it to happen (Allon & Sofoulis, 

2006).  

 

Shove‟s 3Cs is used in this research to help provide and structure explanations 

for why people use water in the way they do and the way in which they respond 

to interventions. Employing the 3Cs theory in the case studies also allows us to 

explore its applicability and accuracy in practice. 
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2.4.2 The Motivation-Opportunity-Ability Model  

The second theory is Olander and Thøgersen‟s Motivation-Opportunity-Ability 

Model (1995) of behaviour change. It is used in this study to describe 

psychological factors at play in behaviour change.  

 

This study focuses on the impact of water efficiency measures on domestic 

water use. Such interventions assume a stimulus and response mechanism. A 

useful vehicle with which to analyse the research findings would be a model of 

behaviour change which includes a stimulus and response mechanism, 

provided it incorporates constraints and facilitators on behaviour. Thus the 

model should be an integrated model to include both internal (socio-

psychological) and external (socio-technological) causal variables. It also needs 

to contain the influencing factors identified earlier by Stern (2000). Olander and 

Thøgersen‟s Motivation-Opportunity-Ability model allows for this (Jackson, 

2005).  
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Figure 5: The Motivation-Opportunity-Ability Model 

 

Within the MOA model (Figure 5) Motivations create an intention to act. 

Intention is influenced by the individual‟s Ability (habits and knowledge) and by 

the situational conditions in which they live (Opportunity). The Behaviour may 

then be performed or not. The experience of performing or not performing the 

Behaviour in turn influences Ability and Motivations which again will affect the 

intention to act and the performance, or lack of performance, of the Behaviour.  

 

Olander and Thøgersen (1995) do not explicitly define Motivation. Instead they 

refer to a variety of theories which they deem to have significant elements, 

including Fishbein and Ajzen‟s Theory of Reasoned Action (1975), Triandis‟ 

Subjective Culture (1977), and Schwartz‟s altruism model (1977). Taking from 

Fishbein and Ajzen, Olander and Thøgersen include cognitive components of 

the intention to act (Belief in outcome and Evaluation of outcome) and the 
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influence of social norms. Evaluation of Outcomes appears to be related to 

personal efficacy. Efficacy relates to personal perceptions of ones ability to 

perform a behaviour and ones evaluation of how effective that behaviour will be 

in accomplishing the end goal (Bandura, 1982). Olander and Thøgersen expand 

on the non-cognitive elements with reference to Triandis (1977). The non-

cognitive components include “two internal constructs (self concept and 

personal moral obligation to act) and two external variables (general normative 

beliefs and specific role pressures),” (Olander & Thøgersen, 1995:362). 

Emphasising the moral character of behaviour, Olander and Thøgersen turn to 

Schwartz‟s altruism model, whereby people feel a moral obligation to act, 

possibly starting as a social norm and becoming an internalized personal norm 

(Schwartz, in Olander & Thøgersen, 1995). This is tempered by the individual‟s 

private interests. If the personal interests are seriously threatened the individual 

may go into denial of the consequences or denial of responsibility and therefore 

do nothing. Thus influences of norms, identity theories and value-behaviour 

theories are included within the MOA.  

 

Motivation is then affected by Ability. 

 

“Motivation leads to performance of the behaviour only if the actor 

commands the required abilities to perform,” (Pieters, 1991, in Olander & 

Thøgersen, 1995:364).  

 

Ability consists of Habit and Task Knowledge. The importance of habit to 

behaviour change is widely agreed. Olander and Thøgersen suggest that when 

habit is strong the attitude-behaviour link is weak whereas when habit is weak 
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the attitude-behaviour link is strong (Triandis, 1977, in Olander & Thøgersen, 

1995).  

 

Task Knowledge is specifically related to carrying out a particular behaviour, 

such as knowing what items can be recycled at the kerbside. “Some people 

may lack sufficient information, be unable to understand the [campaign] 

message, or forget important information,” (Olander & Thøgersen, 1995:365) to 

carry out a task. Olander and Thøgersen do not refer to environmental 

knowledge of why a task should be carried out. Nor do they refer to self 

awareness of the impact of an individual‟s actions, such as personal water 

consumption.   

 

Opportunity for Olander and Thøgersen encompasses time and place utility. 

They refer to studies of recycling, showing that if facilities are provided, both in 

terms of space in houses and in kerbside collections, there is a higher tendency 

to participate (Olander & Thøgersen, 1995).  

 

“The less facilitating the programme design is in this respect, the more 

vulnerable the programme is to events and unforeseen circumstances 

which may make people act against their conscious intentions,” (Olander 

& Thøgersen, 1995:366).  

 

They refer to Opportunity within their MOA model as being mainly objective, but 

acknowledge there can be a level of subjectivity.   
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“We prefer to conceive of opportunities as objective preconditions for the 

behaviour. However, we acknowledge that individuals may perceive the 

same conditions differently and hence (subjectively) see different 

opportunities,” (Olander & Thøgersen, 1995: 365).  

 

The MOA model includes a cycle of feedback, whereby the implementation of a 

behaviour leads to an experience which may in turn lead to changes in Ability 

and Motivation. Olander and Thøgersen think that feedback can take place 

between Behaviour and Beliefs directly. For example, a new action will be 

evaluated. If it is found not to have the expected impact this new action may be 

dropped. Feedback also takes place indirectly between Behaviour and Beliefs 

via Ability, if for example, it was found that through learning the task has been 

made easier.  

 

The strengths of the MOA model are that, at a micro-level, it includes many of 

the essential influencing factors that cumulatively result in the performance of a 

behaviour. By including feedback loops, it also indicates factors leading to 

behaviour change. These consist of attitudes, personal capabilities, habits and 

context (including norms, identities, infrastructure, and financial incentives) 

(Stern, 2000). Yet according to other commentators there are some 

weaknesses within the model that should be addressed.  

 

2.4.2.1 Adapting the MOA 

Taking Opportunity as a starting point, if it is acknowledged that “individuals 

may perceive the same conditions differently” it can be argued that subjective 

opportunities should be included within the MOA model. If a person does not 
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perceive there is an opportunity to save water they are unlikely to try to engage 

in a behaviour to do so. Such self-efficacy is demonstrated in Allon & Sofoulis‟ 

(2005) account of water use in Sydney. The only people found attempting to 

adapt the „baked-in‟ water infrastructure were people who had lived in other 

places and thus could conceive of a different system operating. 

 

“We argue therefore, that exposure to different „regimes of water‟ gives 

people the imaginative capacity to adopt a different approach to using 

water, even amidst suburban environments with Big Water systems and 

„saver-unfriendly‟ fittings,” (Allon & Sofoulis, 2005:51).    

 

It is argued here that subjective opinions of opportunities are a practical reality 

and should be included under the Opportunity heading.   

 

Furthermore, there is a greater range of factors affecting opportunities to reduce 

water than just time and space. The accommodation in which people live, for 

example, may place constrictions on change. Sofoulis (2005), influenced by 

Shove (2003), points out the seemingly immovable internal plumbing 

infrastructure in the home that restricts the options people can take. Or a tenant 

may not be as free to make changes to a house as is an owner-occupier 

(Southerton et al, 2004). The availability of resources such as money to fund 

changes is also an influencing factor (Southerton et al, 2004).   

 

The feedback loops within the MOA have reflections of practices theory 

whereby there is a co-evolution of behaviour and beliefs and social norms, 

being able to account for continuous change and adaption. Within practices 
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theory this co-evolution extends into technical structures including objects, such 

as water fittings, and systems, such as water institutions (Allon & Sofoulis, 

2005). This was seen in the rise of showering discussed earlier (Southerton et 

al, 2004). Within Olander and Thøgersen‟s model there could also be a 

feedback loop from Behaviour to Opportunity to Motivation. An illustration of this 

would be how an alteration of infrastructure could open or close opportunities 

for action, which in turn could affect a person's motivation to change their 

behaviour. If this extra feedback loop is included, a socio-technical cycle is 

formed whereby there is continuous feedback affecting all elements of the 

model. This feedback loop has been inserted into the adapted MOA model 

(indicated by the dotted line, below, in Figure 6). The case studies will be 

examined to see if such patterns occur to support this hypothesis. 

 

With regards to Motivations there are some elements missing. Olander and 

Thøgersen skim over any discussion on knowledge of an environmental 

situation and attitudes towards this. It is possible that they assume these factors 

are included under Beliefs & Evaluations and Attitude, yet it is never explicitly 

mentioned. Additionally other commentators have brought forward issues of 

trust and fairness particularly in relation to water governance and use (van Vugt, 

1999; Strang, 2004; Sharp, 2006). These are not issues covered with the MOA. 

A more expansive look at beliefs and attitudes towards a situation is needed.  
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Figure 6:  the adapted MOA model 

 

(The dotted line indicates the suggested additional feedback loops) 

 

2.4.3 Norm activation in social dilemmas 

Biel & Thøgersen‟s paper on Norm Activation in Social Dilemmas (2007) helps 

considerably to fill in gaps in the MOA model.  In particular Biel & Thøgersen 

provide relevant insights into Motivations. While their model deals with norms, 

the reasons behind norm activation relates to attitudes and beliefs, thus 

suggesting a much more complex picture than the neatly labeled boxes within 

the MOA that separates these areas.  

 

Many environmental problems can be classified as social dilemmas. The classic 

example of this is demonstrated in Hardin‟s tragedy of the commons 

(Hardin,1968). In such a situation the reason for environmental degradation is 
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explained as a result of short-term positive consequences of individual choices 

being “more salient since they are experienced directly, while the collective 

long-term and distant negative consequences for the environment are not 

directly experienced,” (Gatersleben & Vlek, 1997:160). However, cooperation to 

protect the resource can occur as a result of various other factors such as social 

capital, social norms, rules and procedures, local resource dependence and 

controllability of a resource, (Gardner & Stern, 1996). The water supply situation 

in the south east of England is a parallel situation. It can be referred to as a 

social dilemma as ground water supplies are routinely over abstracted (EA, 

2008). Additionally, at the time of data collection for this study there was a 

drought in the south east of England. One of the case study areas had been 

granted water scarcity status, indicating a severe long-term problem.    

 

If people are to cooperate in a social dilemma situation the main norm that is to 

be activated is that of 'cooperation'. Biel & Thøgersen‟s paper explores how 

norms contribute to levels of cooperation, and what conditions may increase or 

decrease cooperation (Biel & Thøgersen, 2007).  Reciprocity was found to be a 

central condition. Reciprocity is “positive responses to positive actions, but 

negative responses to unfavourable treatment,” (Biel & Thøgersen, 2007:98).   

 

“Reciprocity refers to a family of strategies that can be used in social 

dilemmas involving (1) an effort to identify who else is involved, (2) an 

assessment of the likelihood that others are conditional co-operators, (3) a 

decision to cooperate initially with others if others are trusted, the 

possibility to not cooperate with those who cannot be trusted to be 

conditional co-operators, (4) a refusal to cooperate with those who do not 
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reciprocate, and (5) punishment of those who betray trust,” (Ostrom, 

1998:10).  

 

There is evidence that those who are willing to cooperate tend to think others 

will also cooperate. Additionally, when it comes to punishing non-co-operators, 

those inflicting the punishment are willing to do so at their own expense 

(Ostrom, 1998:12). In societies where people cannot identify co-operators, 

perhaps because they do not know all involved in the specific situation or 

because there is a low level of trust in society, it is less likely that positive 

reciprocity, and therefore cooperation, will exist. Thus, according to Ostrom, „at 

the core of a behavioural explanation are the links between the trust that 

individuals have in others, the investment others make in trustworthy 

reputations and the probability that participants will use reciprocity norms,‟ 

(1998:12).  

 

Also related to reciprocity and trust is the element of perceived fairness. Studies 

show that if it is perceived that resources are distributed in a fair manner people 

„tend to contribute to the common good or refrain from overusing a common 

resource‟, (Biel & Thøgersen, 2007:97). If they do not perceive fairness in a 

situation they may not cooperate, even at cost to themselves. A study on water 

consumption during a drought in California by Talarowski (1982, in Biel & 

Thøgersen, 2007) found consumers who thought the drought was human 

induced consumed more water than those who thought it was due to nature. 

Presumably this was due to a belief that in the case of the human-induced 

drought there was an unfair distribution and therefore a lack of cooperation (Biel 

& Thøgersen, 2007). In a similar vein in the 1995 Yorkshire drought, despite 
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repeated requests from the water company, domestic water consumption 

actually increased. This was thought to be due to customer dissatisfaction with 

the privatisation of water, record profits for water company shareholders and 

high leakage rates (Haughton, 1998). Evidence from van Vugt‟s study of water 

metering (1999) in the UK suggests that water meters may reduce water 

consumption in times of water stress as people perceive a fairness in the act of 

paying for what is consumed. Thus motivation to implement a specific behaviour 

is related to issues of trust and fairness, linked to expectations of reciprocity.  

 

The framing of a particular dilemma also has an effect on cooperation rates. 

Biel has found that if people perceive a public good is fairly distributed, people 

are happy to cooperate for the sake of social welfare (Biel et al, 1999 in Biel & 

Thøgersen, 2007). However, if the same resource is framed as a business 

issue people react differently. Within an economic context self-interested 

behaviour is the norm, thus in experiments people tended to make decisions 

based on economics rather than ethical issues (Biel & Thøgersen, 2007). This 

was found to apply in both business contexts and societal contexts with 

economic dimensions (Biel & Thøgersen, 2007). 

 

“Once a business frame is adopted the likelihood of a cost benefit process 

increases while the tendency to cooperate decreases,” (Biel & Thøgersen, 

2007:100).  

 

Costs and gains are also relevant. If it is thought an action will cause harm 

people are less likely to do it than if they think an action would improve the 

situation as „losses are more psychologically salient than equivalent gains,‟ 
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(Kerr & Kaufman-Gilliland, 1997:215). Thus „the dictum “do no harm” is a more 

salient moral duty than any obligation actively to do good,‟ (ibid).  

 

According to Biel & Thøgersen norm activation can be stimulated by personal 

factors or situational factors. These in turn are triggered by other factors such 

as the framing of a situation or issues of trust. (See Figure 7). Situational factors 

are associated with norms of cooperation. Personal factors are associated with 

felt obligations to protect the resource. Thus the behaviour guided by personal 

factors has a direct effect on the environment whereas those guided by 

situational factors tend to have an indirect effect. The exception here is the 

salience of the need. The salience of the need refers to the perception of the 

importance of the problem. However, for the situational factor to be activated, 

the individual must also have environmental values in order to believe in the 

salience of need (Biel & Thøgersen, 2007).  
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Figure 7: Norm activation in social dilemmas (Biel & Thøgersen, 2007) 

 

Thus Biel and Thøgersen‟s theory of norm activation acts to fill a gap where 

Olander and Thøgersen‟s MOA model did not provide sufficient detail. It fills out 

the Motivations category, providing reminders to explore issues of trust and 

fairness as well as the framing of the situation and the salience of the need for 

action. 

 

In analysing the findings of the case studies reported here it has been most 

helpful to take the basic structure of the MOA model and add several elements 

from Biel and Thøgersen‟s norm activation model to the Motivations and 

Opportunity categories. Ability remains unaltered. The result is an adapted MOA 

model with insights from norm activation. It is this adapted model that is applied 

to the case studies. Biel & Thøgersen‟s norm activation model as described 
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above therefore is not applied on its own to the case studies. Table 7 below 

summarises the adapted MOA model. It should be remembered, also, that a 

further feedback loop has been added, as seen in Figure 6. 

 

Table 7: Influential factors on pro-environmental behaviour under headings 
provided by the MOA model 
 

Heading Olander & Thøgersen’s 
influential factors on 
behaviour 

Adapted influential factors 
under the headings from the 
MOA 

Motivations • Belief and Evaluation 
of outcomes 
(efficacy) 

• Attitude towards 
behaviour (including 
altruism) 

• Social norms 

• Salience of the need to act 
• Responsibility to act 

(including altruism) 
• Efficacy 
• Fairness and trust 
• Benefits and costs 

(including reciprocity and 
public/private framing of 
situation) 

• Social norms 

Ability • Habits 
• Task knowledge 

• Habits  
• Task knowledge 

Opportunity (Objective) 
• Time  
• Space 

 

(Subjective) 
• Time  
• Space 
• Infrastructure 
• Regulation/Legislation 
• Monetary resources 
• Social situation (e.g. 

employment, 
accommodation) 

 (Olander & Thøgersen 1995; Biel & Thøgersen 2007; Southerton et al 2004; 
Stern 2000; Sofoulis 2005; Hobson 2003; Jackson, 2005) 
 

The factors discussed in the table above are the factors that are thought to 

combine together to influence a behaviour, such as the behaviour of 

consumption. A change in one factor could lead to a change in the manner in 

which the behaviour is performed.  
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2.4.4 The socio-technical triangle 

The final model to be discussed is the socio-technical triangle. The triangle 

describes the macro and meso level structures that influence domestic water 

use. Influenced by writings from Shove and others involved in the study of 

practice and consumption, Zoe Sofoulis uses the socio-technical triangular 

model in her research on domestic water use in Australia25 (Sofoulis, 2005) to 

challenge individualistic models of behaviour change. She argues that a model 

that moves away from the individual provides a broader picture and therefore a 

fuller explanation of the influences on water using practices (Sofoulis, 2005; 

Allon & Sofoulis, 2006; Sofoulis & Williams, 2008).  

 

“A better alternative is a co-constructionist or co-evolutionary perspective 

that recognizes the relationships between consumers, cultural norms, 

technologies and infrastructures, and how our consumption practices are 

constituted by interactions between all of these,” (Sofoulis, 2008a:9). 

 

Sofoulis refers to the triangle as either the socio-technical or co-evolutionary 

triangle (2005; 2008a). The triangle has three main points, Users Cultures, 

Objects and Systems (Sofoulis, 2008a). The Dimensions link the points into a 

triangle. 

 

                                                           
25

 Sofoulis refers to the socio-technical triangle in reference to Shove 2003. As she has adapted the 
triangle from Shove I have referred to the triangle with regards to Sofoulis.    
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Figure 8 : The socio-technical triangle as used by Sofoulis (2008a:9) 

 

User Cultures is the term Sofoulis uses to represent the collective of water 

users. Contained within this category are  “the habits, expectations, shared 

ways of life, rituals and standards of living that establish baseline levels of 

resource consumption,” (Sofoulis & Williams, 2008:11). This encompasses 

practices and the norms of comfort, cleanliness and convenience as discussed 

by Shove (2003a).  Sofoulis‟ perception of users presents the individual as 

being one very much constrained by cultural identity and social belonging rather 

than being autonomous (Sofoulis & Williams, 2008). Similar to Shove, Sofoulis 

gives little weight to Stern‟s „Attitudes‟ in terms of behaviour. Rather, habits, 

social context and personal capabilities are thought to be of greater influence.  

 

Great significance is also given to factors falling into Stern‟s „Context‟ category. 

The heading of Objects relates to non-human materials or technologies, 

including for example, water, water meters, taps or shower heads (Allon & 

Sofoulis, 2006). Each object has a function as well as symbolic qualities that 

help „inscribe‟ the user‟s habits and expectations (van Vliet et al, 2005). This 
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inscription does not dictate a set path but has a strong influence on the way 

objects are used (Shove, 2003a:54).  

 

Systems are “larger scale socio-technical assemblages of people and 

technologies, collective conventions, and institutional and infrastructural 

arrangements,” (Allon & Sofoulis, 2006:47). This includes social, economic and 

political bodies such as the water companies, regulators and Government 

institutions concerned with water supply and demand (Sofoulis & Williams, 

2008). 

 

All three categories (User Cultures, Objects and Systems) are fluid in that they 

are continuously changing through their interactions and as contexts co-evolve. 

The interactions take place along the Dimensions. Dimension 1 is where 

interaction between User Cultures and Objects takes place. Dimension 2 shows 

the interactions between System and User Cultures. Interactions along 

Dimension 3 are where the Objects and Systems influence one another. Each 

category is influenced by, and also acts to influence, the adjacent category. All 

three categories act to influence one another directly and indirectly. An example 

is given in Southerton et al‟s (2004) account of the emergence of showering. 

The public provision of household water and electricity provided the 

infrastructure for showers to exist, demonstrating interaction between Systems 

and Objects. At the same time, changing social expectations (User Cultures), 

relating to practices of cleanliness and the need for speed led to a demand for 

more frequent washing done at a quickened pace. The development of 

electrical wall-mounted shower units (Objects) enabled the rapid production of 

hot water, allowing showering to be squeezed in before or after work. The 
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power shower has subsequently been developed to enhance the showering 

experience. Thus the practice of showering has emerged through the co-

evolution of changes within User Cultures, Objects and Systems.    

 

In looking to develop a strategy to encourage a reduction in water use, all three 

categories of the triangle would need to be explored.  

 

“Major shifts in water consumption patterns entail collective renegotiation 

of social norms, changes in technologies, and changes in institutions and 

infrastructures, as well as the qualities and character of interactions 

between all the points of the „co-evolutionary‟ triangle,” (Sofoulis & 

Williams, 2008:11).  

   

In this way the individual has been removed from the centre of attention. The 

policy implications here are great: behavior change or technical fix interventions 

alone, would not  be successful.  

 

Such a multi-faceted approach is supported by writings from Shove, Medd, van 

Vliet, Chappells, and Southerton (Shove, 2003a; Medd & Shove, 2006; van Vliet 

et al, 2001; Southerton et al, 2004).  

 

Yet there are problems with the application of the socio-technical triangle 

described by Sofoulis. The division between Systems and Objects is not defined 

clearly enough for application to the case studies reported here. For example, is 

the plumbing system a service or an object, or actually both? Additionally, the 

Use Cultures category is vast and it is unwieldy for looking at specific 
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behaviours. This is a point which Sofoulis acknowledges, accepting the need for 

the use of additional knowledge of behaviour for a more detailed analysis of 

water use and behaviour change.  

 

“A socio-technical perspective is no substitute for psychologies detailing 

obstacles and enablers of personal change, or the complex negotiations 

between subjects and the social formations in which they are caught, but it 

does highlight a different pathway for change,” (Sofoulis, 2005:450). 

 

Thus the triangle‟s weaknesses lie in its vastness and its lack of detail which is 

necessary for an analysis of interventions.   

 

The strengths of the socio-technical triangle lie in its ability to provide an 

overview of the wider influences on practices and in so doing emphasise the 

limitations of choice on the water user. The triangle thus points to alternative 

pathways for change other than individual behaviour change or technical fix 

solutions.  

 

“The essence of a cultural innovation approach to sustainability and 

climate change adaptation is the simple idea that there are other means of 

change beside technological efficiency and price signals,” (Sofoulis, 

2008a:16). 

 

The triangle also provides a specific place where an intervention, such as a 

water meter, can be represented. This then allows the two way interaction 

between the intervention and the user to be analysed. Such a position is often 
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not included in individualistic behavioural change models. In such models the 

intervention is represented merely as a stimuli, rather than an object which may 

represent something greater than its practical function and where two way 

interaction takes place. 

 

2.4.4.1 Adapting the socio-technical triangle 

The socio-technical triangle as applied to this study is used to analyse the 

factors affecting water users in relation to interventions. The triangle provides 

insights into ways that future interventions could be developed as it provides 

alternative pathways for change, much as the 3Cs does.  

 

In order to use Sofoulis' triangle more effectively in the analysis of the case 

studies reported in this thesis, the titles of the three categories have been 

altered and elements within each category have been more clearly delineated 

(Table 8 below). The Objects category becomes Material Objects. Within this 

category all physically embodied objects, such as taps and pipes, are placed. 

The material objects have symbolic meanings attached to them by users and 

systems, (as do objects within Sofoulis‟ triangle). These meanings would be 

located within the dimensions between the categories rather than being located 

within Material Object. 

 

The second category, Systems, is renamed Services. This covers the man-

made services provided by a formal body to supply a given population with a 

resource, (such as water or electricity), or with information, or legislation to 

govern and protect resources. Examples are the water companies, regulatory 

bodies, social services, shops and environmental non-government 
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organisations, etc. This category also contains people‟s place of work. Work 

has an impact on water user consumption as work provides money to pay for 

services.  Work may limit the amount of time a person has to access a service 

in the home but provides opportunities for water use outside the home.  

 

User Cultures is used to describe practices and behaviour, keeping in line with 

the description provided by Sofoulis, (see Table 8) (Sofoulis & Williams, 2008). 

Within this category a greater level of detail is needed than is given by the brief 

description to understand how users use water. Behaviour change theory will 

therefore be used to provide a more detailed analysis of the practices and 

perceptions that are found.  

 

Table 8: to Illustrate the points of the socio-technical triangle as applied to the 
case studies 
 

New points within a  
socio-technical 
triangle  

Description  

Material Objects 
 

All the physical, man-made world, including individual 
items such as taps, and larger scale systems such as 
plumbing networks 

Services The actual man-made services provided by a formal 
institution to supply the population or a section of it with 
a resource, such as water or electricity, or with 
information, or legislation. A level of formality is within 
this, rather than it being a neighbour or family 
arrangement.  

User Cultures “…habits, expectations, shared ways of life, rituals, and 
standards of living that establish baseline levels of 
resource consumption,” (Sofoulis &Williams, 2008:11). 
The everyday actions of people‟s lives, influenced by 
social norms, habits, psychology and influences from the 
other two categories.   

 

It is important to note that the focus of this study resides in the User Cultures 

category and Dimensions 1 & 2 that link User Cultures with Material Objects 

and Services. 
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2.5 A theoretical framework  

The theories of consumption and behaviour change chosen appear to be 

theoretically contradictory. Individualist models of behaviour, such as Biel and 

Thøgersen‟s norm activation model and Olander and Thøgersen‟s MOA have 

the concept of deliberative action as an underlying basis. Shove and Sofoulis 

argue against models of the individual, describing the non-deliberative collective 

practices that use water unobserved, controlled by social expectations, habits 

and physical infrastructure.   

 

Reflecting on this apparent theoretical contradiction, through the process of this 

research, it has become apparent that when attempting to explain water-using 

behaviour all of these theories are useful. Each represents a different focus for 

analysis. The adapted socio-technical triangle presents an overall picture of the 

factors affecting WDM. Narrowing the focus to User Cultures the MOA model 

details factors affecting the individual.  Attitudes in the MOA model is further 

explained by reference to Biel and Thøgersen's Norm Activation model. The 

Social Norms category in the adapted MOA is enhanced by elements in the 3Cs 

theory.  

 

It has become clear, as Wilk proposes (2002), that different perceptions of a 

situation lead to different solutions, each one containing valid elements. Rather 

than disregarding one set of theories, it is constructive to look at all the 

elements possible to create a collection of pathways to encourage water 

savings. These pathways can then be used to pick and choose different 

directions to improve water efficiency interventions.  
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Table 9 illustrates the strengths and criticisms of each theory and how they 

have been used in this research. Elements of Biel and Thøgersen‟s theory of 

norm activation are contained within the adapted MOA. From this point onwards 

therefore only three theories are referred to when analysing the case studies 

and the theories themselves: the 3Cs, the adapted MOA and the adapted socio-

technical triangle.  
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Table 9: Strengths and criticisms of each theory and their application to this 
research  
 

Theory Strengths Criticisms  Role in this 
research 

The 3Cs Demonstrates the 
interconnectivity of 
social, technical and 
infrastructural 
elements.  
 
Shows the wider 
constraints operating 
on the individual  
 
Can explain change 
and stagnation 

Individuals have little if 
any agency 
 
Vast array of 
influences on 
consumption so 
difficult to find a way 
to address the issues 

Analyse factors 
driving water 
consumption 

MOA Details a range of 
factors affecting the 
water user – 
psychological, 
contextual and 
personal capacity 
 
Provides a detailed 
model to analyse the 
impact of an 
intervention 
 
Cyclical, so allowing 
for change and 
reproduction of a 
behaviour 

Defines opportunities 
as being objective 
 
Does not define the 
extent of inter-
connectivity that exists 
as feedback loops are 
shown only between 
certain categories 
 
Many more factors 
impact on behaviour 
than those included in 
model 

(Adapted model) 
Analyse the 
impact of a water 
efficiency 
measure 
 
Provides 
headings (under 
which a more 
extensive list of 
factors have been 
added) of factors 
to consider in the 
analysis of an 
intervention 

Socio- 
technical 
triangle 

Provides an overview 
of wider influences 
affecting water use 
 
Removes the focus 
from the individual 
 
Provides a 
designated place 
within a model to 
monitor the impact of 
a technical 
intervention 
 
Provides pathways 
for alternative 
interventions 

The 3 points are not 
clearly defined 
 
Not enough detail to 
explore socio-
psychological factors 
affecting behaviour 
 
Vast array of 
influences on 
consumption so 
difficult to find a way 
to address the issues 

(Adapted model) 
Analyse the range 
of factors 
impacting on 
water users 
 
Provides 
pathways for 
alternative 
interventions 
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This chapter has presented theories of consumption, behaviour and behaviour 

change and socio-technical systems. Particular theories were chosen as 

potentially being useful theoretical tools to analyse water efficiency 

interventions. As no one theory, or indeed set of theories, on its own seemed to 

adequately fit the requirements of this study, a selection of three theories have 

been appropriated. This collection of theories is then used to help analyse the 

impact of water efficiency measures on the water user and the water 

consumption of the participants in the case studies reported here. The following 

chapter will present the methods used to collect the data to which these 

theories are applied.  
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3 Method  

The purpose of this chapter is to tell the story of how this research was carried 

out. First the epistemological stance that has directed the methodological 

design of the research is presented. This is followed by a description of how the 

design was planned and implemented in the field.  

 

3.1 Epistemological stance  

“… lay people may not only possess knowledge, but have knowledge of 

how they know; they are able to reflect upon why they take on board some 

„scientific facts‟ but not others; they are competent in accounting for why 

they prefer some sources of knowledge (e.g. personal experience) over 

others; and they can justify why they trust some expert authorities and are 

suspicious of others…people are able to…evaluate their knowledge in 

terms of its contingency (for example whether it is the best currently 

available or is broadly appropriate for present requirements),” (Irwin & 

Michael, 2003:28).  

 

Sofoulis and Allon studied Sydney resident‟s water-using practices and 

adaptations in response to drought in Australia in 2005 (Allon & Sofoulis, 2006). 

They rejected the assumption that residents used certain amounts of water as a 

result of being ignorant or suffering from „moral laxity‟. They had a „suspicion‟ 

that other “more significant obstacles to water-saving practice lay in cultural 

conventions about water use and the technologies and infrastructures that 

support them,” (Sofoulis, 2005:446). Asking people about their perceptions is a 

way of discovering these cultural conventions. Such „citizen science‟ not only 
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creates a greater understanding of the water situation it “can (also) play a major 

part in the crafting of policy,” (Irwin & Michael, 2003:26).  

 

The stereotypic image of a domestic water user that, according to Sofoulis 

(2005), dominates the water industry is one of an inefficient, ignorant user, who 

has considerable capacity and freedom of choice to reduce their water use. 

Such a stereotype is implicit in many interventions aimed at reducing water use 

in the home. Awareness campaigns, for example, are directed at the individual, 

highlighting a need to save water and suggesting that one can make „simple‟ 

changes to one's water using practices (Sharp, 2006). Metering too is often 

promoted under the assumption that there is room for householders to reduce 

their usage.  

 

While such interventions may be well intended, the problem is that, as 

discussed in Chapter 1, little effort has been made to enable lay people to 

express their perceptions of the water situation, water practices or water-

reduction interventions. Such perceptions can provide explanations for 

consumption. In doing so insights into barriers and facilitators affecting attempts 

to reduce domestic consumption can be understood. 

 

A major aim of this study is to listen to water users and to 'hear' their views of 

the situation as they experience it (see Research Aim 1). This aim incorporates 

a particular epistemological positioning, which corresponds with assumptions of 

social constructionism as described by Burr (Burr, 1995) presented in Box 1.   
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Taking assumption one, a critical stance towards taken for granted knowledge; 

this research project is allowing some water-users to express what they feel is 

the situation rather than just listening to what the „water experts‟ say is the 

situation. It is stating that the water-user, a rarely heard voice, may be able to 

offer some valuable knowledge of their own to the discussion and their insights 

can help create a better understanding of the situation.  

 

This study also follows the second assumption that research findings are 

historically and culturally specific.  It recognises that findings are also potentially 

geographically specific. Very different situations could exist within different 

Box 1: Four assumptions of social constructionism (Burr, 1995) 
 

1. A critical stance towards knowledge that is taken for granted – this 
challenges the view that conventional knowledge is based upon 
objective, unbiased observation of the world.  

 
2. Historical and cultural specificity – how we understand the world is 

historically and culturally specific and is dependent upon the particular 
social and economic arrangements prevailing in that culture at that 
time. We should not assume, therefore, that our views are necessarily 
any better than those of other cultures or generations.  

 
3. Knowledge is sustained by social processes – people construct 

knowledge. “It is through the daily interactions between people in the 
course of social life that our versions of knowledge become 
fabricated...Therefore what we regard as „truth‟…is a product not of 
objective observation of the world, but of the social processes and 
interactions in which people are constantly engaged with each other.”  

 
4. Knowledge and social action go together – each construction invites a 

different kind of action from human beings. e.g. drunkenness was 
seen as a crime and drunks were locked away. Today „alcoholics‟ are 
seen as victims of an addiction, not totally responsible for their 
behaviour and are offered medical and psychological treatment.  
“Descriptions or constructions of the world therefore sustain some 
patterns of social action and exclude others.”  
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cultural and geographical contexts, even within the same country at the same 

time.  

 

In line with assumption three, this research attempts to look at how participants‟ 

perspectives have been constructed. What are the technical, infrastructural and 

cultural factors at play with regards to domestic demand management 

measures? The case studies are concerned with “the way people are engaged 

in a complex of judgments about trustworthiness, credibility, usefulness and 

power-judgments which reflect, for example, social identity, practical 

circumstance, personal autonomy and community autonomy,” (Irwin & Michael, 

2003:28). In addition this study looks at how infrastructure and objects are 

influenced by the participants themselves.  

 

For the fourth assumption, where knowledge and social action go together, the 

findings of this study can be used to discuss possible alternative pathways to 

encourage water efficiency in the home.  

 

As this study matches all four criteria of Burr‟s definition of a social construction 

outlook it seems it could be classified as such. However, some theorists 

suggest that environmental problems cannot be looked at in terms of social 

constructionism as such an approach denies the existence of the natural world 

as everything is thought to be in the mind (Murphy, 1994). As Murphy argues, 

social constructionism allows for the existence of many perspectives and these 

are given equal validity. Following this reasoning, as no single perspective is 

more truthful than another, the natural world cannot be said to exist outside of 

our imaginations and, furthermore, who is to say there is a problem with an 
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aspect of the natural world? If a problem cannot be defined then no action can 

be taken to relieve the problem, or there can be no consensus on the „best‟ 

solution.  

 

“If all truth claims have validity, then there is no basis for endorsing some 

over others and thus no basis for becoming pro-active,” (Dunlap & Catton, 

1994 in Burningham & Cooper, 1999:300). 

 

Sayer, a realist, suggests one truth claim must be more valid than another.  

 

“Although we might properly regard sociologists and chemists as equals 

as people, a sociologist‟s knowledge of chemistry is not equal to that of a 

chemist‟s any more than a chemist‟s knowledge of sociology is equal to 

that of a sociologist. Thus social and moral equity does not entail 

epistemological equality” (Sayer, 2000:48).  

 

A realist perspective is, therefore, suggested as being the appropriate 

epistemology for an environmentalist as it allows for a world in which there is a 

reality which exists independent of our awareness of it (Robson, 2002). Within 

this framework there is an acceptance by some that the knowledge of reality 

may be imperfect and the research of it will have a political, and possibly 

subjective element.  

 

Burningham & Cooper (1999), Sismondo (1993) and Sayer (2000) argue that a 

similar belief - a material world modified by social factors - is found in „mild 

social constructionism‟. Dickens, a self-proclaimed realist, suggests the 
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dichotomy between realism and constructionism can be misleading as “realists 

acknowledge that: all knowledge must in some sense be a social construction. 

No knowledge has fallen out of the sky with a label attached pronouncing 

„absolute truth‟” (1996 in Burningham & Cooper, 1999:299). Burningham & 

Cooper (1999:197) argue that social constructionism as a term „covers a variety 

of approaches which are in some respects quite distinct, so even an uncritical 

adherent would have to qualify and specify what they were or were not 

supporting in order to make their position clear.‟  

 

Rather than trying to work out the appropriate epistemological label for this 

research, a more useful exercise would be to explain my personal position, as 

suggested by Burningham & Cooper. My position is as follows: I am not 

conducting this research as a means to finding the „truth‟, „but as a way of 

providing coherent and consistent explanations of events,‟ (Jacobs, 1999:208). I 

am interested in providing a platform for voices that are rarely, if ever, heard in 

the debate on water demand management. The aim behind this is to question if 

current mainstream interventions are effective in encouraging water savings. 

Behind this aim is the assumption that there is an environmental problem, or 

could be in the future, concerning the over abstraction of water, and carbon 

emissions associated with water supply. I acknowledge there is a difference 

between the physical environment and environmental problems, (Burningham & 

Cooper, 1999), with the latter being a social construction of a condition of the 

physical reality. Therefore the need for water demand management could be 

questioned. However, as a person with a strong environmental ethos I have a 

desire to defer to the precautionary principle. In addition I am relatively new to 

the study of water and have a background based more in human geography 
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than in environmental management. I am therefore willing to defer to those who 

have said we have/will have a water shortage problem/global warming, based 

on my conception of their superior knowledge of these fields and the extent of 

consistency in the reports that have said as such. (I have not come across a 

paper claiming there is no problem with water supply in the UK. Human-induced 

global warming is famously controversial but the majority of scientists do agree 

that warming is occurring). Thus I am accepting that at this point in time there is 

a level of reality concerning a water management problem and this can be seen 

as an assumption of this research. I do however feel that the possible solutions 

to solving the problem have generally not been considered in light of a range of 

perspectives. There will be a range of perspectives on water demand 

management, created by the historical, cultural, technical and geographical 

context of the time. The perspectives can be used to develop a greater 

understanding of people‟s domestic water-using practices. Based on the 

findings of this research possible pathways to encouraging a reduction in water 

use can be suggested, while acknowledging the historical and cultural 

contextual constraints. 

 

3.2 Research aims recapped 

To recap, the research aims are as follows:  

1. to characterise contemporary water user cultures in south east 

England, exploring how and why people use water as they do.  

 

2. to use qualitative methods to examine the strengths and weaknesses 

of mainstream approaches to water efficiency in the UK.  
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3. to critique selected socio-technical and behavioural theories in light of 

their practical application.  

 

3.3 The research methodology 

3.3.1 Clarifying interpretive research 

The epistemological position above provides the basis on which the 

methodology for this research project has been chosen. An interpretive 

approach has been utilised rather than the more common positivistic 

methodological approaches found in most water consumption research (see 

Chapter 1). As the audience for this research is potentially cross-disciplinary, it 

is felt necessary to define what is meant by interpretive research to prevent 

misunderstandings.  

 

Interpretive research involves the collection of data (through various means 

including conversations, interviews, observations or documents) and the 

interpretation of this data (through for example, coding, thematic analysis, and 

triangulation) (Yanow & Schwartz-Shea, 2006). „Interpretive research‟ provides 

a more precise definition for a type of research which is of a qualitative nature. 

Interpretive research has a constructionist ontology and epistemology (Yanow & 

Schwartz-Shea, 2006). This stands in contrast to some types of qualitative 

research (termed „large n-studies‟) that use qualitative data but apply a 

positivistic approach relating to statistical significance, objectivity and 

transferability of results.  

 

Methodologically positivist studies have a well developed, discipline-directed set 

of criteria to determine good practice. For example, objectivity, rigour and 
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reliability are seen as essential criteria. Positivist-based evaluative criteria are 

not applicable or directly translatable to interpretive research. For example, in 

interpretive research the possibility of objectivity in human-based studies is 

rejected and subjectivity is accepted (Yanow, 2006). Rigour in positivistic 

studies implies a stepwise procedural methodology whereas methodology in 

interpretive studies is flexible (Yanow, 2006). The need for what positivists call 

„reliability‟, relating to transferability, is not seen as required in interpretive work 

when data is believed to be context specific (Schwartz-Shea, 2006).  

 

To define a parallel set of criteria for interpretive research is unacceptable to 

some interpretivists as this would support the positivist presuppositions of what 

matters in academic research (Schwartz-Shea, 2006). Moreover, a definitive 

interpretive criteria list is inconsistent with interpretive epistemology, as 

knowledge is accepted as being contextually situated and not universally 

applicable (Schwartz-Shea, 2006). Yet Yanow & Schwartz-Shea argue that in 

cross-disciplinary study some understanding of different criteria judgments is 

necessary (Yanow & Schwartz-Shea, 2006). As a result, Schwartz-Shea (2006) 

has presented a list of criteria for good interpretive research practice relating to 

the type of techniques employed. The list is derived from what is commonly 

taught and used (see Table 10 below). The list is divided into two. The „first-

order‟ terms/concepts are ubiquitous in interpretive literature. The „second-

order‟ terms are used widely but are not as ubiquitous as the first-order terms.  
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Table 10: Common interpretive research criteria (Schwartz-Shea, 2006:101-
107).  
 

 Term/concept Description 

First-order 
terms  
 

Thick description Narrative with sufficient detail of an 
event/setting/ person/interaction to 
capture context-specific nuances so that 
the researcher‟s interpretation is 
supported. 

Trustworthiness 
 

Umbrella term to talk about the steps 
researchers take throughout the 
research process to ensure systematic 
research while allowing for potential 
revisability of research results. 

Reflexivity Thinking of oneself in relation to the 
research. Techniques include reflexive 
diaries, detailed descriptions of research 
methods, attention to the researcher‟s 
role in the generation of evidence.  

Triangulation 
 

Understanding a phenomenon using at 
least three different analytical tools. 
Methods include multiple data sources 
(e.g. persons, times, places), methods 
of access (e.g. observations, interviews, 
documents) and multiple theories.  

Second-order 
terms 

Informant feedback The researcher provides a summary to 
the research subject for their 
assessment of accuracy.  

Audit* Transparency in the research process - 
a record as complete as possible of the 
processes and steps used to conduct 
the research. E.g. if interviews were 
used information is given on who was 
selected, how long they were 
interviewed, interview questions, 
interview and transcription techniques, 
etc.    

Negative case 
analysis 

A research technique whereby the 
researcher consciously searches for 
evidence against the patterns or first 
interpretation in order to re-examine 
initial impressions, pet theories or 
favoured explanations.  

*The terms in the table are those used by Schwartz-Shea. A more common term for „Audit‟ as 
described here may be „audit trail‟.  

 

The epistemology of this research has a greater leaning towards constructivism 

than positivism. As a result, the methods employed here include a mixture of 

some of the above-listed techniques. The methods used are discussed below. 
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This, in itself, provides an audit trail of the research process, helping to provide 

transparency.  

 

3.3.2 An overview of the methodology 

This section provides an overview of the methodology used for both case 

studies.  

 

As already made explicit, this research is qualitative in nature, focusing on why 

water is used rather than what quantity of water is used. It is interpretive in its 

approach, accepting subjectivity and reflexivity. The research is exploratory in 

nature and as a result, has similarities to an inductive approach. Inductive 

research, in the purest sense, is when research starts without theory, data is 

analysed and a theory is developed (Gilbert, 2001). Frankfort-Nachmias argues 

that pure inductive research is not really possible as there will always be some 

degree of theoretical base and previous conceptions (Frankfort-Nachmias, 

1996). This research, too, is not purely inductive but has an inductive approach. 

The case studies described within this thesis started with limited theoretical 

input with the aim being to search for perceptions that existed in the field, an 

approach common in interpretive research (Yanow, 2006). Following data 

analysis an extensive review of behaviour change theory was conducted to see 

if there were existing theories that could provide additional insight into, or 

support for, the findings of the data. Where theoretical gaps were found, models 

were adapted and combined, as described in Chapter 2.   

 

A case study methodology was adopted. Case studies provide concrete, 

practical context-dependent examples of what is happening in the field 
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(Flyvbjerg, 2006).  Such detailed narratives are important for developing a 

knowledge base. Additionally, case studies are good for testing and refining 

theory as  “the disciplined application of theories to cases forces one to state 

theories more rigorously than might otherwise be done,” (Eckstein, 1975 in 

Flyvbjerg, 2006:227). In this research theory is being developed not in order to 

create a predictive model of human behaviour, as this is thought to be 

impossible, but to create a more refined tool that can be used as a resource 

(Yanow & Schwartz-Shea, 2006) in the consideration of water consumption and 

reduction.   

 

It was necessary to find cases whereby a particular intervention was being 

trialled hence purposive sampling was used. Purposive sampling is when the 

case group is selected as they provide the particular characteristics that are to 

be studied (Robson, 2002). In this instance, the „characteristics‟ were that the 

groups of people interviewed, hereafter referred to as „participants‟, were 

partaking in a water-saving intervention trial. The aim was to develop an 

understanding of the process that was taking place.  

 

In addition, it was preferable for the case studies to be located in the south east 

of England. As the driest and most water stressed area in the UK, the south 

east is where water efficiency measures are most needed. Following the 

assumption of historical and cultural specificity (Burr, 1995) it would be 

appropriate to carry out research in the south east so that the circumstances 

and conditions in this area can be analysed and water efficiency measures 

tailored to meet the needs of this population. Furthermore, as this is the most 

water stressed area it may also be assumed that, if domestic users are aware of 
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water provision difficulties, this is the area where they would be found. Gauging 

the levels of water awareness of this population could provide indicators for 

awareness of other communities in England. Flyvbjerg (2006) uses the term 

„strategic case study‟ to define such a selection.  

 

Two case studies were desired. Similarities and differences between case 

studies can be noted and reasons for these concurrences and disparities can 

be sought. Through these comparisons, possible trends in perceptions, 

practices or reactions to interventions can be indicated as areas for further 

study both in terms of the individual case studies and in terms of other water 

efficiency interventions. Furthermore, the narrative value of understanding one 

context helps in understanding another (Flyvbjerg, 2006).  

 

3.3.3 Selection of the case studies 

To select the case studies it was necessary to find where water efficiency 

measures were about to commence. This would enable responses to the 

interventions to be explored in situ at the time of the intervention, rather than 

rely on participant recall after the event. It was also desirable to have case 

studies in which water efficiency measures indicative of the current trends were 

trialled, and preferably different types of water efficiency measures, so that a 

wider overview of domestic water efficiency interventions could be explored. Of 

the two case studies selected, one focused on water efficient devices and the 

other on the introduction of domestic water metering. Both measures are 

frequently cited in discussions on achieving domestic water efficiency.  
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It was imperative that the organisation implementing the trial would be willing 

partners and therefore appreciate the need for qualitative data collection.  It was 

also ideal if the organisation had established links with the participants, thus 

ensuring there would be participants. The organisation would then also act as a 

gateway to the participants, allowing the researcher initial access. As it was 

found that there was very little action in terms of third sector groups promoting 

water savings it was decided that exploring 'cutting-edge' interventions trialled 

by water companies would be appropriate.  

 

Essex & Suffolk Water (ESW) commissioned a qualitative research study to be 

appended on one of their previous studies on water efficient devices in the 

home. This study was to take place in Heybridge, Essex. Through a joint bid, 

the University of Bradford and Lancaster University were granted the contract to 

conduct the research.  

 

At a similar time Folkestone & Dover Water Services (FDWS) were granted 

water scarcity status and were preparing for the installation of compulsory 

metering in a trial town, namely Lydd, Kent. A senior manager felt that 

qualitative research could be of use.  

 

For both of the case studies the objectives of the water companies and of this 

research were slightly different. However, it was possible to accommodate both 

sets of objectives through careful research design.  
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3.3.4 Selection of the participants 

The sample populations were controlled to some extent by the type of trial. In 

the ESW study, the sample population related to a cul-de-sac consisting of 

houses where water efficient devices had been installed within the buildings. In 

the FDWS study the sample population was the town of Lydd, Kent. The very 

different populations for the studies (24 households in Heybridge and 1600 

households in Lydd) required different sampling strategies. Participants in the 

two studies were found through three different types of sampling methods: 

purposive, random sampling and snowball sampling (Robson, 2002). (These 

sampling methods will be discussed in detail in the individual methodologies 

below). 

 

3.3.5 Data collection 

The data collected included information gathered in interviews and documents 

from the water companies including research proposals, company websites, 

letters to customers and water efficiency campaign literature. The vast majority 

of data was collected through semi-structured interviews. Semi-structured 

interviews provide some structure so allowing a focus on particular themes 

while enabling flexibility for interviewees to provide additional information, and 

for the interviewer to communicate more naturally and to tailor questions more 

specifically with each individual (Burman, 1994). In this manner a rich wealth of 

information can be collected.   

 

Within the ESW case study interviews were carried out on a household basis. 

These were conducted either with one or two adults and sometimes with 
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children present.  In the FDWS interviews there were a mixture of individual 

household interviews and group interviews.  

 

At the commencement of an interview each participant was asked for their 

consent, informed of their rights not to answer any particular question or to stop 

the interview at any time. They were also assured that their information would 

be treated in confidence. Each participant was assigned an initial rather than 

their name (e.g. Ms C, Mr & Ms G). The participants from Heybridge had an „H‟ 

placed in front of their initial (e.g. Ms HC). Those from Lydd had an „L‟ placed in 

front of the initial. If a participant wished for complete anonymity other details, 

(such as occupation or number of children), were changed. It was made clear 

that any information given would not affect their relationship in any manner with 

the water company. In the case of ESW, one water company representative 

was allowed to know who they were. This was so that quantitative data could be 

analysed in respect to the qualitative data. In the case of FDWS no one in the 

company knew who was interviewed. If a FDWS participant wished to have a 

free water audit, (which was offered as a thank you for participating), then they 

obviously let it be known that they participated in the interview process. 

However, the interview data was not associated with the householder as the 

identifying code initial used in report writing was not given to the water 

company.  

 

The participant was also asked for permission for the interview to be audio 

recorded. This enabled the interviewer to be free to concentrate fully on the 

answers given, take additional notes if necessary and make observations. 

Notes were also made of comments that had not been recorded for various 
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reasons, (e.g. the tape recorder had not yet been turned on). Reflections on the 

interview were made immediately following the interviews. In the FDWS case 

study this was helped by an additional person being present at group interviews 

to assist in note-taking and observations.  

 

The recorded interviews were then transcribed so that a full record of the 

interview was available. Transcribers were employed due to the quantity of 

interviews and the short length of time before the water company wanted a 

report. The first few interviews for each case study were transcribed by myself 

to look for any difficulties that might have been found in the transcribing 

process. I also transcribed any interviews where it was felt that the speaker was 

unclear or where there was a lot of interruption within a group.  

 

A standard format was provided for transcribers so that all transcriptions would 

be as uniform as possible. Certain punctuation was given for pauses in speech 

and interruptions to make the transcriptions as accurate a reproduction of 

speech as possible (see Box 2 overleaf). In the first stage of coding the 

transcriptions were checked for any mistakes.  

 

The transcriptions were coded according to themes emerging from the 

interviews. A set of codes relating to water using practices, perceptions of water 

and water efficient technologies were initial code headings. As the analysis 

progressed new themes emerged from the data as certain topics were 

frequently mentioned or ideas put forward. The process of coding was assisted 

by the computer software programme, NVivo. This stored the codes and all the 

data within each code, enabling easy retrieval for analysis.  
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Each case study was coded twice. The first coding process was done according 

to the objectives set by the water companies. Following a greater degree of 

theoretical input the second coding was done according to the thesis objectives. 

In order to check for accuracy in the representation of the data, negative case 

analysis was used (Pidgeon, 1996). This is a process whereby the researcher 

consciously searches for evidence against their first interpretation in order to re-

examine initial impressions and explanations (Schwartz-Shea, 2006).  

 

For the ESW case study, as a team of researchers were available, a form of 

vignette analysis was used. A vignette is a succinct summary of observations 

prepared by one researcher (Hayes & Stratton, 2005). The fellow researchers 

read these summaries of information and drew their analysis from this.   

 

For both case studies, following the first analysis a report was written for the 

relevant water company. The report was based on findings from the transcripts, 

Box 2: Transcription explanation 
 
The transcriptions that appear in the text are the actual words that were 
said. In order to provide as accurate a recording as possible symbols 
have been used to denote pauses and interruptions in speech.  The 
symbols are as follows: 
 
KEY:  
(*) = pause 
/    = interruption 
Ms HG = the identification code of a speaker from the Heybridge case 
study 
Ms LG = the identification code of a speaker from the Lydd case study 
Int = Interviewer 
(Ms HG, 879) = quotation from Ms HG, cited from line 879 in the 
transcription 
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coding, notes and diaries. These reports then provided a detailed summary of 

what could be called the inductive findings. An extensive theoretical review 

followed. The inductive findings acted to inform the selection of the theories 

used to analyse the findings (see Chapter 2). A second coding of the data then 

took place in light of the inductive findings and adapted chosen theories. This 

second set of coded data was used together with the original reports, the 

research diary and periods of reflexivity, to produce the thesis.  

 

3.3.6 Triangulation of the data 

Several methods of triangulation were used to ensure an accurate assessment 

of the case studies. Data was collected using a variety of sources (Hayes, 

2000); recorded interviews, transcripts, notes and observations. In addition to 

the qualitative findings the interventions were analysed with consideration of 

quantitative findings provided by the water companies. Therefore an additional 

source of information was included. In the Heybridge study this consisted of 

end-point and overall household water consumption. In the Lydd study, 

quantitative data on metering for the trial town as a whole was provided. The 

case study findings were examined using four theoretical perspectives.  

 

3.3.7 The interview process 

Interpretive research accepts that the researcher and the researched will come 

to the research process with preconceived assumptions, conceptions and views 

that help to create the data collected. Reflection on the research process 

provides an opportunity to note what such conceptions may be.  
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The fact that I am white, female, from a university, doing a PhD and from the 

north of England undoubtedly created a particular impression (Henwood, 1996). 

Much has been written on the divisions between presumed „experts‟ and lay 

people (Irwin & Michael, 2003; Sefton, 2008). As a result, my assumption was 

that participants may feel uncomfortable, or not at ease with speaking to a 

stranger who, in addition, was doing a PhD. As a result every effort was made 

to make participants feel comfortable in my presence. They were interviewed in 

their own homes at a time of their convenience. The interviews were designed 

to start with simple questions to put the participants at ease. I made no 

reference to the PhD and just explained I was doing research on behalf of the 

university.  

 

Another significant factor in terms of preconceptions was that I was carrying out 

research for a water company. This may have an influence in several ways: the 

participants may dislike the company and therefore be uncooperative or less 

expansive than they may otherwise be; participants may reply by giving 

answers they think are wanted or that will give a good impression (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985, in Robson, 2002). It is thought this is common in reported 

behaviour (Collin et al, 2003).  

 

To distance myself from the water company it was made very clear in both the 

letter sent by the water company to the participant and by myself at the 

beginning of the interview that I was not a water company employee and that 

the information provided in the interview would be treated in confidence.  
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To try to reduce the inaccuracy of reported behaviour the research questions 

and process were carefully designed. Regarding the questions, several 

opportunities were given to discuss particular water-using practices so allowing 

for self-correction. Questions were often indirect, asking about preferences in 

appliances, rather than how often something was used. In the Heybridge 

interview process participants were presented with personal water use data so 

they could reflect and respond to their own practice (see Appendix D.2).  

 

Experience in the early interviews in the Heybridge process led to an adaption 

in the subsequent Heybridge interview process and influenced the design of the 

Lydd interview process. In Heybridge it was soon found that having more than 

one participant present in the interview led to the prompting of thoughts and 

stories, and a more detailed conversation about practices. It was felt that 

interviewing more than one person at a time may provide a more accurate 

picture of water use in the household. Requests were made to have more than 

one person present for interviewing, both in the later Heybridge interviews and 

the Lydd interviews. In Lydd it was decided to have group interviews in addition 

to individual interviews to ensure this process. 

 

3.3.8 The choosing, application and adaptation of the theories  

Much reading on behavioural theory came after the data collection of both case 

studies and the first inductive coding had taken place. Reading was driven by a 

search for theory that could provide explanations or insights into what had been 

found in the case studies. Sofoulis (2005) and Allon & Sofoulis‟ (2006) Everyday 

Water Project struck a chord with my findings.  Within their papers they refer to 

the socio-technical triangle. Attempts were made to apply the theory to the case 
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study findings by using the points and dimensions as headings and data slotted 

underneath (more detail is given in Chapter 8). It was felt the triangle on its own 

was not sufficient to provide explanations for water use and other models were 

needed to support it. After further reading more models were selected and 

applied to the case studies. Again, data was placed under headings taken from 

the theories and the applicability of the theory assessed. The result was the 

selection of theories as described in the previous chapter.  

 

As explained in Chapter 2, the MOA and the socio-technical triangle were 

adapted before they were applied in detail to the case studies. Extensive 

reading on behavioural theory meant the weaknesses of a chosen theory could 

be assessed before the practical application of the theory. As a result of these 

readings and initial impressions from the inductive findings, some changes were 

made to the chosen theories. These changes are those described in Chapter 2. 

On application to the case studies the theories were altered further when gaps 

were detected. The MOA and triangle have thus been adapted twice: once in 

light of critical reading and initial findings, and again in light of their detailed 

practical application. The second adaptations are the final, refined theories. 

These are presented in Chapter 8 along with an evaluation of the 3Cs following 

application to the case studies.  

 

3.3.9 Writing the thesis 

Within interpretive research, writing up the findings of the research is as much 

part of the research process as are the other stages. The process of writing, 

reading and reflecting on the reading leads to a greater understanding.  
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“...reading, rereading and reading again – musing ... – until, in the light of 

prior knowledge of the theoretical literature or the empirical data, or both, 

something makes sense in a new way,” (Yanow, 2006:72).    

 

Such a process led to the creation of the thesis in terms of content and in terms 

of discovering the best structure by which to present the narrative. The result is 

that when presenting the data (Chapters 4, 5, & 6) the unadapted 3Cs theory 

and adapted models have been used to provide a structure for presenting the 

findings, as well as an explanation of the findings (see Table 11 below). 

Following this, in Chapter 8, the theories and models have been critiqued.  

 

Table 11: Thesis structure, chapter content, application of the theories and case 
studies 
 

Chapter Content Theory Case Study 

4 Exploration of factors driving 
water consumption 

The 3Cs  Heybridge & 
Lydd 

5 Evaluation of water efficiency 
devices intervention 
Identification of factors 
affecting water saving 

Adapted MOA & 
adapted socio-
technical triangle  

Heybridge 

6 Evaluation of water metering 
intervention 
Identification of factors 
affecting water saving 

Adapted MOA & 
adapted socio-
technical triangle  

Lydd 

7 Discussion and summary of 
findings  
Recommendations for water 
efficiency interventions 

N/A 
 

N/A 

8 Evaluation and adaptation of 
theories in light of practical 
application  
 

The 3Cs 
Adapted MOA 
Adapted socio-
technical triangle 

N/A 

 

Within the findings chapters, quotations have been used to provide evidence of 

views and demonstrate a point. The quotations also provide an accurate 

representation of what was actually said. This can help bring the case studies to 
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life, helping the reader understand the emotions and feelings behind the print. In 

some instances notes were used to provide evidence. Where this is done the 

participant is indicated by their given initials and this is followed by the phrase 

„personal notes‟.   

 

Certain terms have been used within the narrative that need to be clarified. In 

the Lydd case study not all participants were water metered. Those who were 

already on a meter before January 2007, either due to opting for a meter 

previously („optant‟) or moving into a house with a water meter („previously 

metered‟), are specified as such. Those without a meter, either due to the 

inability of the company to install one or because they live just outside the 

metering zone of Lydd town, are referred to as „non-metered‟. As all Heybridge 

participants are metered there is no need to make such distinctions between 

them. 

 

When discussing perceptions and practices, terms such as „many‟, „a few‟ or 

„most‟ have been used rather than quantifying participants by numbers. It is 

useful to give an indication of what such terms mean. As the number of 

participants in Heybridge was approximately half of the participants in Lydd a 

percentage has been given rather than a number. It should be noted these 

percentages figures are estimates and not an accurate calculation. The terms 

translate roughly as follows: „a small number‟ implies under 10% of participants; 

„a few‟ suggests over 10% but less than 25%; „some‟ is between 25–40%; 

several is around 50%; „many‟ is between 60 - 80% and „most‟ is above 80%.    
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3.3.10 Summary of the overall research process 

The methodology of this research has been informed by the epistemology 

described in 3.1. Within the overall research design a series of interpretive 

methods have been used including reflexivity, triangulation, negative case 

analysis and an audit. It is thought that through this process, thick description 

and trustworthiness are provided.  

 

A summary of the case studies is presented in Table 12 below. The subsequent 

discussion examines each specific case in more detail. 

 

Table 12: A summary of the case studies 
 

Case study Heybridge, Essex Lydd, Kent 

Partnership Essex & Suffolk Water 
(ESW) 

Folkestone & Dover Water 
Services (FDWS) 

Dates of data 
collection 

June 2006 May 2007 

Main water 
demand 
management 
focus 

Impact of water efficient 
devices in the home 

Impact of water metering in 
the home 

Main objectives To explore the social 
factors affecting water use 
at each end point 

To explore if, how and why 
metering impacts on 
domestic water use 
To explore what forms of 
informational support are 
useful to new meter users 

Sampling 
method 

Purposive sampling Random sampling and 
snowball sampling 

Research 
methods 

Qualitative interviews with 
households 
Thematic analysis of the 
data 
Application of theory to the 
data 

Qualitative interviews with 
households and groups 
Thematic analysis of the data 
Application of theory to the 
data 
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3.4 The Heybridge case study  

3.4.1 Background to the Heybridge case study 

In 1998 ESW, in partnership with BRE26, undertook a project, „Water Efficient 

New Homes‟, to examine the effectiveness of certain water saving technology in 

newly built homes. The study was based on an estate in Heybridge, Essex. All 

houses were owned by a social housing association. The residents were on 

relatively low incomes and were tenants rather than owner occupiers.  

 

In the Water Efficient New Homes project twenty-four houses on the estate had 

water meters fitted to every water-using appliance27.Of the twenty-four houses, 

twelve were fitted with a range of water efficient devices including baths, 

showers, toilets and taps. (See Table 13). The other twelve houses had „normal‟ 

fittings of the time. These houses were to act as control houses. All houses had 

plumbing to allow for a washing machine should the residents wish to install 

one.  

 

                                                           
26

 BRE is a consultancy group specialising in „the built environment sector‟ (www.bre.co.uk) 
27

 The 1998 study also involved three further homes that were fitted with individual grey water 
recycling units, however, the project concluded these were financially unviable and were 
decommissioned in April 2000. 
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Table 13: Equipment in control houses and water efficient houses in 1998 
 

Area Control House (CH) Water Efficient House 
(WEH) 

Bathroom 7.5 litre flush toilet 6 litre flush toilet 

 180 litre bathtub 150 litre bathtub 

 No shower Shower (max. flow rate 10 
litres per minute) 

 10 litres/min flow sink taps 5 litres/min flow sink taps 

Kitchen Regular flow kitchen tap Regular flow kitchen tap 

 No dishwasher plumbing No dishwasher plumbing 

Downstairs 
cloakroom (if a 
three bedroom 
house) 

7.5. litre flush toilet 6/4 litre dual flush toilet 

Outside No outside taps No outside taps 

 

The 1998 study focused on the effectiveness and reliability of the water efficient 

devices. It was found that the „water efficient‟ homes (WEH) had on average a 

5% saving on water use compared to the control houses (CH). Yet within this 

5% reduction there was great variance in savings within each household and 

between saving devices. For example in one WEH there would be low water 

consumption at the basins but in another WEH there could be high usage at the 

same end point. It was thought that the variations in water use could be 

attributed to social factors.  

 

In 2006, eight years after the original study, ESW wanted to further explore 

these variations between households. The company put a research bid out to 

tender, asking for interested parties to propose how they would develop the 

research. A joint bid between University of Bradford and Lancaster University 

was selected to undertake the research.  

 

The interviews were conducted in June 2006, at a time of mounting national 

concern over a drought in south east England. Hosepipe bans had been 
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instigated in the nearby county of Kent but not in Essex. The drought28 was 

discussed in the daily national and local news.   

 

3.4.2 The research team 

The team consisted of four researchers: Will Medd from Lancaster University 

and Liz Sharp, Christine Sefton and myself from University of Bradford. The 

research approach was jointly developed by the team with an emphasis on 

practices theory provided by Medd. The research process, involving contacting 

participants, developing and piloting the interview schedule, interviewing, 

thematic coding and vignette writing was completed by myself (with advice on 

interview schedules from Sefton). The analysis of the data, based on the 

provided vignettes, had input from the whole team. The report for ESW was 

written by myself with additional contributions from Medd and Sharp29.   

 

3.4.3 Aims of the case study 

ESW wanted to assess the impact of water efficient devices over time and to 

explore if social factors had any impact on water use at individual endpoints.. 

This happily married with the first two research aims of this thesis, exploring 

water using cultures and examining the strengths and weaknesses of a 

commonly used approach to achieving water efficiency. ESW would measure 

water use at each appliance, explore how effective the original water efficient 

equipment was after eight years, and collect qualitative data to explore the 

social factors affecting water use at each end point (ESW, 2006). As a research 

                                                           
28

 The word „drought‟ has been used for the 2006 water shortage as this was the term used by 
the majority of the water industry and media.  
29

 The report is held by ESW and is entitled „Heybridge 2006: water efficiency technology in 
everyday life and people‟s perception of personal use‟ (Knamiller et al, 2006). Further 
publications from this research include a report written by ESW incorporating quantitative data 
(„Is water efficiency sustained in new homes?‟ Rogers, 2007) and a conference paper (Water in 
everyday use: a study on water-using technologies and the water user in Essex, Knamiller et al, 
2007a).  
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team we were responsible for the collection of qualitative data on social factors. 

The research approach was centred in practice base theory, looking at habitual 

routines in everyday life to explain how water is used. 

 

3.4.4 The sample group 

ESW had already approached the residents living in the original twenty four 

households of the Water Efficiency in New Homes project and asked them if 

they would be willing to participate in the 2006 study. Participation required that 

the previously installed meters were recommissioned, monitoring of water 

consumption would be allowed and an interview would be conducted. 

Participants were offered Tesco vouchers in recognition of their time given for 

the research30.  

 

Nineteen of the twenty four households were willing and able to participate. This 

included ten control houses and nine test houses. Within this sample group 

seven households had changed occupancy since the 1998 trial and therefore 

had not participated in the first project. This was problematic for the longitudinal 

study that ESW had intended as they wanted to compare water use over time. It 

was not problematic for our research as we were conducting a base line study 

on water using practices in the home and how people reacted to the technology. 

Indeed, the change of householders exemplifies an event that happens in 

everyday life, and therefore highlighted one of the factors involved in any 

programme promoting the installation of water efficient devices in homes.  

 

                                                           
30

The research being instigated by a water company and the offer of Tesco vouchers needs to 
be taken into account  when analysing the data. Chapter 8 contains a discussion on this.  
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Water use in the home is a personal topic. In order to minimise feelings of 

intrusion it was felt that the collection of personal demographic details was not 

necessary. This was also in line with the methodological approach of the case 

study.  As the study was taking a practice based approach the focus was not on 

demographic data of the sample group. Additionally, as discussed in Chapter 2, 

it is hotly disputed whether or not demographics have an effect on 

environmental behaviour. If it appeared from the case study that some 

demographic factors were having an impact on water use these factors would 

then be followed up.  

 

That said, some demographic data was already known about the sample. It is 

assumed the sample group had similar economic status to one another as they 

were all living in social housing. This means that when they moved into the 

houses they probably had a relatively low income. Once living there their 

circumstances could change, of course, and they could have been in a higher 

income bracket at the time of the interviews. This could be important as the 

financial situation of a household could have an impact on how householders 

relate to the water-using devices due to reasons of affordability.  

 

Some basic data on household occupation was collected as ESW felt they 

needed this information for their quantitative data analysis of the water meters.  

 

For all of the interviews at least one adult was the main participant. In some 

interviews partners and children also took part. Overall 16 women, 6 men and 

11 children took part at some point in the interview process (see Appendix C for 

details). As the sample group was dominated by women, their perspectives 
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come through most clearly. This may prove to be useful in terms of analysing 

water efficiency interventions as, according to the interviews, it is the women in 

the households who do the majority of the household chores and thus are the 

participants responsible for the most water use.  

 

3.4.5 The interview process 

Following householder agreement to participate, households were contacted 

and interviews were arranged at a time convenient for the participants. The 

interviews were conducted in their own homes and lasted for about one and a 

half hours. Within any one interview there was always one adult and then up to 

four other people, including partners and children.  

 

The interviews began with a short word association game to act as an ice-

breaker to relax the participants, to begin to focus on water, and to encourage 

them to express their opinions or knowledge31. This provided openings for more 

detailed questions later in the interview. Following the word association game, 

the interviews turned to a discussion about water use within the home and 

perceptions of water issues (see Appendix D for the interview schedule). 

Personal water consumption was explored through the provision and 

explanation of graphs using information from the end-point meters (see 

Appendix D.2).  

 

As mentioned above, all interviews were recorded and later transcribed.  

 

                                                           
31

 For example, when people were asked about water meters responses included “good idea”, 
“numbers”, “bill”, “money” and “don‟t really understand it”.  
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3.4.6  Analysis of the data 

The analysis of the data took part in two stages; one for the water company and 

one for my own research purposes. In the initial analysis for ESW, I conducted 

thematic analyses of the transcriptions, using NVivo software to help store 

codes. I then wrote vignettes relating to emerging themes and to water use for 

each household. The rest of the research team read the vignettes and met to 

discuss opinions and ideas. A structure for writing the report was developed, 

based on a clear representation of the findings with a relatively small reference 

to theory, according to ESW wishes.  

 

The second analysis occurred after a long period of reflection during which the 

second case study had been conducted and much theory had been read. In 

light of these experiences the raw data from the Heybridge case study was then 

re-coded.  These new data codes were then used as the basis for analysis 

which related the findings of the Heybridge case study to theory.  

 

3.4.7  Lessons learned for the second case study 

The Heybridge case study provided an excellent opportunity for me to conduct 

initial research into water users perceptions of water provision and personal 

water use. However the timing was not ideal, with the opportunity having arisen 

only six months from my starting the PhD process. I had had little time to 

explore theories of behaviour change. I therefore felt it was not appropriate for 

me to approach the research with a definitive theoretical background. From my 

perspective the Heybridge case research was an opportunity to inductively 

explore perceptions of water users and water using practices, and to practice 

interview techniques and questioning skills. However, during method design 
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and data analysis, I was undoubtedly influenced by my research team and their 

theoretical preferences. Within the team there was not a unified theoretical 

preference, despite the emphasis in the case study on practice theory. This 

encouraged me to question the various theoretical viewpoints put forward. It 

also influenced the manner in which I then approached the development of 

research for the Lydd case study.  

 

The Heybridge case study experience confirmed the applicability of the semi-

structured interview method. It suggested ways to refine the method. For 

example, I found that using word association often made participants feel 

uncomfortable. They felt there was a right or wrong answer, or that they were 

being „tested‟. It was therefore decided not to use this method in the Lydd case.  

 

Experience of having used the software coding system enabled a quicker 

analysis for the Lydd case. Patterns and variations between the two case 

studies could also be noted and explored. 

 

The emergence of themes in the Heybridge case provided some possible 

themes to explore in the Lydd case study. The participants in Heybridge 

appeared to respond very positively to being provided with information on 

household water use. This included information on average household use at 

different end points, as well as personal end point use. It was thought that this 

should be followed up in the Lydd case study to see if the participants there 

would respond in such a manner. The Heybridge participants had also 

demonstrated a negative attitude towards water companies in general. It was 

thought that this area could be of significance in terms of behaviour and should 
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also be explored. Questions regarding methods of paying for water such as 

direct debits were also thought to be worthy of further investigation.  

 

3.5 The Lydd case study  

3.5.1 Background to the case study 

In March 2006 Folkestone & Dover Water Services was granted water scarcity 

status allowing them to meter domestic customers. The water industry and 

regulators were keen to explore the effects of metering on consumption and on 

the domestic population. FDWS was supported to carry out trials relating to the 

metering programme. It chose Lydd, on the Denge peninsula in Kent, as the 

trial town for metering (see Box 3). The metering trials were to take place over a 

number of years, starting from the date of the installation of the meters. The 

details of the trials are described in Box 3 below.   
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I approached FDWS to suggest a qualitative study be carried out regarding 

perceptions of metering, the metering installation process, metering support and 

water scarcity. Following three meetings with the relevant water efficiency 

managers and metering teams the research objectives were agreed upon. It 

was decided that the research programme would immediately follow the 

installation of the meters in May 2007.  

 

Box 3: FDWS metering trials 

The town of Lydd 
Lydd has around 1600 households of which approximately half were 
already metered before 2006. Installation of meters into the other 800 
properties was finished by the end of April 2007. Forty-seven properties 
were unable to be metered. These properties have been put on to the 
domestic assessed tariff that is based on the number of household 
occupants. 
 
The trials 
From April 2007 – April 2008 FDWS took quarterly meter readings of the 
newly metered households to achieve a seasonal measure of water 
consumption. In April 2008 the properties were split into three geographical 
areas and different approaches to encourage water savings were to be 
trialled over an as yet undecided number of years. The methods include 
rising block tariffs, smart communications and retrofitting. 
 
Why was Lydd chosen as the test site? 
The Denge water source which supplies the town of Lydd is very 
susceptible to climatic changes and therefore is an area that can potentially 
be strongly affected by water scarcity issues. The area has well defined 
boundaries with two dedicated mains supplying it, making it easy to monitor 
total consumption. In addition, FDWS have a long record of Lydd‟s water 
consumption and leakage history. Before 2006 the town already had a 
meter penetration of 50%, similar to the rest of FDWS area.  Water 
consumption in Lydd was relatively low. FDWS therefore felt it would be a 
challenge to see if water use could be reduced further. As the nearby town 
of New Romney was in the same water quality and pressure zone as Lydd 
and had a similar population size, FDWS thought it would make a useful 
control town. 
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There had been a much publicised drought from 2004-2006 in the south east of 

England. FDWS had instigated a hosepipe ban from April 2006-October 2006 

which would have made all households aware of restrictions on water use. The 

interviews occurred immediately following metering installation. Thus the 

interviews were conducted at a time of increased media coverage and personal 

awareness of the declared pressures on water supply. 

 

3.5.2 Aims of the case study 

I had approached FDWS with a proposal of research with objectives as stated 

below.  

 

“Objective 1: To examine whether and how water meters influence people‟s 

intentions, perceived behaviour and actual behaviour with respect to water 

use.  

 How do people use water in the home? 

 Why do people use water in the way they do? 

 

Objective 2: To explore what information would be useful to support the 

water user in achieving a greater reduction in water scarcity. 

 Do water users in the FDWS area consider there is a water shortage? 

And if so, how have they learnt this (e.g. local radio, newspapers)? 

 Do water users in the FDWS area feel any personal or communal 

sense of responsibility to address possible water shortages? If yes, 

what, if any, actions have they taken? 
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 What information/support do they feel would be effective in helping 

reduce water consumption? In what form do they feel this information 

should be delivered? 

 When faced with some different „mock‟ sets of information inspired by 

the potential trials, which do they think will be most effective and why?  

How could the effectiveness of each be enhanced?”  

                                                                (Knamiller, 2007b). 

 

FDWS felt that such research was important and were happy for these 

objectives to remain as stated. Relating this to the research aims of this thesis, 

Objective 1 and elements of Objective 2 correspond to the first research aim 

within this thesis: namely, characterising contemporary water user cultures, 

exploring how and why people use water as they do. Objective 2 also overlaps 

with the second research aim of this thesis, exploring the strengths and 

weaknesses of the metering intervention in Lydd and looking to how such an 

intervention could be improved upon.  

 

As noted in the Introduction, the other aim of this research is to critique selected 

theories in light of their application to the case studies.  

 

3.5.3 The sample group 

All residents from the town of Lydd and the near vicinity were potential 

participants in the case study. This gave a population of approximately 2,000 

households to choose from. Two sampling methods were tried. Random 

sampling was one method. The FDWS database of customers was used. Every 

fiftieth customer in Lydd was sent a letter describing the aims of the research 
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and informing them to expect a phone call from the researcher. The letter was 

signed by both myself and FDWS in order to avoid „cold calling‟. Follow-up calls 

were made by myself and respondents were asked if they would like to 

participate in the research.  

 

The second method was a form of snowball sampling. Community centres, 

voluntary organisations, the town council and the local community warden were 

used as 'gatekeepers' to introduce myself to residents. These gatekeepers were 

found through a search on community notice boards in shops, the church and 

library and through an internet site. Through the gatekeepers I was introduced 

to groups where I personally asked people if they would be willing to participate 

in the interviews. Those who responded positively to being approached were 

asked if they could recommend other participants.  

 

A total of 42 people from 33 households participated in the interviews. Of these, 

6 households were recruited through the random sampling method and 27 

households were recruited through the modified snowball method. Those 

recruited through snowball sampling came from various local clubs and 

organizations, listed in Appendix E. The majority of participants were recruited 

through face-to-face persuasion rather than through the letter sent out to 

customers. This is not surprising as people generally respond more to personal 

invitation than to indirect contact. There is a chance that people who agreed to 

be interviewed wanted to participate because they felt they had something 

important to say, possibly because they were annoyed with the water metering 

process. An effort was made to recruit a mixture of interviewees in terms of their 

feelings towards the water metering process. The face-to-face recruitment 
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enabled me to encourage those who said they had no strong views on the 

matter to participate in order to try to get a balance of opinions.  

  

A range of „metering experiences‟ was sought. Thus the majority of participants 

were newly on water meters but there were others who had been on water 

meters for some time. These included some who were already metered, either 

because they opted to have one previously (these interviewees are later 

referred to as „optants‟), and people who had moved into houses with meters 

already installed (referred to as „new-build‟ although this also included houses 

metered on change of address). In addition there were some participants whose 

properties could not go on water meters. They are referred to as „non-metered‟. 

 

An effort was made to interview a cross-section of the population in terms of 

age and socio-economic grouping, as shown by the range of gatekeeper 

organisations. Despite this, few people under 30 were interviewed, and there 

was a greater proportion of interviewees in the top two age ranges (50–59 and 

60+). It may be that a greater proportion of residents were elderly as the area is 

popular with those looking to retire. The age of the sample group may well have 

an impact on findings as people of different generations may use water 

differently as a result of different cultural expectations. Similarly, the amount of 

disposable income of households may have an effect on water use. However, 

indicators of household income was not directly requested as it was felt to be a 

sensitive issue in the already heated context of water metering.  

 

More women than men were interviewed. This was possibly because I myself 

am female and so the participants responded to me in terms of agreeing to be 
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interviewed. It could be that I came into contact with more women because of 

the places from which I recruited interviewees, despite my attempts to include a 

variety of places. More women than men were in these places as they were 

often not working full time in order to look after children. It could also indicate, of 

course, that women were more interested in being interviewed than men. It may 

be an advantage to interview more women as the findings suggested that 

women more than men tend to do jobs around the home that use water and 

therefore are a good source of information on domestic water use and 

perceptions of metering. A word of caution is needed here though. It may be 

that whoever is interviewed feels they do the majority of the work!  

 

Appendix F gives details of the sample group in terms of age, gender and 

metering status. The sample group is not a statistically representative sample. 

However, there is nothing to suggest they are atypical. Thus it is reasonable to 

use their data as an example of how a community may act towards universal 

water metering in the early stages of this legislation being implemented. 

Moreover, each individual has their own personal experiences. Indeed the 

variety of experiences is one of the elements this research is looking to 

discover. 

 

3.5.4 The interview process 

A mixture of in-depth one-to-one and group interviews were used.  There were 

six group interviews, ranging in size from two to six participants. The rest of the 

interviews were conducted with individuals or couples from the same 

household. What is hereby termed „household interviews‟ means one household 
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took part (although there may have been more than one participant). „Group 

interviews‟ mean participants came from more than one household.  

 

The purpose of having two types of interview was to solicit a variety of 

responses. The household interviews were expected to provide detailed insight 

into topics such as water use in the home, local knowledge regarding water 

scarcity and meters, attitudes to meters and perceived opportunities and 

barriers to water reduction. It was intended to use the interviews to discuss 

water behaviour before and after metering. It was assumed that there would be 

more than one perspective on these issues within the one household.  

 

The group interviews were expected to provide a forum whereby people could 

be stimulated by the thoughts and comments of others. It was expected that 

these interviews would focus on the information and support aspects of 

metering that were provided for discussion (see below).  

 

Participants were offered the choice of having the interview in their own home 

or in a public space such as the local church hall, the education/community 

centre (Lydd House Centre) or the library. The majority of interviews were 

conducted in people‟s homes at a time of their convenience. One interview was 

conducted in Lydd House Centre and one in the youth centre. Refreshments 

were provided for all participants as a token of appreciation for their time.  

 

Once participants had granted permission, all interviews were audio recorded. 

Notes on observations and reflections were taken during and following the 

interview. In the group interviews FDWS provided an additional person to come 
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and take notes. This was because of the predicted difficulty of participants 

talking over the top of each other, rendering the transcripts unclear. The 

additional note taker was also very useful in clarifying observations and 

providing additional perspectives.  

 

As previously stated, at the start of the research it was thought that household 

interviews and group interviews would be asked for slightly different information. 

However, it quickly became apparent that it was difficult to ask the household 

participants to focus on water use before the meter installation, as was originally 

the idea. Therefore it was decided to follow their lead and focus on how they felt 

they used water following meter installation. Therefore very rapidly into the 

research process the interview guides for both the household and group 

interviews were merged. An interview schedule is provided in Appendix G. 

 

The interviews started with some warm-up questions to get participants thinking 

about water. There was then a section on perceptions of the local water 

situation and the impact of metering on the area. This was followed by 

questions regarding the kind of support it was felt would be useful for 

householders coming on to meters for the first time. Mock sets of different types 

of information provision were presented and comments on the resources were 

asked for (see Appendix G.2–G.6). The ideas for the different types of 

supportive information were developed from the findings of the Heybridge case 

study. These included information on water saving tips, water consumption of 

different appliances and an exemplary water bill providing personalised water 

consumption details. 
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Following the interview each household was offered a free water audit 

conducted by FDWS at a time of their convenience. The idea behind this was to 

thank them for their time in participating. Only six households took up this offer. 

For those who refused the offer, some felt that the water company would be 

checking up on them. Others thought they had already done all they could to 

save water so there would be little additional information.  Some did not like the 

idea of strangers coming into their house and looking at what were viewed as 

essentially private matters.   

 

3.5.5 Analysis of the data 

The recorded interviews were transcribed. Each household was assigned a 

letter so their identity would remain anonymous32. Couples interviewed were 

assigned the same letter as each other, distinguished within the transcripts with 

a prefix of Mr or Ms. The transcriptions were checked for mistakes during the 

first coding session. Although some coding headlines had already been 

decided, such as „perception of metering‟, further codes were added as themes 

emerged from the data. A report of the findings was then written for FDWS.  

 

For the purpose of this doctoral thesis a more in-depth analysis of the data was 

supported by behaviour change and socio-technical theory. Theories that were 

felt to strike a chord with or shed greater light on the findings of both Heybridge 

and Lydd case studies were explored further. The Lydd case study, as with the 

Heybridge study, was re-coded in light of theory. The 'theory enhanced' findings 

from the two case studies are discussed in the following chapters.  

 

                                                           
32

 Once all the letters of the alphabet had been used those in groups were assigned letters 
relating to the group context. 
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3.6 Summary 

The epistemological stance taken by this research is based on the notion that 

lay people have specific knowledge of situations that affect them.  A major aim 

of this study is to explore this knowledge in regards to why people within two 

communities in south east England use water as they do, and how effective the 

water efficiency interventions are. This aim incorporates an epistemological 

positioning best expressed in ideas surrounding social constructionism as laid 

out in Burr's four foundational assumptions (Burr, 1995).  

 

After reviewing the case for social constructionism as a basis for this study, the 

aims and descriptions of each of the two case studies were discussed. Although 

the Heybridge and Lydd studies were quite different in several ways, they also 

shared similarities.   

 

The main methodological procedure used in both studies was to interview local 

residents. Details of how sampling was done and interviews conducted were 

described. A brief account of how the data was analysed was also presented. 

The findings were then interpreted in light of theoretical models on behaviour 

and socio-technical systems.  
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4 Water using practices in south east England 

 

Research aim one of this thesis is to provide a snapshot of domestic water user 

cultures in the south east of England. Within this chapter water using practices 

found in Heybridge and Lydd are presented in order to illustrate how people use 

water. This is followed with an analysis of the factors driving water consumption 

through the application of the theory of comfort, cleanliness and convenience 

(Shove, 2003a) to the case study findings. In the later chapters (Chapter 5 & 6) 

there is a detailed analysis of factors encouraging the saving of water. The 

three chapters taken together create a more complete picture of water user 

cultures.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Heybridge case study provides an in-depth exploration of practices. As a 

result, this chapter has a greater focus on the Heybridge case study with 

supporting information from Lydd. In both case studies water efficiency 

interventions were already underway at the time of interviews. Therefore 

impacts from the interventions would have already been influencing the 

practices at the time of data collection.  

Box 4: Recap of terms used 
 
Water user cultures are “the habits, expectations, shared ways of life, 
rituals and standards of living that establish baseline levels of [water] 
resource consumption,” (Sofoulis & Williams, 2008:11).  
 
A practice is “a routinised type of behaviour which consists of several 
elements, interconnected to one another: forms of bodily activities, 
forms of mental activities, „things‟ and their use, a background 
knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of emotion 
and motivational knowledge,” (Reckwitz, 2002:249). 
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It is important to note that the information provided by participants is a snapshot 

of how water was used in homes at the time of the interviews and for those 

particular participants. Water using practices, of course, change with time and 

circumstances. 

 

4.1 Water using practices 

Participants across the case studies performed more or less the same range of 

water using practices inside the home as each other. These practices were 

concerned with personal hygiene, washing clothes, cleaning the house, 

washing dishes and toilet flushing. Outside the house there was greater 

variation in practices performed. Some used water for gardening, playing or 

washing the car, while others did some or none of these activities. While there 

was uniformity in the range of practices performed, the manner and the 

frequency of the performance varied greatly both for an individual and within 

and between households. This section looks at what participants did with water 

and their reasons for why they used water in this way.    

 

4.1.1 Patterns in water using practices 

4.1.1.1 Showering and bathing 

Before looking at the accumulated findings from Lydd and Heybridge, it is 

interesting to note that in Heybridge, the control houses were not originally built 

with showers installed. By the time of the interviews almost every control house 

had a shower of some description, whether it was an electric shower or a 

shower that could be fixed to the bath taps. This is an indication of how popular 

showering as a practice has become over the years.  
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Showers were mostly taken by adults and older children. Younger children 

rarely had showers. Mr HC attributed this to children not wishing to get water in 

their eyes. Some adults with disabilities had to have a shower as a bath was too 

difficult to get in and out of. Those with access to disability grants had walk-in 

showers within the home. 

 

Most of the children under 12 years old had baths rather than showers. For 

participants in both case studies bathing was done mainly in the evening. 

Although several people said that the main purpose of bathing was to get 

children clean, the bathing routine for some households also served additional 

purposes: it was a time for the children to relax and play; it was an indicator to 

the child to prepare to go to bed.  

 

Int: Do you often have them [baths] at night? 

Child HQ: Yeah. Because it makes me go to sleep better and it‟s more soft 

and comfortable. 

Ms HQ: Relaxes you don‟t it? (HQ household, 1115). 

 

Younger children often had a bath together. The slightly older children, aged 

over five, tended to bath separately but still shared the water. Most of the adults 

did not share bath water although a handful said they did. A few adults 

expressed a distinct dislike for sharing bath water, feeling it was dirty.  

 

Most adults took a morning shower. This included those going to work, those 

who worked part-time, and those who were at home most of the day. The 
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morning shower was a method to prepare for the day. Showers were perceived 

as being speedy and refreshing. 

 

Mr HC: Wakes you up. It‟s a time factor, a time factor, but like you can 

have one just before you go to work, only takes five minutes and you can 

go to work like. (Mr HC,915). 

 

Ms LE: It‟s quick and it uses less water than filling up the bath, and I just 

think it‟s more refreshing. (Ms LE, 675). 

 

Showers were also taken in the evening, immediately after work or before bed. 

The after-work showers were often taken by manual workers or nurses who felt 

they wanted to get clean.  

 

A small number of participants in both case studies said they preferred a 

shower to a bath as sitting in their own bath water was seen as being dirty.  

 

Bathing for adults was frequently associated with relaxing in an evening, 

especially in winter (although bathing occurred all year round). There was a 

very clear pattern in Heybridge that the adults taking regular evening baths 

were all women with children under 16 years old, and the majority were single 

parents. (There were women in couples with children under 16 who took 

occasional baths but they tended to have showers if they washed in the 

evening). The bathers spoke of the luxury of their evening bath, providing 

relaxation and time for oneself.  
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In Heybridge there appeared to be a pattern where participants who worked 

part-time or were mostly at home showered or bathed more frequently than 

people who were out at work most of the day. They took two or more showers a 

day or a daily bath, in contrast to those who had a daily shower. This may have 

been due to health needs as some of those at home all day were not at work 

due to health problems. It may also have been due to differing perceptions of 

cleanliness. Moreover, those who were out all day perhaps had less 

opportunity, time-wise, to spend in the shower or bath than those who were at 

home.  

 

It was acknowledged by participants in both case studies that the frequency of 

showering or bathing had increased over the years to an accepted daily, or 

twice daily norm.  

 

Mr LC: I‟m sure that we shower and bath a lot more than we used to, as a 

nation, I‟m certain. I mean, going back to Queen Elizabeth the first, and 

her bath once a month, whether I need it or not. I mean, I can remember 

having a tin bath on the back door and having a weekly bath. As opposed 

to now, showering twice a day, every day. (Mr LC ,733). 

 

It was also felt that reducing the current level of washing was undesirable. 

People expressed a great love of their bathing and showering rituals both in 

terms of the pleasure derived from the practice and the cleaning function it 

provided.  
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While it was perceived as being undesirable to reduce personal washing, 

several Lydd participants, both optants and newly metered, had swapped from 

bathing to showering following metering. Most did not perceive of this as a 

hardship. However, for one family with four children there was real financial 

concern regarding the new meter and significant changes had been made to 

reduce washing frequency. The children could have a bath on a Sunday and a 

shower or a strip wash on rotation every other day. The father had a daily 

shower instead of his usual bath and the mother showered every other day.  

 

Int: How do you feel about the fact that maybe you‟re reducing the amount 

of times they‟re showering or bathing? 

Ms LF: I hate it. I do feel sometimes that, that you know thinking God 

someone‟s going to think they‟re absolutely dirty children. I mean they‟re 

not dirty children but ... (Ms LF, 232). 

 

A few Lydd residents reduced showering or bathing so they could justify using 

the water they had saved on other activities such as watering the garden. Four 

households said they saved used bath water to put out on the garden. 

 

Ms LB: … last year, we were really asked to take care. So I don‟t have a 

bath anymore. I have a shower. And um, if the hose-pipe comes on and I 

want to, if we have a drought and I want to water the garden, I must admit 

that I have a strip wash. And then I feel justified in using some water on 

my plants. (Group 1, 524). 
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A difference between Heybridge and Lydd participants in regard to showering 

was the expressed concern of Lydd participants for saving water. Only two 

participants in Heybridge spoke of taking showers to use less water than a bath, 

but many Lydd participants mentioned this as a reason for taking showers33. A 

few of the Lydd participants mentioned that this was to save water due to the 

drought. Some, including a mix of newly metered and optants, said they 

swapped from bathing to showering as a conscious decision to save money 

after being metered. Two Lydd families with teenage children expressed a 

preference for showering over bathing to save money on the electricity costs for 

heating the water.  

 

4.1.1.2 Washing clothes 

The houses in Heybridge were built with plumbing for a washing machine 

although the machine itself was not provided. At the time of the interviews, 

however, every participant household had a washing machine. Similarly in Lydd 

washing machines were seen as being essential and were regarded as prized 

possessions. Several participants mentioned it as their favourite water-using 

appliance because they felt it saved them so much work.   

 

In both case studies the frequency of washing clothes varied between 

households. Some felt all clothes should be washed after one wear whereas 

some were happy to inspect items before throwing them in the wash. Children 

and teenagers were often blamed for the need for frequent washing.  

 

                                                           
33

 In both case studies it was commonly felt that showering used less water than bathing. This 
however depends on the length of time spent in the shower. Participants were not always aware 
of how many liters a shower per minute or bath used.  
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Ms LX: … I‟m sorry, I‟ve got the eleven year old that thinks every outfit he 

wears doesn‟t match and it‟s not clean enough and the hair style and 

everything else. (Group 4, 1482). 

 

Ms LF: He comes in where‟s that, I want to wear that today so where is it I 

need it, get that washed please mum I want it now.  I‟m like you‟re only six 

[years old] you can wait. (Ms LF, 579). 

 

As may be expected, those who had less loads of washing tended to be the 

smaller families (although there were exceptions). In Lydd those households 

with three or more occupants seemed to have at least a load a day. Heybridge 

households which included a manual worker generally had more wash loads a 

week per person. Almost all households in both case studies spoke of waiting 

for a full, or nearly full, load before turning on the machine. No one had a set 

washing day.  Many did a load every day or several loads when they had time 

or when the opportunity arose. 

 

Ms HG: Plus the fact if the weather‟s been good. I‟ll go mad…. And I‟ll do 3 or 

4 lots (*) 

Int: In one day? 

Ms HG: Yeah.  

Int: Oh wow! 

Ms HG: To get it all done. (Ms HG,1509). 

 

In many houses washing increased around the weekend as school uniforms 

and kids' play clothes needed cleaning.  
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In both case studies participants mentioned using economy wash and quick 

wash with an assumption that this used less water, although the emphasis 

tended to be placed on saving energy and time. One participant said she 

purposefully bought a water efficient washing machine as she was on a water 

meter. There were some participants who stated they were careful about 

washing and would not use certain programmes unless they were correct for 

the particular items being washed. Reasons given included preserving the 

clothes, avoiding fluff on clothes or ensuring washing powder was fully 

removed. In order to ensure the correct wash was used for particular clothing 

items the machine was sometimes turned on when there was not a full load.  

 

In Heybridge when comparing the relationship between the number of loads 

washed a day and the amount of time spent at home there was no noticeable 

pattern. However, those who specifically said they washed clothes after one 

wear, rather than when, for example, the clothes actually looked dirty, were 

those who were at home more often. Similarly, those who described themselves 

as being „fussy‟ with their washing were also at home more.  

 

In Lydd, following metering a few households mentioned trying to reduce daily 

loads to reduce bills. Ms LF, with four children, particularly targeted clothes 

washing as a way to reduce water use. Another household of six who had been 

on a meter since 1991 said they did not worry about water use and daily chores. 

No one in Heybridge spoke of reducing clothes washing as a method to reduce 

water use.  
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In almost all Heybridge households it appeared to be a parent, and always the 

same person, who did the clothes washing. In households with couples it was 

usually the woman. This also applied to households where grown-up children 

were still living at home. Some commented that they would not trust others to 

do it. 

 

4.1.1.3 Washing dishes 

Just over a third of Heybridge households had installed a dishwasher. There 

was no discernable pattern between ownership of a dishwasher and household 

size or numbers of hours worked outside the home. For those with a 

dishwasher, most did a load a day, saying this was when the washer was full. 

Often those with a dishwasher felt a little guilty about having one, feeling it used 

more water than washing by hand. It was seen as a luxury item helping to 

reduce workloads. Various household members often loaded the dishwasher 

but one person, again a parent, tended to turn it on and unload it. This tended to 

be the woman, although there were exceptions. The reasons given for the adult 

doing the dishes, or unloading the dishwasher, were that the children were too 

young, too lazy or couldn‟t do it properly. 

 

In Heybridge for those washing by hand there was a pattern where those with 

larger families tended to wash dishes after each meal, whereas those with 

smaller families often left it and washed when a greater amount had 

accumulated. Reasons given for washing up immediately were related to 

concerns for hygiene, keeping the sides tidy and the large amount of dishes 

after each meal in larger households. Reasons for leaving dishes until later had 

to do with time constraints and there being only a few dishes to do.  
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In Lydd several households had dishwashers and all said they only put it on 

when it was full. There were mixed perceptions as to whether it was felt the 

dishwasher used more water than washing by hand. Ms LZ felt less water was 

used with the dishwasher as if she was washing by hand she would wash up 

frequently. Ms LAa3 stopped using her recently acquired dishwasher once she 

was metered as she thought it would use more water. Ms LG had stopped 

rinsing pans before putting them in the dishwasher following metering.   

 

4.1.1.4 Toilet flushing 

In Heybridge almost all participants asserted that the toilet was flushed after 

every use. It was seen as being rather unhygienic not to do so. It was felt that 

children needed to be taught basic hygiene and toilet flushing was included 

within this.  

 

Ms HN: Well I must say when my daughter doesn‟t do it I go up there 

and I tell her off for not doing it. (Ms HN,1493). 

 

For the few that occasionally did not flush the toilet, they expressed a degree of 

embarrassment during the interview. Reasons for not flushing every time 

included reducing water use or preventing the flushing noise waking people at 

night. 

 

Many in Lydd had a similar perspective. However, there seemed to be a slightly 

greater acceptance of not flushing after each use. Some optants (all 
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pensioners), some couples with younger children and a small number of newly 

metered participants did not flush the toilet after each use.  

 

Ms LAa2: …because it seems so pointless I mean I don‟t know I suppose 

if one had visitors yes when it‟s just the two of us a bit of old bleach down 

there and obviously a lid on the loo. (Group 5, 982). 

 

There were also participants who were vehemently in support of frequent 

flushing.  

 

Mr LK: Not flushing the bloody toilet. I‟m not being funny but we‟re going 

back to medieval times and it‟s disgusting. (newly metered) (Group 2, 

439). 

 

Two households, both optants and pensioners, felt that there was no need to 

use clean water for flushing toilets and carried rain water (collected in water 

butts) inside to use for flushing. 

 

Some householders in both Heybridge and Lydd had dual flush toilets. In 

Heybridge, where the toilets had been provided by the housing association, 

some were unaware of the dual flush feature. In both case studies a handful of 

those with dual flush toilets expressed dislike for the weaker flush, feeling it did 

not provide the necessary power to flush away all the waste. Some were 

pleased with their dual flush toilets, feeling it helped them save water.  
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4.1.1.5 Washing the car 

The majority of Heybridge participants did not wash their car at home but took it 

to the car wash, or occasionally to a relative‟s house. Those who did wash it at 

home did so rarely. The design of the houses seemed to have discouraged this 

practice. Most houses were in short terraces making it inconvenient to use a 

hose or bucket as water would have to be brought through the house. 

Additionally, many houses had parking spaces quite far from the front door.  

 

Mr HM: … washing the car…that gets done about once a year!... I hate 

washing. If it was outside front, it wouldn‟t be so bad. You know, when 

we lived at X, we used to drive it, we had a front drive and you used to 

be able to get the hose from the back of the house to the front and it 

was like every week we would hose it down. But this, can‟t be bothered. 

Better things to do with me time. (Mr HM, 965). 

 

A few Lydd residents reported washing their cars or bicycles with buckets of  

water. This was mainly due to the previous hosepipe ban.  

 

4.1.1.6 Gardening 

Heybridge residents did not have a hosepipe ban during the 2006 drought, but 

there was a lot of uncertainty over this. Some thought there was a ban and 

some thought there soon would be soon34. Lydd residents, however, had had a 

six month hosepipe ban. Perhaps as a result of this, the interviews in Lydd 

                                                           
34

 ESW did not instigate any drought measures during the 2006 drought – one of the few water 
companies in SE England not to do so. By the end of May 2006 several other water companies 
had instigated a hosepipe ban and some water companies had non-essential use drought 
orders granted (BBC, 2006). Heybridge participants appeared to be confused as to whether 
there was a drought or not. It seemed that a hosepipe ban was an official signal for a drought 
for many participants. 
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produced much more information on water use in the garden than did those of 

Heybridge.  

 

Amongst those who gardened in Heybridge there was a level of awareness of 

methods to save water in the garden.  

 

Ms HB: I‟ll water the plants in the evening. Umm, obviously after the sun 

goes down, about nine o‟clock, that‟s when I‟ll do it. I try not to use it too 

much as I am aware that there‟s a drought at the moment. But obviously you 

need to keep the flowers nice… (Ms HB,806). 

 

Indeed, most respondents said they watered their gardens in the evening to 

reduce evaporation. Some people spoke of only watering pots, hanging baskets 

and flower beds whilst leaving the lawn. Several of those who gardened 

expressed a dislike of sprinklers, feeling they wasted water. There was an even 

spread of those who used watering cans and those that used hoses to water 

their gardens.  

 

The majority of Heybridge residents who expressed an interest in gardening 

had put in an outside tap. Of those who did not garden, none said they had an 

outside tap. One household had a working water butt. The water was used for 

washing fishing equipment and canoes rather than gardening.  

 

All gardeners in Lydd spoke of many methods practiced to reduce the use of 

mains water. A popular method of watering was to water in the evening. Using 

watering cans was also common, and was strongly associated with the 
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hosepipe ban the previous year. It appeared that people used hosepipes much 

more frequently before this.  

 

Water saved in the house was used for the garden. This could be bath water, 

washing up water, or could be 'theoretical water' with the idea that reducing use 

in one area (e.g. bathing) allows use in another. Other methods used to reduce 

mains water use in the garden included water gels, the change of planting 

schemes to more drought tolerant varieties, no longer having bedding plants, 

and for one household, no longer growing their own vegetables35. Two 

households that had drip irrigation had removed them following metering either 

because they felt they could not monitor it properly or because, following 

calculations, they had decided it was too costly. Such changes were described 

as disheartening by many as they highly valued their gardens.  

 

Water butts were installed in almost every garden in Lydd, including those of 

optants, new build, unmetered and newly metered36. Of those on a meter, keen 

gardeners had the butts before metering, but the majority had ordered them 

since being metered. Water from the butts was used predominantly for watering 

plants, occasionally washing cars and pavements/patios and for filling bird 

baths.   

 

Reasons given for getting water butts included hosepipe bans (related to the 

difficulty of watering the garden) and the drought the previous year, highlighting 

the need to save water. Saving money was another incentive for those on 

                                                           
35

 Several families mentioned the environmental and educational loss there would be in children 
not growing and eating their own vegetables. 
36

 An interesting outcome of the ownership of water butts was that some people mentioned 

being more aware of rainfall once they had a butt. Having an empty butt for weeks at a time 
indicated little rain. A full butt demonstrated how much rain runs down into the drains. 
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meters, (further enticed, it seems, by the money-off voucher included in the 

information pack), or by hearing of positive experiences of butts from family and 

neighbours. For some, using rain water was thought to be better for plants. 

Another household found the butt was a time saver, being conveniently placed 

in the garden to reduce the distance for carrying water, particularly when there 

was a hosepipe ban.  

 

Almost all Lydd participants seemed to accept the hosepipe ban and changed 

their practices accordingly. Two households mentioned flouting the hosepipe 

ban37 in relations to summer swimming pools (see 4.1.1.7 Play below).  

 

While the hosepipe ban received a lot of attention from Lydd residents there 

was a high degree of misunderstanding about it, as there was in Heybridge. 

Amongst Lydd participants there was uncertainty over whether the ban still 

applied at the time of the interviews and the frequency with which bans were 

imposed. For those receiving water from FDWS (i.e. Lydd residents and almost 

all of Kent) there had actually been a ban from April – October 2006 (and 

therefore it had already finished at the time of the interviews) and another in 

1996.  

 

Ms LW: Yeah we still have a hose pipe ban 

Mr LV: We had a hosepipe ban for, for many years didn‟t we. (Group 4, 

152).  

 

Int: How, often have you been having hose pipe bans now you say? 

                                                           
37

 However this does not mean that no one else flouted the ban. Reported behaviour is 
notoriously inaccurate (Collins et al, 2003).   
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Mrs LU: Every year, every year. 

Mr LU: Every year. 

Mrs LU: Just recently. (Mr & Ms U, 422). 

  

4.1.1.7 Play 

Playing with water was commonly endorsed for children, but only to an extent. 

Water play took the form of water fights, paddling pools, swimming pools or 

playing in the bath tub.  

 

In Heybridge water guns were popular with all children interviewed. Parents 

were less keen on them and sometimes banned their use due to „wasting water‟ 

or wetting the carpet. If paddling pools were used the adults spoke of saving the 

water to put on the garden. Four Heybridge households had or had had a 

temporary summer swimming pool at some point. Of these, two had them for 

only a year and another bought a smaller one. Reasons given for removing the 

pools were that they were too expensive to fill, too cold to use without a heating 

system, or the pool took up too much garden space.  

 

In Lydd two newly metered households had decided to no longer use their 

temporary swimming pools. Another family previously metered had decided not 

to get a pool due to the water shortage rather than the fact they were metered. 

One other house, not metered, mentioned they had a pool and made no 

mention of removing it.  It was felt by those with pools that there was quite a 

social loss in giving them up as they had been a focus in the summer for family 

and friends. One Heybridge participant spoke of the convenience of the pool 
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providing entertainment at home, so allowing parents to get tasks done while 

the children played. 

 

The increasing trend in having pools in the back garden in summer was felt to 

be due to the decrease in their price, enabling more people to afford them. In 

Heybridge the local swimming pool and lake where people used to swim were 

both closed.  There was not a public pool in Lydd.  

 

With regard to playing with sprinklers, one respondent in Heybridge mentioned 

putting on the sprinkler for his disabled son and his dog to run in. Other 

respondents, at the same time as expressing dislike for sprinklers due to their 

high water use, lamented the end of this game, feeling that a source of great fun 

had been lost. As Heybridge had no hosepipe ban it seems this method of 

playing was lost through social pressure to not have sprinklers rather than any 

higher dictate.  

 

4.1.2 Variations in water using practices 

In discussing patterns of water using practices it is apparent that there is also 

great variety in the way water is used. In the above examples it could be seen 

that the motivation for, and frequency with which water using practices were 

carried out, varied greatly within and between households in each community 

and between communities.  The variations within a household are illustrated by 

the summaries of showering and bathing within three Heybridge households in 

Box 5 overleaf.  Similar variations in household practices were found in Lydd.  
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Box 5: Range of showering and bathing practices across different 
Heybridge households (Knamiller et al, 2006) 
 
Showering and bathing in household HC 
Mr HC always has a shower after work as he does a manual job. As he works 
shifts the times of this shower varies. He also plays football so has a shower 
outside the home a few times a week. Mr HC does not have baths as he finds 
the bath tub in house is too small. Ms HC has a shower in the morning to wake 
up, one after work to get clean (she is a nurse) and sometimes another one 
before bed. She‟ll have a relaxing bath about once a week. The two children 
have a bath about every other day in the evening. They share the bath as they 
are still quite young. They also go to swimming classes in the week. When 
they have showers there they don‟t need a bath at home.  
 
Showering and bathing in household HH 
Ms HH and her two sons all have showers in the morning when they get up. 
One of the sons has a shower when he comes in from work. If he then goes to 
play badminton, which he does two or three times a week, he‟ll have another 
shower when get gets home. Ms HH will have a relaxing bath about once a 
week for a couple of hours. She only fills it half full. She tried to ration the boys 
to one bath a month as they fill it to overflowing and only stay in for 10 minutes. 
She feels this is a waste of water as they don‟t take time to relax in it and aren‟t 
really dirty as they have already had a morning shower.   
 
Showering and bathing in household HN 
Ms HN sometimes has a shower in the morning. All the family bas a bath in the 

evening. The youngest child will go first, followed by the eldest, followed by Ms 

HN. The children will share the bath water and Ms HN may just top it up or run 

a fresh one. The daughter has a skin problem so oil is put in the water to help 

this. If this is done they don‟t share the bath water. They then also use the 

shower attachment to wash their hair.  

 

The variations occurred as the result of personal reasons for carrying out the 

action to suit the needs and wishes of the individual. Reasons for showering 

included the following: to wake up, to „freshen up‟, to get clean, to wash off the 

dirt before having a bath, washing off bubbles and oils after having a bath, to 

reduce water use, to wash quickly, to wash hair, for ease of access instead of 

the bathtub. Reasons for bathing included: getting clean, easing aches and 

pains, getting warm, relaxing, low water pressure so the shower did not work.  
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Other practices such as washing dishes or clothes and watering the garden also 

presented a range of routines with reasons for these. Using examples from both 

case studies, these are illustrated in Table 14. 

 

Table 14: Variability within a practice from Heybridge and Lydd (adapted from 
Heybridge Report, 2006) 
 
Practices Method Frequency Reason 

Showering  N/A Shower in the morning 
Shower after work 
Shower in the morning and 
after work 
Shower at home after 
playing sports 
Shower elsewhere after 
playing sports 

Quick  
„Freshen up‟ before 
going to bed 
Use the shower head to 
wash hair 
Shower „dirt‟ off after 
having a bath 
Uses less water than a 
bath 
Can‟t fit in the bath tub 
Have a special shower 
for disabled use 

Bathing N/A Bath in the morning 
Bath the children at night, 
every day or every other, or 
when you grab them  
Bath every night 
Bath once a week 
Have an occasional  
relaxing bath at night 

To get clean 
Soak to relieve 
aches/pains/stress from 
work/the day 
Bath to get warm in 
winter 
 

Washing 
clothes 

Separating into loads 
based on colours 
Save up to wash full loads 
Use the half load 
facility/quick cycle 
Machine wash when there 
are only a few items of 
one colour 
Hand wash when there 
are only a few items of 
one colour 
Hand wash delicate items 

Less than one load a day 
One or two loads a day 
Three or four loads a day 
More after the weekend 
More at the weekend to 
wash uniforms 
More after the kids have 
been at another parent‟s 
house for the weekend 
Lots of loads after holidays 
More on days with good 
drying weather 
More loads on days off 

Wash an item of new 
clothing 
Wash a needed item of 
clothing 
Wash clothes after one 
wear 
Wash clothes when 
they are dirty 
Wash clothes to 
„freshen up‟ 
Wash when have time 
Wash when it will get 
dry quickly 

Washing 
dishes 

Use a dishwasher 
Rinse the plates/pots 
before putting them in the 
dishwasher 
Wash by hand after every 
meal 
Save the washing up to do 
all at once 
Leave plates to soak 
before washing 
Wash  plates in a 
washing-up bowl 
Wash plates in the sink  
Rinse the plates before 
washing 

Wait for the dishwasher to 
be full 
Put the dishwasher on 
every evening 
Only use the dishwasher  
occasionally 
Do the dishes in the 
morning if there is time, or 
leave it „til later if there isn‟t 
 

Use a dishwasher to 
reduce work loads 
/prevent standing for 
long periods/reduce 
arguments/reduce 
clutter on surfaces/ 
when an unusually 
large number of people 
are present 
Wash by hand to 
remove clutter from 
surfaces 
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Rinse the plates after to 
remove soap 

Cooking Water from the kitchen 
sink for washing 
vegetables and pots and 
plates 

No information No information 

Drinking Water from kitchen sink 
Water from basins 
Bought bottled water 

Frequently 
Infrequently 

To fill the filter jug 
Dislike taste of tap 
water 
Water from basins 
tastes sweeter 

Cleaning 
the house 

Get water from the kitchen 
for mopping, etc. 
Use water in the bathroom 
to clean it 
Use less water and more 
detergents these days 

Clean floor once a week 
Clean floor every other day 
Wipe bathroom down every 
day 
Clean bathroom every 
week 
Clean whole house every 
week  
Clean whole house every 
month 

Hygiene 
Feel happy to be clean 

Personal 
hygiene 

Use basins for :  

 Strip washing at 
the sink 

 Washing dirty 
hands 

 Shaving  

 Washing faces  

 Brushing teeth, 
with the tap 
running or not 

 Using wipes for 
washing faces 
instead of water 

All of these were stated to 
be done at least once a day 

Perceptions of hygiene 
Strip wash as too large 
for bath tub  
Strip wash as prefer it 
Perceive wipes are 
better for skin than 
water 
Tap left running as a 
matter of habit or 
cleanliness 
Tap turned off to save 
water 

Toilet Use the dual flush buttons 
Have a toilet „hippo‟ 

Flush after every use 
Don‟t flush after every use  
Flush down tissues, dental 
floss and dead spiders, etc.  
 

Don‟t flush after every 
use so as to not make a 
noise 
Don‟t flush after every 
use to save water 
More hygienic to flush 
rubbish away than to 
have a bin in the room 

Gardening Use the kitchen sink to:  

 Fill the watering 
can 

 Attach the garden 
hose 

Use the outside tap to: 

 Water the garden 
with a hose 

 Water with a 
watering can 

 Just water the 
pots and hanging 
baskets  

 To fill the pond 

 To clean the 
patio/decking 

Use rain water (from water 
butts) for watering plants 
and fill bird baths 

Water in the evening once 
a day 
Water in the evening a few 
times a week 
Water twice a day 
Water when it is needed/it 
is remembered 
 

Water with hose for 
convenience 
Water with can/water 
butt/stream/re-used 
water to save mains 
water  
Water in evenings to 
save water 
Water with water butt 
for convenience 
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Use water from the 
paddling pool to water the 
plants 
Use water from the tumble 
dryer condenser to water 
the plants 
Use water from washing -
up to water garden 
Use water from stream for 
watering plants and fill bird 
baths 

Car 
washing 

Take the car to the jet 
wash 
Wash the car at work 
Wash the car using the 
hose attached to an 
outside tap 
Wash the car using 
buckets of water  
Wash the car with 
watering can 
Don‟t wash the car 

Weekly 
Monthly 
Rarely 
Never 

Car taken elsewhere 
due to lack of 
accessibility to water 
outside 
Car/bus/hearse washed 
for appearance 
Car washed and 
polished to maintain the 
metalwork 

Play Use the basins, kitchen 
sinks or outside taps to fill 
the water guns 
Use the outside tap or 
hose on the kitchen sink to 
fill the swimming pool 
Use the outside tap or 
hose to fill the paddling 
pool when it is hot weather 
Use the water butt to wash 
down equipment like 
canoes and fishing rods 
Put on the sprinkler to run 
through in hot weather 
Use water for growing 
plants 

No information It is fun 
Entertains children  
Cools down children 
and pets 
Educates children in 
plant growing 
Gardening is a healthy 
activity for children 

 

Within a single household there was always a combination of methods, 

frequency and reasoning for a water using practice. Moreover, this combination 

did not necessarily stay the same. On a regular basis many households had 

different numbers of people staying. There were households where children 

would regularly go to stay with the parent they did not live with. On their return 

washing of clothes would often increase whereas when they were absent water 

use would be minimal. Household occupancy rates were also altered by 

temporary „visitors‟, such as grown-up children coming to stay for periods of 

time, other relatives and friends visiting or partners coming on a regular basis. 
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This is significant in terms of quantitative measurements of household water 

use. Such measures are based on the assumption that the number of 

householders with the house is fixed. Yet this is clearly not the case for the 

participants in the Heybridge case study.   

 

In Lydd a level of change in occupancy was noted, but not to the same extent 

as in Heybridge. A possible reason for this is that questions regarding 

occupancy were not explored in detail in Lydd. Furthermore, there were 

proportionally less single parent households and households with children 

interviewed in Lydd, so reducing some of the weekend visits to other parents or 

friends.  

 

In Heybridge, between households there were variations in the number of hours 

a house would be occupied in the day. In working families with children of 

school age everyone may be out during the day, reducing the likelihood of water 

use in the home, in comparison to households where at least one or more 

people were always in. Additionally there were different requirements 

associated with professions, (such as manual workers needing to wash clothes 

frequently or shower after work), and health, (such as people with diabetes 

needing to use the toilet frequently). 

 

In Lydd similar variations were found relating to time at home, disability and 

water requirements relating to professions.  
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The greatest difference regarding practices found between the two case studies 

related to reasons for performing a practice or performing it in a certain manner. 

In Lydd there was a greater emphasis placed on saving water within a practice.  

 

4.1.3 The influence of saving water on practices 

Table 15 below provides a detailed list of methods to save water within a 

practice. Whether the water-saving method was practiced by a Heybridge or 

Lydd resident is indicated in the table. (Every method that a participant 

mentioned is included in the table, even if it was only mentioned once).   

 

Table 15: Participants‟ water saving methods, and who practiced these methods 
Practice Water saving method and where 

it is practiced  
Reason for practice performed in 
the manner it is  

Showering  n/a (H&L) Shower uses less water than a bath 
(H&L) 
Uses less water than a bath and so 
can justify using water in the garden  
(L) 

Bathing  Children sharing bath together 
(H&L) 
Children sharing bath water (H&L) 
Adults sharing bath water (H&L) 
Saving bath water (L) 

Sharing saves water (H&L) 
 
 
Saving bath water for putting on 
garden or flushing toilet (L) 

Toilet flushing Don‟t flush after every use (H&L) 
Put a „hippo‟ in the toilet (H&L) 
Install a dual flush toilet (H&L)* 
Flush with bath water  (L) 
Flush with water butt water (L) 

Reduces water use (H&L) 
Reduces water use (H&L) 
Reduces water use (H&L) 
Reduces water use (L) 
Reduces water use (L) 

Wash basin use Turn tap off when brushing teeth 
(H&L) 
Collect cold water whilst waiting for 
hot water to run through  (L) 

Saves water (H&L) 
 
Put saved water on garden (L) 

Washing clothes Use economy wash cycle (H&L) 
Use quick wash cycle (H&L) 
Only wash full loads (H&L) 
 
Inspect clothes before washing 
(H&L) 

Uses less water than other cycles 
(H&L) 
Uses less water than other cycles 
(H&L) 
Uses less water than washing more 
often (H&L) 
Wash items less often, only when 
necessary (H&L) 

Washing dishes Use a dishwasher (H&L) 
 
Only turn on with full loads (H&L) 
 
Wash by hand (H&L) 
Save used water for garden (H&L) 

Uses less water than washing by hand 
(H&L) 
Uses less water as used less 
frequently (H&L) 
Uses less water than a dishwasher 
(H&L) 
Uses less water in garden (H&L) 
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Cooking/drinking Use a steamer (L) 
Only fill the kettle with required 
water (H&L) 
Pour leftover drinking water into 
dog‟s bowl or on plants 

Uses less water (L) 
Uses less water (H&L) 
 
Uses less water (L) 

Gardening Use water butts (H&L) 
 
Use a watering can (H&L) 
Water in evening (H&L) 
Don‟t use a hosepipe (H&L) 
Don‟t use installed irrigation 
system (L) 
Use soil with water-retaining gel 
(H&L) 
Change plants to drought resistant 
perennials  and shrubs – don‟t use 
bedding plants (L) 
Aerate the lawn (H) 

Uses less mains water (H&L) 
Saves money  (L) 
Uses less water (H&L) 
Uses less water (H&L) 
Uses less mains water (H&L) 
Uses less mains water (L) 
 
Don‟t need to water so frequently 
(H&L) 
Don‟t need to water so frequently (L) 
 
 
Reduces need to water (H) 

Play 
 

Don‟t use outdoor swimming pool 
(H&L) 
Use paddling pool water for 
watering plants (H&L) 

Save money (H&L) 
 
Use less mains water/don‟t waste 
water (H&L) 

H= method practiced/reason given in Heybridge, L= method practiced/reason given in Lydd 

*dual flush toilets were installed as an initiative by ESW in Heybridge.  

 

It can be seen that many of the methods for saving water were mentioned by at 

least one participant from both case study areas. However, there are some 

notable differences between the two case studies. To begin with, many more 

Lydd participants than Heybridge participants mentioned they were practicing 

some of the water saving methods. For instance, in the most extreme example, 

only one Heybridge participant was using a water butt whereas nearly every 

Lydd participant owned and used at least one water butt. 

 

Furthermore, some Heybridge participants said they were aware of certain 

water-saving methods but were not currently using the methods. They instead 

said they would use the method if the need arose. The „need‟ was specified as 

a „declared‟ drought or hosepipe ban. In contrast, one year later, those in Lydd 

mostly said they were using water-saving methods, either as a result of the 

drought and hosepipe ban or to save money.  
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Additionally, those practicing the more „difficult‟ water saving methods – those 

that required time and physical effort such as transferring water from bath tubs 

or water butts to toilets  - were Lydd participants. Lydd was the only area where 

a handful of gardeners had changed their garden plants to be better adapted to 

dry weather and less watering. A few Lydd participants also talked of saving 

water in one area (notably showering) to justify using water in another 

(gardening). This was not mentioned in Heybridge.  

 

The overall impression from the interviews was that Lydd participants were 

more „saving aware‟ than Heybridge participants. This awareness shaped the 

way in which some practices were performed in terms of frequency and method: 

for example, collecting water in buckets while waiting for hot water to run 

through, scooping water from the bath for the garden or for flushing the toilet, 

not flushing the toilet every time it was used, thinking more about what clothes 

to put in the washing machine, no longer using the dishwasher, taking a shower 

instead of a bath. The vast majority of Lydd participants could reel off lists of 

how to save water and spoke of practising the methods. When Lydd participants 

were asked what constraints there were on saving water they needed little 

prompting. Once again they could list factors: cost, space, inefficient combi 

boilers, living in rented accommodation, lack of workmen to install devices, lack 

of knowledge of how much water each appliance used, lack of ideas on where 

they could make further cuts and hygiene concerns. Heybridge participants 

needed much more prompting on the water saving issue. It was a much greater 

concern for Lydd residents.  
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There are a few noticeable patterns within the Lydd sample relating to their 

water saving practices. Of those households performing the more „difficult‟ 

practices (e.g. scooping bath or water butt water for toilet flushing), all were 

people of at least fifty years old or more, and, with the exception of one, were 

optants and retired. The majority of the optants had been on water meters for a 

period of time. Those who appeared more anxious about being on a water 

meter were those newly metered who had children at home. Previously metered 

families and newly metered households with low occupancies expressed 

awareness of the meter and its effects on their practices but appeared to be 

less anxious. Almost all the non-metered participants spoke of methods they 

used to save water, just as those who were metered did.  

 

4.1.4 Summary of practices 

There is a limited range of water using practices in the home. Yet within these 

practices there are a wide range of patterns and variations in the way these are 

performed, both within and between households in Heybridge and Lydd and 

between the two case studies. Participants in both studies could explain why 

they used water in the way they did. Many of the reasons given were the same 

across the case studies, (e.g. bathing warms you up in winter). Practices were 

adapted to fit into the time, space, needs and desires of the individuals and of 

households. 

 

In Heybridge it was not possible to distinguish any patterns or differences in the 

way that water efficient houses used water in contrast to control houses. What 

was more significant was the amount of time householders were at home, 
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providing an opportunity to use water, and their personal preferences for certain 

practices. 

 

In Lydd when a householder spoke of performing a practice there was a 

tendency to frame it in terms of the way they tried to save water. This applied to 

all in the Lydd sample, indicating there was not a significant difference in the 

manner in which those newly metered used water in relation to those who had 

been metered a long time. The difference was in terms of the anxiety expressed 

regarding metering. Some of those newly metered were very anxious about 

their water use whereas those previously metered did not express anxiety but 

did say they still tried to save water at times. The most notable attempts to save 

water amongst the previously metered were found within a small number of 

optants who were pensioners. 

 

While some participants in Heybridge cited saving water or money as a reason 

for the method of the practice at times, these reasons were not as ubiquitous as 

those cited by Lydd participants. This difference could be the result of historical, 

cultural and geographical factors specific to each community, the timing of the 

research, the result of the intervention implemented by the water company, or a 

combination of all of these. (It should be remembered that participants in 

Heybridge were also on water meters.) These reasons will be examined in 

Chapters 5 and 6. 

   

4.2 Explaining water consumption  

How and why people use water has been presented in the sections above. This 

section will apply a theoretical approach to enable a deeper exploration of the 
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factors driving water consumption. (Factors motivating water saving, (which, if 

combined with factors driving consumption, presents a complete explanation of 

water using practices), are dealt with in Chapters 5 & 6). Two theoretical models 

are particularly useful in helping to explain the factors that drive water 

consumption behaviour. The first, and most useful, is Shove‟s 3Cs model with 

its reference to the domains of cleanliness, comfort and convenience. The 

second is Sofoulis‟ socio-technical triangle.   

 

4.2.1 Shove's 3Cs - cleanliness, comfort and convenience 

4.2.1.1 Water use for cleanliness 

A massive driver for water use in the home is the concern with cleanliness. In 

both case studies people shower, bath, brush teeth, wash clothes, dishes, floors 

and objects, pets and, for a few, cars, on a regular basis to keep things clean. 

Perceptions of cleanliness vary within and between households: Ms HB is 

disgusted that her 17 year old son considers a swim in the canal the equivalent 

of a shower; Mr LC thinks sitting in his own bath water is dirty; Ms HG washes 

dishes in very hot water, rinses off the detergent and will not dry them up with a 

tea towel so as to reduce spreading germs; Mr HG, on the other hand, wants to 

dry the dishes as he does not like the visible lines caused by drip drying; Ms 

LX‟s child wants clean clothes every time he wears them: Ms LX tells him the 

offending item is clean enough; Mr LK thinks it is „disgusting‟ not to flush the 

toilet after each use: Ms LB thinks that in times of drought such measures are 

acceptable; Mr HS used to give the entire house a 'spring clean', including 

washing down walls, once a week but has since „calmed down‟ and does it once 

a month.  
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Mr HS demonstrates how personal perceptions of cleanliness can change over 

time. Similarly, socially acceptable standards of cleanliness, or rather the social 

norm of cleanliness, changes with time (Shove, 2003a). The findings of both 

case studies suggest an overall increase in cleanliness levels over time, which 

supports the observations of Vinikas (1992), Shove (2003a) and Strang, (2004). 

Several participants in the case studies recalled weekly baths in childhood, 

having subsequently taken up a pattern of daily showering or bathing. None of 

them said that they wanted to return to the old days. Women in Lydd Group Aa 

spoke of children these days wearing „good‟ clothes for playing in and therefore 

the need for more frequent washing. In the past old clothes were worn, and re-

worn for such activities.   

 

Participants provided several reasons for their standards of cleanliness. One 

indirectly expressed reason was to ensure that they met socially acceptable 

standards. For both Ms HA in Heybridge and Ms LF in Lydd this meant that their 

children should look clean.  

 

Mrs HA:  Well, I mean some days, it just depends, if everyone‟s hot, then 

the washing machine‟ll go on more or less every day, because I won‟t 

send the kids with (*)  Well I just want to get them clean. (Ms HA, 1122). 

 

For some, standards of cleanliness related to personal desires and to meet 

these standards made them feel satisfied.  

 

Ms HB: … it gives me enjoyment for everything to be nice and clean. (Ms 

HB,1350).  
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Mrs LE: I‟m terrible for water and for cleaning...  I do like to keep things 

clean. (Ms LE,566). 

 

Some learnt the cleaning patterns from their parents, such as Ms HG and Ms 

HQ. They then encouraged their children to do the same, with greater or lesser 

success. Some participants found they could see no inherited pattern on how 

„clean‟ someone liked to be. For Ms HH, one son was spotless while another 

was the opposite.  

 

Some cleaning routines were followed due to health. Ms LL, a retired nurse, 

believed that leaving washing up liquid unrinsed on plates was bad for 

digestion. Ms LU washed her husband‟s medical dressings on a daily basis in 

the washing machine. Some routines were followed due to perceptions of 

hygiene. Ms HG had learnt from a training course that drying dishes increased 

the spread of germs. Ms LG was worried that reductions in showering could 

lead to the spread of disease. Mr HS refused to have a bin in the bathroom as 

he believed it was a breeding ground for germs. Instead tissues were flushed 

down the toilet. He felt the toilet should be flushed after every use. This was a 

commonly held perception. When questioned on this routine a couple of people, 

who said they did not flush every time, felt „awful‟ about it but that they were 

trying to save water.  

 

Being clean was perceived as being a desirable goal. Ms LE spoke of the 

happiness that being clean gave her. Ms LF described her children, no longer 
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bathing as frequently, as „still‟ being good children. Ms HE described her sons 

as being „good‟ for not having to be told to shower.  

 

Ms HE : I would say that they‟re very good actually, um, they‟re very clean 

boys, um, they‟re very conscious you know of keeping clean. (Ms HE,845). 

 

Being „dirty‟, or possibly not quite meeting perceived standards, was professed 

as being a little bit embarrassing but allowable by a small number of participants 

as it implied saving water. Any admission to not meeting perceived standards 

was prefaced or followed by a comment to demonstrate that there was an 

awareness of standards. 

 

Int: A couple of people I‟ve spoken to wash their kids‟ clothes every day. 

Ms HR: No, I don‟t. That might sound really disgusting but I don‟t. (Ms 

HR,695). 

 

In Heybridge there was a particularly interesting behaviour related to clothes 

washing and standards of cleanliness. Those who were separated from 

partners all spoke of having lots of washing to do when their children returned 

from being away with the other parent. The ex-partner did not appear to wash 

the children‟s clothes, or if they did, their attempts were seen as inadequate.  

One woman spoke of her partner‟s ex-wife being poor at washing and when he 

moved in with her she felt the need to add bleach to his white wash. Quite 

humorously she went on to say that his whites promptly fell apart. It is possible 

that the individuals involved were trying to show that they were looking after 

their dependents in a manner which met social expectations, i.e. what a good 
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carer would do. To show one was a good carer, one cleaned. Such detail in 

practices was not explored in Lydd but examples illustrating that cleanliness 

was equated with good parenting were found.  

 

The above discussion demonstrates the range of concerns that cleanliness 

contains. This includes health and hygiene, the meeting of social expectations 

in terms of visual presentation and roles in society, morals (cleanliness is 

„good‟), and personal standards. 

 

4.2.1.2 Water use for comfort 

Water consumption was also driven by a desire for comfort. Comfort met needs 

in terms of physical and mental health. Participants talked of taking showers to 

release stress following work or school. Others spoke of it helping them to wake 

up in the mornings or freshen them up in the evenings.  

 

Mr HA:  When I come home from work, and I do have hard days at work, 

and I can stand in the shower as hot as I can really bare it, and I‟ll have it 

right there, about that far away from the shower head, and that really takes 

the whole day out of your head. It‟s like you just sort of woke up. That‟s 

what I really like about the shower. It takes all that stress out of you. 

Completely gone, and it does feel good. (Mr HA,627). 

 

A bath provides a similar comfort for many. The bath was perceived by several 

people as a treat for relaxing in the evening. Or it could warm you up when you 

were cold on a winter‟s evening. For others, bathing followed manual labour to 

ease the aches and pains. For some with health problems hot water provided a 
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relief from pain and therefore the individual would frequently spend a long time 

in the shower or bath tub. One household in Lydd had a Jacuzzi specifically for 

this purpose. 

 

Several adults talked of children having baths as part of the daily routine to help 

them wind down and prepare for bed. Children also played in the bath, sharing 

it with siblings and toys. Playing in paddling pools in the summer was also 

allowed, to cool children down and provide entertainment. Animals, too, were 

entitled to play with water, with some dogs having sprinklers and hosepipes 

used on them on hot days.  

 

It is possible to consider water not as a source of comfort but as more of a 

„pleasure‟. This is obviously seen with hot showers and baths. Additionally, 

gardening, and the water use it entails, can also be seen as giving pleasure. 

Many participants in Heybridge and Lydd enjoyed their gardens for the space 

and beauty they provided. I was proudly shown around several gardens in Lydd 

and also received apologies for gardens that did not look quite up to what 

people considered a decent standard.  

 

The practice of gardening, therefore, could fall within the realms of comfort or 

cleanliness. As well as providing the pleasure of physically creating and visually 

seeing the garden, there is a social necessity involved in gardening. A well 

presented garden, certainly in times past, was considered necessary for 

keeping up social appearances and meeting social expectations. Strang 

suggests that gardens do more than this, being “both a public statement of 

personal identity and agency, and a primary physical space through which 
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individuals and families can engage with their immediate social context,” 

(2004:207). Sofoulis suggests gardens in Australia hark back to anglophile roots 

and link people to their past, thus hold sentimental associations (Sofoulis, 

2005). The annual Lydd garden competition was nearly cancelled in 2006 due 

to the drought. It was thought it may be wrong to encourage gardening at such 

a time. In the event the garden competition went on to support the pride that 

people take in their gardens regardless of difficult circumstances (Mr LY, 383). 

 

4.2.1.3 Water use for convenience 

Convenience relates to time, ease of use and space. Showers were valued for 

their functionality: a morning shower was an almost universal activity in both 

case studies.  Participants said they could squeeze it in between getting up and 

going to work. Baths were almost never taken in the mornings as it took too 

long.  It was good to take a bath in the evening when there was time to relax. 

Bathing was also seen as a convenient form of entertainment that could be 

done in the home when it was necessary to be there due to parental 

commitments. Dishwashers and washing machines, like showers, were valued 

for saving time or freeing time to do other activities.  

 

Certain water using appliances were used in order to make tasks easier. 

Several disabled participants in Heybridge and Lydd took showers rather than 

baths as it was difficult for them to get in and out of a bath. Ms HE used a 

dishwasher as her disability made it painful to stand at the sink for long. Ms HD 

got a dishwasher to prevent arguing over who would do the dishes each night. 

Ms LZ got one to reduce her workload as a child minder.  
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Routines had been developed to make house work more convenient and easier. 

For Ms HN, placing plates in the sink to soak whilst bathing the children made it 

easier to wash up later. Ms LG would sometimes throw a couple of clothes into 

the washing machine, rather than wait for a full load, as she had time to do the 

washing just then. With washing machines in the house, rather than at the 

launderette, washing could be done every day, and for many households it 

often was. In Heybridge it was found that the participants often at home tended 

to have more personal washes and possibly put on more wash loads than those 

out at work. This seems to indicate that having more opportunity to do these 

practices leads to greater frequency of their performance.   

 

In terms of space, Mr & Ms HG installed an outside tap so Mr HG could easily 

wash his minibus. Almost all the Heybridge residents, however, took their cars 

to car washes rather than wash them at home as they had no outside tap and 

did not want to carry buckets of water through their living rooms. Most keen 

Heybridge gardeners had installed outside taps so watering the garden was 

easier. Most Lydd gardeners had water butts, some of which were placed far 

from the house, so reducing the amount of water that had to be carried a long 

distance.  

 

There is no doubt that convenience was valued. However convenience was not 

always the overriding consideration in terms of determining a practice.  As 

noted in Lydd, concerns about cost can override concerns of convenience. Mr & 

MS LC did not use their dishwasher as they had a solar hot water system. 

Therefore it was cheaper for them to wash by hand rather than use electricity to 

heat the water for the dishwasher. Ms LAa did not use her dishwasher as, once 
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metered, she felt her bills would be higher as she felt a dishwasher used more 

water. Ms LH and Mr LV both had had drip irrigation systems in their gardens, 

reducing the time and effort spent to water plants. Following metering they both 

removed their irrigation systems and watered by hand as this allowed them to 

more carefully control the amount of water they used on the garden.  

 

Convenience itself does not necessarily lead to an escalation of water use. That 

an object or a routine is „convenient‟ may or may not require more water. Some 

of the convenience enhancing objects may in themselves use less water. For 

example a short shower should use less water than a bath. However, the 

manner in which the technology is used can add to water use. If the shower is 

used once or twice a day by each person in the household, whereas in the past 

the bath was used once every other day, with bath water being shared between 

people, then the overall household water use will most likely have increased.  

 

4.2.2 Additional factors driving consumption 

There were a small number of additional factors encouraging water use that did 

not fall into one of the domains of cleanliness, pleasure and convenience. 

Cooking and drinking are essential practices that require water use in their 

process but could not specifically be pigeon-holed into one of the 3Cs.  

 

Additional factors influenced the manner in which a practice was carried out and 

the frequency with which it was done. The socio-technical triangle is a useful 

visual reference with which to consider these factors. The diagram below 

provides a reminder of the socio-technical triangle.  
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Figure 9: The adapted socio-technical triangle. 

 

The three points reflect dominant factors that influence the way in which water 

is consumed. The factors discussed above – cleanliness, pleasure and 

convenience – fall within User Cultures. These User Cultures are then 

influenced by factors operating within Services and Material Objects.  

 

Within Heybridge, the occupations of participants were clearly seen to have an 

influence on the way water was used. Occupation falls within the Services 

category of the triangle. An individual‟s occupation influenced whether or not a 

particular water using practice was done, the frequency with which the practice 

was carried out and when it was carried out. For example, clothes were washed 

daily where there was a manual worker or health worker in the house. They all 

took a shower or bath after work. One householder was a self-employed 

minibus driver. It was essential that his vehicle was kept clean and so was 

washed regularly.  
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Fittings and fixtures fall within Material Objects on the triangle. These again can 

influence whether or not a practice is carried out (e.g. choosing to bath or 

shower based on the size of the bath or water pressure), how it is carried out 

(e.g. washing dishes by hand or using a dishwasher) and when it is carried out 

(e.g. timers on appliances). The influence of fittings and fixtures on practices will 

be discussed at greater length in Chapter 5. 

 

Geographical features can have an impact on mains water use. The use of a 

stream at the bottom of a garden in Lydd saved the use of mains water. The 

shingle geology of Lydd means plants need watering more frequently than 

plants on other soils. Low rainfall means gardens need more watering. 

Geographical features are not included within the adapted triangle. It is possible 

to extend the Material Objects category to include the natural environment. This 

will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.  

 

Just as the above factors can encourage a use of water, such factors could also 

encourage a saving of water. Chapters 5 & 6 will explore these in greater detail. 

 

4.2.3 Summary of explaining water consumption 

Almost all factors influencing water consumption fall within the three domains of 

the 3Cs, especially when comfort is replaced by pleasure. Cleanliness and 

pleasure are clear drivers in the consumption of water and in the establishment 

of routines. Routines are fitted around less flexible time-using activities such as 

work. For example, showers are squeezed in before work and clothes are 

washed when someone is at home, especially on days off. The practices are 

made possible by the shower and washing machine being located within the 
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home. The convenience of time and space are key to enabling these activities 

to happen, and with the frequency and timing that they do. Yet some flexibility in 

the frequency or timing of carrying out the practice is included, hence the 

variations. This flexibility takes into account a vast array of factors, from a 

change in the number of occupants for periods of time, to windy days that 

enable fast clothes drying. Thus routines are developed to suit ones personal 

perceived needs and the daily circumstances.  

 

The concepts of cleanliness, pleasure and convenience are not unique to an 

individual household. These are concepts which are socially accepted across 

society. Everyone will have their own interpretation of them and so the influence 

of one of the domains, such as cleanliness, will have a greater or lesser impact 

upon a particular person.  

 

Within a household one person may have greater authority than others to exert 

their personal interpretation of the domain. In Heybridge there seemed to be a 

dominance of the female adult in the household doing the majority of the 

household chores and therefore having greater opportunity to implement their 

standards of cleanliness upon the house. Adults within households will have a 

level of control over the manner in which children use the water, although this is 

limited. This is seen in the complaints that „others‟ within the household waste 

water.  

 

The adapted 3Cs summarises the meso- and macro-level cultural factors 

affecting an individual‟s water consumption at the micro-level. The performance 

of a practice is modified by additional influences which can be visually 
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represented in the adapted socio-technical triangle. These influences operate 

from the macro- (e.g. geographical influences) or meso-level (e.g. occupation) 

but impact at the micro-level. Even influences which appear to be operating at 

the micro-level have meso-level influences. For example, the fittings and 

fixtures found within the individual homes may be placed there by the water or 

building company. These fittings will have been chosen from those available on 

the market, possibly within the UK or Europe. Thus one individual practice 

carried out within a home is influenced by a vast range of factors operating 

within the wider world.  

 

4.3 Summary 

This chapter has presented a snapshot of water using practices in a sample of 

households in two communities in south east England.  It has attempted to lay 

out a baseline of practices as illustrated by a sample of households in 

Heybridge and Lydd.  The range of water using practices is small and revolves 

around activities that we do more or less automatically on a day-to-day basis:  

cleaning ourselves and our clothes, cleaning the house and the car, using the 

toilet, preparing food and drink.  It is not the relatively limited range of water 

using practices that is of note, but the variety of ways or methods that 

individuals and households actually carry out or perform these tasks that is 

most interesting.  And it is these methods (illustrated in Table 14 above) that are 

important to explore in terms of trying to identify interventions to help reduce 

domestic water consumption. 

 

In order to explore participants' water using practices in depth two behavioural 

theories were applied:  Shove's 3Cs (cleanliness, comfort and convenience) 
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model and Sofoulis‟ socio-technical triangle.  These theories helped explain 

how and why participants used water in the way they did.  

 

While reviewing the water using practices of residents in Heybridge and Lydd 

we must remember that they were involved in interventions aimed at reducing 

their water consumption.  This undoubtedly had an effect on their water using 

practices.  It is to these factors that influence water saving behaviours, and in 

particular the impact of water efficiency interventions in Heybridge and Lydd, 

that we now turn in Chapter 5 and 6. 
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5 The Heybridge case study: ‘fit and forget’ technology 

 

The aims of this chapter are:  

 to ascertain the motivations to save water within the context of the 

Heybridge case study 

 to analyse the impact of water efficient devices   

 to provide recommendations for ways to improve the Heybridge water 

efficiency intervention 

 

Essex & Suffolk Water instigated the Heybridge intervention with the aim to 

discover if water efficient devices would reduce overall water consumption for 

households and maintain savings with time. Many of the devices were expected 

to work on a „fit and forget‟ basis rather than by changing behaviour. In addition, 

all households in the study were on a water meter and paid for their water 

accordingly.  However, it was the impact of water efficient devices, not the 

impact of metering, that was being analysed, as it was the devices that created 

the difference between the control houses (CH) and water efficient houses 

(WEH).  

 

Using quantitative data ESW analysed the effectiveness of the water efficient 

devices by measuring the per capita consumption of CH and WEH and 

compared the data. The longevity of the water efficient devices was measured 

by comparing consumption figures taken in 1999-2000 to figures recorded in 

2006. It was found the intervention did not achieve its aims in reducing water 

consumption (Rogers, 2007).   
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The Heybridge intervention tried to bring about a reduction in water 

consumption through changing just one element, (water efficient devices), of a 

complex system. The adapted MOA model and the adapted socio-technical 

triangle suggest that a combination of factors are needed to bring about a 

reduction in water consumption. In this chapter we apply these theoretical 

models to the context of the Heybridge case study in order to explore other 

factors that might motivate and enable people to use less water.  Having 

identified such motivating and enabling factors in Heybridge, we consider if they 

were present as the result of the intervention or through some other means. 

Finally, conditions necessary to achieve a reduction in water use are highlighted 

and suggestions are made as to how to improve the intervention. 

 

5.1 Quantitative evidence of the Heybridge case study38 

ESW proposed to collect data on consumption at specific end-points relating to 

the water efficient devices (e.g. toilet, shower, basins), and overall household 

consumption. The collection of overall household consumption data was 

successful. However, there were some difficulties in assessing the end-point 

use at various locations. As a result, end-point use within the kitchen was not 

possible to assess39.  Therefore only water using technologies in the bathroom 

could be assessed in terms of quantitative water consumption.  

 

The results of the first study in 1999-2000 showed that the WEH made overall 

savings of approximately 5% per person. This seems to indicate that the water 

efficient devices had led to a reduction in water consumption. However, within 

                                                           
38

 The information in this section comes from the report written by Rogers, 2007, for ESW. 
39

 In many houses additional dishwashers or garden taps were fixed onto the same supply as 
the kitchen tap or the washing machine thus making the meter readings inaccurate for one end 
use. 
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the WEH sample the span between maximum and minimum per capita 

consumption (pcc) for all the houses was great, ranging from 62 pcc to 155pcc 

(see Table 16). The lowest pcc came, in fact, from a CH. The highest pcc came 

from a WEH. No clear pattern could be established of one particular device 

having a significant impact in reducing water use. 

 

In the 2006 study there was no longer any difference in overall consumption 

between the WEH and CH. Pcc had grown at a rate higher than expected 

(Rogers, 2007:38). The range between maximum and minimum pcc had 

increased (see Table 16). These increases in water consumption were derived 

from toilet flushing and bathing/showering. The evidence shows that the savings 

made in the WEH did not last with time.  

 

Table 16:  Quantitative results of ESW water efficiency trials 
 

Date of data 
collection 

House type Average pcc 
(litres) 

Maximum pcc 
(litres) 

Minimum 
pcc 
(litres) 

Feb 1999- 
April 2000 

Water efficient 100 155 62 

Control 107 81 40 

Feb 2004 – 
April 2005 

Water efficient 125 240 77 

Control 125 208 40 

(Figures taken from Rogers, 2007) 
 

ESW concluded that the differences in pcc were due to customer behaviour 

rather than technology (Rogers, 2007:38). Thus an efficient device could help 

reduce water use but it did not determine overall water use. The effectiveness 

of the technology was impacted by the manner in which the technology was 

used. The flushing of toilets is a good example40. When comparing quantities of 

                                                           
40

 The toilet is actually the only water efficient device that required a behaviour change to use in 
an effective manner. However, this does not matter within this example as the point is the 
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water used in toilet flushing per person per household across all the sample, 

household HL had low water use. They had dual flush toilets. In contrast, there 

were three households with significantly higher use than the other households, 

at over 45 litres per person per day. Household HU had dual flush toilets. 

Household HM had a low flush and a dual flush toilet. Household HG had a 

special „closomat‟ put in for their disabled son, of which the litres per flush was 

unknown. Each of these households had a disabled resident. Each household 

explained during their interview, before seeing any figures of personal water 

use, that the disability led to an increased flushing of the toilet, either due to 

physical or mental health problems. In all of these houses it was also the case 

that there was often someone at home. Thus water use would be higher than in 

households where the residents were out at work or school all day.  

 

The next two highest users of water at the toilets, using more than 40 litres per 

person per day, were HK and HQ. HQ had a low flush and dual flush toilet 

whilst HK had a 7.5 litre toilet. Both households usually had someone in during 

the day. In addition, household HQ said she often flushed down tissues, cotton 

wool balls and dead spiders and so used the toilets frequently. Thus while the 

specifications of the toilet may help to decrease the water consumption at the 

end point, it can not guarantee a lower usage as that depends on the frequency 

with which an individual uses the device.  

 

Personal washing is another example of user behaviour overriding water 

efficient design. The highest water users for personal washing were those 

participants who said they had a bath every day, rather than people with a 

                                                                                                                                                                          
frequency of use (and the factors influencing the frequency) rather than any reference to 
behavioural change.  
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larger bath. Almost all these households also had showers so it was a choice to 

bath rather than shower.  

 

Another factor instrumental in reducing the difference in savings between WEH 

and CH was the change to fixtures and fittings that occurred between 1999 and 

2006. Through the interviews it was found there had been several changes to 

the water devices installed within almost all houses (see Appendix H.1 & H.2).  

 

Taking CH first, by 2006 most had fitted a shower to the bath taps. Some CH 

had fitted outdoor taps and some had put in dishwashers. One CH had had the 

bath and toilet removed and a special shower and toilet installed due to a 

disabled son. In 2002 all CH had been targeted by ESW for a dual flush toilet 

study. Several had had dual flush toilets installed with a 6/3 litre capacity, thus 

making these toilets more efficient than those in the WEH. The table in 

Appendix H.1 shows the changes to devices in the CH. (Awareness of the 

devices will be considered in section 5.4).  

 

Within the WEH changes had also been made (see Appendix H.2). Two houses 

(HE & HM) had removed their water efficient bath and replaced it with 180 litre 

bathtubs. Some had installed outdoor taps and dishwashers. A couple of 

houses had taken up an offer of a free water butt. Considering the overall 

sample, over time the technical difference between CH and WEH had been 

blurred. It is therefore not surprising that the consumption differences between 

CH and WEH were impacted.   
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To summarise, the quantitative evidence shows the following: 

 Savings were initially made in 1999 using water efficient devices.  

 No singular device produced significant savings across the whole 

sample. This suggests that the manner in which the devices are used is 

a major influence on water consumption.  

 By 2006 there was no longer any difference in water consumption 

between the CH and WEH, indicating that the original water efficient 

devices were not providing significant savings.  

 The occupants of WEH and CH had adapted the water fittings and 

fixtures in their homes over time. This meant some WEH no longer had 

certain water efficient devices and some CH now had more water 

efficient devices such as showers and dual flush toilets.  

 ESW concluded that the differences in pcc were due to customer 

behaviour rather than technology (Rogers, 2007:38). An efficient device 

could help reduce water use but it did not determine overall water use. 

The effectiveness of the technology was impacted by the manner in 

which the technology was used. 

 

5.2 Application of adapted MOA model to the Heybridge case 

study 

In the context of the Heybridge case study, what factors exist that can motivate 

and enable a reduction in water use? What factors are missing? The 

information gathered in the interview process is presented under the headings 

of the adapted MOA model in order to see if factors enabling water saving were 

present.  
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To recap, Table 17 presents the factors considered under each heading of the 

adapted MOA. The case study brought to light a small number of other factors 

that impacted on the saving of water that were not found within the literature 

reviews of pro-environmental behavior change. These factors are inserted 

under the appropriate heading as the case study is recounted. In addition, some 

factors found within the case study did not sit easily under the adapted MOA 

headings. The socio-technical triangle was found to be a more convenient 

model with which to present this data. 

 

Table 17: Influential factors on pro-environmental behaviour under headings 
provided by the adapted MOA model 
 

Heading Adapted influential factors under the headings from 
the MOA 

Motivations • Salience of the need to act 
• Responsibility to act  
• Efficacy 
• Fairness and trust 
• Benefits and costs (public/private framing of 

situation) 
• Social norms 

Ability • Habits  
• Task knowledge 

Opportunity 
(Subjective) 
 

• Time  
• Space 
• Infrastructure 
• Legislation/Regulation 
• Monetary resources 
• Social situation (e.g. employment, 

accommodation) 

(Olander & Thøgersen, 1995; Biel & Thøgersen, 2007; Southerton et al, 2004; 
Stern, 2000; Sofoulis, 2005; Hobson, 2001b; Jackson, 2005). 
 

5.2.1 Motivations 

5.2.1.1 Salience of need  

The question here is, does the participant feel there is a need to reduce 

domestic water use? There had been much media coverage of a drought by 

June 2006 (Medd & Chappells, 2008) but many Heybridge participants were 
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puzzled. The interviews indicate that many participants did not feel there was 

such a need. People spoke of being „told‟ there was a drought, implying a lack 

of belief that there actually was a water shortage. A few people questioned why 

there seemed to be plentiful rainfall and yet a shortage of water for homes. 

 

Ms HK: I suppose I think a lot, the same as a lot of people, how can we have 

a drought, when we have so much rain in this country? And, then we‟re sort 

of told it‟s the wrong sort of rain, it runs off the ground, and you think 

„whatever‟ (Ms HK, 754). 

 

A small number of participants said they had seen the local reservoir looking 

very full and therefore did not understand why there was so much talk of 

drought 41. As ESW had not instigated a hosepipe ban but other water 

companies in the south east of England had, there was further confusion.  

 

More participants expressed concern over local flooding issues rather than 

water shortages. A few spoke of the nearby brook breaking its banks each year. 

One spoke of preparing sandbags one year but not having to use them in the 

end. Another said the estate was built on a flood plain so this was their main 

concern.  

 

It thus seems that the majority of Heybridge participants did not feel there was a 

need to reduce water use.  

 

                                                           
41

 ESW had full reservoirs and did not request a hosepipe ban in 2006.   
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5.2.1.2 Responsibility 

If there was a felt need to reduce water use, who is responsible for carrying out 

such a task? 

 

Almost all participants felt that they personally did not use a lot of water and 

therefore they, personally, did not have to reduce their water use.  

 

Ms HD: We‟re not particularly careful, but then I guess we think that we 

don‟t use enough to need to be particularly careful with what we do. (Ms 

HD, 861).  

 

The only participants who felt that as a household they used a lot of water were 

those with five or more occupants, (households HQ, HL and HF).  

 

(on Ms Q telling the interviewer that she knew she used a lot of water) 

Int: Do you have any idea why you use more water? 

Ms Q: Yeah because there‟s five of us and I‟m washing clothes all day 

long. (Ms Q,1). 

 

Water shortages, it seemed, were due to the mismanagement of the water 

supply by the water company, especially through leakages.   

 

Ms HR: ... then you read about the leaks and that that they‟ve got and you 

think well are they [the water company] being that efficient? And, then the 

people suffering for it, because they‟re not being efficient as they should 

be…(HR, 932). 
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Two participants spoke of excessive building in the area leading to a higher 

population with water needs. One person blamed local industry for excessive 

use. It was common to blame children or partners for using more water than 

oneself. However, while participants may blame family members for using more 

water than themselves, it was generally felt that domestic water use did not 

contribute to water shortages. This therefore reduces a sense of personal 

responsibility to take action.  

 

Two participants referred to a moral need to save water as people in other 

countries did not have access to water in the way UK residents did. While they 

were unclear in their explanations, they implied that in the UK we should be 

grateful and not waste water, and that by not wasting we were somehow 

helping those elsewhere. This touches on a moral side of responsibility to save 

water but still denies that saving water is necessary within the UK.  

 

While there did not appear to be a strong sense of a need to actively save 

water, there appeared to be a moral obligation not to waste water. Almost all 

participants declared they did not „waste‟ water. As seen in Chapter 4, most 

Heybridge residents spoke of one or two methods they used to reduce their 

water use. However, this obligation did not necessarily apply to all practices at 

all times. Ms HA spoke of only using the methods if there was a „need‟. Ms HB 

spoke of reducing water use in some practices but not when it involved reducing 

a practice she valued.  
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Ms HB: Oh god, no I‟d have to have a bath, no I have to have a bath/ 

Int: It‟s the type of thing you could not do without? 

Ms HB: No, I couldn‟t do without a bath. I love having my baths. (Ms 

HB,552). 

 

According to Olander and Thøgersen (1995), the moral obligation to do 

something can be overrun by denial of responsibility in order to protect one‟s 

own interests. Although some people were aware of ways to reduce water use, 

they did not consider them to be acceptable and thus did not practice them.  

 

Participants were asked why water should not be wasted. Many responded by 

describing a role model, such as a grandparent, or an incident in the past, such 

as the 1976 drought or a period of time spent in a dry climate. 

 

Overall there were was not strong evidence of a felt responsibility to save water. 

There was a felt responsibility not to waste water. 

 

5.2.1.3 Efficacy 

It was perceived by most households that water use was not excessive, was for 

essential practices and therefore there were no practices where water use could 

be reduced.  

 

Int: Do you think that [the graph of household consumption] would make 

you change what/ 

Ms HJ: No. 

Int: / you do at all?  
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Ms HJ: No (laughs).  

Int: Why not? 

Ms HJ: Because I wouldn't say I waste anything as it is.(Ms HJ,1129). 

 

As there was a feeling that they could not reduce their water use, it suggests 

there was nothing they could do that would have an impact on a water scarcity 

situation. Furthermore, as it was felt that domestic water use was not to blame 

for water shortages, then any reductions they personally achieved within their 

home would not help. As they felt they could not take action, and any action 

they did take would not relieve the situation, this suggests a lack of efficacy.  

 

Yet several of the same people who said they could not reduce their 

consumption further did know of water saving methods which they were not 

using, but said they would use them if an official drought was declared. So they 

could reduce their water use further if they so desired. They were currently 

choosing not to do so because they did not believe there was a need to do so, 

(relating back to the salience of the need), or perhaps because they were 

protecting their own interests (relating back to responsibility).  

 

5.2.1.4 Fairness and trust 

Whilst this was not explored in detail in the interviews, it seems that several 

participants felt that water companies made profits at the water users‟ expense. 

 

Ms HR: The amount of profit they [a water company that had recently 

been in the news for high profit levels – not ESW] have actually made, 

actually disgusting, the profit. They should be using that to campaign, not 
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to campaign but maybe more highlight water efficiency more instead of 

lining their pockets definitely, all those directors and all that. (Ms HR, 

1105). 

 

There were some comments that water should not be privatised as it was 

something that everyone needed in order to live. As water companies were 

blamed for water shortages, this suggests that hosepipe bans would be seen as 

being unfair as the water user was penalised for mistakes made by the 

company.  

 

Regarding payment for water based on a water meter, in Heybridge it was 

generally thought that metering was a fair system as you pay for what you use.  

 

Int: Do you see any advantages with you as a household in having a 

water meter?  

Ms HT: No, probably not, I probably spend far too much on water but 

you should pay for what you use so it is the right way of doing it really. 

(Ms HT, 426). 

 

There were a few exceptions to this view. Mr HF, with a family of 6 wanted to be 

able to use as much water as he liked. Ms HG felt the system penalised those 

households who had a resident with a disability as they often had to use more 

water. Mr HC felt that while metering was a fairer way to pay, it was only fair if 

everyone was on a meter.   
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5.2.1.5 Benefits and costs 

“Once a business frame is adopted the likelihood of a cost benefit process 

increases while the tendency to cooperate decreases,” (Biel & Thøgersen, 

2007:100).  

 

In a societal context which contains an economic dimension people tend to 

make decisions based on economics rather than ethical issues. Within an 

economic context self-interested behaviour is the norm (Biel & Thøgersen, 

2007). As EWS is a privately owned business, the question is, was there any 

evidence of participants in Heybridge weighing up the personal costs and 

benefits of reducing water use?  

 

As already seen, it appeared that the majority of the participants in Heybridge 

did not feel a strong moral need to save water. This suggests that an ethical 

framework was not the dominant influence. Comments by Ms HN support this. 

 

Int: Have you ever sort of gone “Ooh we better be careful with this water „cos 

the water bill or does it not/ 

Ms HN: Yeah I do. I do try to especially outside when I‟m doing the paddling 

pool and things um (*) 

Int: Is that an economical concern or an environmental concern? 

Ms HN: Economical I would say generally. Mostly. (Ms HN,1150). 

 

In terms of regular water use, about half of the participants felt they were careful 

with water as a result of being charged for what they consumed.  
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Ms HE: My washing machine is one that will only use the water depending 

on how full it is…  

Int: Did you buy one of those on purpose or/  

Ms HE: I did actually. I was quite conscious of that „cos obviously knowing 

that I was in a house with a water meter.  (Ms HE, 507). 

 

The other half felt they „just use water normally‟. 

 

Mr HA: After a while you don‟t even think that you‟ve got one because we 

never really think to ourselves we‟ve got to turn it off in five minutes 

because we‟ve got a water meter. We don‟t really think about it. We just 

use water normally.  

(Mr HA, 650). 

 

This was either because they felt water bills were cheaper than other utilities, or 

because they felt they had little option as they still had to use water to achieve 

the practices they wanted or needed to do.  

 

Many participants were willing to pay for something if they felt it made their life 

easier or better. Some put in outside taps. Household HT had a summer 

swimming pool to entertain the children. Two households removed their smaller 

bath tubs. Others had not thought it necessary to do so, perhaps because of 

cost or because it did not affect them to the same extent. Ms HN was now used 

to her smaller bath. Mr HC showered instead of bathing. Neither saw these as a 

hardship.  
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In terms of an economic framework, there was little participants‟ could do to 

increase their benefits: water companies had a monopoly on the water supply 

and participants with water meters were penalised through the payment system 

for using excessive water. However, two households (both WEH) paid a fixed, 

discounted monthly amount for water as they were eligible for the low income or 

Vulnerable Persons Tariff. This in theory means they could use as much water 

as they like yet pay a fixed amount. These two households expressed a dislike 

of wasting water and talked of ways they tried to reduce water use just as other 

households did. One of these houses also had a water butt, enabling rain water 

harvesting. Both households had water consumption figures around the 

average amount of the WEH sample with pcc under 100 litres. It seems that 

these houses were not considering costs and gains in this case but following 

what they felt were their moral obligation or social norms.  

 

Householders had agreed to take part in the interviews and water efficiency trial 

and therefore were cooperating with the water company. However, they were 

also being paid as an incentive to do so. The process of weighing up costs and 

benefits in participating in the trial was taking place. Participants complained to 

me, saying the participation was not worth the money if they had had the water 

meter engineers in their homes for long periods of time. Some were also hoping 

for additional equipment provision, such as a water efficient washing machine.  

 

5.2.1.6 Social norms 

The adapted 3Cs, discussed in Chapter 4, provides a detail of information on 

social norms associated with water use. The desire for clean bodies and 

clothes, pleasure from practices that use water, and the need to fit into specified 
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time frames or spaces, influenced the intention to reduce water use. Thus, while 

Ms HB expressed a wish to be careful with water, she still wanted a deep bath 

every night as that was her „treat‟. She also threw two or three items into the 

washing machine when there was time. Mr HM did not wash his car due to the 

inconvenience of carrying water through the house.  

 

In addition to the adapted 3Cs there was another social norm that was seen to 

have an impact on water consumption. As said above, wasting water was 

disapproved of and it was noted when neighbours were seen to do this. Not 

wasting water was seen as being „good‟.  

 

5.2.1.7 Intention  

According to the adapted MOA model, the influencing factors contained within 

Motivations combine together to create an Intention. This Intention is then 

affected by Ability and Opportunity.  

 

Within Heybridge there appeared to be a low intention to change many 

practices to save water: there was little belief in the need to act and low feelings 

of responsibility to do so. In addition there was a lack of efficacy to do, related to 

meeting social standards of cleanliness and comfort. This is not to say that 

people were not seen to be saving water. Everyone talked of ways they reduced 

water to some extent. However, it was not an overriding concern for them in 

their daily routine. As one person said, remembering to use the dual flush 

facility or not was not a major preoccupation.  
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Ms HT: [my husband] is aware of it [dual flush mechanism] but whether he 

pays attention to it I am not very sure because he would be preoccupied 

with other things.  (Ms HT, 608). 

  

While water metering seemed fair to some, and provided a financial incentive to 

reduce water use, a small number thought metering was unfair. That water 

companies made profit from water was perceived as being unfair. Feelings of 

unfair play can discourage cooperation (Biel & Thøgersen, 2007). It is not 

possible to see if this was the case in Heybridge as participants were not 

directly being asked to save water.. However, some were using watering cans 

instead of hosepipes and talking of ways to reduce water use as a result of 

media attention on drought. Apparently this was because of a felt moral and 

social obligation to do so rather than a consideration of costs and benefits.  

 

5.2.2 Ability 

Within Ability, Olander and Thøgersen divide the influences into Habit and Task 

Knowledge. The Heybridge case study suggests another category under Ability 

should be Physical and Mental Capability. 

 

5.2.2.1 Habit 

As pointed out by Shove (2003a), many water using practices are done out of 

habit. Habit can lead to one accidently forgetting to implement a new behaviour, 

such as turning the tap off when brushing teeth. Additionally, the unconscious 

action of carrying out a practice can render the practice invisible in terms of 

water using behaviour (Sofoulis, 2005). Lack of questioning the need for such 

frequent showering or washing of clothes could fall under such a category.  
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Within Heybridge, some commented that actions were done without thinking; 

the toilet was flushed automatically; the washing machine was put on „power 

wash‟; a shower was taken every morning. The fitting of water efficient devices 

did not provide a trigger to raise awareness of a habit as the water efficient 

device tried to imitate the performance of a regular device. Thus there was 

nothing to raise the action to discursive consciousness. Therefore water habits 

could remain „invisible‟.  

 

The one exception of this was the dual flush toilet where a different action had 

to be taken to ensure a longer flush or shorter flush. At the time of installation 

this may have led to behavioural changes. However, in the WEH the dual flush 

toilets were of the handle variety, not the two button variety, and so there was 

no indicator, or reminder, that two options were available. To use the flush 

correctly would require knowledge that the toilet was a dual flush. Not all 

householders appeared to have this knowledge.  

 

Int: Have you noticed any other water efficient things around your house 

which…erm … Do you have like the dual flush toilets?  

Mr HM: I thought I did. To be honest, I‟ve never really took a lot of notice. 

(Mr HM, 921). 

 

It thus seems that the fit-and-forget technology did not raise awareness of 

everyday habits. In fact the technology had been designed with exactly the 

opposite intention. The intervention goes against the theoretical concept that 

raising awareness of habits can encourage a change in a behaviour.  
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5.2.2.2 Task knowledge 

Most people knew of methods to save water. However, most people did not 

know which devices or which practices used the most water. This was 

demonstrated when participants were shown the graphs of their personal end-

point uses of water. From virtually every participant there were exclamations of 

surprise and discussions on where changes could be made for the high water 

use end-points. For example, Ms HQ, Mr HS and Mr HC all thought of ways 

they could cut down on flushing the toilet. The information prompted a 

consideration of habits and a desire to change some behaviours. Whether these 

changes were followed through or not is not known. What is important here is 

the fact that the provision of personal information raised habits to the point of 

discursive consciousness and this may have led to changes. It demonstrates 

the importance of awareness of a practice and how it can be performed, and 

possibly of the need for information to be personally tailored to encourage a 

greater response.  

 

There was a basic level of awareness of water saving technology in that people 

had heard of dual flush toilets and the term „grey water system‟ even if they did 

not know what it meant. Some of this knowledge may have been due to living in 

CH and WEH as part of a project. The awareness was surprisingly low 

considering this. Many were not aware of what technology they had in their 

homes or what other devices may be available. 

 

5.2.2.3 Physical and mental capability 

Olander and Thøgersen did not include physical or mental capability to perform 

a practice within their model. Nor did other commentators on PEBC. Such 
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capabilities very obviously had a direct impact on water use in Heybridge and 

the ability to reduce consumption or not in. Some with disabilities had to shower 

instead of take a bath. A householder with arthritis used a hot shower to provide 

pain relief. One woman bought a dishwasher as it was painful for her to stand at 

the sink. One grown-up child with a learning disability enjoyed flushing items 

down the toilet with no concept that increased water use was undesirable. He 

frequently soiled his clothes and bedding, leading to extra washing.   

 

Mrs HG: John will go into the bathroom, run himself drinks of water, not 

turn the tap off right so that you‟ve got water dripping, umm… I have to do 

more washing because he drops food down himself, soils his clothes etc, 

makes far more washing, and when he‟s here it‟s not economical for us, 

and we don‟t think people take that into account: you do have to wash him 

more often because it‟s just the nature of the disability, they do make more 

mess, they do need more cleaning. (Ms HG,1573). 

 

It appeared that having a physical or mental disability led to an increase in 

water use.  No research was found relating to how these disabilities may reduce 

water use. 

 

5.2.3 Opportunity 

5.2.3.1 Infrastructure  

Infrastructure can provide opportunities or constraints for water efficient 

behaviour. To begin with, the installation of water efficient devices in the WEH 

provided those householders with the immediate opportunity to reduce their 

water use if used in the envisaged manner. Thus having a smaller bath 
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immediately restricted the opportunity to consume the same amount of water 

with one bathing session. Having a dual flush toilet immediately provided 

opportunities to consume less water when flushing.  

 

A constraint on water efficient behaviour is that the plumbing infrastructure has 

provided running water in everyone‟s house, enabling them to use water as they 

wish, creating an expectation of endless water, much as Sofoulis found in 

Sydney, Australia, (2005).  

 

Ms HP: It‟s just there isn‟t it, we tend to think it‟s just there, and it‟s our 

right to have it. (Ms HP, 751). 

 

The unused water runs away into the mains plumbing system preventing reuse 

of that water. If the plumbing infrastructure was designed in a different manner 

grey water may be able to be reused42. Several houses did not have 

downpipes, reducing the opportunity to capture rainwater in water butts. 

Downpipes could be provided on each house along with water butts to collect 

rain water as an alternative to mains water.  

 

Physical space can also impact on water use. For some houses with downpipes 

there was not the space to place a water butt due to the positioning of the 

garden gate. For nearly all houses, car parking was provided at some distance 

from the front of the house. People did not want to carry buckets of water 

through their houses or have hosepipes trailing through their living rooms and 

thus took their car elsewhere to be washed. Many took their car to a car wash 

                                                           
42

 ESW had tried fitting three houses with grey water systems in the earlier study of water 
efficient homes without success. This suggests more research is needed in developing effective 
domestic grey water systems. 
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where the water was reused, by law, and thus probably reduced overall 

consumption of water.  

 

Olander and Thøgersen do not discuss the symbolic and functional qualities 

that water users associate with certain infrastructure and how this could impact 

upon the use of the fixtures and thus on water consumption. The importance of 

the symbolic qualities of objects is explicitly made within the socio-technical 

triangle where the dimension between the User and Material Object provides 

the opportunity for such a discussion. This will be discussed in section 5.3.2.  

 

5.2.3.2 Regulations/ Legislation 

The Heybridge residents did not have a hosepipe ban. This seemed to lead 

them to question if there was a drought or not. Some Heybridge participants 

had changed the way they were using outdoor water as other regions had 

hosepipe bans, thus they felt there must be a water shortage. Others indicated 

that if there was a hosepipe ban they would change their outdoor water use and 

some behaviour indoors, as though a ban confirmed a certain need for action. 

 

Water metering legislation affected the Heybridge residents. All their houses 

were metered and they paid according to what they used. About half of the 

participants felt this had an impact on how they used water. Metered charging 

particularly restricted water use for a couple of households who said their water 

bills were high. However, this did not necessarily restrict their overall 

consumption of water. Both households said they went to relatives‟ houses to 

have baths, showers or do washing. These relatives were not metered. Thus as 
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the current legislation does not provide a blanket policy of metering there are 

loop holes which may allow for a greater use of water.  

 

5.2.3.3 Monetary resources  

All householders were in social housing which has been taken as an indicator of 

relatively low income. It seems a reasonable assumption that the participants 

would be concerned about water use as they would be paying from a very 

limited supply of money. About half of the householders said they thought about 

their water use due to the water meter – it acted as a reminder to them to be 

careful. However, this was not necessarily applicable to all practices or at all 

times. For example, Ms HN and her family had baths on a daily basis as they 

enjoyed them, but she would not use the hosepipe on the lawn in order to save 

money. 

 

Most participants did not seem to make drastic changes to reduce their water 

use. It may be that as they have had water meters for a long time they are have 

forgotten changes they made earlier. It may be that the participants found the 

bills to be reasonable. One participant pointed out that the water bills were small 

in comparison to her electricity bills and so were not really a great concern. 

Another found that paying by direct debit meant she was unsure how much 

water she was using or money she was paying.  

 

Ms HD: It comes direct debit out of my bank account and I don‟t notice it. 

(Ms HD, 478). 
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Household HA paid a set amount per month through a book. They saved their 

credit to then spend on filling the summer swimming pool.  

 

Another area in which finance had an impact was on the types of devices in the 

home. As tenants, the householders were allowed to make changes to the 

fittings if they wished. However, if they moved house they would have to leave 

these fittings behind and so would not financially gain from them. Householders 

had installed washing machines and dishwashers, which they could take with 

them, but few had made other expensive changes (the exceptions being the two 

households who had replaced their bath tubs). One household had sold their 

swimming pool as they found it too expensive to run. 

 

Thus, while it was thought that monetary resources may have a significant 

impact on water use within the Heybridge context, it was not found to be an 

overriding concern for most households.  

 

5.2.3.4 Time 

Time pressures appeared to impact greatly on people‟s lives. The convenience 

of a practice or appliance provides an opportunity for a behaviour to take place 

or not, as discussed in Chapter 4. 

 

Ms HB: …it‟s a time factor, if you do have time you‟ll do it, if you haven‟t 

then no. (Ms HB, 1177). 

 

People may have perceived they did not have time to do practices in a certain 

manner and change the procedure, thereby impacting on consumption.  
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A couple of households complained of how long it took to water a garden with a 

watering can instead of a hose, yet they used the can despite a lack of 

restriction. This seemed to be because they felt they needed to. This may be 

due to a moral obligation to reduce water use in times of scarcity. It may be that 

the factor of knowing that neighbours can see the outdoor activities can be an 

additional catalyst to encourage a practice to be performed in a particular 

manner.  

 

5.2.3.5 Social situations 

„Social situations‟ refers to living circumstances. Ownership of the house is one 

such circumstance which could impact on the motivation to save water. As 

discussed in 5.2.3.3, the Heybridge participants could make financial losses 

when moving house if they had installed water efficient equipment themselves.   

 

Opportunities to save water within one home can be constrained by other 

householders. Where one person may be striving hard to reduce their use of 

water and change practices, another eliminated the savings through more 

prolific use. Several participants blamed others for large water use, or spoke of 

„nagging‟ the children or partner to use less.  

 

Employment also had an effect on household water use. The self-employed 

minibus driver had to wash his minibus everyday at home. Another person bred 

coi carp in ponds in his garden to earn a bit of money and as a hobby. Manual 

workers and health workers showered on returning from work and washed 

clothes frequently. 
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5.3 The application of the adapted socio-technical triangle to the 

Heybridge case study 

There are some areas of information provided in the interviews that cannot 

neatly be placed under the adapted MOA headings. This information relates to 

how the participants perceive and relate to the intervention and to the water 

company. Heybridge participants reactions to the intervention and the water 

company were briefly touched upon when using the adapted MOA. For 

example, how some of the issues of fairness and trust relate to the user‟s 

perceptions of the water company. However, the adapted MOA model does not 

provide a link between the user and other domains. The three interconnected 

points and the dimensions of the adapted socio-technical triangle demonstrate 

the importance of the relationship between the Users and the Material Objects 

and the Users and the suppliers of water (Services). As such, it is a more 

appropriate model with which to explore these influences that may affect 

motivations to save water.  

 

5.3.1 The relationship between Users and Service 

The Users here are the Heybridge participants. The Service is ESW as the 

provider of the water supply and sewerage removal. However, participants 

rarely, if ever, named the water company. They spoke of „the water company‟ or 

„water board‟. A few participants did not know the name of their water company. 

It seems that water companies in England were lumped together as a generic 

body, rather than were seen as individual water companies. Thus media reports 

citing one water company were often attributed to all companies. For example, 

there was talk of „these water companies‟ having high leakage rates, seemingly 
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implying that ESW was included within this. Yet ESW were maintaining their 

leakage rates below their economic level of leakage.     

 

Perceptions of the UK water industry were generally negative. Lack of trust in 

the sector was demonstrated, as shown by disbelief in a water scarcity situation 

and the accusation that water companies were responsible for this. Several 

participants commented negatively on the privatisation of the water companies, 

high profits for shareholders and „fat cat‟ salaries for heads of companies, 

demonstrating perceptions of an unfair situation. The companies were also 

viewed as almost authoritarian organisations. One interviewee talked of 

helicopters being used to check for people watering their gardens when 

hosepipe bans were on. Several mentioned „threats‟ of hosepipe bans and of 

neighbours being encouraged to report one another for water misuse. Many 

participants felt there had been several hosepipe bans over the recent years 

whereas the last one in Heybridge actually ended in April 1998, eight years 

before the interviews.  

 

As the water industry is required by government to be the main source of water 

efficiency information for the public, this negative perception is significant. 

Theory suggests this may result in lack of consideration for saving water and 

poor responses to campaigns on water conservation. 

 

There were mixed perceptions about the intervention. Participants had given up 

time to have their end-point meters reactivated and participate in the interview. 

In return they got vouchers. For many this was acceptable. From a few who had 

had engineers in their homes for hours at a time there were complaints about 
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the trial. Yet the interview process provided them with a chance to complain 

about this. All those with complaints consented for the details to be provided to 

ESW. In this way the interviews provided an opportunity for communication 

between the participants and the water company.   

 

For the majority, the interviews (including the provision of personal water 

consumption information) had given participants an opportunity to think and 

learn about their personal water use. They found this interesting and thought 

others should have such an opportunity. Some thought such a process would 

help in terms of reducing water in the future.  

 

Mr HS: I think everyone should do this. 

Int: Do you? 

Mr HS: Yeah I do, I really do. You‟ve opened my eyes up.  (Mr HS, 2290).  

 

Ms HB: I think obviously with something like this with you coming round, 

you‟re more aware that you could be saving water. That would be the only 

thing that I would say/ 

Int: You mean you have become more aware?/ 

Ms HB: That I would be more aware that I could be saving water in some 

respects. Umm, yeah so maybe if we do go into a drought now I‟ll realise, 

oh don‟t fill the bath up so much, wait for a full load of washing, bits and 

pieces like that, turn the tap off while you‟re. Because I mean if every 

household did that, you‟d be saving water wouldn‟t you? (Ms HB, 1405). 
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Mr HC had a slightly different perspective. While he appreciated the information 

on personal water use and promised to change some practices, he also felt that 

water companies should spend their time trying to reduce their own leaks rather 

than focus on domestic water uses.   

 

5.3.2 Interactions between Users and water efficient technology (Material 

Objects) 

Sofoulis talks of the symbolic and functional qualities bestowed on Material 

Objects by the Users. Such sentiments touch upon the category of Social 

Norms found with the adapted MOA. Symbolic qualities relate to the concepts of 

cleanliness, pleasure and convenience. For example, a shower is seen to 

enable a fast, efficient wash, or a method of stress relief. A bath tub denotes 

luxury and relaxation. Sprinklers were seen as being „bad‟. These symbolic 

qualities were seen to impact on how a fixture was used and thus on water 

consumption.  

 

Functional quality was of importance to the participants. If a device did not meet 

its functional aim it was replaced, as seen with the bath tubs. If an appliance 

was felt to be needed, such as an outside tap for a keen gardener, or a 

dishwasher to reduce workloads, it was added. If a new water-using device 

came on the market, such as a lower flush toilet or water butt, and it was offered 

for free, some people would take up that offer. Thus the appliances within the 

households were adapted to suit the practices and desires of the resident 

householders, while being constrained by existing infrastructure, services or 

resources. For example, household HK wished to have dual flush toilets but the 

existing plumbing within the home would not allow this. Household HE said her 
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house was intended to have low flush toilets but there had been a mis-ordering 

at the time of building and so she had a regular toilet. Ms HB had bought an 

electric shower but had not got around to having it installed yet.  

 

Changes to water efficient devices were also made when repairs needed to be 

carried out. As the houses were owned by the housing association, if a tap 

needed mending the housing association plumber would install what he/she 

saw fit to install, which may not be a water efficient version. Thus appliances 

were adapted according to the knowledge and cost limitations of the plumber 

and housing association rather than the resident.  

 

In terms of interaction with the water efficient devices it seemed that people 

generally did not think about how they were using the appliances unless there 

was a problem. This lack of attention may have been the result of excellent 

design: the appliance was meeting the aim of providing a water efficient service 

without the user noticing the change in water output. For example, only Mr HM 

was aware of the basin taps being water efficient. However, there may have 

been additional factors at play. The participants were tenants rather than house 

owners and therefore there was not the incentive to change the fittings within 

the house. It may be that Heybridge participants did not feel they were in a 

position whereby they had to save water: there was little salience of need. It 

may be Heybridge participants felt they were already saving water through the 

existing technology they had in their homes and thus additional methods were 

not necessary.  
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Turning to the water meter, very little interaction between the water user and the 

water meters occurred. While the majority of residents were aware that they 

were paying on a metered charge, three participants questioned this, being 

unsure if they paid a fixed rate or not. No one read their meter or gave the 

various end-point meters (under the sink or in the airing cupboard) more than a 

cursory glance.  Participants did not use the meter to discover how much water 

they were using. They relied on their bills to be accurate and then focused on 

cost rather than quantity of water use. Six of the households mentioned they 

paid their bills through direct debit and did not really notice their bills. At least 

two households paid by a book system, with a fixed amount each month. Both 

the book payment method and the direct debit method meant that the users 

were not receiving feedback on the actual amount of water being used.  

 

When questioned if the water meters had any advantages, two participants 

suggested that it was possible to read the meters and gauge how much water 

one was using if this was needed. Although neither had done this they did feel 

there could be a value in this in terms of aiming to reduce water use.  

 

When asked what they thought of the meter several people answered that the 

meters „were no bother‟ or did not „get in the way‟.  Participants were not 

concerned about the lack of interaction, and in many cases, did not want any 

increased interaction. It was generally regarded that meters were a fair way to 

pay for water, although there were a couple of participants who disagreed with 

this.  
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In contrast to the lack of interest in reading the meters, when participants were 

shown graphs depicting their overall quantity of water use and of end-point use 

the majority of participants took an active interest. Several expressed shock at 

consumption at different end points, checked diaries to work out reasons for 

peak usage and wondered how they compared with their neighbours. Some 

asked to keep their graphs to show other household members later.   

 

Mr HS: Baths, its unreal isn‟t it, how much you use? (Mr HS, 2470). 

 

Int: Does that surprise you that 83% is used in the bathroom? 

Mr HC: What‟s surprising is that 35% of it is on flushing the toilet ! (Mr 

HC,1510). 

 

5.4 Evaluation of intervention 

An evaluation of the intervention involves the following questions:  

 Was there a reduction in domestic water consumption?  

 If so, is there evidence that this was a result of the intervention? 

 If not, why not? 

 Are there any areas that could be addressed that may lead to an 

increased reduction in water use? 

 

As seen above in 5.1, the quantitative evidence from the 2006 trial shows there 

was no longer any difference between CH and WEH in terms of overall water 

consumption. The gains provided by the water efficient technology installed in 

1999 were not sustained over time. Water consumption across the sample had 

increased more than was expected. From this it can be concluded that the 
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water efficient devices did not achieve a reduction in water consumption. ESW 

conclude that the effectiveness of the technology was impacted by the manner 

in which the technology was used. The indication here is that, on their own, 

water efficient devices do not bring about a reduction in water use. As the 

manner in which devices are used has impacted on the efficiency, it suggests 

that behavioural change is needed in order to bring about a reduction in water 

use. A detailed exploration of why the intervention did not work is required. 

 

Looking at water using devices first, it was found that equipment was replaced, 

altered or additional equipment installed over time. This was done to suit the 

needs and desires of the participants, (if it was within their financial means). 

New social trends occurred and appliances associated with such trends 

changed. If these new appliances had a high water using capacity they could 

override any reductions achieved through the original water efficient devices. 

For example, a summer swimming pool could consume all the water saved from 

having a slightly smaller bath tub.  

 

There were new developments in water efficient equipment over the eight 

years. The WEH had the lowest flush toilets available on the market in 1999, 

with 6/4 litre volumes. By 2006, seven of the CH had dual flush toilets with 6/3 

litre flush volumes. Thus older equipment becomes less water efficient in 

comparison. Water efficiency is further influenced by wear and tear: some dual 

flush toilets were thought to leak; a water efficient tap in a basin needed a new 

washer.  
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Through these processes the equipment differences that originally existed 

between CH and WEH eroded. Some CH had installed equipment associated 

with water efficiency, such as dual flush toilets and showers. Some WEH had 

installed higher use devices, such as larger bath tubs.  Many of these 

differences were the result of individual choice – the decision to have an outside 

tap, or deciding when it was time to fix a leaking tap - and thus the result of 

human behaviour. Many of the choices were made possible through the vast 

range of equipment, fittings and fixtures available on the market. These choices 

were in turn limited by the financial situation of the residents and the fact they 

were not owner occupiers of the properties, being in social housing. 

 

The manner in which a device was used also affected consumption levels. For 

example, Ms HQ put tissues, dead spiders and cotton buds in the toilet basin. 

Her conceptions of cleanliness were such that she felt the toilet had to be empty 

after each use and so would flush every time she put anything into it. Mr HF 

liked to leave the basin taps running as he washed his „very dirty‟ hands after 

work as he felt that was how to get them properly clean. People with health 

issues used water more often to meet their needs.  

 

The opportunity to use water had a significant impact. People at home in the 

day time used water more often. These participants had the time opportunity to 

use the water using devices, whereas those at work used water in the 

workplace, and hence this is outside the scope of this study. The felt need to 

perform the practices was related to concepts of cleanliness and pleasure.  
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There is no evidence that the fact that certain devices were water efficient had 

impacted on how a participant used water at a particular end-point. This is 

supported by the fact that many did not know what equipment was water 

efficient or not. However, the performance of the device did impact on how 

water was used. If the toilet was not flushing properly, the participant would 

flush it again. If the pressure in the taps was too low, a person would have to 

bathe rather than shower.  

 

Knowledge of how to use some appliances to ensure its water efficiency was 

necessary. This applied to dual flush toilets, washing machines and 

dishwashers. For other equipment, such as the low flow taps, knowledge of 

water efficiency was probably unnecessary. When householders moved into the 

houses in 1999 ESW had provided information on the water efficient equipment 

within the houses. No further information on water efficient equipment had been 

actively provided by ESW. It was found that many householders did not know 

what water efficient equipment they had in their homes. The exception for this 

was the dual flush toilets installed in 2002. Residents had to opt for them and 

thus it was a definite choice to install these devices. The other installed devices 

had been chosen without the residents‟ involvement.  

 

The householders‟ involvement is not a decisive factor in increasing awareness 

of how to use devices. The householders had bought their own dishwashers 

and washing machines and many said they just put them on the same cycle all 

the time. Simplicity of design may be a factor here. Having two buttons on a 

toilet presents a simple choice. Having several washing programmes presents a 
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more complicated choice. Using the rule of thumb - following habit - is perhaps 

the most convenient option.    

 

Knowledge that water efficient equipment is available on the market is another 

factor that affects consumption. Ms HB liked gardening, thought a water butt 

was an excellent idea, but had not heard of one before. She therefore of course 

did not have one. Ms HE purposefully bought a water efficient washing machine 

as she knew she was on a water meter.   

 

Participants were unaware of which appliances used the most water and so 

could not make an informed decision on which practices to change in order to 

reduce water use. For all participants, such a decision-making process was 

affected by social norms such as the desire to meet certain standards of 

cleanliness and a wish for comfort. This was then mediated by time constraints 

and opportunities to do a certain task at a certain time, as well as physical 

ability to carry out a task, or the physical need for the task to be carried out, 

(e.g. showering in hot water to reduce pain). A person‟s mental capability also 

determines whether the individual is capable of making an informed decision.  

 

The ability to make an informed decision is also affected by an awareness of 

one‟s own personal water using practices. Many participants considered their 

practices with water to be routine. Yet the graphs displaying end-point use 

showed large fluctuations, indicating that water use everyday was significantly 

different and thus was not following a daily pattern. Raising awareness of these 

practices was shown to have an impact. The graphs and pie charts of water 

consumption led people to consider where they were using water, what they 
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were doing, and what they could do differently. This supports the theoretical 

claim that raising awareness of habits is necessary to bring about a behavioural 

change (Spaargaren & van Vliet, 2000; Hobson, 2001b). The „fit and forget‟ 

technology fails to raise awareness of water using practices and this may well 

be its significant failing.  

 

Once there was an awareness of where water use could be reduced there 

appeared to be an increase in efficacy. Several participants thought about their 

practices and where they could make changes, whereas previously they felt 

they could not do anything differently. Thus the provision of information could 

raise the efficacy of some.  

 

However, not all participants expressed a desire to change some practices. 

Some, in fact, stated they would not change certain practices. This was made in 

reference to bathing more than other practices. This may be because bathing is 

seen as more of a luxury. There are other ways to wash one‟s body such as 

taking a shower or a strip wash. However, there are not obvious alternative 

methods for cleaning clothes or dishes, especially if full loads are already being 

carried out. To make reductions here would be to challenge the perceptions of 

how often washing needed to be carried out. The deeply rooted conviction of 

the need to meet certain standards of cleanliness and pleasure are an 

obstruction to such alternative thinking.    

 

At the time of the interviews the method for providing information on water 

consumption was the water meter. The meters measured end-point 

consumption and overall water use. Yet no one read these, and the majority of 
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participants never read their water bills. Thus it appears a chance for feedback 

was being missed. The importance of feedback was displayed in the reactions 

people had to their personal graphs. It seemed the bill format and the water 

meter dials were not a medium which raised interest levels or were 

understandable to participants. 

 

Many Heybridge participants viewed the „water company‟ (not namely ESW) 

negatively. Participants did not feel the water company was acting on their 

behalf but instead meeting the demands of a private company. These views 

were enforced (or started) with frequent media stories of unmended leaks and 

high profits. Theory suggests that such negative perceptions could result in the 

participants refusing, albeit unconsciously, to cooperate (Ostrom, 1998).  As the 

water companies are charged with the duty to campaign for water efficiency 

these messages could remain unheeded. Certainly participants did not feel 

there was any long-term water scarcity issue, or even possibly a short-term 

problem. This may be a matter of disbelief or a matter of poor communication. 

 

Furthermore, an economic framing of water supply exists as ESW is a private 

company and Heybridge participants pay for what they use through water 

metering. Crompton and Stern suggest that commercialising a resource could 

reduce intrinsic values to protect it (Crompton, 2008; Stern, 2000). There did not 

appear to be a strong sense of responsibility to actively save water for most 

participants. Some felt a financial need to do so. A few felt that there was an 

ethical need to save. More felt that it was ethically important not to waste water. 

This appeared to be the result of past experiences, not as a result of any recent 

water company campaigns. As many blamed the water companies for 
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mismanagement of water it is not surprising that they did not feel their water use 

was responsible for the shortages and therefore was something that needed to 

be changed.  

 

Overall, the water efficient devices intervention had addressed a small number 

of factors that could influence a reduction in water use. These include the 

following:  

 Providing an opportunity to reduce water use through the installation of 

some infrastructural features, namely water efficient devices (of good 

quality at the time of installation)  

 Providing these devices in rented accommodation where the tenant 

would usually be unable or unwilling to make changes due to monetary 

issues or tenancy agreements 

 Providing a monetary incentive to reduce water by payment calculated 

through water metering 

 

However, the intervention failed to address a number of other factors that could 

influence a reduction in water use:  

 The maintenance or updating of water efficient devices 

 Raising awareness of how to use devices in an efficient manner 

 Raising awareness of water consumption at end-point use of the devices 

 Raising awareness of water using practices/habits 

 Raising awareness of long-term water scarcity issues 

 Influencing the driving factors of consumption (pleasure, cleanliness and 

convenience) 

 Challenging concepts of responsibility for and management of water use  
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 Increasing a sense of efficacy 

 Improving the image of the water company and so increasing a sense of 

fairness and trust  

 Providing an economic framing of water which could lead to an 

undermining of intrinsic values to protect the resource  

 

Some of these factors were neglected through the design of the intervention: 

the intervention was specifically exploring the impact of water saving devices 

over time, not trying to maintain the devices, address issues of behaviour or 

instigate cultural change. There were other areas where greater attention to 

intervention design could have been placed: awareness of the dual flush toilets 

could have contributed to their better use. The water company may have 

indirectly tried to address some other factors but this was not clear to 

participants. For example, ESW were meeting their economic level of leakage 

but failed to communicate this effectively to their customers. In addition ESW 

has been highly praised for its innovative research in encouraging a reduction in 

water consumption (Waterwise, 2008). But again the participants in the 

Heybridge study were not aware of this.     

 

Some factors that could contribute to achieving a reduction in water use were 

present in the Heybridge context but were not the direct result of the 

intervention. A number of participants felt they had a moral obligation not to 

waste water. This appeared to be the result of past personal experience. 

Although not intended, the design of the houses led to infrequent washing of 

cars, so saving water. Almost all of the CH participants had bought showers 

which, if used in a certain manner, can lead to a reduction in water use 
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compared to bathing. This was the result of a social trend towards showering, 

partly influenced by perceived time constraints on people‟s lives. The household 

metering was the result of legislation declaring all new build houses should 

have water meters. It therefore was not a direct result of the intervention.  

 

Overall, it appears that „fit and forget‟ technology, by not engaging the water 

user, results in little motivation to take action.  

 

5.5 Recommendations for improving the Heybridge intervention 

The intervention to explore how people can use water efficient devices to 

achieve a reduction in water use could be improved. It seems that, as theory 

suggests, a much more holistic approach is needed, including awareness 

raising, a more active participation from the water users, an improvement in 

relations between water users and the full exploitation of available technology. 

The recommendations made here could apply to the implementation of any 

water demand management project that is using water efficient devices within 

its strategy.  

 

Within the Heybridge case study, raising awareness of personal practices is of 

key importance. Knowledge of end-point water consumption helped raise 

practices to a level of consciousness within the participants and instigated 

considerable discussion. Building on this, SMART metering could provide such 

information on a regular basis. The format in which the information is presented 

is crucial. Pie charts and graphs seemed to be understood by the residents, 

rather than figures of consumption in megalitres as appears on their water bills. 

There was a great desire to know if their consumption was „average‟. Many 
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participants asked how they compared to their neighbours and to national 

averages. Providing a comparison in the form of an „average‟, or even the street 

average, may act to motivate people to try to reduce their consumption. 

However, if their consumption is below average there may instead be an 

increase in water use! 

 

Payment through direct debit or book accounts removed feedback processes. 

Such payment methods needs to be carefully considered. If it is decided that 

such methods need to be continued then methods for the provision of personal 

information are needed, in addition to direct debit bills. 

 

Once people know where they are consuming the most water they need to feel 

they can reduce this. One way is in the consideration of how they use a 

particular device. This is unlikely to come up in an everyday context. Creating 

opportunities for such considerations is needed. This may be done through 

providing information on alternative equipment on water bills, along with 

information on water saving methods. Increasing awareness of the water 

efficient devices within the home and how to use them is also necessary. Such 

information could be provided through house audits. To remind people their 

toilets are dual flush, stickers could be used to clearly provide instructions for 

use.  

 

The incentive to save water is important. Building on the concept of reducing 

the wasting of water seems to be a key factor here. Thus campaigns could use 

this language rather than that of „saving‟.  Additionally, water users need to 
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know that there is a need to save water. Tailoring water scarcity information to 

individual regions seems important here.  

 

ESW are an exemplary company in their attempts to encourage a reduction in 

water consumption (Waterwise, 2008). Customers are not necessarily aware of 

this. Publicity on ESW‟s ethical achievements may help improve their standing 

amongst water users and reduce the negativity associated with the water 

company. Providing information on the frequency of hosepipe bans in their 

region may also give them a better standing. From the interview experience, it 

seems that face-to-face contact increases a sense of trust.  

 

Major constraints on reducing water consumption are the cultures of 

cleanliness, pleasure and convenience. A societal-wide cultural change would 

need to occur to alter perceptions of cleanliness, pleasure and convenience. 

This, obviously, is not a simple goal. It may also not be the role of a water 

company to attempt to do such a thing. Such issues will be further developed in 

Chapter 7.     
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6 The Lydd intervention: compulsory water metering 

 

The aims of this chapter are:  

 to ascertain the motivations to save water within the context of the Lydd 

case study 

 to evaluate the water metering intervention in Lydd   

 to provide recommendations for future water metering rollout 

programmes  

 

Folkestone and Dover Water Services were using Lydd as a trial town to 

explore the impact of compulsory domestic water metering on water 

consumption (see Chapter 3). FDWS took, and are still taking, quantitative 

measures of consumption at District Metering Area43 (DMA) level and at 

individual household level in Lydd since April 2007 in order to assess water 

consumption over time. According to FDWS‟s accepted application for water 

scarcity status, it was expected that domestic water metering would lead to a 

10% reduction44 in consumption (Ofwat, date unknown). The assumption here is 

that this would be achieved as people reduce their water use by changing their 

behaviour due to the financial incentive provided by metering. 

 

                                                           
43

 A DMA is a specifically defined area of a water distribution system in which the quantities of 

water entering and leaving the system can be measured. Consumption and leakage rates can 
thus be measured and the amount of water being used by domestic users in Lydd can be 
calculated. It is possible to do because Lydd has well defined boundaries with two dedicated 
mains supplying it (see Chapter 3, 3.5.1). 
44

 In FDWS‟s original application for water scarcity status they suggested domestic water 
consumption could lead to a reduction of 12.5% in newly metered households. In Ofwat‟s 
acceptance of water scarcity status Ofwat adjust this figure to 10% based on the Water 
Metering Trials Working Group report (Ofwat, no date). 
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“When customers are metered they can save money when they save 

water and so have an incentive to become more conscious of their water 

use,” (Ofwat, 2006:2). 

 

In Lydd the 2007 metering programme was accompanied with an information 

campaign on saving water, provided to all newly metered houses. This was 

followed in 2008/9 with additional trials including smart communication, stepped 

tariff charges and retro-fitting of water efficiency devices (FDWS, now Veolia 

Water Southeast45), (McAthy, 2010).  

 

Within this chapter the adapted MOA model will be used to explore the factors 

motivating the saving of water in Lydd and to identify factors that may have led 

to a change in the way in which practices were performed. The adapted socio-

technical triangle is used to explore the relationship between Users, Material 

Objects and Services. With consideration of the quantitative evidence supplied 

by FDWS the impact of the metering programme will be evaluated. 

Recommendations for future water metering roll-outs will be presented.  

 

6.1 Quantitative evidence on water consumption in Lydd46  

Since April 2007 FDWS have been collecting data on the water consumption of 

every metered house in the town of Lydd. They have also collected data from 

metered houses in the neighbouring control town, New Romney. In addition to 

the intervention of metering, from January 2008 FDWS have implemented 

various supplementary trials to see if these have an additional impact on 

                                                           
45

 To avoid confusion in this document the water company is referred to throughout as 
Folkestone & Dover Water Services, the company name at the time the research was carried 
out. 
46

 The quantitative data presented here is from a report written for FDWS by Ian McAthy, the 
Metering and Water Efficiency Manager at FDWS. 
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domestic water consumption. These trials include smart communications, 

stepped tariff charges and the retro-fitting of water appliances in volunteer 

households. FDWS‟s report (McAthy, 2010) in 2010 presents the findings so far 

regarding consumption and socio-economic impacts on local residents.  

 

A few observations regarding this quantitative data are necessary. Within their 

report FDWS state, “It is not yet possible to give reliable answers ...from this 

data. That may only be possible in subsequent reports when longer series of 

data are available,” (McAthy, 2010:5). With regards to this research project, it 

must be noted that the consumption data in the FDWS report combines impacts 

achieved through the original metering trial (when the interviews were taken), 

the subsequent supplementary interventions, and any other factors that may 

influence water consumption (e.g. droughts, media reports or campaigns) that 

have occurred over this time period.  

 

6.1.1 Overall consumption 

FDWS originally hoped to compare the overall water consumption of Lydd town 

pre- and post-metering by using data from the DMA. In the event it has not been 

possible to make this comparison. The water company concluded there was too 

much variation in the demand at this level to detect effects attributable to 

metering and/or additional water efficiency interventions. The company 

attributes the fluctuations in DMA measurements to pressure, leakage and 

intermittent commercial activities.  

 

It has been possible to look at household water consumption post-metering on a 

longitudinal scale in Lydd, and in comparison to the control town of New 
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Romney. Taking overall consumption from 2007-2009 using household meter 

readings, there has been a 1.3% reduction in Lydd compared to a 3.5% rise in 

New Romney (McAthy, 2010). The overall decline in Lydd‟s water use following 

metering has not been as significant as was expected. FDWS suggest two 

reasons for this: 1) Lydd already had a lower than average water consumption 

before metering and therefore did not have as much elasticity to reduce their 

use as those with higher water use; 2) Lydd has a lower than average network 

pressure and residents are thus, again, likely to be less responsive to stimuli of 

metering (McAthy: 2010).   

 

Through the analysis of data from household quarterly readings some 

consumption patterns can be detected. It appears that there has been a slight 

increase in the average daily household consumption following metering. This is 

calculated by comparing figures from Lydd‟s average household consumption of 

houses metered before 2007 with the average household consumption after 

compulsory metering. FDWS attribute the increase to the fact that previously, 

most of the metered residents were optants and therefore were households who 

would have already had relatively low consumption rates. All households have 

now been metered, including those with higher consumption rates, and 

therefore this rise in average household consumption is not unexpected 

(McAthy, 2010).  

 

On an individual household basis there has been a reduction in water 

consumption for some. Those customers whose bills doubled following metering 

have made significant and sustained reductions in water use.   
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“This form of analysis [metered bill compared to rateable value bill] 

demonstrates quite clearly that customers that have seen a significant 

change in their bill, in the transition from unmeasured to measured billing 

have actively reduced their consumption over time,” (McAthy, 2010:69).  

 

Those who saw little change or a reduction in their bill have retained their 

previous consumption levels.  

 

Comparisons between Lydd and New Romney suggest there has been an 

overall reduction in the rate of increase of water consumption during peak times 

in Lydd. From 2007-2009 Lydd residents‟ consumption has declined in the peak 

summer season whereas New Romney‟s has increased. FDWS suggest this is 

due to the metering and water efficiency promotions that Lydd has been subject 

to (McAthy, 2010).  

 

6.1.2 Supplementary interventions 

FDWS conclude they cannot establish a direct link between consumption data 

and the later supplementary interventions of smart communications and 

stepped tariff charges (McAthy, 2010). They suggest the stepped tariff charges 

did not have a large impact in Lydd as bills were already relatively low as 

households had a relatively low consumption rate. (Although, as seen above, 

(6.1.1), reductions were achieved). It is thought that a larger step tariff charge 

may have a larger impact.  
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It was found there was a slight difference in water consumption between those 

previously metered and the newly metered in Lydd. The newly metered did not 

increase their water use in the summer as much as the previously metered.  

 

Focus groups were conducted relating to the smart communications. The focus 

group participants suggested that smart communication provided a reminder to 

think about water use on a regular basis even if this did not bring visible 

changes in consumption (McAthy, 2010).  

 

Figures relating to the impact of retro-fitting devices are not yet available.  

 

6.1.3 Socio-economic factors and water consumption 

Some information has been provided on water use and socio-economic factors 

in the Interim Report (McAthy, 2010). Taking water use and household 

occupancy in Lydd, consumption per person decreases with occupancy level, 

as would be expected. However, consumption decreases much more than 

FDWS expected. Those houses having four or more occupants use on average 

less than 100 litres per person per day.  

 

Looking at income level and water consumption it was found that those within 

the „wealthy achievers‟ category (the highest category), had the highest water 

use per property per day. This applied to both those on a standard and those on 

a stepped tariff. Those in the „moderate income‟ category who had originally 

been metered had retained the lowest water use compared to all categories. 

FDWS think “this may be attributable to their heightened awareness of utility 

bills and a conscious effort to control them,” (McAthy, 2010:52).  
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Studies have been carried out on financial impact of metering. The majority of 

customers are paying less, now they are metered, than before. Of those who 

are paying more, a larger proportion of them live in lower rateable value (RV) 

properties and therefore are likely to be less well off. Many customers in the 

higher rated properties make greater savings. FDWS talk of losing revenue by 

the overall decline in billing prices and say they will adjust the rate per unit of 

water in the future. This, obviously, will further affect those who are less well off 

unless some other measures are taken.  

 

The stepped tariff appears to further disadvantage the less well off. It has been 

found that the water debt situation for Lydd residents on stepped tariff charges 

is significantly worse than for all other measured customers.  

 

“Although the actual value of the debt calculated this way may not be a 

true financial reflection of the situation it is clear, from the analysis of 

regular reports, that the number of customers and the amount owed by 

those customers is rising at a significant rate,” (McAthy, 2010:64). 

 

6.1.4 Summarising the quantitative findings 

Comparing overall consumption in Lydd before and after the metering 

intervention is not possible. However, data at a household level has been 

collected since 2007. This shows that average consumption has increased in 

the town of Lydd as those with higher water use became metered. These 

figures confirm Herrington‟s expectation (2006) that savings achieved through 
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compulsory metering would not be the same as reductions achieved by optant 

metering.   

 

For customers whose metered bill was significantly higher than their RV bill 

there has been a significant, sustained reduction in their water use. Those who 

saw little change or a reduction in their bills have retained their previous 

consumption levels. Overall there has been a reduction in the rate of increase in 

water use since 2007.  

 

With smart communications and stepped tariffs there are not statistically 

significant changes that can be detected in household water use. However, 

some figures show that the stepped tariff charges may have contributed to the 

decline in the rate of increase in summer water use. For those who saw the 

highest bill increases with stepped tariff charges there has been an overall 

decline in water use. There has been little change in water use for those whose 

bills did not alter.  

 

In terms of socio-economic influences it appears that the wealthiest use the 

most water. Those in households with high occupancies use the least water per 

person.  

 

In terms of the financial impact of metering, a greater proportion of those with 

the lowest incomes have higher bills following metering. The stepped tariff 

seems to accentuate this problem as debt levels have increased with the 

introduction of this measure.  
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6.2 Application of the adapted MOA model to the Lydd case study 

Using the structure provided by the adapted MOA model (see Table 7, Chapter 

2) the following section will present the motivations and enablers to save water 

present at the time of the interviews in Lydd.  

 

6.2.1 Motivations to save water 

6.2.1.1 The salience of the need  

Do the water users perceive a need for water saving and therefore a need to 

act? During the 2006 drought the majority of Lydd water users believed there 

had been a need to reduce water use at that particular time. Several 

participants thought that there may be long-term water scarcity issues in other 

areas of the south east. However, the predominant view was that there should 

not be a need for Lydd residents to save water on a permanent daily basis.  

 

The Lydd participants spoke of the abundance of lakes on the marsh, the dykes 

that run across the fields and take water out to sea, and rainfall. Several people 

used the visible water in the landscape as their gauge to see if there was a 

water shortage or not.  

 

Ms LW: … I drive past there [the lakes at Dungeness] and depending on 

how many islands I can see depends on how the local water is doing... 

Mr LV: ... I always think if the dykes are full then there‟s plenty of water. 

(Group 4, 63). 
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There was expressed incredulity at the water scarcity status given to FDWS. It 

was commonly felt that a water scarcity issue was due to mismanagement of 

the water supply rather than to an actual lack of availability.  

 

Mr LD: Well you know, when there‟s a water shortage on you get told not 

to use the hose in a ban or blah blah blah. But you know, I mean, it‟s 

common knowledge, I think, that down where we are on the marsh that 

there are boreholes and there‟s a plentiful amount of water down there. If 

there isn‟t really then there‟s something managerially, managerially is 

going wrong with the water company. (Mr LD, 128). 

 

Factors associated with mismanagement of the water supply included the 

perceptions that water was siphoned off from the Denge peninsula to 

Folkestone47, leakage from the system48 and lack of storage of rain water. 

Participants frequently questioned why water companies were not using a 

national grid system or desalination plants. Almost all participants mentioned 

the extensive house building plans in the area, saying that all the new houses 

need water and hence were an additional strain on the water supply. Both the 

water company and government were blamed for this, with a few participants 

also blaming immigrants and refugees.  

 

Mr LJ: And the other thing that really bothers me is the water company 

being really blind on the fact that there‟s so many houses being built in the 

south east, so many people moving into the south east. There is no 

                                                           
47

 A pipe had recently been built from Folkestone to the Denge peninsula which FDWS say is 
for piping water to the peninsula in case of a contamination issue with the supply there.  
48

 FDWS are meeting their economic level of leakage. As found in Heybridge, Lydd participants 
seem to refer to water companies as a collective whole rather than individual companies.   
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infrastructure to deal with all this. There is no water resource. So like next 

week I‟m expecting a hosepipe ban because they haven‟t done their job 

properly. They haven‟t done their homework. They haven‟t, they just 

haven‟t dealt with the influx of people and the new housing that‟s gone up, 

everywhere. They just haven‟t dealt with this.  

Int: When you say „they‟, who exactly are you referring to?  

Mr LJ: I‟m talking about the water company. The water company knew/ 

Ms LJ: / not just the water company you‟ve got the property developer, 

plus the councils that passed the planning permission / 

Mr LJ: They don‟t care. (Group 2, 267). 

 

A small number of participants did feel there was a permanent water 

shortage which could be associated in part with increased domestic use. Mr 

LQ and Ms LP spoke of the increase in washing machines and dishwashers 

and the frequency of showering.  

 

Int: Why do you think there is a, umm, there seems to be a greater scarcity 

of supply of water these days? 

Mr LQ: Because of the population/ 

Ms LP: Because everybody‟s showering every five minutes! 

Mr LQ: That‟s one of the main things. Everyone‟s got a washing machine. 

Instead of there being one laundry down the road now everyone‟s got a 

washing machine. 

Ms LQ: A dishwasher. (Group 3, 419). 
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Very few participants cited low rainfall as a cause for water shortage, although 

many people were aware that Lydd was on shingle and therefore any rain water 

quickly percolated through and was lost to use. Several people did perceive a 

need to save water in order to prevent damage to the local ecosystem. While 

participants stated there was a need to do this, many were still confused as to 

why there was not enough water when there seemed to be a lot of water 

around.  

 

6.2.1.2 Who has the responsibility to conserve water?  

A denial of responsibility for a situation is a contributory factor to non-action 

(Olander & Thøgersen, 1995; van Vugt, 1999). When Lydd participants were 

asked who has the responsibility to conserve water many responded with „us‟, 

implying that each citizen should do so. However, this was often followed with 

comments such as „and the water company‟. Government was also seen to play 

a part. A few participants pointed to business and industry.  

 

In addition, many participants pointed out that they personally conserved water 

but blamed other members of the public for not doing so.  

 

Mr LV: The problem is today with Joe Public they have no respect for 

anything they, they don‟t care. They‟re very wasteful. 

Ms LX: No no no. 

Mr LV: At the end of the day they‟re going to say they‟re saving water but 

they‟re going to do what they like. 
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Ms LX: There‟s people like us and there‟s people like obviously you‟ve got 

people that will never work in their life, will never do anything, never earn 

money and never pay for anything but we‟re still paying for it.   

Ms LW: At the end of the day they‟re not paying their bills. 

Ms LX: They‟re not paying their bills and we are. (Group 4, 863). 

 

The general feeling can be summarised as, „I am doing my part, but most others 

are not.‟ 

 

6.2.1.3 Efficacy: will personal actions make a difference?  

According to van Vugt (2002), water metering acts to individualise the impact of 

any taken actions so that the householder can personally measure the impact of 

changes in water use and so see if taken actions are having an effect. In 

addition the householder may feel the impact in terms of a financial gain or loss. 

Furthermore, metering may reduce the existence of „free-riders‟. In these 

respects metering could increase feelings of efficacy.  

 

In Lydd, almost everyone spoke of steps they had taken to reduce water use 

before the compulsory metering process due to the 2006 drought and hosepipe 

ban. During that period some took showers instead of baths. Some still bathed 

but reduced the frequency so they felt they could use the water in the garden 

instead. Many people bought water butts. These are actions based on the belief 

that they personally could reduce their water use, knew how to do this, and felt 

that their action would reduce, or not increase, the amount of water they 

personally were using. They could not measure this amount of water as they 

were not metered, but they had a sense of the amount (however inaccurate) 
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that they were saving. This suggests that people did feel they could personally 

do something. The hosepipe ban, which prevented people doing certain 

activities and was universally applied to all, was a contributing factor, but some 

actions taken were not related to hosepipes.  

 

Following metering, both for previously metered and newly metered, people 

spoke of continuing the same actions or taking additional actions, such as 

removing drip irrigation systems or reducing the frequency of washing clothes. 

The impact of the actions taken, participants said, would be seen by comparing 

the costs of water on their quarterly bills. Two participants actively read their 

water meter dials to monitor water use of different practices. 

 

At the time of the interviews the majority of newly metered households had had 

only one metered bill so did not yet feel they could see if they were saving 

water. For those whose first bill was significantly cheaper than their previous 

fixed rate bill, several felt they had made successful attempts to reduce their 

water use. (However, whether they had actually reduced water use is unknown 

as they had not previously received measured water use information so were 

basing it on cost only).These participants were very pleased with their lower 

bills. They felt they would continue to use water as they were, rather than 

increasing their use so that their bill met the same payment as their previous 

fixed rate bills. For these people there was definitely a perception that they had 

assessed their situation and accomplished change.  

 

For those whose bills had gone up, or who were still uncertain, they were also 

concerned with trying to reduce water use. This was not accompanied with 
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feelings that they could achieve reductions but more of a questioning of what 

they could do next.  

 

When asked if greater savings could be made, almost all participants said there 

was little they could do to reduce their use further without life becoming 

„uncomfortable‟.  Washing still had to be done, standards of personal 

cleanliness still had to be met, people would always need to drink. Most said 

they were unaware of how much water an appliance used on average over a 

period of time or in a cycle, and so did not know which specific practice they 

could focus on. The decline in savings which may initially have been made may 

not have continued to fall as people did not know what to do next as they had 

made the changes they felt they could do. This is supported by the quantitative 

evidence. In 2010 FDWS reported that water consumption had not dropped as 

greatly as they expected. It also has not risen greatly (McAthy, 2010). It may be 

the case that residents had taken the actions they felt they could do, were still 

doing these, and could not make further changes to their water using 

behaviours. 

 

In terms of achieving an impact on the conservation of the natural water 

resource as a whole, many people perceived that long-term water shortage was 

due to mismanagement of the resource, and as they were not directly managing 

the resource there was little impact their actions could have. Many people felt 

industry and businesses, such as the local power station and golf courses, and 

water company leakages, made their personal household water use pale into 

insignificance in terms of the resource as a whole. However, many have 
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demonstrated that they did still take action, even without financial incentive, 

because they themselves knew what they had done and felt good about it.  

 

Int: OK, the fact that you have a lower bill now, does it make you think that 

you could make up that difference? You could use more water and go 

back up to seventeen pounds? 

Ms LH (newly metered): I could I could. 

Int: Does that occur to you at all or does it not?/ 

Ms LH: /No I don‟t want to „cause I‟m being good 

Int: OK 

Ms LH: I feel good, if I don‟t use as much then that‟s brilliant. (Ms LH, 

341).  

 

In terms of free-riding, there was a feeling that all those domestic users on 

water meters would be „penalised‟ by using more water as they paid for what 

they used. This relates to issues of fairness discussed below in 6.2.1.4.   

 

To summarise, in Lydd many people believed they could take action to reduce 

personal water use and they did so both before and after compulsory metering. 

Their actions, however, had a limit: many people felt they did not have the 

necessary knowledge or ability to take further action. In relation to the wider 

picture of saving water, metering did not remove the feeling that on a resource-

wide scale their actions may make little impact. But taking action made them 

feel good, or provided them with more disposable income. Altruism and financial 

incentives were seen to be motivational factors, and will be discussed below in 

6.2.1.5. 
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6.2.1.4 Fairness and trust 

There was an overall feeling that the current system of water provision was 

unfair as it privatised a resource essential to wellbeing and health. It was felt by 

many that profits were made for shareholders and were not put back into the 

system of provision. Some commented that it was unfair to pay for water as it 

was a natural resource freely available in the form of rain.  

 

There were mixed opinions regarding the fairness of water metering. There 

were a small number of participants, all newly metered, who disputed metering 

on the grounds that, as water use was essential, a fixed rate was fair. Therefore 

metering was unfair.   

 

Amongst the majority of those who had had no choice in metering (newly 

metered, new build, change of address) there was a common feeling that 

metering was fair, but only if everyone was metered. 

 

Ms LW (new build): I think it‟s fairer now everybody‟s on it. When I moved 

into my house my next door neighbour was watering his garden 

sometimes he‟d go out and leave it blooming all weekend going you know 

and I‟d be there with the watering can going up and down you know so 

that used to grate on me a bit but now everybody‟s on it and I do think its 

fairer. 

Mr LV (newly metered): Yes I agree to that. (Group 4, 872). 
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For optants there was a definite feeling that metering was fair; why should they 

pay for the water use of others?  

 

Int: Do you think that is quite a fair way to pay for water? 

Ms LQ: I do. 

Ms LP: Yes. Absolutely. 

Mr LQ: Why should I subsidise someone who‟s got, as Ms P says, 4, 5 

people living in the house etc?  

Ms LQ: Or waste it on the garden all night and all day. 

Ms LP: Yes that‟s right. (Group 3 ,239 (all optants)). 

 

The manner in which compulsory metering came to Lydd was seen as unfair by 

most of the newly metered. They had been placed on meters but were unsure 

of the future extent of the metering process that FDWS was carrying out. 

Several people did not know if metering would apply over the whole of Kent, or 

the UK. They had been „forced‟ onto meters while other people were „getting 

away with it‟ (Ms LK).  

 

Lydd was the first town to be metered under water scarcity status. No 

participants knew why Lydd was chosen as the first place to be metered, 

including members of the town council. Some suggested that if this was known 

feelings may be different. As it was, there was a strong feeling of victimisation 

among the participants, with Lydd residents feeling they were being „picked on‟ 

for non-existent excessive water use. This seemed to be related to wider 

feelings of Lydd as a town being neglected by local government and services as 

it was at the end of the peninsula, far from the centre of power of Folkestone. 
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Such comments were made by almost every participant that worked in the 

public sector or on the local town council.  

 

Mr LC: ... the reason people get upset here is because we are the furthest 

point away from the perceived centre, which is Folkestone, yeah, and we 

always get the sticky end of the stick down here…  They picked us again. 

You know, right at the end of the line. Furthest away from everybody else. 

They‟re not going to protest ... we were dumped on once more. (Mr LC, 

767). 

 

How these feelings of unfairness translate into action to reduce water use is 

unknown. Two participants stated they were going to use as much water as 

they liked as they were paying for it. Resentment over the „unfair‟ treatment of 

Lydd could lead to a similar subconscious reaction in other residents. 

Conversely, those already on meters felt the system was fairer if everyone was 

metered, so they may subconsciously respond well to the compulsory metering 

in terms of water use.  

 

Closely linked to concept of fairness is the concept of trust. Van Vugt suggests 

the metering process may remove the need for trust (2002). As people pay for 

what they use the worry of „free riders‟ is reduced (see Chapter 2), thus people 

will not be tempted to consume large amounts of water in times of stress. At the 

time of the interviews in Lydd there was no indication that participants were 

satisfied there would no longer be free-riders. This was because there was still 

a level of confusion over the extent of domestic metering and whether 

businesses were also metered. With more extensive metering and a greater 
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awareness of metering the feelings of unfairness may change but it is not 

possible to tell this from the data collected in the interviews. There was 

evidence that there was little trust in other members of the public in relation to 

conserving the resource. 

 

Trust between the water user and the water company is also of importance. It 

was found there was very little trust regarding FDWS.  

 

Int: And do you think that [the high] profile [of water] has been propagated 

mainly through media or industry…? 

Ms LI: I think its, it‟s certainly not industry because I don‟t think we believe 

what we hear from industry. I mean we‟re just hearing that the water 

companies have made record profits again.  So you know it, it makes you 

very, very difficult to believe what they say… (Ms LI, 101). 

 

This was seen to affect belief in the water scarcity situation.  

 

6.2.1.5 Benefits and costs 

Amongst Lydd participants there was a great belief in the power of financial 

incentives to influence what people consume. Many participants said they were 

responding to financial incentives at the time of the interviews, (by reducing 

their water use), and felt that others would be doing so too.  

 

Int: So you think the money [incentive] has more power to make people 

change? 
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Ms LY: Yeah. Money people will understand. (Mr & Ms LY,569 (new 

build)). 

 

Ms LG: … now you‟re paying for it, you‟re obviously not going to use it 

perhaps as freely as you would, i.e. for example, there‟s no way I‟d put a 

sprinkler on now and leave it for three hours on the lawn, whereas before 

when I wasn‟t paying for the water, I would, I‟ll be honest with that. (Ms G, 

273 (newly metered)). 

 

Some participants had received water bills that were cheaper than when they 

were on a fixed rate. When asked if they would be happy to increase their water 

use so that their bill would be the same as the old fixed rate bill they all stated 

they would not, as seen in 6.2.1.3 above.  

  

Doubt was expressed about the financial incentive of water metering by one 

resident who had been metered for many years already. She felt that water 

costs were low in comparison to other utility bills and therefore would not have a 

large impact, especially over time. The quantitative figures so far contradict her 

doubts. Water use has risen more slowly in Lydd than in New Romney (McAthy, 

2010). 

 

Some participants thought that water metering would not have an impact on 

wealthier residents as they could afford to use as much water as they would 

like. The quantitative evidence has shown that indeed the wealthier households 

have the highest water use and this is little affected by the stepped tariff. The 
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stepped tariff had the greatest impact on consumption of the less well off 

(McAthy, 2010). 

 

Participants in Lydd were seen to be weighing up the costs of one practice 

against another. Ms LG felt if her husband did not have a bath he could wash 

the car. Some were also weighing the financial cost against considerations of 

time and perceived benefit. Ms LH and Mr LV removed their drip irrigation 

systems as they felt the time and money involved in watering with a watering 

can was more favourable. Ms LU had stopped gardening with the 

grandchildren. She felt she could not afford the financial cost despite the 

perceived benefits of learning to grow vegetables, exercise and healthy eating. 

Thus a process of valuing water was taking place.  

 

In addition to the financial constraint on water users, economists claim that 

placing a price on a resource signals it is valuable, which in return could lead to 

less use (van Vugt, 1999). This is very relevant to water use in the UK where 

people have an expectation that water is always available and have paid below 

cost value for water before privatisation. Lydd participants certainly felt water 

was very important, demonstrated by the indignation some felt at being asked to 

reduce their consumption of it, seen above (6.2.1.4).  

 

Some theorists argue that placing an economic value on a resource can 

undermine intrinsic values to save water (Biel & Thøgersen, 2007; Crompton, 

2008). Did this happen in Lydd? Before metering Lydd participants spoke of 

methods they used to reduce water use due to the drought and hosepipe ban. 

Reducing water use because of the drought is an altruistic action. Changing 
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how water is used in the garden due to a hosepipe ban is an action taken to 

follow law. Following metering, people spoke of the incentive to reduce water 

use as being monetary. Participants changed water use patterns as it was 

considered too expensive to continue old patterns. 

 

Mr LM (newly metered) : Yeah, ‟cause none of us are saving the planet 

with our water meters. None of us are taking it on for that reason, we‟re 

just watching the money. I‟m sorry I‟m sure there might be somebody out 

there who‟s doing their bit but we‟re doing our bit for our wallet. (Mr & Ms 

LM,1538). 

 

Most participants spoke of the monetary incentive to reduce water use. Few 

mentioned altruistic motivations. However, altruistic motivations had been seen 

to have an impact on behaviour during the time of the drought. It may be that 

metering had led to a change in this attitude. However, those previously 

metered also spoke of reducing water use during the drought, indicating that 

money is not the only incentive. Furthermore, as many do not perceive a water 

shortage being a long-term issue there is not a perception that water needs to 

be saved, and thus an altruistic motivation is not present. The newly metered 

who had made financial gains did not want to increase their use as they felt they 

had been „good‟ by saving water.  

 

It seems that financial incentives are the language that people find acceptable 

to describe their motivations. Perhaps other descriptions of why actions are 

taken are not at a level of discursive consciousness.  Alternatively, many 

participants did not see water use as a long-term environmental problem and 
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thought the drought to be a temporary condition. Therefore, for these people, 

there was actually not a perceived need for altruistic action on a regular basis. 

 

Metering is an appeal to individual gain. It could therefore be argued that at 

future times of need, such as in another period of drought, people will act in 

their own interest and continue to use water as they wish. The evidence so far 

suggests this has not happened in Lydd. During the peak periods of summer, 

water use in Lydd had remained lower than that of the neighbouring New 

Romney (McAthy, 2010). However, between 2007 - 2009 no severe drought 

occurred so the extent that metering will control peak use has not really been 

tested.   

 

6.2.1.6 Social norms  

As discussed in Chapter 4, concepts of cleanliness, convenience and pleasure 

are driving forces in water use. The behaviours associated with cleanliness and 

pleasure were clearly seen to impact upon intentions to save water for Lydd 

participants (see Chapter 4). People either were reluctant to cut down on water 

use, or even see reduction as a possibility, in areas that affected the social 

norm of cleanliness. They therefore lacked the incentive or the efficacy to make 

changes. In terms of pleasure, some activities were stopped, such as summer 

swimming pools and use of sprinklers or irrigation systems. Such activities were 

seen by many to be excessive and were frowned upon, providing an incentive 

to others to stop. Other „pleasurable‟ activities were adapted, mainly to do with 

gardening. Alternative water sources were found, such as water butts or grey 

water. Methods to put this water on the garden were adapted, such as using 

watering cans instead of hoses. Each person had their own acceptable 
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threshold for change, below which they were not willing to change the way they 

used water. This varied on occasions depending on the daily circumstances.  

 

Perceptions of self (Cialdini & Trost, 1998) were also seen to have an influence 

on how people used water. Some people said they were not wasteful people 

and therefore did not waste water. A few people were inspired by „green‟ issues 

and therefore tried to save water by using the economy wash cycle on the 

washing machine or having a water butt. They read the lists of suggestions to 

save water and counted which they did. A few others disliked being seen as 

„green‟ with this having „hippyish‟ connotations. Those who perceived of 

themselves as a very „clean‟ person admitted they had problems reducing water 

use as they did not wish to make cuts in washing.  

 

In Lydd it seems that water saving was in the early stages of becoming a 

universal social norm. Everyone was practicing some forms of water saving yet 

such actions were seen as being slightly strange. Two non-metered participants 

laughed at themselves for changing practices when they did not have the 

financial incentive to do so. Others spoke of their water saving actions being 

perceived as abnormal.  

 

Ms LQ (optant): We save all our water for the garden, the bathwater. 

People laugh at us really. (Group 3, 261). 

 

The reason behind this seemed to be that the desire to save water was coming 

into conflict with the social norm of cleanliness. Saving water was associated 

with being slightly dirty (reusing old water, reducing standards of cleanliness). 
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Older people felt that they personally were sticking to old fashioned values, and 

this would be undesirable to younger people.  

 

Compulsory metering could help to make the concept of saving water socially 

acceptable. Amongst Lydd participants monetary incentives were universally 

seen as a legitimate motivating factor for changing behaviour. The 

embarrassment of mentioning „green‟ issues was removed. As (nearly) all 

households were water metered, all had a legitimate reason to reduce their 

water use. For those households who were not metered, as everyone else was 

saving water, they would copy what others were doing. Ms LZ and Ms LX were 

unaffected by the metering but both talked of methods by which they reduced 

water consumption.  

 

6.2.1.7 Intention to act 

A very mixed picture of motivations to save water was presented amongst Lydd 

participants. Metering increased awareness of water use in the home, 

encouraging some self reflection on water using practices and efforts to change 

these. Placing a price on water undoubtedly provided an incentive to reduce 

water use. For some it provided a legitimate reason to save water if they did not 

like the perception of being seen to be „green‟. By some it was seen as a fairer 

way to pay for water, reducing opportunities for free-riding neighbours to 

squander water.  

 

However, metering was strongly disliked by some. There was great resentment 

towards the water company for „forcing‟ metering upon them when others were 

not yet metered and when the company itself was felt to be wasteful. This may 
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have an effect on how participants responded, consciously or unconsciously, to 

calls to reduce water use. Furthermore, the financial incentive could lead to a 

long-term undermining of intrinsic values with the result that, in times of 

hardship, people will only act on a personal interest basis.  

 

People were constrained in their attempts to reduce water use by social norms 

such as cleanliness and pleasure, the need to save time and concepts of self. 

Many people had made cuts and felt that they could not make any more. Some 

were very satisfied with their reductions. Others were extremely anxious, feeling 

they could not make further cuts in water use but needed to because of financial 

situations.  

 

The outcome of these Intentions for each individual is influenced by Opportunity 

and Ability to act.  

 

6.2.2 Ability 

6.2.2.1 Habits 

Several people spoke of not being very aware of personal water use.  

 

Mr LY: …I think the way water is, you do just switch it on and let it go don‟t 

you?  (Mr & Ms LY,169) 

 

However, in contradiction to this view, many people could cite a range of water 

saving measures in the home, listed what they did to reduce water use and 

described how they evaluated these attempts. For example Mr LC was pleased 

with the water butt and therefore got another. 
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Water had recently become a topic of conversation amongst people.  

 

Mr LC: …people were talking about it, actually talking about it openly, it‟s a 

very strange thing to say, people were talking about it openly, about not 

running taps when cleaning teeth and things like that, which is, um, a 

strange thing for people to be talking about. (Mr LC, 546) 

 

Mr LC felt this had happened before the metering process, and was the result of 

media campaigns around the drought and hosepipe ban. Mr LJ believed the 

metering installation process had caused the discussions.  

 

The extent to which awareness of practices had an effect on habit was 

constrained by concepts of cleanliness. Several people spoke of the possibility 

of reducing showering but dismissed the idea as not being desirable.  

 

6.2.2.2 Task Knowledge 

Changes to practices were affected by people‟s knowledge of their personal 

water using practices and how it may be possible to change these practices. 

Many people felt they had little idea of which appliances used the most water 

within the house. They therefore had a limited ability to make judgments on 

which practices to change. Several people said they wanted this information.  

 

In addition, many could not understand information they were given on bills and 

leaflets. There was confusion over metric and imperial measurements. People 

could not understand or visualise the quantities presented. Furthermore, the 

meters were not „smart‟ meters whereby people could easily see the water 
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consumption of a particular practice. This made it difficult to equate a particular 

practice with a saving.  In addition, people were not necessarily aware of the 

amount on their bill because they paid by direct debit.  

 

Ms LH: You just pay your bill, don‟t you? Bills come in you put them on 

direct debit, they go out every month, you don‟t even think about them, 

well I don‟t. Well I know x amount‟s going out, I have the rest left to live on. 

End of story.  (Ms LH, 349). 

 

There was also a lack of knowledge of what technological solutions were 

available to help reduce consumption. Dual flush toilets and water butts were 

commonly discussed but low flow taps or water efficient shower heads were 

rarely, if ever, mentioned. A few people asked if more extensive rainwater 

harvesting systems could be used and where these were available. People 

were interested in trying this technology but knew little about it, how to find out 

about it, where to purchase it or how to install it, and what the cost or savings 

may be.   

 

6.2.2.3 Physical capability 

As found in Heybridge, the physical capabilities of Lydd residents impacted on 

attempts to reduce water use or use water. Ms LU had stopped gardening as 

she could not carry a watering can due to her bad back. Her husband had a 

disability whereby his dressings had to be washed every day, as did towels and 

bed sheets. As the representative of disabled residents on the Lydd council, Mr 

LU was very concerned about the impact of water meters on those with 

registered disabilities and those who were not registered but were borderline. 
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He had not heard of the vulnerable persons‟ allowance49. Neither had the local 

tenants council representative.  

 

Interestingly, several pensioners dutifully carried in water butt water for flushing 

the toilets as they did not think mains water should be put to such use. Others 

who were more able bodied did not take such action. Speculatively, this could 

be the result of generational difference in the concept of convenience, personal 

experience of alternative water supply systems, or time availability.  

 

The impact of mental capability on water use did not arise in conversation in 

Lydd. 

 

6.2.3 Opportunity 

6.2.3.1 Infrastructure  

The existing infrastructure constrained attempts to save water as unused water 

ran away into the sewer system. A few Lydd participants reported saving bath 

or shower water in buckets for use in the garden. One person had a small water 

pump to divert bath water to the garden. However, the majority of people did not 

try to save water in such a manner and so this water was lost. If the plumbing 

infrastructure was designed in a different manner grey water may be able to be 

re-used.  

 

                                                           
49

 Mr & Ms LU were not yet metered, living slightly outside of Lydd. They had asked to be interviewed to 
highlight the difficulties households with disabled residents could face with having to pay for water use. 
There are officially systems in place for discounts for disabled people with water meters. Mr LU did not 
know of this despite being a disabled spokesman for the local council. The housebound disabled 
householder did not fall into one of the categories for immediate qualification for this discount so would 
have to go through various procedures to be recognised for discount. 
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Several people reported their combi boilers to be a constraint on using less 

water. Leaving a running tap while waiting for hot water to come through was 

thought to waste a lot of water. While some people tried to save this water it 

was generally seen as a difficult task as there were not the storage facilities to 

do so (in terms of buckets to collect the excess water) or the space under the 

tap was too small for suitable containers.  

 

Guttering on people‟s roofs and sheds funnelled rainwater into water butts and 

many people used these to save water. As mentioned, several people wanted 

to know more about grey water recycling and rainwater harvesting.  

 

Space within a building also constrained or enhanced water efficiency. One 

household did not have a bath, so enforcing shower use, which probably used 

less water. Another household could not fit a dishwasher in the kitchen due to 

space limitations. All participants in Lydd had a garden. Many enjoyed 

gardening and so used water to maintain their gardens.  

 

6.2.3.2 Physical environment 

The physical environment provided opportunities to save or use water. One 

resident had a dyke at the end of her garden. She scooped water out to water 

her plants and provide bird baths. This did not reduce overall water use but did 

reduce the amount she took from the mains system. The shingle geology of 

Lydd also affected the degree of watering that took place. The shingle caused 

water to drain away rapidly rather than stay on the surface.  
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Quantities of rainfall in an area affect ability to collect rainwater for use. Some 

participants reported periods of no rain, and hence empty water butts, leading 

them to use mains water for the garden.  

 

6.2.3.3 Legislation/regulations 

A year before this research took place the hosepipe ban triggered a change in 

the way water was used outside the house. As mentioned, many installed water 

butts. Others used buckets of water or watering cans to do activities they 

normally used a hose for. The regulation seems to have acted in two manners. 

One was the fear residents would be fined if they used a hosepipe. (One boy 

reported filling a swimming pool with a hosepipe hidden under towels in case an 

aeroplane flew overhead and reported water use). Another manner in which the 

ban worked was to create a social norm that using a hosepipe was 

unacceptable. Almost all participants said they did not use hosepipes or 

sprinklers.  

 

Once the water butt had been tried and tested, and seen to work, participants 

continued to use it despite the end of the hosepipe ban. In this manner the 

practice of watering a garden with rainwater had been evaluated and found to 

be effective. The new practice was therefore kept after the ban was lifted. Some 

participants reported difficulties in obtaining a water butt as demand outstripped 

supply, so limiting opportunities for people to utilise water butts as much as they 

wanted to.   

 

The compulsory water metering of Lydd provided opportunities for change. 

FDWS assumed that metering would encourage people to use less water as 
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they would save money. This, as discussed, seemed to happen to an extent. 

People made changes to water-using practices. In the future water metering 

may also discourage people from buying appliances associated with high water 

use. It was too early to see if this had happened in Lydd but people had stopped 

using certain appliances which they perceived used lots of water, (e.g. 

swimming pools, dishwashers and drip irrigation).  If people perceive a machine 

is too expensive to run they are unlikely to buy one.  

 

6.2.3.4 Monetary resources  

Perceived cost had an effect on water using practices and intention to change 

behaviour. Metering appeared to encourage people to save water as all newly 

metered participants described changes in practices and „being careful‟, despite 

water being a cheaper utility than gas or electricity. Participants were assessing 

if they could afford a bath and to wash the car, or do one or the other. A few 

participants expressed concern that they had to compromise on wellbeing and 

health due to their financial situation and the new metering system. No one 

expressed a view that they personally were wealthy enough not to consider how 

much water they used. Participants wanted to know the cost of a practice so 

they could make a more informed choice on what practices to restrict. None of 

them knew what such costs would be. If combined with knowledge on how to 

save water, these financial concerns could impact on behaviour. 

 

Affordability was seen as a barrier to using water efficient technology by many. 

Several people said they would not choose an „A‟-rated energy efficient washing 

machine as it was too expensive. They felt if machines were rated similarly for 

water the same principle would apply. Additionally, some appliances were very 
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expensive to buy and thus there was no consideration of replacing them while 

they were still in working order.  

 

6.2.3.5 Time 

Time convenient practices or appliances enabled a behaviour to take place or 

not. For some the extra time added to watering a garden using a watering can 

rather than a hosepipe was frustrating. Some have changed the types of plants 

in the garden so they will not have to water them so frequently. This decision 

was the result of a consideration of various elements including time, the ability 

to carry water over a distance and future frequencies of hosepipe bans.  

 

6.2.3.6 Social situations 

For those who rented housing, or in the case of Lydd, for those in army housing, 

there was not the possibility to carry out infrastructural changes to houses to 

install more water efficient equipment. Ms LB, whose husband was in the army, 

had to apply to the army if she wanted a dishwasher or shower. The army would 

make the decision.  

 

Opportunities to save water within one home can be constrained by other 

householders. Where one person may be striving hard to reduce their use of 

water and change practices, another could be eliminating the savings through 

more prolific use. Several participants blamed others for large water use, and 

spoke of „nagging‟ the children or partner to use less. Interestingly, all of the 

children interviewed were aware of the recent water metering process, even 

one child whose house had not been metered. This indicates that the metering 

process had been a talking point in the home.  
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6.3 The application of the adapted socio-technical triangle to the 

Lydd case study 

The application of the adapted MOA model to the Lydd case study has already 

shed some light onto relationships between Users and Material Objects and 

Services. However, application of the adapted socio-technical triangle allows 

these relationships to be considered in more detail and thus is a worthwhile 

exercise despite some repetition.   

 

6.3.1 The relationship between Users and Material Objects  

The Users are the Lydd participants. The Material Object under consideration is 

the water meter. For optants the meter was an object which allowed them to 

pay for what they used and not subsidise other people. The newly metered 

often presented the meter as a money-making box, monitoring their personal 

and private practices and penalising them for their water use. For virtually all 

participants, both previously metered and newly metered, the water meter had a 

secretive air about it as people did not read it nor understand the figures on the 

dial. For many of the newly metered the meter was an unknown quantity: some 

were confused over systems of payment; many were worried about how much 

money they would have to pay.   

 

The functional qualities of the water meter (i.e. information provision) were 

rarely utilised by water users. People did not read their meters due to their 

location in the street in front of the houses.  
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Ms LW: ... at the moment there‟s a great big spider that lives down there 

[the place where the meter is located] and it‟s [the water meter] a long way 

down and there‟s this silly plug thing on top of it and I can‟t get to it and, 

and its dirty and it‟s a long way down the hole. It‟s just a pain to go and get 

it. I think if it was you know like my gas meter with the boxes and I can see 

it, it would be better. … 

Mr LV: It‟s not accessible is it? You‟ve got to be really dedicated to actually 

want to go and [read] it you know. (Group 4, 784). 

 

Many participants paid through direct debit so did not read their bills. Thus the 

two methods of receiving feedback on water consumption were being missed. 

Only two participants reported reading their water meter. Both were newly 

metered participants interested in monitoring what water they used for different 

practices. They both responded to the information they gathered by changing 

gardening practices.  

 

All participants felt that the water meter would achieve its stated function of 

reducing water use in the home as it was felt people responded to monetary 

incentives. This was seen to be happening without the feedback mechanism. 

People were changing their practices before receiving their first metered bill.   

 

Another Material Object which had symbolic meaning to the participants was 

water. This refers to both tap water and the water within the local landscape. 

Several of the participants who had lived in Lydd a long time referred to the 

water on the marsh as „our‟ water. There was a sense of pride connected to the 

water, with participants saying it was softer and less chalky, “the best water in 
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the country,” (Mr Aa4, Group 5, 170). There was concern that the water 

company were taking „our water‟ away, off the marsh, to Folkestone. This same 

strong sense of ownership of local water was not found in participants who had 

moved there more recently. This example of water within the landscape once 

again shows the importance of including the natural environment within the 

category of Material Objects.  

 

6.3.2 The relationship between Users and Services 

The main Service is the water company, FDWS. Amongst almost all participants 

there was a level of discontent with the water company. Most participants made 

the odd negative comment about the water company and a handful of 

participants were very vociferous in their complaints.  

 

Often people did not refer to FDWS as such but just referred to „the water 

company‟ or water companies in general, as though they are all the same body. 

Occasionally „the government‟ was referred to in connection with water supply, 

indicating confusion over the water provider. Complaints against „the water 

company‟ included high prices for water in order for the company to pay for high 

salaries and shareholder profits, high leakage rates, and mismanagement of 

water leading to water shortages. FDWS had met their economic levels of 

leakage and have not had scandals associated with high prices and high 

salaries. The general dissatisfaction with the water company appeared, as in 

Heybridge, to be related to water companies as a whole rather than FDWS per 

se.   
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Relating directly to FDWS, many participants were angry at the company for 

imposing compulsory water metering on Lydd without what was perceived to be 

due consultation or consideration of the residents‟ wishes and needs. It was felt 

the company was a money-making business looking out for their own interests. 

The water company was often attributed with much more power than they had, 

with the company being blamed for building plans in the region.  

 

There was very little contact between FDWS and the participants. Ordinarily 

contact was in the form of billing and payments. For those newly metered there 

had been two letters informing them of the metering process and an information 

pack on saving water. When asked where people gained their knowledge on 

water efficiency no one cited the water company and there was little recall of the 

specific information provided by the water company. (In contrast, optants who 

were shown the information packs thought the information was very useful). Any 

communication between the metering engineers and the residents appeared to 

be very limited. One woman had asked to be shown how to read her meter. 

Other than that there were no reports of interaction. FDWS had put a comments 

box in the local library for feedback on the metering process but no comments 

were given. 

 

In addition to FDWS a few other Services were mentioned. These include the 

Government, governmental bodies such as the Environment Agency and Defra, 

and local environmental organisations, business, industry and schools.  
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Government was not highly regarded by many, suffering from a lack of trust, 

concerns over spin, and a feeling they were trying to meet their own agenda 

rather than the needs of the people.  

 

Mr LD: I‟m talking about the outcomes of things that come from the 

Government where people unfortunately don‟t really probably don‟t believe 

what they‟re told by the Government. And things like this, global warming, 

urm saving the environment and all this sort of thing, when there‟s 

statistics behind it and so forth, I don‟t think people believe it because of 

the source of where it‟s from. (Mr LD, 165). 

 

Bodies associated with Government were often criticised in the same manner, 

as were industry. Environmental charities were viewed with mixed perceptions. 

Those charities with a local presence, enabling face-to-face contact, were 

looked on more favourably by most. Schools were perceived as places 

responsible for teaching children about a vast range of issues including 

environmental issues, water efficiency and tax systems (although not 

necessarily achieving this). One participant protested against this large load of 

responsibility for schools, feeling more learning should come from the home.  

 

6.4 Evaluation of the intervention 

What was the impact of the metering intervention in Lydd? The answer to this 

question must consider the quantitative and qualitative information presented 

above relating to consumption, practices and social impacts.  
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In terms of water consumption, taking quantitative information, the metering 

intervention did not achieve the estimated 10% reduction in water use. 

However, there have been concentrated reductions in certain areas: those with 

significantly higher bills post-metering have significantly reduced their water use 

on a sustained basis since 2007; there has been an overall decline in the 

increase in water use over time; it appears that the stepped tariff charges 

accentuated this pattern, with those paying a higher tariff rate reducing their 

use, although these figures are not statistically significant.  

 

According to the qualitative information, almost all newly metered participants 

attempted to reduce their water use by changing some practices or continuing 

the lower water consumption practices they had started the previous summer 

during the drought. A few participants who were not yet metered reported trying 

to change some practices during the same period of time. Optants generally felt 

they continued to use water carefully, as they always had done.  

 

Is it possible to attribute the changes in consumption and practices to the 

metering intervention? The evidence shows that many participants, both newly 

metered and previously metered, had taken steps to reduce their water use 

during the 2006 drought and hosepipe ban. The hosepipe ban had meant they 

could no longer perform the practice of watering the garden or washing the car 

as they normally would. They therefore had had to think of the way they 

performed these practices and change them. The ban had affected outdoor 

practices. The drought had impacted on one or two indoor practices for some 

people. For example, there was talk of showering instead of bathing, or not 

showering so water could be used for the lawn. So again, indoor practices had 
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been considered and some had been altered. Changes to these practices were 

optional, as there were no restrictions on indoor use.  

 

Within this context, the metering installation process occurred, the first meters 

being fitted within three months of the hosepipe ban being lifted. The metering 

process continued to keep water and water use in the minds and conversations 

of Lydd residents. Metering affected outdoor and indoor use and thus could 

have a more extensive affect on overall household water use. Metering was 

also continuous in that the households would pay on a metered charge for the 

foreseeable future, unlike the temporary hosepipe ban and drought. Therefore 

its impact could in theory continue forever, (provided the effect did not wear off 

with time). When participants were asked why they saved water many 

mentioned the financial motivation. Yet when asked when they changed their 

practices many could not remember, or spoke of changing practices in the 

summer of 2006. This indicates other motivations were at play, including 

altruistic and environmental motivations and obeying the law.  

 

Taking all these factors into consideration it can be said a combination of the 

drought, hosepipe ban and metering acted to raise awareness of water scarcity 

issues. The media campaigns and discussions around water shortage 

encouraged a consideration of personal water use and thus there was an 

increased awareness of personal water using practices. This raised water using 

practices from the subconscious, (or practical consciousness), to the conscious, 

(discursive consciousness). Everyday habitual routines were considered and, 

where it was thought possible, changes were made.  
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Water use had become a topic of conversation. Saving water began to be seen 

as a „normal‟ behaviour. (Indications that before 2006 it was not „normal‟ are 

provided in the comments that this water saving behaviour was slightly 

„strange‟). It is possible that metering is a key component in the normalisation of 

saving water. Saving money was considered a rational motivation for saving 

water. The financial incentive of metering appeared to give everyone a 

legitimate reason to save water.  

 

The changes in water consumption following metering were lower than 

expected. Why did the metering process not meet the expectations of the water 

company? To begin with, at the time of the interviews many participants felt 

they had reduced their water use to a point beyond which it would be difficult to 

make further changes. Some said they had reached this point in the summer 

before the metering installation had begun. (Water consumption figures in Lydd 

before the metering process were lower than average, thus the quantitative and 

qualitative data support each other). Participants also felt they did not know 

where to make further changes as they did not know the water consumption of 

different appliances. They could therefore not make an educated choice on 

where to reduce water use if they had wished to do so.  

 

At the time of the interview no feedback mechanisms were in place to indicate 

where water saving attempts had been successful. The meters were 

inaccessible and thus were not read. Only one metered bill had yet been 

received. The bill provided information on overall consumption, not consumption 

at end-points or on certain days. Furthermore, quantities stated on leaflets or 

bills left water users confused as there was uncertainty over metric and imperial 
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measurements. Thus there was no quantitative way for participants to evaluate 

changes they had made. The adapted MOA model feedback loops indicate the 

necessity of such feedback mechanisms in changing a behaviour. Van Vugt 

(1999) suggests metering can lead to an increased sense of efficacy through 

the feedback process. There is insufficient evidence to support this. Some with 

lower bills felt they had reduced water use but this was based on comparison 

between metered and unmetered billing. Many participants were uncertain of 

where they could make further changes. Such feelings may have changed with 

time and the smart feedback methods employed.   

 

From 2008 all Lydd metered residents have been provided with „smart 

communication‟, providing personalised information on household consumption 

for a quarter and comparing this with the previous quarter and the previous 

years‟ quarter. Each bill also provides tips for water saving and information on 

appliance consumption. The 2010 report reflects the results of this feedback, 

and as seen, are disappointing for the water company. It may well be that 

people are not free to make a choice of where they can save water: they have 

already reduced water use as much as they are willing or able. Other factors 

are preventing them from doing so. The metering programme did not tackle the 

social standards of cleanliness, pleasure and convenience and thus did not 

challenge concepts of need. The programme also did not provide infrastructural 

changes50. Much clean water still flowed into the sewers. Money, and perceived 

need, would still affect the decision to buy water efficient technology.  

 

                                                           
50

 The Lydd trials do include the provision of water efficient technology to some households. 
However, results of the effects of these are not yet available. 
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However, the metering programme, (and probably the drought and hosepipe 

ban) has raised awareness of where there are infrastructural constraints.  (This 

stands in contrast to Heybridge where few participants, if any thought of such 

constraints). Everyone could list appliances and plumbing that prevented them 

from saving water, such as combi boilers. Almost everyone had tried collecting 

rainwater and had found it to be do-able. Lydd participants were very open to 

new technology such as rainwater harvesting and grey water recycling and 

were eager to learn about these. The metering process may have provided an 

opportunity for consideration of, and a willingness to engage with, such 

technologies if they are easily available. 

 

At the time of the interviews the water company was perceived in a negative 

light. The water company is responsible for promoting water efficiency. 

Commentators suggests this could subconsciously have an impact on people‟s 

willingness to co-operate (Bell, 2009; Howarth & Butler, 2004; Sharp, 2006; van 

Vugt, 1999, Strang, 2004). The metering programme seemed to exacerbate the 

frustration felt towards water companies as people presumed their water bill 

would increase and the water company would make more profits. By 2010 

approximately 75% of residents had lower water bills following metering 

(McAthy, 2010). This may have reduced some of the negativity towards 

metering and the company. However, for the 25% who pay more it is unlikely 

resentment will have disappeared. This situation is further compounded by the 

increase in water debt reported by FDWS.  

 

Theoretically it is argued that metering provides an additional incentive to save 

water in societies where there is little trust as metering reduces the occurrence 
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of free-riders (van Vugt, 2002). There is some indirect evidence of this from the 

Lydd interviews. Some participants complained that metering would be unfair 

until all, (meaning more than the town of Lydd), were metered. There was 

satisfaction amongst optants that all their neighbours were now in the same 

situation as themselves. The quantitative evidence from Lydd shows periods of 

peak water use in Lydd has remained lower than in the control town (although 

the amount is not statistically significant), indicating that the reaction to horde 

may be reduced. This would support van Vugt‟s theory. However, this evidence 

is inconclusive. To begin with, the peak times since 2006 have been normal 

summers without droughts, and thus are not representative of testing times. 

Secondly, during the 2006 drought, when many households were still not 

metered, there was a voluntary reduction in domestic water use reported by 

Lydd participants and found throughout the south east (Medd & Chappells, 

2008). This indicates people were reducing water use without the added trust of 

meters preventing free riders. 

 

The metering intervention had social impacts on the population of Lydd. There 

has been a disproportionately negative impact on those in housing of a lower 

RV level. Water debt amongst the lowest income groups has also increased. 

The wealthiest properties still have the highest water consumption. This 

indicates that those with lower incomes are disproportionately worse off than 

those from higher income groups. This is obviously not desirable. The situation 

appears to be compounded by the lack of support given to those of low income. 

The Vulnerable Persons Tariff which is meant to provide support for such 

people was not well promoted at the time of the interviews. Both the disability 

representative and tenant representative on the local council had never heard of 
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the scheme. It is unknown if FDWS attempted to increase awareness of this 

tariff. 

 

Overall, in Lydd the metering intervention has had some effect on water 

consumption in conjunction with the awareness of water issues raised through 

the 2006 drought and hosepipe ban. It seems that the financial incentive 

provides a legitimate motivation to reduce water use. During the Lydd Metering 

Trial improvements have been made in providing feedback on consumption and 

information on water efficiency. Any impacts this information provision had is 

included within the consumption data.  

 

Looking at the intervention in relation to the socio-technical triangle there is little 

change within the points or interaction between the points. Within User Cultures 

the metering intervention, drought and hosepipe ban helped raise awareness of 

personal practices. Some people questioned the necessity of frequency of 

certain practices, such as flushing the toilet or washing clothes. Most people 

made some changes to practices. Yet the changes they made were within the 

boundaries of what they considered to be acceptable in terms of standards of 

cleanliness or their comfort needs. These concerns would override the financial 

incentive of reducing water. Awareness of shortages does not necessarily result 

in a changing of these deeply embedded cultures, and certainly not within a 

short time span.    

 

Between Users and Material Objects there is the interaction with the water 

meter. Little interaction has occurred although some feedback on consumption 

is being provided if participants are reading their bills. (Interviews indicate that 
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this often does not happen.) The meters have been regarded with distrust and 

dislike. There have not been any substantial changes in the infrastructure of 

water provision and use. There appears to be an interest in the possibility of 

such changes, indicated through inquiries about grey water systems and 

rainwater harvesting.  

 

Moving to Users and Services, the perception of the water company was very 

negative at the time of the interviews. It is not known if FDWS have actively 

tried to improve the image of their company. The fact that the majority of 

residents have lower bills may have improved the company image. The 

information that the lowest income groups are hit the hardest by metering does 

nothing to improve the image of metering for those affected or others who are 

concerned. Very little communication existed between Users and Services. Few 

opportunities for meaningful exchange of information exist. The interview 

process provided some opportunity for this. 

 

Overall, the water metering intervention contributed to a reduction in water use 

through a number of means. These include: 

 The provision of a financial incentive to reduce water use 

 A continued awareness of water and water use following the drought and 

hosepipe ban 

 A measurement of household water consumption 

 Feelings of fairness relating to the payment of water  

 

The metering intervention failed to adequately address a number of other 

factors that could lead to a reduction in water use. These include:  
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 Challenging concepts of responsibility for and management of water use  

 Fairness relating to the payment of water 

 Infrastructural changes in the provision of water  

 Altering the association between increased consumption and the benefits 

of cleanliness, pleasure and convenience 

 Increasing a sense of fairness and trust  

 Providing an economic framing of water which could lead to an 

undermining of intrinsic values to protect the resource  

 

6.5 Recommendations for the Lydd intervention   

The situation in Lydd is unique due to its role as the first fully metered town 

following water scarcity status. Thus some of the problems encountered in this 

trial would not necessarily be found in all meter roll-out programmes.  

 

The negative perceptions between the water users and the water company 

need to be addressed. Linked to this are issues of fairness and trust. There are 

a few actions FDWS could take. Taking fairness first, publicising why Lydd was 

chosen as the first town to be metered could help remove some resentment. 

Informing Lydd residents that others will soon be metered, and ensuring the 

universal metering programme is extended rapidly within the FDWS district is 

important. Information on metering in the south east as a whole could help.  

 

Offering Lydd residents something in return for being the trial town could reduce 

feeling of unfairness and negativity. For example, during the length of the trial 

Lydd town could be given a monthly raffle where one house wins a water 

efficient washing machine, or a SMART meter, or are reimbursed their previous 
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quarterly bill. As FDWS are being compensated for losses to income during the 

trial period it seems only fair that Lydd residents should receive something too. 

Participants asked to know how Lydd as a town was doing in reducing water 

use. They also asked to be thanked for their efforts. This could be a message 

put on billboard displays in the area.   

 

The interviews demonstrated there was no single source of information that was 

trusted by a majority of participants. However, it was suggested that the more 

local and visible the organisation promoting the message of water reduction 

was, the greater the sense of trust. FDWS programme of awareness-raising 

may be more effective if run in partnership with various local organisations, 

including the local council, voluntary sector organisations and governmental 

bodies located in the area.  More face-to-face contact could increase trust. 

 

There was no interaction between the water users and their water meters. This 

under-utilisation of the water meter is an area that should be tapped into. In the 

Heybridge case study it was seen that most people responded positively to 

personal feedback. In Lydd residents were asked if they would like such 

feedback. There was much less enthusiasm for this than there was in 

Heybridge. This could be because people need to see it in practice rather than 

be asked how they feel about it. Strengers‟ (2008) study of energy users in 

Australia found that if people are asked to change practices they generally say 

no. If they are incentivised to do so they become engaged in managing their 

practices.  
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FDWS have been providing Lydd residents with quarterly feedback on 

household water consumption. The delay in the feedback from performing the 

action to receiving the bill may be too long. A SMART meter trial, where people 

could perform a practice and immediately see their water consumption may 

have an impact. For this to work a display has to be easily accessible and 

visible within the home. The information must be available in metric and imperial 

measures. Provision of a visual image for quantities was also thought to be 

useful. Some participants suggested swimming pools or trucks.  
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7 Discussion 

This chapter draws together the case study findings. The goal is to consider the 

implications of what has been found for water use practices, and water 

efficiency promotion, policy and research. Section 7.1 presents an overview of 

water using cultures in south east England, as specified in the first research 

aim. Section 7.2 looks at factors that have helped create a culture of water 

saving in Lydd. Following on, section 7.3 critiques current mainstream research 

and policy on water efficiency. Recommendations for improving water efficiency 

interventions are discussed. Drawing on insights gained through the research 

process recommendations are made for future research on water efficiency.  

 

7.1 Water cultures  

Participants in both Heybridge and Lydd employed very similar water using 

practices. But the manner in which they performed these practices varied 

considerably both within and between households. Practices are shaped by 

factors driving water consumption and motivating the saving of water, along with 

the wider historical and contextual influences of current systems of provision. 

The predominant factors driving consumption are the cultures of cleanliness, 

pleasure and convenience. The factors motivating the saving of water are less 

easy to define but appear to include the desire not to waste water, the desire to 

save money, a sense of responsibility to the environment and other people, and 

acting according to legislation and regulations. The systems of provision create 

the expectations of water users. 

 

Perceptions of personal water use are similar between many participants. Most 

participants felt they were 'average' users and could not reduce their levels of 
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water use as they currently did not „waste‟ water. Amongst participants there 

was a low level of knowledge in terms of the water-using capacity of different 

devices. Most participants blamed others for profligate water use including 

family members and neighbours together with industry and particularly the 

water companies themselves. 

 

In terms of expectations, all participants assumed that water should be available 

to meet their full needs at all times, and that water companies should supply it 

at affordable, unchanging rates. If there was a shortage water company were to 

blame. Mismanagement, system leakages and profit motive were most common 

accusations levied against the water industry as a whole. This resulted in ESW 

and FDWS being tarred with the failings of other water companies.  

 

The perceptions and expectations of the water users in these case studies are 

very similar to those found in other recent studies carried out in different 

geographical locations and using different methodology (CCW, 2006; Sefton, 

2008; Defra, 2009). The various studies act as collective confirmation of 

particular views coming from the public. It is possible to suggest that such 

perceptions probably exist extensively throughout England, (with variations 

depending on local circumstances). 

 

7.2 Influences on water saving 

While similarities did exist in water using practices and perceptions of 

performance between Heybridge and Lydd, there was one notable difference in 

the way practices were performed. In Lydd a greater emphasis was placed on 

saving water.  Why was this?   
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The first place to look for an answer is the intervention of metering. The newly 

metered in Lydd said they were saving water to save money, indicating 

metering was having an effect. Yet those metered for longer time periods, both 

in Heybridge and Lydd, were less concerned about the link between money and 

water, whilst being no better off economically51 This suggests that with time the 

metering effect may wear off. Yet quantitative evidence from Lydd does not 

indicate a recent increase in water use (FDWS, 2010). It should be remembered 

that Herrington found no evidence of this so called „bounce back‟ effect in his 

review of water metering studies (2006). In this manner, Lydd participants are 

responding as others who have been metered have responded.  

 

Furthermore, many newly metered participants had difficulties establishing if the 

methods they used to save water were performed from the previous summer or 

following metering. It was also found in Lydd that those whose homes were not 

metered said they were saving water. This suggests influences additional to 

metering were operating.  

 

The methodology of the intervention may have an influence on water saving. In 

Heybridge the recommissioning of the endpoint meters was not accompanied 

with information regarding the devices or how to save water. In contrast, the 

metering programme in Lydd included an information pack on how to save 

water. The coordination of meter installation and relevant information may have 

resulted in a heightened sense of awareness and thus water saving behaviour.   

 

                                                           
51

 Participants in Heybridge were in social housing as were some of the long-term metered in 
Lydd. The majority of newly metered Lydd participants were not in social housing. 
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A difference in perceptions of a need to conserve water may also have 

influenced Lydd residents over Heybridge in expressing water saving behaviour.  

Lydd participants had experienced a well publicised drought and a six month 

hosepipe ban in 2006. The hosepipe ban affected all Lydd households, not just 

those metered. Heybridge residents did not experience a hosepipe ban in 2006. 

Although Heybridge residents were subjected to much news of the drought 

(Medd & Chappells, 2008), in interviews they seemed to be unsure if indeed 

there was a drought. In Lydd the hosepipe ban seemed to act as confirmation of 

the severity of the situation. The hosepipe ban also meant that those using 

hosepipes had to alter the way they did things, forcing water using practices to 

be considered, rather than be carried out through habit.  

 

Another reason to save water may relate to feelings of ownership of the 

resource. A few Lydd participants spoke of „our water‟, indicating a sense of 

ownership over the water on the peninsula. Lydd is located on a peninsula 

surrounded by a marsh. The sea, lakes and dykes define the surrounding 

landscape. Many people looked to these visible signs as indicators of the 

absence or presence of water. Additionally, Lydd residents appear to associate 

themselves with their landscape. Some Lydd participants referred to themselves 

and other residents as „peninsula folk‟. Some spoke of being a „community‟. 

They talked of being a long distance from Folkestone, and had a rivalry 

relationship with the nearest town of New Romney. It may be this feeling of 

slight isolation that increased a sense of attachment to their surrounding 

landscape. Additionally some Lydd participants had lived there all of their lives.  
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Water was also a prominent feature in the landscape around Heybridge, with a 

river, a stream and the sea nearby. Yet no one referred to the water as their 

own. Very few people spoke of the water in the landscape or used it as an 

indicator of water availability. The estate in Heybridge had been built in 1998/99 

so none of those interviewed had lived in that exact location for more than eight 

years and the majority did not originate from the direct locality. This may have 

resulted in a weaker sense of attachment to the area and subsequently less 

attention being paid to the water features within the land.  

 

The sample groups within the case studies have a different demographic. The 

Heybridge participants were aged roughly between 24 and 60. In Lydd a larger 

proportion of older people were interviewed. Within this older population it was 

noted that there were a handful that were making exceptional attempts to save 

water (e.g. using rain water to flush the toilet, scooping bath water out for the 

garden or toilet). It is possible that older people view water use differently to 

those who are younger. Their cultures of cleanliness, pleasure and convenience 

developed in a different era and may not have changed relative to younger 

generations. There may also be a time factor in that many of the people were 

retired so felt they had more time to carry out water efficient practices. 

 

Several older water savers spoke of early memories of when water provision 

and appliances were different, with standing hand pumps and the hand washing 

of clothes and bedding. It may be that a combination of their experience of 

having done things differently in the past and being retired with more time to 

spare enabled them to think around the current conventional methods of water 
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use. The successful provision of water on tap could create a level of 

dependency which inhibits creative thinking, as suggested by Sofoulis (2005).   

 

In summary, a number of factors that could contribute to the creation of a 

culture of water saving have been identified. These include:  

 a financial incentive due to metering 

 awareness of a water scarcity situation, raised through the drought and 

hosepipe ban  

 consideration of outdoor water using practices due to the hosepipe ban  

 increased consideration of personal practices due to the introduction of 

metering 

 information provision on methods to save water 

 differing water cultures due to the era in which people grew up 

 differing water cultures due to personal experience increasing creative 

capacity and awareness 

 sense of ownership or attachment to water 

 

It seems that a combination of these factors had influenced Lydd residents at 

the time of the interview process. Some of these were the result of water 

demand management interventions from the water company while others were 

the result of personal experiences.  

 

7.3 Critiques of and recommendations for current mainstream 

water efficiency interventions 

As the dominant research agenda on water efficiency informs policy, 

weaknesses within mainstream research can be reflected in policy. This section 
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highlights the gaps within mainstream research, followed by the weaknesses in 

policy.  

   

Chapter 1 provided a critique of current mainstream water efficiency research. 

The main criticism is that much research is dominated by quantitative 

methodologies to the exclusion of qualitative methodologies. As a result, the 

focus is on topics which can be quantitatively measured.  This narrow research 

focus means that a proper consideration of the full range of factors affecting 

water demand is neglected. Moreover, by focusing on linear causal 

relationships between a small number of variables, a very limited model of 

social change is presented. Yet, as we have seen through the application of 

three theories to the case studies, there is a very complex range of interactions 

influencing water demand and reduction.  

 

Since 2005 there has been an increased amount of qualitative research on 

behaviour and water use. CCW carried out a study in 2006, Using Water 

Wisely. Defra built on this in 2009 with Public Understanding of Sustainable 

Water Use in the Home. Both reports focus on perceptions of water scarcity, 

water supply and personal water use. Their approach is that of behavioural 

change, focusing on the individual, values and choices. Within this approach it 

is accepted that there will be constraints on choice relating to habits, awareness 

of issues, time factors, convenience, perceptions of hygiene and perceptions of 

water availability (Defra, 2009). Defra‟s suggestions for achieving a reduction in 

domestic water demand include an increase in the motivation to save water 

through awareness-raising of water scarcity and efficiency, promoting the 

financial savings of reduced water and energy use and removing barriers to 
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water saving (Defra, 2009). This is a traditional, behaviour change approach 

and response, very similar to that depicted in the adapted MOA.  

 

It is indeed progress that research has begun to explore the behaviour and 

psychology of water use. However, a major limitation of the behavioural 

approach in that it places the responsibility for change predominantly on the 

individual. Thus, it fails to acknowledge the co-evolutionary processes in which 

practices are created through a combination of User Cultures, Infrastructures 

and Systems (Shove, 2003a, 2010; Sofoulis, 2005, 2008a). In order to alter 

behaviour the socio-technical systems and cultures also need to change.    

  

As research informs policy, policy decisions on domestic water efficiency are 

limited by the theoretical ideologies assumed by studies such as those 

produced by MTP (Defra, 2010), Waterwise (2010) and Defra (2009) . This is 

exemplified in the three main types of intervention that attempt to reduce 

domestic water consumption: Building Regulations; water metering; and 

awareness raising (see Chapter 1). The strengths and weaknesses of each 

intervention are briefly discussed below.  

 

Building Regulations acts to tweak the existing infrastructure rather than 

radically alter it in any manner. As mentioned in Chapter 5, water efficient 

devices do nothing to address increasing demand or a change in practices. The 

devices can be removed or replaced with some that are less efficient (or more 

efficient!). On the plus side, the devices can have an impact on consumption of 

an individual practice performed by a particular individual.  
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Water metering attempts to change water using behaviour. The Lydd case 

study provides evidence that water metering may manage to alter practices to 

some extent when combined with other influencing factors (e.g. droughts, 

attachment to an area, rising financial costs). On the whole, however, water 

metering does not directly consider the underlying causes of water use, 

including cleanliness, pleasure and convenience. Additionally, on its own 

metering does not change the infrastructural systems to enable greater water 

savings.  

 

Water companies are required to provide information on using water wisely in 

the hope that people will then take action. Yet as discussed in Chapter 2 it is 

well documented that a value-action gap exists, indicating such awareness 

raising has a limited impact. Providing people with knowledge does not 

necessarily lead us, a) to have shared values, and b) to be able to take action 

on those values. Reasons for this lack of action include many competing values 

and preventative situational conditions. On its own, awareness raising may 

have little impact on achieving measurable reductions in water consumption. 

Thus Ofwat‟s requirement that the water companies should provide this 

information to customers should not be seen as a water efficiency measure in 

itself. However, having information available is valuable in itself as it is better to 

have informed people than ignorant people (Owens, 2000).  

 

The Heybridge and Lydd case studies exemplify how the ability of a person to 

change their behaviour is shaped within a framework of User Cultures, Services 

and Infrastructure. As long as people try to meet the socially acceptable 

standards of cleanliness, pleasure and convenience they will have a limited 
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range of options by which to reduce water use. And, as long as domestic water 

users view water companies with distrust, and perceive of water scarcity issues 

as the result of company mismanagement, water users have limited motivation 

to change (Biel & Thøgersen, 2007; van Vugt, 1999; Sofoulis, 2005). While 

service providers view customers as wasteful and demanding there is little 

motivation for the service provision to change.  Whilst the current infrastructure 

of provision exists, whereby privatised companies provide water through the 

historical network of pipes and reservoirs that expertly but perhaps 

unfortunately, created the expectation of a continuous water supply on demand, 

we will continue to have this expectation. This expectation has helped create 

the current demand for water and thus the water scarcity situation. Furthermore, 

through this system that provides drinking quality water to all appliances and 

removes all water swiftly back into drains there is limited opportunity to reduce 

the environmental impact of domestic water use (Jeffrey & Gearey, 2005). 

Changing the fittings and fixtures and raising awareness of water scarcity and 

wastefulness may lead to some reductions in water use but this is simply 

tweaking current arrangements. A much more radical consideration of the 

systems of provision, including the services and infrastructure could lead to 

much greater changes in water use (Shove, 2010).  

    

Reflecting on the theoretical framework used in this thesis, I would argue that 

current mainstream research and policies should not be dismissed. The 

adapted MOA is applicable to mainstream, behavioural change research. 

Applying the adapted MOA to the case studies indicates what is happening at a 

micro-level with water using practices. Such information is valuable for 

improving water efficiency interventions.  
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However, more far-reaching steps could be achieved through consideration of 

the socio-technical triangle in the formulation of future recommendations. Some 

of the following recommendations offer „tweaks‟ - improvements within the 

confines of the current dominant approach. Such recommendations are more 

likely to be acceptable to many policy makers and those within the water 

industry. Other recommendations consider more radical changes to the existing 

system of water provision. While these would be more far reaching the 

approach requires much more innovative thinking and a risk-taking approach. 

The recent development of Waterwise and the Water Saving Group, the flurry of 

research on domestic water use and mounting environmental pressures 

suggests that interest in taking more radical action is developing (Medd & 

Chappells, 2008).  

 

7.3.1 Changes in infrastructural provision 

Some water saving can be achieved through relatively simple changes in 

infrastructure. Tighter legislation on water fittings has already had an impact, 

exemplified by toilet flush volumes which have been falling in recent years. 

Subsidised water butts could be promoted by water companies while the Code 

for Sustainable Homes could include the provision of down pipes. A Lydd 

resident had an easily operated hand pump for getting bath water outside that 

had cost £7. Promotion of cheap water efficient devices can be done on bills 

from water companies and in line with major stores such as B&Q.  

 

Low flow shower heads are another low technology solution. These have met 

some opposition as people are not convinced their showering „experience‟ will 
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be of the same quality (MTP, 2008c). Such preconceived perceptions can only 

be addressed through personal experience. Public buildings with showers, such 

as sport centres and youth hostels, could provide opportunities to experience 

the effect of low flow shower heads. This could be trialled on a small scale to 

see the results.    

 

Many participants in both case studies were interested in grey water systems.  

Currently there seems to be some technical difficulties with such technology 

(ESW, 2006; Wong & Sharp, 2009). However, there are individuals in the UK 

pioneering grey water systems along with greater advances in other countries. 

Internet forums provide invaluable networks of knowledge on such topics. This 

information could be utilised to create a database of evidence and advice on 

grey water systems.   

 

The Code for Sustainable Homes states that all social housing must meet „Level 

3‟ in terms of water efficiency, created through the use of certain fittings (CLG, 

2008). This will encourage the market development of the devices but people 

may not necessarily be aware of the technology placed in their homes. A 

housing information pack could be provided by the housing provider when 

occupants move in. This would require legislation to ensure housing providers 

comply.  

 

If more water efficient technology is to be used there would be a need for 

plumbers and builders to be aware of the equipment, know how effective the 

devices are in order to recommend them, and know how to install them.  

Governmental provision of training courses could be useful here for existing 
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plumbers. Current apprentice training for those entering the business could 

include a requirement for studying water efficiency awareness and technology.  

 

7.3.2 Changes in services 

An undoubtedly controversial issue, the fact that water companies in England 

are privately owned, appears to be contributing to feelings of distrust. To re-

nationalise the companies is a recommendation that would not be considered in 

the current political climate.  However, it would be interesting to explore if this 

issue is indeed significant. Wales has a water company that is community 

owned. Comparative studies on water provision in England and Wales could 

explore the effects of privatisation and perceptions of water provision.  

 

A further issue with the current structure of services is that water companies are 

the main bodies designated to promote water efficiency. Yet water companies 

lack the incentive to do this when their income is based on payments for water. 

The Environment Agency amongst others has suggested that another body 

should be responsible for the promotion of water efficiency, (EA, 2001, in Sharp, 

2006; Every, 2006; HoL, 2006). Some moves are underway to enable this to 

happen. Waterwise are exploring options for working with the Energy Saving 

Trust to promote water efficiency alongside energy efficiency (Energy Saving 

Trust, 2010). This could be an effective way to quickly get a national campaign 

running. Already there is a level of public awareness and understanding that 

carbon emissions are „bad‟ and that a reduction in emissions is „good‟. Water 

consumption can slot into this ready-made campaign without having to do the 

years of groundwork that those promoting energy savings have had to do.  
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The fact still remains that water companies have little incentive to promote 

water efficiency beyond meeting their mandatory targets. An alternative system 

could be created in which profits of water companies are linked to achievements 

made in water efficiency. Such systems have been created for some energy 

companies in the USA (Gardner & Stern, 1996). The Walker Review (2009) 

calls for research into the development of such systems for water management 

in the UK .  

 

Issues of trust between the water users and water companies were found in 

both case studies. The socio-technical triangle indicates that much more 

interaction needs to occur between water users and the water providers.  

Participants suggested that face-to-face conversations were a way to both raise 

awareness of water use and to increase trust. It was felt that if workers were 

known and seen to be going about their jobs there would be higher levels of 

trust. This would suggest workers being assigned to certain areas rather than 

work being out-sourced as has increasingly been common. The Walker Review 

(2009) suggests that regular consultations between customers and the 

Consumer Council for Water take place and are fed back to water companies. 

These forums could create opportunities to increase understanding between 

these stakeholder groups. There should be a two-way exchange of information 

rather than a one-way request for water user views, in accordance with the two-

way arrows depicted on the triangle.  

 

The concept of fairness was raised in both case studies. The majority of 

participants felt that a fair system for charging for water was when everyone 

paid according to the demand put on the system by the user. The current mixed 
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system of metered and unmetered is perceived to be unfair. Thus if England as 

a whole was universally metered, there may be a greater feeling of fairness.  

 

In households in which a resident had a disability, most felt universal metering 

to be unfair as a result of an unavoidable increase in water use. Research by 

FDWS has demonstrated how those in lower income groups (often those with 

disabilities) in Lydd are worse off following metering. Before universal metering 

is rolled out, a more pro-active and innovative system is needed to support 

those on lower incomes and vulnerable groups (Walker, 2009). The Walker 

Review has provided extensive recommendations on how to try to achieve this. 

 

For a more radical change in Services, Chappells & Medd (2008) call for an 

alternative provision of water. Rather than one water provider and water 

„customers‟, there could be multiple scales of water supply in which, in some, 

the water user is involved. Chappells and Medd found numerous examples of 

individuals taking action during the 2006 drought to develop alternative water 

supplies such as collecting rainwater and installing grey water systems 

(Chappells & Medd, 2008). Strengers‟ research on demand management of 

water and energy in Australia concluded that respondents in surveys argue 

against change and for the continuation of existing services, but when involved 

in real trials they become engaged as “co-managers in demand,” (Strengers, 

2008:2). „Co-managers‟, rather than „customers‟ may be more actively involved 

in the issues of water management (Strengers, 2008; Bakker, 2003). Further 

encouragement and support networks for such changes could be provided by 

water companies (Chappells & Medd, 2008). 
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7.3.3 Changes in water cultures  

Ultimately, in order to realise a reduction in water demand, we need to change 

our water using behaviour for it to become the norm to save water: in other 

words, a new water using culture needs to evolve. 

 

Perhaps the first place to start in attempting to change water use culture is with 

visibility and awareness raising.  It has frequently been documented that water 

use is not visible within our culture and thus it passes unnoticed (Shove, 2003a; 

Strang, 2004; Bakker, 2003). There are several ways or happenings which bring 

water use to a level of discursive consciousness. The most striking is a natural 

crisis, like drought (and flooding). A commonly held perception in the water 

industry is that events such as droughts could be key opportunistic moments in 

which to promote awareness of personal water use in the home (Medd & 

Chappells, 2008). In discussing the drive to reduce domestic water use the 

Environment Agency's Demand Management Bulletin reported the following; 

 

“Tony Kelly, the Managing Director of Australia‟s Yarra Valley Water 

summarised the UK situation well by saying: 'You have all elements of the 

jigsaw; you just need to put them together. One thing we have that you 

don‟t is a good crisis to make it happen',” (EA, 2010).  

 

However, Sefton disagrees with such an approach (2008). Hosepipe bans and 

droughts have negative connotations. Promoting the concept of water saving 

through negative means may be counter productive. To use times of droughts 

as opportune moments to communicate water saving messages may therefore 

not be the best way forward.  
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An alternative method for raising awareness of water use, as the Heybridge 

case study has shown, is in feedback of water use information. Ideally, this 

information needs to be personalised and provided as close to the time of the 

action as possible (NEF, 2005). SMART metering, rather than the „normal‟ 

meters, provides more personalized information.  Detailed monitors with easily 

accessible information screens showing real time use would be effective. 

Technological difficulties in creating such a monitoring device could be 

overcome with research. The clarity of the displayed information is important. 

The Lydd case study suggests information should be available in metric and 

imperial measurements.   

 

For many people, as with the majority of respondents in the Lydd study, linking 

water saving to financial saving through metering raises awareness of water. 

This could imply universal water metering across England should proceed. 

From a policy point of view, however, setting the price for water is difficult. 

Water must remain cheap enough for those on low incomes to afford to use 

what they need and expensive enough to encourage water savings among 

higher earners. This is a very narrow tightrope to tread, exemplified by the many 

reports devoted to this subject (e.g. Walker Review, 2009; Baker et al, 2003; 

NCC, 2002). Furthermore, some participants suggested that they would use a 

fixed amount of water, regardless of price, as water is an essential necessity 

and there are limited reductions they can make.  

 

As both case studies demonstrated, in their current form cleanliness, pleasure 

and sometimes convenience act to drive water consumption, rather than help 
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reduce it. How this can be addressed is an immense question that was not 

answered by Shove or Sofoulis. However, molding existing cultures may be a 

way forward. A reconfiguration of the ways pleasure is gained from water may 

be possible, as will be discussed in 7.3.4.  

 

In Heybridge and Lydd participants were seen to be keen not to waste water. 

Sefton found similar attitudes in her research in the UK, as did Defra (Sefton, 

2008; Defra, 2009). Building on the idea of reducing waste could lead to 

consideration of other intrinsic values that could help to stimulate lasting change 

(Crompton, 2008). Crompton suggests there needs to be increased public 

debate on a broader set of values than those of economic importance. 

Organising such debate is more appropriate for community groups, 

environmental bodies, the health sector, (much evidence points to mental health 

being related to environmental quality), and governmental bodies, than the 

water companies. There would need to be a financial allocation, however, to 

enable such groups to carry out this work. The finance could be provided by 

water company funding for water efficiency research.    

 

van Vugt suggests that increasing trust within society may have a positive 

impact on water savings. Universal metering may act to increase trust by 

removing „free-riders‟ (van Vugt, 2002). However, as van Vugt warns, in the 

long run, paying for water could erode intrinsic values. Further research on this 

would be needed to determine if this is the case. Meanwhile, increasing trust, 

possibly through more face-to-face contact, could be attempted.   
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An intervention to tackle cultural norms and significantly change water using 

culture is not easy or quick. It would be a long-term, ongoing process. Any 

discussion of choices must ultimately involve the water users. As these case 

studies have shown, people are capable of explaining why they use water as 

they do. Most are concerned to „do the right thing‟ to help conserve water. Their 

cooperation is necessary for any intervention to work.  

 

7.3.4 An exemplary start?  

An environmental charity, Common Ground, has done some exemplary work in 

engaging people in awareness of the importance of water. In 2000 they held a 

„Water Market‟ in Blandford, North Dorset (Common Ground, no date), selling 

water-based products such as fish, sorbets, water cress, cider and flour ground 

at a local water mill. Other stall holders included those selling products 

associated with water use in the home and garden. Further activities included 

canoeing, swimming, guided walks along the local river and readings of water-

related stories and poems at the library. The local water company provided 

information on where local tap water came from and what it contained. This 

information was put together to make a label for a public water tap.  

 

This project addressed several issues. It highlighted the importance and 

relevance of water to our lives and did so in a fun, engaging and positive 

manner. It appealed on many different levels in terms of food, drink, sporting 

activities, conservation and the arts, so finding „pleasures‟ to engage people 

with different interests and of different ages. It linked tap water to the local 

environment. It provided a link between people and the water company. It 

provided an arena where water use could be a topic of discussion, possibly 
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raising awareness of personal use and habitual use. It provided opportunities 

for face-to-face conversations on water use between different stakeholders. Its 

success was demonstrated by a number of councils who have since 

approached Common Ground to ask for help to run such an event in other 

places (Common Ground, date unknown). In Hampshire it inspired the annual 

Water Festival, run since 2003 (Bridgeman, 2008, personal communication).  

 

The Water Market concept could help in changing cultures of water use. 

Alongside this there needs to be changes in the structure, responsibilities and 

ways of working of water companies. Alternative sources of water provision 

need to be considered, in terms of management and infrastructure. The future 

prospect of increasing demand, an increasing population and an already water-

stressed environment has put mounting pressure on the water sector. The 

industry is being forced to question what it can do to address the issue of 

demand and supply (HoL, 2006; Walker Review, 2009; Defra, 2008a). Shove  

(2003a, 2010) and Sofoulis (2005, 2008a) have offered radical suggestions of 

alternative pathways to achieve a reduction in water use. There is an increasing 

amount of alternative research on domestic water use to support the idea of 

radical change. Ofwat have conceded that innovative ideas need to be tried 

(Ofwat, 2008a). These accumulating factors suggest that now is the time such 

strategies should be attempted.   

 

This chapter has provided an overview of water using and water saving 

practices in south east England. As a result, critiques of current mainstream 

water efficiency research and policy have been made. Recommendations for 

improving water efficiency interventions have been discussed, as were 
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proposals for future research.  Chapter 8 turns to a critique of methodology and 

theory. 
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8 Reflections on theory and methodology 

The aim of this chapter is twofold. Firstly, a critical evaluation of the theories 

used in the analysis of the case studies is presented. This is followed by 

reflections on the overall methodology employed in this research process.   

 

8.1 Evaluation of the theories following practical application 

The section provides an evaluation of the 3Cs, the adapted MOA and the 

adapted socio-technical triangle. The section ends with reflections of the 

application of theory to case studies.  

  

8.1.1 Evaluation of the 3Cs 

It was found on application that Shove's 3Cs very adeptly explains the driving 

forces behind water consumption. Such was the consistency that the driving 

forces within the two case studies were presented together as one chapter 

(Chapter 4). This testifies to the ability of the theory to explain water 

consumption, and suggests that such cultures of demand are probably 

widespread. The theory does not provide an explanation of factors encouraging 

water saving. 

 

The 3Cs provides both a historical context for understanding why people 

currently use water as they do and an explanation for why practices do or do 

not change under the influence of the interventions. (For example, the desire for 

comfort is demonstrated in the replacement of the smaller water efficient 

bathtubs in Heybridge. The desire to be clean is not altered by the installation of 

water meters in Lydd).   
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Two criticisms, however, can be made of the 3Cs theory. Firstly, in Chapter 4, 

an adaptation to the theory is suggested whereby the term „comfort‟ be changed 

to „pleasure‟, (despite the sad loss of alliteration!), for a more inclusive 

consideration of the factors driving consumption. The second criticism relates to 

issues of autonomy and agency. Shove talks of individuals lacking awareness 

of their water using practices, and of their very limited scope for action, or even 

for reasoned thinking (2003a). But interviews from the case studies suggest that 

individuals are co-actors rather than puppets within the processes. I found that 

individuals are capable of providing reasons and some level of explanation as to 

why they do things as they do (Spaargaren, 2000; Irwin & Michael, 2003). Many 

of these reasons and explanations may previously have been unvoiced, but a 

subconscious level of reasoning was in operation for the practices to exist. A 

heightened awareness of water using practices may develop with water saving 

campaigns combined with interventions such as hosepipe bans and water 

metering, as seen in Lydd. It is possible that people's general awareness of 

water and energy efficiency issues have increased since Shove wrote about the 

3Cs in 2003 as these subjects have become more topical, interventions have 

been put in place and utility prices have risen.  

 

The question remains, however, to what extent does raising awareness of water 

using practices lead to significantly different behaviour? I would argue that 

people are capable of critical analysis of why they use water as they do, but are 

psychologically constrained by existing cultural conventions which limit their 

scope for analysis and therefore the options they could possibly take. However, 

as Shove says, cultural conventions can change (2003b). At present, however, 
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if the 3Cs are not addressed in a water efficiency intervention it is likely that 

their influence will override any attempt to reduce water use.   

 

8.1.2 Evaluation of the adapted MOA model 

In Chapter 2 the MOA model was adapted in respect to other theoretical 

environmental behaviour models. The adapted MOA (see Fig: 10) was used 

(Chapters 5 & 6) to explore what facilitating or inhibiting factors were present or 

not when water efficiency interventions were being trialed. To evaluate the 

adapted MOA consideration needs to be given to the headings, the structure of 

the model in terms of the feedback loops, and its overall contribution to the 

evaluation of the case studies.  

 

Figure 10: The adapted MOA 
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Addressing headings first, the adaptations made from the original MOA to the 

adapted MOA regarding Opportunities were found to be valid. Opportunities 

was altered from being perceived as objective to being subjective.  The case 

studies demonstrate that some participants perceived opportunities to save 

water where others with similar infrastructure did not. For example, a few Lydd 

participants used rain water to flush their toilets.   

 

The extended range of situational conditions listed under Opportunities 

(legislation, monetary and time resources and social situations), were all found 

to have influence on the formation of water using practices, as seen in the 

accounts in Chapters 5 & 6.  

 

Under Ability, neither the original nor the adapted MOA had included 

physical/mental capacity alongside Task Knowledge and Habits.  In the case 

studies it was found that physical and mental ability had a significant impact.  

Several people with physical disabilities were unable to use a bathtub, and 

young children and adults with learning difficulties did not know how to use a 

dual flush button.  

 

Motivations was criticised in Chapter 2 for lacking an explanation of factors 

influencing Beliefs and Attitudes. Issues concerning salience of need, benefits 

and costs, the market framing of a situation, behaviour of others and 

environmental responsibility are issues that the participants considered to be 

important and may therefore have an impact on the effectiveness of an 

intervention. Thus the more nuanced explanation in the adapted Motivations 

was more appropriate.  
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In Chapter 2 I suggested the 3Cs were the main factors affecting water use and 

placed these under Social Norms. However, it has been found that the 3Cs 

adeptly describes factors driving consumption but does not describe the norms 

influencing water saving. These also need to be incorporated. They include the 

perception that to waste water is undesirable and saving money is a logical 

reason to alter behaviour. Ownership of certain equipment may be referred to 

as a social norm. For example, as all households interviewed had washing 

machines, it appears to be a social norm to own a washing machine. In Lydd 

waterbutt ownership was becoming a norm.  

 

Turning to the structure of the adapted MOA model, it is important that the 

linkage of headings and feedback loops should represent/explain the 

influencing factors that help to construct and/or adapt a practice. In order to 

assess this, individual practices were fed into the adapted MOA model.  

 

It was found that the feedback loops were effective in helping explain an 

adaptation or re-enforcement of a behaviour. The dual flush toilets in the 

Heybridge case study provide an example. These toilets represent an 

infrastructural Opportunity to use less water when the toilet is flushed. In order 

for the toilet to be used properly, the knowledge a) that it is a dual flush toilet 

and b) how to use it, is required (Ability). Opportunity and Ability affect the 

Intention to act, leading to the Behaviour. Once the behaviour is executed this 

will feed back into Motivations as an evaluation of the behaviour: was the flush 

sufficient to perform the desired task? This will depend on the reasons for 

performing the behaviour. The Heybridge participants perceived toilet flushing 
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as an act to make the toilet clean again. Therefore if all waste is removed by the 

flush it can be assumed to be effective. If so, and if remembered, the new way 

of flushing the toilet will once again be executed. If the flushing procedure did 

not met expectations this same action will be repeated and again evaluated. 

Through this repetition an effective way of flushing the toilet will be found to suit 

the needs of the user. It may, however, not be the most water efficient way to 

flush.    

 

It should be noted that to use equipment effectively does not always require 

knowledge that the equipment is water efficient. For example one does not 

need to know certain taps are water efficient to use them in a water efficient 

manner. However, the adapted MOA provides this indicator as something to 

consider.  

  

The (original and) adapted MOA model allows for different responses to the 

same situation. It was found that this level of flexibility was necessary as 

individuals reacted differently to the same stimulus. For example, in Lydd , with 

the advent of water metering, one woman evaluated her use of the dishwasher 

and, according to the knowledge she had, she decided washing dishes by hand 

would be cheaper. She therefore stopped using the dish washer. For another 

woman, evaluation of the same practice led her to believe she used more water 

when washing by hand. She therefore continued to use the dishwasher. What 

these two examples show is that individuals respond in their own way to suit 

their particular circumstances and informed by the often limited knowledge they 

have available.  
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In the adapted MOA an arrow leads from Behaviour to Opportunity and on to 

Motivation as the system responds to consumer demand for changes in 

infrastructure. This is demonstrated by the example of water butt use in Lydd. 

As people used a water butt and found they liked it (Evaluation) they got 

another, so increasing the opportunity to collect more rainwater. As more and 

more people used water butts it became a social norm to have them, with many 

people getting them on recommendation from friends and family. This suggests 

the need for an additional arrow linking Attitude and Social Norms.  

 

Within Heybridge a different result occurred. One Heybridge participant was a 

delivery man who said there was a shortage of water butts compared to 

demand in Essex. As few people could get a water butt the opportunity to use 

one was limited, suggesting that a hindrance in Opportunity may have 

contributed to the lack of development of a social norm. Thus an additional 

arrow could flow from Opportunity to Social Norms.  

 

Through the application of the case studies it appears that Opportunity can 

have an impact on several areas within Motivations, including Evaluation of the 

Behaviour, Social Norms and Attitudes. Thus rather than one arrow feeding 

from Opportunity to Motivations there could be three separate arrows, feeding 

to each box and an arrow between Attitudes and Social Norms. (See Figure 

11).  This increases the complexity of the model but also increases its accuracy. 

It also demonstrates the complexity of influences in the consideration of water 

demand.  
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Figure 11: Further adapted MOA  

 

The adapted MOA provides guidance into the psychological factors that may 

affect an individual's response to an intervention. Although it may be possible to 

deduce significant points about water use from interviews alone, what is 

important about this theoretical model is that 1) it illustrates how the overall 

behavioural system works, and 2) it causes us to consider all possibilities.  For 

example, if we were to initiate an intervention using a water saving device, a 

consideration of the category Ability would reveal that we may need to raise 

awareness of the particular equipment and how to operate it. 

 

Overall, the adapted MOA represents an individual, the choices the individual 

can make and the constraints affecting the individual‟s intent to act. In so doing 

it deals with the micro-level of analysis. It is also possible to use the adapted 
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model for a meso-level analysis, with Ability and Opportunity pointing to other 

influences on behaviour. However, when the model is used at this level, the 

user‟s relationship to the system of provision is not included. The socio-

technical triangle provides a more encompassing and clearer model for the 

meso-level analysis.  

 

8.1.3 Evaluation of the adapted socio-technical triangle 

The socio-technical triangle, like the MOA model, was altered from the original 

in response to findings from the case studies.  As such, it became more useful 

in interpreting the field data. The socio-technical triangle focused particularly on 

the relationships between User Cultures and Material Objects and Services. An 

evaluation of the adapted triangle involves the analysis of the definitions of the 

points, the dimensions, and the interplay, between the points.   

 

On application to the case studies it was found that the points on the adapted 

triangle had no place for the physical context in which people live and operate. 

Population growth, the shingle landscape and rainfall had all come up as topics 

in the interviews and affected perceptions of water and water use. It seemed 

reasonable to include them with Material Objects dividing the category into two 

sections to include the man-made world and the natural world. The natural 

world is the place in which the case study participants are located and its 

associated geographical characteristics. For example, the Lydd participants 

were located on the Dengue peninsula, with its accompanying climatic 

conditions and shingle geology. These factors affect the water available for use 

and also have an impact on the participants. These impacts can be plotted 

along the dimension between Users and Material Objects. Populations are also 
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included within the natural world as they are a physical embodiment of the 

ecosystem so are not termed man-made here. The actual actions of the 

particular populations, however, are best positioned within User Cultures. These 

alterations are indicated in bold in Table 18 below.  

 

Table 18: Definition of the points on the adapted socio-technical triangle 
 

Points within the 
adapted socio-
technical triangle  

Description  

Material Objects 
 

All the physical, man-made world, including individual 
items such as taps, and larger scale systems such as 
plumbing networks, as well as the physical world that 
is not man-made – such as the geographical 
landscape, weather, rivers, water, populations. 

Services The actual man-made services provided by a formal 
body to supply the population or a section of it with a 
resource, such as water or electricity, or with 
information, or legislation. A level of formality is within 
this, rather than it being a neighbour or family 
arrangement.  

User Cultures “…habits, expectations, shared ways of life, rituals, and 
standards of living that establish baseline levels of 
resource consumption” (Sofoulis &Williams, 2008:11). 
The everyday actions of people‟s lives, influenced by 
social norms, habits, psychology and influences from 
the other two points.   

 

In terms of the man-made Material Objects, each object was seen to have its 

physical qualities as well as its ascribed qualities, as suggested by Sofoulis. For 

example a bath tub is usually a rectangular object capable of holding an 

average 180 litres of water, (although in the water efficiency homes in 

Heybridge the bath held 150 litres). Taps bring water into the tub and a drain 

lets water out. The ascribed qualities of the bath included a treat, a comfort, a 

warmer, a high water user and an object that allows cleaning of the body to take 

place. The physical and ascribed qualities both influence the possibilities of 

change to the practices associated with any particular Material Object.  
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In the adapted model Services as a category included the water companies, 

governmental bodies such as the EA and Defra, local environmental groups and 

participants‟ place of work. 

 

The User Cultures category remained the same in the original and adapted 

triangle. On application to the case studies the User Cultures definition was 

found to be most helpful. The difficulty with this category, as mentioned in 

Chapter 2, was the masses of data that fell within it, leading to the additional 

use of the MOA.  

 

The dimensions indicate the relationship between User Cultures and Material 

Objects and User Cultures and Services. On application to the case studies it 

was found that a large number of possible influencing factors could be plotted 

along these lines, although a systematic way to do this was not suggested by 

Sofoulis. The main factors found in the case studies that could be plotted along 

the dimensions were interactions between and perceptions of Users and 

Material Objects and Users and Services. Thus for future use the terms 

Interactions and Perceptions could be used as subheadings to help organise 

and analyse the data of each dimension.  

 

The dimensions demonstrate the manner in which change at one point affects 

change in all other areas. Examples of these are provided by the case studies. 

In Heybridge the equipment in the houses (Material Objects), originally chosen 

by the water company and housing association (Services), were altered over 

time by the water users who were influenced by concepts of cleanliness, 
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pleasure and convenience (User Cultures). Thus small bath tubs were removed, 

swimming pools bought, showers and outside taps installed. In Lydd, the low 

precipitation and particulars of the landscape (Material Objects) led to the 

decision of a Service to install domestic water meters, which altered some 

practices within the homes, according to preconceived and evolving User 

Cultures.  

 

The presence or absence of interactions between points can be noted and 

earmarked for consideration in the analysis of an intervention. For example, 

many Lydd participants looked to the landscape for indicators of water 

availability. People were aware that water does not stay on the surface for long 

but quickly percolates through the shingle. They felt „their‟ water had a better 

taste than other water. In Heybridge there was an absence of this association 

with the physical landscape for most participants. This absence can equally be 

plotted along the dimension. This then indicates that the lack of association of 

water to landscape is an area that should be studied in regard to water demand 

management.  

 

The three point system of the triangle suggests that, with regards to the 

autonomy of the individual, practices and changes to practices are constrained 

by cultural identity, social belonging and existing infrastructures (Sofoulis & 

Williams,  2008)  Was this found to be the situation in the case studies? The 

findings suggests that the practices and abilities are significantly influenced by 

the existing infrastructure and current cultural concepts, as suggested by 

Sofoulis. However, there were examples of a few people, particularly in Lydd, 

who were looking and acting 'outside the box'.  This leads us to believe that 
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current water using practices will not remain as they are but will continue to 

evolve.   

 

The three equally weighted points act to reduce the attention placed on the 

individual. In doing so, other areas where changes could happen are 

highlighted, suggesting alternative pathways for solutions, rather than „blaming‟ 

the user. For example, grey water recycling and rainwater harvesting could be 

infrastructural changes that would reduce overall mains consumption.  

 

In summary, the adapted socio-technical triangle provides a useful overview of 

factors affecting domestic water consumption. The points and dimensions 

enable all aspects of an intervention and its influences to be mapped and 

analysed for its impact. Clarification of points in the original model and adapted 

models were necessary, (e.g. Material Objects). It was also found that the 

critiqued triangle was more useful in analysing and organising the data if each  

dimension is given the subheadings, Interactions and Perceptions. Sofoulis‟ 

assertion that the triangle demonstrates the locked-in nature of water users and 

also her suggestions that it points to alternative pathways both seem to reflect 

quite accurately the evidence from Heybridge and Lydd.  

 

This study focused on the water users‟ perspectives. A more complete version 

of the triangle would be provided through research into the other points, 

focusing on the services and the material objects. In this way more options for 

interventions could possibly be discovered. 
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8.1.3.1 Implications for water efficiency interventions 

The triangle highlighted the importance of interactions between User Cultures 

and Services. Yet when looking at the dimension between these two points 

there was relatively little interaction between User Cultures and Services in both 

case studies. For Users the majority of interactions or exchanges of any kind 

consisted of receiving and paying a bill. For Services the interactions were 

sending a bill and receiving payment from the User. There was no exchange of 

views or opinions between the two and certainly there was no face-to-face 

contact. Furthermore, participants (Users) often held negative feelings towards 

the water companies (Services). With the addition of psychological analysis 

from Biel & Thøgersen it is suggested that such negativity could have an impact 

on the effectiveness of an intervention. This indicates that more positive 

interactions are needed. Based on feedback from participants it seems that 

face-to-face communication between users and different services is more 

positive and memorable. It could be worth exploring if more frequent 

interactions would make any difference to water efficiency behaviour. 

 

Turning to the dimension between User Cultures and Material Objects, the 

relationship between water meters and users in the Lydd case study was 

particularly enlightening. There was very little interaction between the user and 

the meter for the majority of participants. Again this could be an area for further 

research. If there was more interaction between these two, would it affect how 

water is used? Could this interaction be increased through printed feedback, a 

real-time monitor or in some other manner? Do people appreciate additional 

feedback or not? In the Heybridge case study most participants seemed to like 

the personal feedback.  
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The dimension between User Cultures and Material Objects also showed the 

importance of other water using equipment in people‟s lives. Baths and washing 

machines, both objects with a high water using capacity, are regarded as 

almost sacred, so highly are they valued. Baths provide so many comforts as 

well as cleanliness. Washing machines are believed to reduce labour and help 

to meet desired standards of cleanliness. Thus if any intervention was to try to 

alter the use of these objects the intervention would need to either meet these 

needs or try to alter them through a process of cultural change. Alternatively, it 

may be decided that these are areas of water use too difficult to change and 

other areas could instead be looked to, such as basin, toilet or dishwasher use.     

 

Thus the triangle points to factors other than the individual alone that need to be 

considered when introducing an intervention. It also helps to explain why some 

particular practices are more difficult to change than others. It shows where 

adaptations need to happen in order for changes in behaviour to take place. 

Such adaptations include the need for cultural change regarding the 3Cs if a 

reduction in water use is required. This could not be achieved through an 

individualist approach but needs to be done at a wider societal level. It is not a 

short term fix but an extremely long term process. 
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8.2 Conclusions on the evaluation of theory 

8.2.1 How does environmental behavioural theory contribute to the 

understanding of the case studies?  

The two case studies produced a vast amount of data regarding the use of 

water and reactions to particular water efficiency interventions. On a practical 

level the theoretical models provided a means of organising, analysing and 

narrating that information. They provided a checklist of factors to consider when 

analysing an intervention and as such acted as useful research tools of 

reference. In addition, the visual representation of the triangle and the MOA 

helped to clarify how different influences might be interconnected. These 

theories provided a language in which to speak about environmental behaviour 

change, in effect bringing behaviour into the level of discursive consciousness.  

 

Theories also help provide support to findings. Within an individual case study it 

can be difficult to ascertain if certain findings may be important. A particular 

finding from a case study can be strengthened if a theory exists in which the 

finding is pinpointed as an influencing factor. For example, in both case studies 

issues of fairness were raised. Biel and Thøgersen‟s suggestion that fairness 

affects co-operation, Sofoulis‟ triangle indicating the importance of relationships 

between Users and Services, and van Vugt‟s proposition of fairness affecting 

water use (1999), all support this thesis‟ proposal that perceptions of fairness 

may affect water use. Findings from the two case studies combined with the 

assertions of three theories present stronger evidence that fairness may be an 

issue. 
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8.2.2 How do the case studies contribute to the development of environmental 

behavioural theory? 

There are few known examples of the application of the selected theories to 

case studies relating to domestic water use in England52. This process of 

application should ideally be done in order for a theory to be tested, proved to 

be of value, disproved and/or refined. This research project has applied three 

theories in the field. Strengths and weaknesses of each theory have been 

assessed and adaptations to the theories suggested.  

 

I feel that an important dictum to come out of this study is that, as Jackson 

(2005) asserts, using models to predict behavioural change is a very inaccurate 

science. As such, models of behaviour change are useful as a resource in the 

analysis of human behaviour, rather than as a predictor of behaviour.  

 

That several models had to be used to analyse one case study suggests an 

inadequacy in any one model. These findings support the claims that no one 

model of behaviour change can be created (Gardner & Stern, 1996).  Shove 

herself has suggested several models would need to be used.  

 

“… I would observe that multiple theories and models of change are 

required to make sense of the transformation of environmentally relevant 

practice,” (Shove, 2003b:415) 

 

                                                           
52

 Shove‟s theory of the 3Cs was developed in reference to a study for Unilever. Medd (2006) 
said there were few known practical applications of practices theory to water use. Sofoulis has 
applied the socio-technical triangle to domestic water use in Sydney, Australia. Other examples 
of the application of the triangle to case studies are not known. The MOA has been applied to a 
study in waste and energy consumption (Jackson, 2005). It is not known if Biel & Thøgersen‟s 
theory of norm activation has been tried in regard to water use studies. 
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In addition, I would argue that no one theoretical approach should be excluded 

(Wilk, 2002). I would advocate the use of multiple theories as it plays to the 

strengths of each theory and reduces the limitations of pathways for change 

which might occur if certain theoretical approaches are dismissed.    

 

The theories have been tried in respect to water use. It may well be the case 

that if tried with a different environmental issue, such as waste, or use of public 

transport, a different degree of applicability would exist. Thus the applicability of 

one model to a particular situation may be very specialised. However, it was 

found that some researchers working on waste independently came up with a 

theory very similar to that of the socio-technical triangle (Timlett, 2009). This 

suggests the triangle may be applicable to different environmental situations. 

Equally, Shove‟s 3Cs was written with energy and water in mind. Further study 

could show if the theory is applicable to other areas of consumption, such as 

food or clothing. 

 

8.3 Reflections on the research process 

8.3.1 Methodological lessons 

The purpose of this section is to reflect on research methods and personal 

learning experiences gained during this research process. Some problems 

arose which could be avoided if such research was carried out again. Also there 

were particular issues for which there was no clear answer or solution. Putting 

these issues forward for discussion may contribute to the development of best 

practice.   
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8.3.1.1 The timing of data collection 

There was a very short time-frame between the start of the PhD and the first set 

of interviews so I, as the researcher, had had little time to become acquainted 

with literature on water and behaviour change. This had both advantages and 

disadvantages. On the plus side, the Heybridge case study provided the ideal 

opportunity for inductive research. This produced a broad and rich set of data 

and I feel gave a very good indication of what the participants were 

experiencing with regards to water use. On the negative side, once data had 

been collected from both case studies it was difficult to consolidate a theoretical 

background which I felt was relevant to the cases. The theoretical focus of the 

literature was very broad and several lines of inquiry were followed before a 

choice was decided upon. Whilst this resulted in what is felt to be a very 

appropriate theoretical selection, much time was taken in this process. On 

reflection I feel the advantages of having carried out inductive research override 

the latter difficulties in dealing with theory. I believe the inductive research 

method has allowed the themes to emerge from what was really „on the 

ground‟, rather than my preconceived interpretation of it.  

 

The Lydd interviews were likewise carried out before the literature had been 

fully reviewed. In terms of the metering process in Lydd, interviews took place 

immediately after the metering installation process. This provided data at a time 

when water meters were a topic of debate and were as yet untested by the 

participants. It is therefore not typical of how people live with meters every day. 

However, some Lydd participants were already metered, as were Heybridge 

residents, and this provided a good contrast.  The newly metered participants 

offered a snapshot of the experience that all those newly metered go through. 
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The information gathered in Lydd can be used to develop methods to ease the 

transition to metering, reducing the anxiety and negativity surrounding metering.   

  

8.3.1.2 Payment of participants 

ESW had offered payment for involvement to Heybridge participants in the form 

of Tesco vouchers. According to The British Psychological Society payment for 

involvement in research may „compromise‟ the participant and data (Sefton, 

2008): the participant may feel obliged to continue with the research even when 

they wish to withdraw; participants may be more prone to alter their answers to 

meet what they think are the expectations of the payee (ibid). In addition, for 

residents on low incomes their ability to refuse to participate may have been 

compromised: to not participate would mean throwing away £100. To alleviate 

some of these problems participants were told at the beginning of each 

interview that they could withdraw at any moment, their answers would be 

anonymous and I was not a water company employee.  

 

In Lydd, so as not to repeat what I had previously viewed as a methodological 

mistake, it was decided to try to recruit without offer of payment. Household 

water audits would be offered to those who participated as a thank you. 

Refreshments were taken to each interview (fresh juice and smoothies, cream 

cakes and other nibbles) to show appreciation of their time. Participants were 

told they could withdraw at any moment and that their answers would be 

anonymous. However, once again I was uncomfortable as there seemed to be 

an unfair situation. FDWS were promised by the water industry that during the 

Lydd trial any financial company losses would be reimbursed. No such 

reimbursement would be paid to the Lydd residents if they were worse off 
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following metering. While I understand that participants may act differently if 

they know they will be reimbursed for losses, this does not alter the unfair 

situation. Furthermore, participants volunteered to give up their time and speak 

about the potentially personal issue of water use.  

 

To pay or not to pay participants is a question that each research project must 

carefully consider. If payment will enable people to participate who otherwise 

would not be able to do so, then that is useful. Yet there is the underlying factor 

that people may then refuse to do other, unfunded research without payment, 

the result of discouraging intrinsic values.    

  

8.3.1.3 The sample groups 

The sample group in Heybridge had already been recruited by ESW. 

Recruitment in Lydd was carried out by myself. Most of this was achieved 

through utilizing existing local social networks and face-to-face contact. As a 

result the recruitment process took a large amount of time. It is felt this was time 

well spent. A variety of people from different backgrounds took part. The face-

to-face contact helped later as I was not a total stranger turning up at their door 

when it came time to interview them. That face-to face contact was important 

came up in interviews, providing further support for this approach.  

 

In Lydd participants were self-selecting in that they agreed to take part in 

interviews when asked. It may be the case that such a self-selecting group may 

have different views, especially regarding participation and cooperation, than 

those who refused. Within the sample of forty two, eight played an active role in 

the community (e.g. parish council member, member of a local group).  This is 
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less than a quarter of those interviewed altogether. The other participants did 

not define themselves as having any particular role within the community. In 

order to reach more of those who do not usually get involved, (those who are 

termed the „hard to reach‟), would take a considerably longer length of time.  

 

8.3.1.4 Managing the interview process 

Overall the interview process was enlightening and enjoyable for myself and for 

several participants, judging from their end comments on the experience. This 

was the result of considerable effort to ensure questions were engaging, and 

that participants had the opportunity to air their views and feel they had 

contributed and gained something from the process. This was achieved through 

holding several pilot interviews with willing friends.  

 

Not all participants were happy with the interview process. This was particularly 

the case in the Heybridge interviews where participants were given information 

of personal water use compared to an „average‟ household. Some households 

had above average use and were unhappy at being presented with this 

knowledge. Very careful consideration is needed of how to manage information 

giving without making the participant feel guilty because, a) it is not desirable, 

and b) it may result in the participant becoming disengaged with the process 

and with the water issue in general.  

 

One solution could be to provide personalized information in private so that the 

participant is not made to feel ashamed in front of others. Action research 

whereby the participant is participating in a long term project may work better as 
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the project could include several learning experiences rather than a one-off 

piece of information giving.  

 

During the interview process participants often wanted to tell me how „good‟ 

they were with water. Obviously it is desirable to go beyond this presentation of 

behaviours and find a more „real‟ description of their water use. Two methods 

were found to enable this to happen. In Heybridge the graphs of personal water 

use shown to participants (usually) engaged people. Peak days and dips 

intrigued people and some tried to account for these by reference to diaries. 

This led to stories of what happened on a particular date, or every Sunday, 

presenting what I took to be a more accurate picture of water use.  

 

The second method for hearing about „real‟ water use was by having other 

family members present, providing opportunities to contradict one another in a 

light hearted manner. Participants challenged one another‟s accounts which 

prompted revision of what was said. They also spoke about their differences in 

how they used water, providing a fuller picture of household water use. A further 

advantage of having multiple participants is that the discussion of household 

water use may continue following the interview and so the interview process 

itself has a longer impact on raising awareness of water consumption.  

 

The experience of having multiple participants in some Heybridge households 

led to the decision to have some group interviews in Lydd. This allowed for 

friends to get together and „have a good old moan‟. The interview process was 

an opportunity to let out all their frustration at someone who, in their eyes, 

represented the authority that had caused some of the problems. This 
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opportunity meant people would also move off the topic and onto other issues 

that were important to them. There were several difficulties with this: an 

uncomfortable interview atmosphere could be created; people talking over one 

another made it difficult to follow all the lines of information; some information 

would inevitably get lost; some interview time was spent on topics not directly 

relevant to the research in hand.   

 

In terms of some information being lost, the recording of the interviews enabled 

all conversations to be heard by myself, if not all within the group. In terms of 

focusing on the topic in hand and reducing discomfort, there were a few 

possibilities. In some groups the fellow group members sometimes stepped in 

to point out that I personally was not to blame for the situation. In other 

situations I had to deal with this myself. One solution was to placate the 

individual. Sympathising and informing them that their opinion would be passed 

to FDWS was done with limited success.  (Especially as care was taken to 

ensure false expectations were not created with regards to what FDWS might 

do on receiving complaints). Providing answers to some of the questions that 

were asked was helpful. If answers were not known, the participants were told I 

would find out the answer and let them know as soon as possible. Another 

solution in managing dynamics was to let the „ranter‟ rant for some time. Some 

valuable information was gained in the process. For the information that was not 

directly relevant it pointed to the general lack of opportunities most people felt 

they had to voice their opinions.  

 

Participating in the research process brought expectations with it. Some 

participants thought that participation could result in some changes to the 
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situations they were unhappy about. I had to be very clear, almost negative, 

about what would happen as a result of the interview process. Lydd was not 

going to be unmetered. Heybridge residents were not going to end up with free 

brand new washing machines. There were problems with this lowering of 

expectations. In being as honest as possible about the possible outcomes some 

people felt let down. This acted to reinforce their view that they were powerless. 

This is not necessarily the fault of the people I was working with within the water 

company. They too were constrained by the budget with which they were given, 

the particular requirements of their communication departments and the remit of 

the research they were expected to do.  

 

Providing meaningful opportunities where people can be involved in discussions 

of governance is necessary to re-engage people (Strang, 2004). Such evidence 

also provides support for pursuing pathways of WDM that involve a more active 

user (Chappells & Medd, 2008).   

 

8.3.1.5 Research methods 

An interpretive research process was chosen for this project due to the nature 

of the investigation. It was important to find out how and why water was used. 

The methods used in this thesis have, I believe, resulted in an accurate 

representation of the data. Many of Schwartz-Shea‟s (2006) criteria for best 

practice in interpretive research have been met (see 3.3.10).  

 

I felt that the interview approach was the best method for gaining the necessary 

information. This was for a variety of reasons. Firstly, a one and a half hour 

interview means the participant is available to think exclusively about the topic 
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for that length of time. Filling in a survey could be done with less consideration 

of answers. Secondly, the interview process was inclusive, allowing all 

household members to participate, including those who could not write and 

read. Moreover, the interview process allowed for answers to be expanded 

upon which would not happen on a form. For example, in the Heybridge case 

study it was found that defining the occupancy of a household was a difficult 

process. Participants would state a number and then during the interview it 

became apparent that often there could be additional „visitors‟ staying for 

periods of time, such as grown-up children, partners, children‟s friends and 

other relatives. There were also periods of time when regular occupants were 

not there. For example, children from single parent families often went to stay 

with their other parent for weekends or holidays. Occupancy was thus not 

always as accurate as one would expect. This is an important consideration as 

per capita consumption is worked out according to occupancy figures. Thus the 

ppc figures calculated by ESW are not as precise as one may otherwise expect.  

 

Another advantage of the interview method was the process of talking about 

water. As Shove (2003a) and Sofoulis (2005) have pointed out, water use is 

often habitual and the ways in which it is used and valued are rarely, if ever, 

articulated. Hobson (2003) suggests that practices can be raised from the 

practical consciousness to the discursive consciousness by talking about them. 

It was through this talking process that people became aware of what was 

important to them about water.   

 

Mr LK: To be honest with you, your sessions you are doing could actually 

be longer. „Cos there are a lot of issues that haven‟t come out.  
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Int: Like what? What do you feel hasn‟t come out that should come out?  

Mr LK: (*) Dunno. It‟s only by talking, it‟s only by sitting here saying things 

to different people that things come out. Unfortunately this country is run 

by time now, as no doubt even you are. More would come out. If you could 

stay the longer you had the more would come out in conversation. 

(Group 2, 1901 after two and a half hours of interview). 

 

Other research also found that participants re-evaluated water through the 

interview process (Sefton, 2008; CCW, 2006). There may have been 

repercussions in terms of the participant‟s relationship to water and their water 

use. Some people spoke of how they felt they were more aware of their 

personal consumption.   

 

Ms HB: No, I think obviously with something like this with you coming 

round, you‟re more aware that you could be saving water. That would be 

the only thing that I would say/ 

Int: You mean you have become more aware?/ 

Ms HB: That I would be more aware that I could be saving water in some 

respects. Umm, yeah so maybe if we do go into a drought now I‟ll realise, 

oh don‟t fill the bath up so much, wait for a full load of washing, bits and 

pieces like that, turn the tap off while you‟re. Because I mean if every 

household did that, you‟d be saving water wouldn‟t you?  (Ms HB, 1405). 

 

However, as discussed earlier, awareness does not equate to taking action. 

Hobson (2001a) studied neighbourhood groups that met to discuss personal 

practices and the environment. She found few participants changed their 
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practices. Nevertheless, she did feel that participants viewed the topics of 

discussion, such as water or energy, with a new perspective.  

 

“…participants experience new ways of thinking and talking about the 

purpose and impacts of their practices… not necessarily altering what they 

know and do, but becoming part of on-going understandings and debates 

about lifestyles and values,” (Hobson, 2003:106). 

 

This could be one step in the long-term process of achieving a reduction in 

water consumption.   

 

The research method employed in this thesis was individualistic in nature, 

focusing on how an individual carries out a practice. This was necessary in 

establishing the baseline knowledge of practices and the factors influencing 

their creation. However, this type of data then lends itself to the need for 

individual analysis, and thus models of behaviour change theory in which the 

individual is the focus of attention. Yet I was striving to not focus entirely on the 

individual. Sofoulis retrospectively found the same dilemma in her 2005 study 

on Everyday Water (2008b, personal communication). In later papers she talks 

of the need to have research methods that focus on the meso-level of water 

consumption rather than the individual level (Sofoulis, 2008a). She suggests 

having „conversation initiatives‟ with groups of people associated with 

something other than a single household. Thus a water diary could be a group 

collaboration carried out by a group of neighbours, a school group, hobby 

group, church congregations and so forth. This would remove focus from the 
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individual and look at more collective forms of water use, which is what occurs 

in reality, she argues.   

 

The methodology of this research project unwittingly began to follow a less 

individualist process through the group interviews in Lydd. However, as it was 

not the intention to look at communal forms of water consumption the questions 

remained focused on household use and individual practices. Information on 

allotment water using practices, for example, was not included within this study.  

Yet these factors are still water use and the experiences provided in these 

settings influence how water is used by householders. This study suggests that 

a more community focused approach to saving water is essential for a change 

in water cultures to be initiated and a reduction made. A research process that 

uses community groups to explore water use, and in so doing raise the salience 

of water and water use, can be a water efficiency intervention in itself. At the 

same time the process can provide valuable information on water use, so 

providing further insights into what may be done to encourage a reduction in 

water use. Action research lends itself to such forms of enquiry. Sefton‟s action 

research, exploring a community‟s reaction to a sustainable urban drainage 

project on an estate in Sheffield, demonstrates the richness of data that can be 

gained through the use of such methodology (Sefton, 2008). An added 

advantage of action research is that it is an ongoing process rather than a one-

off exercise which is quickly over, and possibly forgotten.  
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8.3.2 Future Research  

Some suggestions for future research are offered below. Suggestions for 

research closely associated with the case studies are offered first, followed by 

those with a wider remit. 

 

 Water metering installation is a process that will continue in England. The 

Lydd case study highlighted the anxiety for many households of 

switching to payment by water meter. Trialing different methods of 

support for those who are about to be metered would be valuable. Such 

support may be the provision of additional information on personal water 

consumption and appliance use, face-to-face contact points in a local 

advice centre, or an individual to speak to community groups.  

 

 Within this research User Cultures was the main focus for data collection. 

Collection of information on the Services would gain valuable insights for 

exploring the two-way interactions that occur between these domains.  

 

 The co-evolutionary aspect of the triangle demonstrates the ever-

changing nature of water practices. According to this theory, the 

interventions and interview process may have shaped water use in some 

manner. Longitudinal studies are therefore ideal. Continuing research in 

Heybridge, and particularly Lydd, (due to its on-going trial), would be 

interesting to investigate changes in perceptions and use of water that 

have occurred since the first data collections.   
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 Water cultures have featured greatly within this research. Exploring ways 

to raise the importance and value of water by methods that do not 

involve a financial incentive would be extremely interesting. An action 

research project instigating a water market or water festival would 

provide fascinating data. This could also be tied into research on the 

power of intrinsic values. Alternatively, researching water cultures in 

areas where such interventions have already occurred would provide a 

similarly valuable exploration. Communities in the vicinity of the 

Hampshire Water Festival would be ideal, as this festival has now been 

running for eight years.   

 

 Socio-technical theory throws down the gauntlet to look at alternative 

modes of provision of utilities. In Wales the water company is mutually 

owned. It would be interesting to explore if this difference in the service 

provision of water has an impact on people‟s perceptions and 

expectations of water provision. In terms of infrastructural changes in 

water provision, it was seen that several participants in Lydd were 

interested in rain water harvesting and grey water recycling. Alternative 

forms of water provision could be explored whereby a group of local 

residents are supported to try out these methods. Over a number of 

years the impact in terms of culture, infrastructure and services could be 

documented.  
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9 Summary 

This concluding chapter presents a summary of the overall findings of this 

research process. Each research aim is taken in turn and the evidence 

summarized. The chapter finishes with concluding comments.  

 

9.1 Research aim one 

“To characterize contemporary water users cultures in south east England, 

exploring how and why people use water as they do.” 

Water is used for personal hygiene, cleaning fabrics and objects, drinking, 

cooking and maintaining a garden. These activities are carried out to meet 

social expectations relating to cleanliness and comfort and the presentation of 

people, houses, gardens and objects. People follow routines to achieve these 

expectations. Convenience is a key consideration within the creation of a 

routine. Routines vary within and between households, and can vary for an 

individual depending on the circumstances they need to adapt to everyday.  

  

The water using practices people carry out are shaped by factors driving 

consumption (3Cs) and motivating saving (financial, personal responsibility, 

acting according to regulations, desire not to waste), as well as the historical, 

contextual and geographical influences of water and water provision.  

  

People generally feel they personally use little water, their use is „average‟, 

essential and cuts cannot be made. Saving water is seen as being good. 

Wasting water is considered to be bad. It is common for individuals to feel that 

many „others‟ waste water.  
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There is a lack of awareness of how much water is used at specific endpoints. 

When something happens to raise water use to discursive consciousness. most 

people express a great appreciation of water and can think of methods to 

reduce personal water use. However, many are trapped within their 

conventional patterns of use, often not thinking of how to achieve reductions 

beyond their regular infrastructural and cultural frameworks. Exceptions to this 

are people who have experienced different systems of water provision, such as 

those of an older generation, people who have lived abroad, or who have 

experienced previous droughts.   

 

People expect water to be available on demand at the turn of a tap and at what 

is perceived to be a „fair‟ price. Currently water companies are failing to meet 

these expectations, with much research indicating public dissatisfaction. This 

appears to relate to reports on leakages, hosepipe bans (and thus disruption to 

the plentiful supply) and water company profits. Such problems are attributed to 

all water companies, with the failings of one tarring all the others.   

 

9.2 Research aim two 

“To use qualitative methods to examine the strengths and weaknesses of 

mainstream approaches to water efficiency in the UK.” 

Interpretive research methods were used to provide rich and detailed 

information on two case studies. The case studies explored the installation of 

water efficient devices (technical fix) and water metering (behavioural change 

and awareness raising). Both interventions are exemplary of UK mainstream 

approaches to achieving water efficiency.   
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Theoretically, the strength of a water efficient devices approach is that the 

equipment should reduce endpoint use for a single practice using a particular 

device. However, in practice, within the Heybridge case study, it was found that 

how the device was used (behavior) overrode any potential savings. In addition, 

equipment was replaced with time or if it did not suit the householder‟s needs. 

This research suggests that technical changes on their own fail to tackle the 

cultural conventions of water use and as a result fail to operate effectively.   

 

The water metering intervention is based on the theory that, through raising the 

salience of values and water using practices, combined with financial 

incentives, an individual will alter their practices to reduce their water use.  Lydd 

participants confirmed that intrinsic values and financial incentives caused them 

to adapt their water using practices during drought and following metering. It 

was also found that other factors in favour of metering related to perceptions of 

fairness, a possible increase in trust amongst the population and the 

establishment of a baseline measurement of water use,  

 

From a behavioral change perspective, metering in Lydd did lead to small 

reductions in water consumption. But metering failed to meet expected levels of 

reduction. This may have been due to several reasons: as metering was not yet 

universal it was perceived of as unfair; resentment towards water companies 

may result in uncooperation; awareness of water consumption at endpoints was 

low. Further disadvantages were that metering hit the poorest and disabled the 

hardest.  
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A socio-technical perspective suggests that metering fails to challenge the 

cultural conventions of water use and the systems and services of provision. As 

such, it does not address factors that lead to increasing demand. As the 

infrastructure also remains the same, individuals have limited capacity to make 

significant changes to water using practices. Rather than a tweaking of current 

infrastructure and behaviour, a more radical change is needed to address 

cultures of consumption and systems of water provision. Evidence from the 

Heybridge and Lydd case studies suggest that User Cultures, Services and 

Objects are intimately linked and together create the demand for water.  

Changes in all these areas will be needed to alter the cultures of water 

consumption. 

 

9.3 Research aim three 

“To critique selected socio-technical and behavioural theories in light of 

their practical application.” 

A multiple theory approach was chosen to analyse the data as it was found that 

no one theory/model could adequately explain the range of factors that 

emerged from the case studies. Indeed, it was necessary, as well, to alter the 

theories to more adequately fit the field data. Different adapted theories offered 

different scales of analysis. It is hoped that the three adapted theories may be 

more efficient tools for analysis in further research on domestic water demand 

than in their original forms. 

 

Socio-technical systems theory and behavioural theories are contradictory to 

one another. However, it was found that each had important elements to offer. 

Behavioural theory, relying on the autonomy of the individual, is correct in that 
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awareness raising combined with other changes can lead to adaptations to 

practices to some (albeit limited) extent. Socio-technical theory points to the 

immense constraints within the existing systems and suggests alternative 

pathways to achieving a more sustainable consumption of water. 

  

9.4 Concluding comments 

“It would seem to be at least a sound principle of inquiry ... to treat 

individual demand not as a starting point but as a secondary and 

emergent product of social actors‟ adaptation to the situation and supplies 

at hand... Consumption [is] not simply a response to supply, but also a 

social act that affirms and in fact constitutes membership in a community,” 

(Hackett and Lutzenhiser, 1991:469).     

 

This thesis has argued that different theoretical approaches shed light on 

different levels of analysis and, as such, offer different pathways for reducing 

domestic water demand. Much research attention and policy is focused on 

technological fixes and behaviour change. The impact of these methods has 

been limited. Yet there is a growing body of literature suggesting socio-technical 

systems thinking may offer different, workable solutions. The difficulties often 

cited with socio-technical approaches are that it is not possible to predict how 

people will respond or where the approach may lead, so success cannot be 

guaranteed. However, as the vast body of current research on water demand 

management shows, neither can the alternatives. Thus, to borrow a phrase, it 

would seem a sound principle of inquiry to take a risk and try something 

different, using socio-technical theory as a basis for developing a pathway for 

action.  
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Appendix A 

Table to show quantitative results of MTP research on water appliances 

Appliance Current % 
of 
household 
water use 

Predictions of water use Difficulties with 
estimates 

Baths Approx 
25% 

There will be a decline in 
bath tubs per household 
from 96% in 2007 to 91% 
in 2020 due to increase in 
showering and smaller 
houses 
 
Assumes  consumption 
related to bathing will 
remain stable as people 
accept bathing as part of a 
„lifestyle‟ luxury 

No accepted 
performance test. 
 
Amount of water put in 
a bath is not necessarily 
related to bath volume. 
 
The size of person 
affects bath capacity  

Showers Various 
figures 
given 
including 
10%, 8% 
and 8.6% 

There is a projected 25% 
increase in showering 
between 2001-2010 due to 
increase in shower units 
and number of showers 
taken. 
 
Frequency of shower use 
is expected to continue to 
increase marginally 
 
There was a significant 
increase in % of household 
water consumption 
achieved through 
showering in a study 
between old and new build 
 
Recycling showers are 
currently rare but use 
could increase in the future 
if promoted. 

There is no standard 
definition of „water 
efficient‟ shower or 
„power shower‟ 
 
There is no standard 
measure for shower 
performance. 
 
The overall 
performance is made up 
of many factors 
including flow rate, area 
covered by spray, force 
of spray, effectiveness, 
water temperature and 
controllability, most of 
which have no standard 
measure.  
 
Overall performance is 
linked to water pressure 
and type of hot water 
system 

Toilets Up to 
33.5% 

Considerable potential for 
decreasing water use with 
technology as use is 
functional, not luxurious, 
so less reliant on changes 
to user behaviour 
 

As yet there is no 
agreed test method for 
flush volume. 
 
Will low flush volumes 
create blockages in the 
drainage pipes? 
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As old toilets are replaced, 
and in new build, water 
use will decline, with 
potential for flush 
capacities of below 3 litres 
 
Significant savings were 
made through more 
efficient toilets in a study 
between old and new build 
 
By 2020 aim to have no 
toilets sold with capacity 
greater than 4.5 litres 

 
There is no evidence if 
actual flush volumes are 
the same as nominal 
flush volumes 
 
There is evidence of 
leaking values being a 
common occurrence 

Tapware „Variable‟  
and approx 
25% 

Currently no quantitative 
evidence that efficient 
fittings on standard taps 
saves water 

Consumption is highly 
user- dependent as 
cannot control length of 
time used, degree the 
tap is  opened, and 
there are wide variety of 
functions, e.g. cooking, 
cleaning, bathing 
 
Length of time taps are 
used is affected by the 
boiler type  

Dish 
washers 

1.5% Dishwasher water 
consumption can be three 
to four times less than 
washing the same amount 
by hand 
 

Washing up habits vary 
widely 
 
 
 

Washing 
machines 

12.5% Energy efficient washing 
machines use less water 
as energy is saved by 
heating less water 

Tests focus on energy 
efficiency rather than 
water efficiency 
 

(Data summarised from the 22 briefings available at 
www.mtprog.com/cms/product-strategies/sector/domestic)  
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Appendix B.1 

Examples of cultures of cleanliness, comfort and convenience and water using  

 

Advertisement for immersion heater in Picture Post, 1st June 1957 
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Appendix B.2 

Examples of cultures of cleanliness, comfort and convenience and water using  

Note the comment in the bottom right-hand corner regarding a „laundry crime‟! 

 

A 19 page leaflet on how to wash clothes by Proctor and Gamble, 2008. 
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Appendix C 

Table to show Heybridge case study participants in each household 

Household Household Occupancy Participation 
in interview 
at some 
point 

A Two adults 
Two teenaged children **  

All 

B One adult (Ms) 
One young adult  

Ms B 

C Two adults 
Two children  

Mr C 

D Two adults 
Two children  

Ms D 

E One adult (Ms) 
Two young adults  

Ms E 

F Two adults 
Two children  
Two teenagers 

Mr, Ms, two 
children 

G Two adults 
One grown child with special needs 
sometimes stays 
Grown daughter & fiancé sometimes come 
by  
One teenaged daughter stays some 
weekends 

Mr G, Ms G 

H One adult (Ms) 
Two young adults 
Ms‟s partner (occasionally)  

Ms H 

J One adult (Ms) 
Two teenagers 
One child 

All 

K One adult (Ms) 
One teenager 
One child 

Ms K 

L Two adults 
Three children  

Ms L 

M Two adults  
Adult daughter often there in day time 

Mr M 

N One adult (Ms) 
Two children  

Ms N 

P One adult (Ms) 
One teenager 
Sometimes has an extra child staying at 
weekends 

Ms P 

Q Two adults 
One young adult  
One teenager 
One child 

Ms Q, one 
child 
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R One adult (Ms) 
Two teenagers 
One child 
Ms‟s partner and teenaged son sometimes 
stay over 

All 

S One adult (Mr) 
One teenager 
The teenager goes to his mothers once a 
fortnight. Both householders stay at Mr‟s 
partners sometimes. 

Mr S 

T Two adults 
Two children  
A family of relatives often comes to stay at 
weekends. 
There is always one more child staying at 
weekends 

Ms T 

U One adult (Ms) 
One grown son  

Ms U 

** The age of children is not recorded to preserve anonymity. „Child‟ is aged 0-
10. „Teenager‟ is 11-16. „Young adult‟ is 17-22.   
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Appendix D 

Heybridge Interview Schedule 

The interview was conducted in three parts. The first was word association to 
help the interviewee to relax and begin thinking of water related issues. The 
second section focussed on water practices. The third looked a personal water 
use in the home using graphs and pie charts of actual household consumption.  
 
Part 1: Word Association 

 
water 
drains  
waste water 
drinking water 
climate change 
hot water 
river 
water meter 

water usage 
water industry 
water efficiency 
cleaning 
taps  
dish washer 
power shower 
reservoir 

water company 
water butt 
sprinklers 
brushing teeth 
grey water 
jacuzzi 
tap water 
washing machine 

 
Part 2: Water use 

1. What ways do you use water around the house? 
 
2. Taking one of those, say washing up.  

 Who does it in this house? 

 Can you remember the first time you washed up?  

 How did you learn how to do it? 

 Are there any arguments over it? 

 What about washing clothes/making a cup of tea? 
 
3. Do you think the way you use water has changed since you were younger? 

 Do you have the same habits as whoever brought you up or do you do 
things differently now?  

 If so in what way? And why? 
 
4. Do you think the way different age groups use water is different or the same? 
 
5. What is your favourite water using appliance and why? 

 Least favourite? 

 What would xx‟s be? 
 
6. In what ways do you think water is considered an issue? 
 
7. What do you think about the water meters that have been in your home? 

 Can you see any advantage/disadvantage with them? 

 What would you like from a water meter? 
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Part 3: Personal water consumption 

 
(Give figures on average water use in the UK and show them graphs and pie 
charts of their own use. Examples given in Appendix C) 
 
8. What do you think of the figures? Is there anything surprising there for you? 
 
9. Is there anything that surprises you? Do you have any explanations for your 
use? 
 
10. What do you think could realistically help you save water? 

(Is there any technology that could help...? changes that you could 
make?) 
 
11. Is there anything you would like to ask me? 
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Appendix D.4 

Pie charts comparing overall household use and average UK household use  

 

Average water consumption per day for household X 

 

Water use in a typical house in the UK 
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Appendix E 

Table to show methods of recruitment for Lydd sample group 

Gatekeeper 
organisation 
for snowball 
sampling 

No. of  
participants 

Description of the gatekeeper organisation 

Lydd House 8 Adult education centre and children‟s nursery 

The Business 
Club 

5 Monthly club for those who run their own 
businesses from Lydd and New Romney 

Town Council 
Meeting 

6 Monthly town council meetings attended by 
councillors and the public 

Meeting Point 3 Older People‟s weekly coffee morning 

Community 
Warden 

3 Police Community Support Officer and two 
colleagues 

Allotment 
Association  
Members 

5 Lydd allotment association board members 

Youth Club 5 Weekly evening youth club for challenging 
children 

Recruitment 
through 
random 
sampling 

No. of  
participants 

Description of connection 

 7 FDWS customers 
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Appendix F 

Table to show interviewed Lydd households by metering status, gender and age 
group 

Newly 
metered 

Optants New build/ 
change of 
address 

Not 
affected 
by meter* 

Not able to 
meter 

Not yet 
Metered** 

Male  Fe 
male 

M F M F M F M F M F 

E E Aa4 Aa4 Y Y  A J J U U 

K K Q Q S W  X  Z Aa2 Aa2 

M M R L  T    Kk4   

C H  P         

D G  B         

V N  I         

Kk1 Aa3           

Kk2 F           

Kk3 Kks           

            

            

15 
households 

7 
households 

4 
households 

2 
household
s 

3 
households 

2 
households 

Total number of households interviewed on meters Total not metered 

28 5 

Explanation of the table 
* These interviewees lived in houses whereby they paid a fix rent which 
included their bills and thus they did not feel their consumption would be 
affected by the meter. The male in the family worked for the army. 
** These interviewees lived outside of the meter zone but on the Lydd 
peninsula. They were interviewed due to their association with/representation of 
certain groups in the community.   
Those with Aa + number refer to those in Group 5 who were in the Allotment 
Association.  
Those in Kk+ number were in the youth group. Kks was the supervisor.  
 

Age range Colour Male Female 

Under 18  4 0 

19 -29  0 2 

30-39  1 6 

40-49  2 3 

50-59  5 6 

60+  6 7 
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Appendix G 

Lydd Interview Schedule 

 
The interview schedule is presented first, (Appendix G.1). Following this a table 
describes the information presented to the participants and the purpose for this 
information (Appendix G.2). This is then followed with the actual information 
presented, with the exception of the radio interview (Appendix G.3 – G.6).  
 

Appendix G.1 

 
Lydd Interview Schedule 

 
Warm up: (using one or two of these) 

 Could you tell me all the different things you may use the kitchen sink 
for?  

 What about an outside tap? 

 Are there any reasons for having a bath other than getting clean? 
 
1. What does the phrase „local water situation‟ mean to you? 

 what do you think about that then? 

 prompts: changed in recent years? Think back to childhood, do you think 
you use water differently now? Source of water? Different to rest of UK? 
Did you hear that on the radio, or read about it? Do you know who your 
water company is? Do you know where your water is from? 

 
2. Who do you feel is responsible for conserving the local water supply? 
 
3. Do you want to lower your water use? 

If so, for what reasons, and if not, for what reasons? 
 
4. Do you have a water meter? When did you get the water meter? Had you 
lived anywhere else with a meter before? 

 
5. Have you done anything to reduce your water use since having a meter?  

 If so, what? 

 Where did you get the idea from? 

 Was it an easy process? 

 What advice would you give to others who are just getting a meter? 
 
6. What information were you given with your water meter? (jog memories with 
example pack).  

 What do you like most about it? 

 What do you like least about it? 

 Is there anything that seems inappropriate?  

 If you could change one thing what would you change? 

 Do you know of any other information you have been sent at any other 
time? – anything in with a bill, printed on a bill etc? 
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Show/listen to a range of info: the pack they gave out, the radio ads, Yarra 
Valley bill, Yorkshire Water sheet. Show each item one at a time to everyone 
and they can discuss them:  
 
(See Table below for details of information given) 
 
7. Is there anything you like about this, anything you don‟t? 
 
8. What kind of information would you want to help you lower your water use? 
 
9. Of all the different ways of getting information, which do you feel is the most 
useful?  
 
10. Do you think meters are the best way to reduce water use? If not can you 
suggest any other? Is the meter a fair system of charging for water? 
 
11. Would you change anything about your water meter? If so, what would it be 
and for what reasons? 
 
12. If you were in charge of the process of metering instillation in Lydd, what 
kind of changes would you make, if any? 
 
Interview ending 

The purpose of this study is to find out what sort of impact, if any, the water 
meters have had on you: what your perspective is on water meters and what 
sort of information or help people feel they need to help then adapt to having a 
meter.  
Do you feel we have talked about that? Is there anything we have missed out 
that you would like to add? 
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Appendix G.2 

 
Table to summarise information provided in Lydd interviews for participant 
response.  

Topic/Source Description Purpose 

Awareness and 
education about 
water, from 
Yorkshire Water‟s 
schools activities 
website (G.3) 

Shows an activity, such as 
showering, and the amount of 
water used in litres.  Details 
such as the length of time 
spent in the shower were 
included. 

To gauge if 
participants were 
aware of water usage, 
if they felt this 
information was useful 
and what format this 
should come in. 

Water efficient 
washing machines, 
from Waterwise 
website (G.4) 

Lists different machines and 
shows their relative water 
efficiency  

To see if people felt 
information on water 
efficient technologies 
would be useful and 
whether they feel they 
would purchase such 
items.  
 

Bill, Yarra Valley 
Water (G.5) 

Included: (1) comparison 
between billed household with 
an „average‟, (2) a bar chart 
providing consumption 
comparisons for the same 
quarter last year, (3) a 
breakdown of the bill  

To see how people 
respond to having 
personalised 
information and 
making comparisons 
to oneself and 
averages. 

Advert 
commissioned by 
FDWS and played 
on local radio 
(recording of 
advert played for 
interview) 

 To get views on what 
interviewees felt about 
a medium different to 
the written word. 

Energy and water 
conservation 
leaflet from Kent 
Wildlife Trust 
(G.6) 

The 8-page leaflet contained 
information on water & energy, 
explaining why there was the 
need to save energy and water, 
facts and figures, action points 
that could be taken and links to 
websites for more information. 
On the front cover of the leaflet 
is a large photo of Dungeness 
Power Station which is just 
across the fields from Lydd so 
it was very relevant locally. 

To explore 
interviewees‟ 
response to water 
conservation when the 
message was put to 
them through another 
body, possibly raising 
issues of trust.   
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Appendix G.3  

Water consumption awareness activity (Yorkshire Water, 

http://www.yorkshirewater.com/?OBH=2222) 
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Appendix G.4  

 
Water efficiency information  
 
Washing machine efficiency 
(http://www.waterwise.org.uk/reducing_water_wastage_in_the_uk/house_and_g
arden/ranking_of_washing_machines.html) 
 

 

 

  

Model Wash 

load 

(KG) 

Water 

efficiency 

(L/KG) 

Details 

 

AEG 

LL1620 
7 6.14 

Energy Consumption: 1.19 
Energy Rating: A+ 
Wash Rating: A 
Spin Rating: A 
Litres Consumed: 43 
Features: fuzzy logic detects if 

too much detergent has been 

added and adds extra rinses only 

if required 

 

AEG 

L86810 
7 6.43 

Energy Consumption: 1.19 
Energy Rating: A+ 
Wash Rating: A 
Spin Rating: A 
Litres Consumed: 45 
Features: fuzzy logic detects if 

too much detergent has been 

added and adds extra rinses only 

if required 

 

Gorenje 

WA74163 
7 6.43 

Energy Consumption: 1.19 
Energy Rating: A 
Wash Rating: A 
Spin Rating: A 
Litres Consumed: 45 
Features: quick wash to minimise 

time and water, and sensors to 

optimise water consumption 
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Appendix G.5   

Response to personalised information 

Example water bill from Yarra Valley Water (side 1) 
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Appendix G.5   

Response to personalised information  

Example bill from Yarra Valley Water (side 2) 
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Appendix G.6   

Appeal to intrinsic values:  Kent Wildlife Trust Leaflet (first and last pages only) 
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Appendix H.1 

 
Table to show device changes to CH since 1998 and awareness of equipment *** 

 

House
-hold 

Changes to devices Awareness of equipment in 
house 

Change 
of 
occupan
cy since 
1998** 

HA Shower attached to taps 
Outside tap installed 
Hippo in one toilet 

Ms HA was unaware of toilet 
hippo installed in one toilet by 
husband 

0 

HB Outside tap installed 
Bought but not yet 
installed shower  

 1 

HD Dishwasher installed 
Shower (possibly attached 
to taps) 
Dual flush toilets installed 

Aware of dual flush toilets* 1 

HF Dual flush toilets installed Aware of dual flush toilet but 
dislikes them 

1 

HG Bath removed and walk-in 
shower installed 
Special „closomat‟ toilet 
installed for disabled son 
Possible dual flush toilet 
downstairs 

Mr HG does not know if they 
have a dual flush toilet 
downstairs. Ms HG believes 
they have. ESW records do 
not show a dual flush toilet. 

0 

HH Dishwasher installed  0 

HK Showerhead  fitted to taps 
 

Unable to install dual flush 
toilet due to pipe work 

1 

HL Dishwasher installed 
Dual flush toilets installed 
Shower, (possibly 
attached to taps) 

Thought they had a grey 
water system.  
Aware of dual flush toilets and 
so are the children 

3 

HU Dual flush toilets installed 
Shower (possibly attached 
to taps) 

Aware of dual flush toilets 1 

*‟Awareness‟ relates to the participant(s) and not necessarily other household 
members. 
**information collected by ESW 
***all houses had installed washing machines 
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Appendix H.2 

Table 2: Device changes to WEH since 1998 and awareness of equipment*** 
House
-hold 

Changes to devices Awareness of equipment in house Change 
of 
occupanc
y since 
1998** 

HC Possible power shower Believes shower to be power shower. 
If so this was not installed by ESW 
Aware that bath is small and also 
thinks basins and toilet cistern is small 

2 

HE Bath replaced with 180 litre 
bath 
Outside tap installed 
Dishwasher installed 
Water butt installed but 
broken 

Believes neither toilet is a dual flush 
due to an error from the installers. Is 
aware that other houses have dual 
flush toilets in them.  

0 

HJ Dishwasher installed Thinks they are on a grey water 
system 
Doesn‟t think they have dual flush 
toilets 
Thinks she may have a water efficient 
bath 

0 

HM Bath replaced 
Shower replaced 
Dishwasher installed 
Outside tap installed 

Thinks he has dual flush  1 

HN No changes Thinks they have a water efficient bath 
Doesn‟t think she has any other water 
efficient equipment 

0 

HP Outside tap installed Thinks they are on a grey water 
system 
Doesn‟t think she has any other water 
efficient devices 

0 

HQ Dishwasher installed 
Outside tap installed 
Several taps changed over 
years due to leaks, etc 

Unsure if she is in a water efficient 
house 

0 

HR Outside tap installed Thinks they have a grey water system 
Thinks they have a water efficient bath 

2 

HS Water butt installed Aware he has a dual flush toilet but 
uncertain over its workings 

0 

HT  Aware of dual flush but thinks others 
probably don‟t use it 

0 

**information collected by ESW 
***all houses had installed washing machines 
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Statement of work 

 

The Heybridge case study was undertaken as a team research project. The research 

was a collaboration between University of Bradford and Lancaster University. The 

research team consisted of Will Medd, Liz, Sharp, Christine Sefton and myself. Within 

this team, I, Cathy Knamiller, was responsible for question design, carrying out the 

interviews, the initial interpretation of the data and the writing of a report for Essex & 

Suffolk Water, (Knamiller, et al, 2006). Contributions from other team members 

included the original research epistemology and research design, additional comments 

on the interpretation of the data, structuring of the report for Essex & Suffolk Water, 

and final comments on the report. Transcription of the interviews was undertaken by 

paid individuals (not part of the research team) and myself.    

 

Analysis of the quantitative data for the Heybridge case study was undertaken by 

Essex & Suffolk Water and was not in the remit of research either for the University 

research team or myself.  

 

The Lydd case study was undertaken by myself with guidance from my supervisor, Liz 

Sharp. I designed the research questions, carried out the interviews, analysed the data 

and wrote a report for Folkestone & Dover Water Services. Contributions by Liz Sharp 

included comments on the interpretation of the data and final comments on the report. 

Again, transcriptions were carried out by paid individuals and myself. Analysis of the 

quantitative data for the Lydd case study was undertaken by Folkestone & Dover Water 

Service.  

 

The initial analysis of the data and the two reports contributed to the creation of this 

thesis. In addition, the interview data was coded again in light of behavioural and socio-

technical theory to produce the final thesis.   

 

Cathy Knamiller 

 

 

22/10/10 

 

 


